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PREFACE.

THE meaning

of Horticulture as given by Noah Webster
the "cultivation of a garden, or the art of cultivating
gardens." But modern advancement has given the word
is

a

much

broader signification.

It

now

includes such impor-

tant divisions as pomology, or fruit-growing, ornamental
and shade trees and shrubs, flowers and their culture, modes

and methods of propagation, landscape gardening, spraying
for insects and fungi, garden and orchard irrigation, systematic pomology, or plant description and classification,
and still other divisions and subdivisions in varied climes
and on different eoils.
Quite as important is the modern change in the requirements of the student or beginner in horticulture. In the
days when gardening was a mere art the operator was told
what to do and how to do it. At this time the student is
required to know not only how to perform a given work,
but to give the reasons for doing it in a certain way in order
to reach given results.

In agricultural college work, at institutes, and at horticultural meetings the discussion of practical details is now
associated with the underlying principles that often border

on science.

Commercial horticulture

in its

many

classes is also a
Hi
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modern development.

This

is

specially true of the

com-

mercial growing of the orange, grape, strawberry, apple,
tomato, melon, and indeed all fruits and nuts that can be

widely distributed in fresh or preserved form.
Modern facilities for transportation have had

much

to

do

with this rapid development, together with the muchpublished information and literature that naturally grew
in connection

up

with these extended systematic operations.

Indeed the literature connected with growing fruits for
market has advanced far more rapidly than that pertaining
to

home-making, home propagation, and the principles

connected with the modes and methods used in the varied
divisions of work.

Hence

in this

volume the needs of the

student, amateur, and beginner have been
every section and every chapter.

regarded in

To

prevent duplication and to give a clearer presentation
the
union of theory and practice, the work and the reaof
sons therefor are given in connection, or reference is made
to other explanatory sections.
The division of systematic pomology, or the description
and classification of fruits and nuts, is quite distinct and

In some respects chapters on this
separate as a study.
for
in time of need as we use a
are
used
reference
subject
dictionary, while the theory
is

and practice of horticulture

a continued study in which about all classes are interested.
A number of years ago Daniel Webster said: "Horticul-

ture

is

one pursuit of natural science in which all sexes
of education and refinement unite. It attracts,

and degrees

It seems to be a common field where every
delights all.
and refinement may unite and find opporof
taste
degree

tunity for their gratification."
Hence the principles and practices of horticulture are
outlined in Part I in a separate volume.
Sytematic pomology, giving a description of the fruits
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in cultivation largely planted in the various sections of the
United States and Canada, together with those of special

promise in local parts, is treated in Part II, which is also
published as a separate volume for the benefit of those most
interested in varieties that succeed most perfectly on varied
soils

and in

The

different sections

figures used in Part

I,

and

districts.

when not

original, are copied

by permission from those used by Professor Goff, Professor
Green, Professor Bailey, and others, as credited in each
case, to whom special thanks are due.
My able associate, Professor N. E. Hansen, has read the
manuscript of Part I and assisted in various ways, and he
has given much time and labor to the responsible and
difficult work of describing and deciding the status of the

many varieties in cultivation as given in Part II.
The discussions and statements in Part I have been
fully

considered, and

verified as far as possible

by

care-

travel,

correspondence, reading, and consultation, yet in some
But this will lead to invescases they will be questioned.
tigation.

It

cannot be hoped that a volume of this character

can be faultless in

all

respects.

The

details of

modern

horticulture are so varied that no one person can cover the
whole range without omissions and mistakes of judgment.
J. L.

AMES, IOWA, March

1, 1902.
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HORTICULTURAL MANUAL.
CHAPTER

I.

SEEDS AND SEED-GROWTH.
SEEDS are embryo plants capable of growing into new
individual plants more or less varied from the parent plant.
As the first stage of plant-life it should have the first attention of the beginner in horticulture.
Under natural conditions the
1. Seedling Variations.
If we plant the
seed reproduces the species very nearly.
the
will
in the main be
of
our
native
plums,
species
pits

reproduced, yet no two of the seedlings will be alike in

Not only

all

we have

slight variations in leaf
respects.
and habit of growth, but in the size, color, and season of
This variation has given us by selection such
the fruit.
will

native plums as Wyant, Wolf, and Rollingstone, and some
of our most valuable grapes, gooseberries, raspberries, and

other fruits.

The

natural variation from the seed has also by selection

given us some of our most desirable ornamental and shade
As a well-known instance, the handtrees and shrubs.

some cut-leaved weeping birch is a sport or variation of the
Amur-birch species (Betula Amurensis). If propagated
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from

the cut-leaved variety will reproduce the
but
the
species,
variety can only be preserved by propafrom
the
buds.
gating
2.

seeds,

Seed Variation of Cultivated Plants.

The

cultivated

and ligneous plants are far more variable when grown from seed than those nearer to Nature.
In many cases they are crosses or hybrids and for generavarieties of the fruits

tions have been planted intermingled with other varieties.
If we plant the seeds of the Grimes Golden or Jonathan

we get an exceedingly varied lot of seedlings in leaf,
habit
of growth, and fruit.
Some of them will probud,
duce no larger nor better fruit than the Siberian crabs, and
apples,

perhaps no seedling will bear fruit approaching the parents
in size or quality. When propagated by budding, grafting,
or cuttings of the top or roots, these choice old varieties are
reproduced indefinitely with very slight individual variations.

While

plants,

we

find

this

is

some

the rule with cultivated trees and

partial or entire exceptions.

As

ex-

amples, some of the Russian fruits, such as the Duchess
apple and the Spate Morello cherry, come near to reproduction from seed, and the same is true of some peaches.
Among garden vegetables we have many varieties that
have been so fixed by selection, and growing in isolated
position, that they reproduce the variety very nearly true

from seed, indefinitely, if kept apart from other varieties of
the same species.
3. Commercial Seeds.
It has been said with mucli
show of truth that the Americans are not gatherers of the
seeds of native ligneous trees and plants, while in Europe
seed-growing and seed-gathering is a business in which the
peasant and his children are helpers.
In the United States growers of vegetable- and some
flower-seeds supply the home market largely, and to some
extent consignments are sent abroad.
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But our nurserymen and tree-growers mainly rely on
foreign nurseries for tree-stocks and seeds of the conifers,
bulbs, and many of the leading flower-seeds.
Each year large consignments of evergreen seed are received from western Europe, while tons of the cones of such
beautiful and hardy native species as Black Hills spruce,
white spruce, Colorado fir, Black Hills
are allowed to go to waste.
pine,
In the line of tree-stocks it is much the same. French
silver

spruce,

and red pine

crab-apple seed and Mazzard and Mahaleb cherry stocks
and pits are imported by the carload, while native seed is

In the States west of the lakes
neglected to large extent.
the use of native seeds of the conifers and tree-stocks is

most important for climatic reasons. The seeds of hardy
home-grown apples, the pits of our select native plums,
the pits of our wild red cherry, the seeds of our home-grown
flowers, and the seeds of the Colorado and Black Hills con-

should be used at the West, and they would prove
more valuable than the imported ones over a large part of
ifers

Indeed, in all parts of the union the use of
home-grown seeds should be encouraged, especially in the
the union.

way
4.

of conifers

and

In selecting seeds for
desirable to secure those

Seed-saving.

tree stocks it

is

fruit-tree stocks.

growing fruitfrom primitive
The abnormal de-

or nearly primitive types and species.
velopment of the edible portion of fruits is not favorable
for the development of plump and perfect seeds. In many
of the highly developed fruits of the apple, pear, cherry,
plum, grape, pineapple, banana, and tomato we find no per-

and the few capable of germination fail to develop
A well-known propagator has
strong, healthy seedlings.
said that he would sooner pay twenty-five dollars for a
bushel of Red Romanite apple-seed than to have the seed
of Yellow Bellflower and Grimes Golden as a gift.
Expefect seed,

shown that the pits of our highly-developed
and plums are either entirely abortive or of little
value for stocks on account of feeble growth.
On the

rience has also
cherries

other hand, the pits of the wild cherries of Europe or of
our native wild red cherry develop vigorous, strong-growing stocks, and the same is true of the primitive plums of

Europe and America.
Over all parts of Europe the seeds of the native primitive orchard fruits are alone used for stocks.

In the States
where safe from root-killing these European wild stocks are
also prized on account of their uniform and vigorous
This has favored the use of French crab-seed,
growth.
the seed of the small Perry pears of Europe, and the use of
the primitive Mazzard and Mahaleb cherry stocks, as well
as stocks of the Myrobalan and St. Julien plum. These imported primitive stocks are found to develop strong, uniform seedlings, while those from cider-press seed or from
marketable fruits of any kind are weak, uneven, and relatively worthless.

As the

years go on,

more attention

will

be given to gathering our native seeds for propagation
where possible; and if imported, let it be from the parts of
in climate most nearly to the different parts of our Union.
For commercial use and transportation such carbonaceous

Europe corresponding

seeds as apple, pear, quince, and the small fruits require
careful drying and storing in a dry room.
Freezing will
if kept dry.
The conifer seed can also be
until
time
for
planting. The subtropical flowerkept dry
seeds and fruit-seeds not only require dry storage quarters,

not

harm them

If kept dry they
but freedom from severe freezing.
but
their
will
be
low
if frozen.
vitality
germinate,
5.

Seed-stratification.

The

practice

known

as

may

strati-

by gardeners is simply mixing thoroughly the seeds
with sand in a box and burying outside on dry ground, with
fication
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the top about four inches under the earth, where it will
freeze solidly if at the north, or be kept moist if at the
It is practised with hard, bony seeds that are insouth.

jured or ruined by drying, such as pits of plum, cherry,
honey locust, Kentucky coffee-tree, some of the shrubs,
and seeds of the small fruits and roses. If well mixed

when

stratified, it is

usual to sow the seed and sand together

in the spring.

Such nuts
hickory nuts,

as the hazel, filbert,
it is

best to

chestnut, acorns,

mix with sand and

and

store in a

cool cellar, protected by covering from rats and mice. But
kept in this way the nuts will usually sprout early in the

For this reason we have practised planting when
the ground has thawed out three inches deep in the spring.
Such nuts as the black walnut, English walnut, and butspring.

ternut are provided by Nature with a covering that holds
it decays.
It is best to cover these, as spread

moisture as

out in thin layers in a grove, with forest leaves for early
spring planting. Seeds that require to be kept moist should
be stratified very soon after gathering, and the pits of the
stone fruits should be washed to free them from all traces
of pulp, followed by partial drying before mixing with the
sand.
If not washed and partly or wholly dried, the ad-

hering pulp often develops fungus growth that is destrucIf the stone fruits rot in boxes or piles and the pits
tive.

washed out and dried, they rarely can be made to germinate on account of fungus injury.
6. Soaking and Scalding Seeds.
Dry commercial seeds
are

of the apple

and pear are soaked

at the

North about twelve

hours, just prior to a night of low temperature, during the
The water is then drained off, the
latter part of winter.

mixed with sand and placed outside in shallow
While frozen the boxes are placed
boxes to freeze solidly.
on the north side of a building and covered with straw to
seeds
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hold the frost as long as possible.
are planted without separating

Early in spring they

from the sand.

At the South the dry seed is soaked for a longer period,
with frequent changes of water to prevent fermentation,
and they are kept moist until they are planted. But the
writer's observation has favored the belief that this plan
does not give as perfect a stand as the one of soaking and

freezing practised at the North.
The dry small-fruit seed is soaked about the time of

planting until most of the seeds change color with frequent
Some garden-seeds, such as onion and
changes of water.
parsnip, are usually soaked before planting to hasten
But all
germination, giving less trouble in weeding.

small seeds

and indeed

all

seeds

when soaked must be

When the surface is dry, if the
planted in moist earth.
seeds come in contact with dry earth they will dry up and
usually fail to germinate.

Hard, bony seed, such as honey locust, black locust,
Kentucky coffee-tree, and canna, when dry and hard will

endure soaking in scalding-hot water without injury if not
When ready to plant they will swell
placed on the stove.

The swelled
perceptibly and change to a lighter color.
seeds can be sifted out and the dark ones can be re-scalded.
Seeds treated in this way must be planted at once in moist
In place of scalding, water is often introduced

earth.

beneath the dry shell of canna and moonflower by
or boring the hard covering.
7. Fall Planting of Seeds.
shelled seeds in

filing

Planting some of the bonywell the purpose of strati-

autumn answers

fication if properly

managed.

If planted at

proper depth

for germination, they are apt to be thrown out by winter
and early spring frosts. They are also apt to be eaten by

and in spring the soil is
baked over them, giving most unfavorable conditions for
birds, mice, or other vermin,
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germination. The writer's plan has been to plant at usual
depth and then mounding a ridge of earth two or three

This defines the
inches deep over the line of each row.
and in spring, with a pronged hoe, the mound-

line of row,

ing

is

raked

off,

leaving a mellow seed-bed.

When

small

seeds, such as those of the grape,

raspberry, blackberry,
gooseberry, strawberry, and
Juneberry, are
off
in
the
in
the
fall,
planted
raking
spring should about
In the relatively dry air of the prairie
reach the seeds.
currant,

and arid States the line of row after raking should be
covered with boards or mulch until the roots of the delicate
seeds start,

when the covering

is

removed.

Seed-testing.
Seed-testing indoors is not wholly satconditions
are more favorable than in the
as
the
isfactory,
8.

The best test for the
soil of the open field or garden.
amateur or commercial planter is probably in quite deep
earthen dishes placed in the greenhouse or a warm livingroom or kitchen.

But the

test

should be continued until

the plantlet shows the true leaves and a system of roots
The simple
for taking up nutriment from the soil.
is no satisfactory test of their
vitality,
seeds will sprout that are not capable of forming
What is commercially called seed-testing
perfect plants.
The number of seeds
is simply sprouting the samples.

sprouting of seeds

as

many

The experiment stations and
that sprout are counted.
seed-dealers have several kinds of apparatus for this use,
in which the moisture and temperature are so controlled
that a seed with low vitality will sprout feebly that never
As Bailey says: "The
can develop true leaves or roots.
sprouting-test is almost wholly an attempt to arrive at a

numerical estimate of the sample rather than an effort to
determine the relative strength of germinating power."
With home-saved seeds kept as outlined under the head of
Seed-saving

(4) tests of vitality are

not needed.

But with
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test, carried on to perfect leafoften a time- and money-saving process.

commercial seeds the dish
development,

is

Depth of Planting Seeds.
planting depends on the size
9.

As a

rule,

the depth of
this is not

But

of seeds.

Some

quite large seeds, such as those of the
and some of the nuts, send out thick,
if planted three inches deep, foland
clumsy seed-leaves,
lowed by slight soil-baking, they are unable to force their
invariable.

bean, castor-oil bean,

way upward. This quite numerous class, including the
pumpkin and squash, should not be covered more than an
inch deep, and in heavy soils still less. On the other hand,
such plants as leave the seed-leaves or cotyledons in the
soil, such as corn and the pea, will bear deep planting if
the soil is not too compact to admit air freely. The closeobserving horticultural student will soon notice that some
plants, such as bean, pumpkin, and the orchard-fruit
seeds, when germinating lift up the seed-leaves bodily into
the

air,

while in others the seed-leaves remain in the

soil.

If deeply planted, the

clumsy leaves may fail to lift the
in such as corn and peas the
while
compact covering,
seed-leaves do not emerge, but growth takes place upward

from a growing point or plumule (Fig. 1). All fruit-tree
seeds should be planted early, and planted no deeper than
is necessary to secure the needed moisture.
Even where
small-fruit seeds are planted on the surface and pressed
down firmly with a board early in the spring, they usually

downward in time to escape injury by drying.
safer to press down such seeds and cover with a
board or mulch to lessen evaporation while the roots are
start the root

But

it is

When

starting.
is

the

covering
In planting nuts
as possible.

first

upward growth

is

observed the

removed.
it

is

best to follow

and press the

soil

down

Nature as closely

not more than an inch deep
In early spring plantfirmly.

Plant shallow
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is

moist,

9

we have planted black

walnuts, butternuts, hickory-nuts, chestnuts, and oak
acorns by merely crowding them down in mellow soil with

FIG.

PLANTLET OP

PLANTLET OF

1.

PLANTLET OP
PUMPKIN.
BEAN.
INDIAN CORN.
PEA.
la the pumpkin and bean, the seed-leaves (cotyledons) are lifted
PLANTLET OP

above the surface of the soil in germination.
In the corn and pea, the cotyledons are not lifted above the surface
of the soil in germination.

(After Goff.)

the boot-heel, with a success never attained in planting
over one inch deep.
10. Best Time to Plant.
As previously
seeds kept in open air or the cellar must
early or they may sprout in the boxes.
this the fruit-tree seeds germinate at a

stated, stratified

be planted very

But aside from
low temperature

and succeed best when planted quite

as early as seeds of
such cold-blooded plants as the pea, lettuce, and radish.
But the temperature of our northern summers especially

west of the lakes

permit the growing of

many

sub-

tropical annuals, such as corn, bean, melon, cucumber,
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If planted
tomato, egg-plant, and subtropical flowers.
in the open air in any part of the Union, we must wait
until the soil is warm enough to germinate the seeds

quickly to secure healthy after-growth.
11. Seeds in Shallow Boxes, or " Flats."

"What are known

to propagators as "flats" are shallow boxes with sides
four inches high and perforated bottoms.
The size as to

length and width

varied for different uses

is

and conven-

ience in handling.
These are filled with fine rich soil
favorable for the germination of delicate seeds unsafe for
are used by amateurs and progrowing plants, such as tomato, eggplant, peppers, and small flower-seeds, both Northern and
Southern.
Very delicate seeds, such as those of the verbena, are planted in rows with slight covering, and the
whole surface is then pressed down with a board. The

They

open-air planting.

fessional growers for

pressed

surface

is

then covered with sheets of porous
In watering, the

carpet-paper cut to the size of the box.

paper is taken off for sprinkling gently, so that the surface
will not be washed.
When the plants begin to show, the
At home the box can be kept in a
paper is taken off.

warm, well-lighted room, or in a gentle hot-bed. As soon
as the plants develop perfect leaves they are potted in
thumb-pots, which can also be kept in the "flats" with
filled with sand or earth, where they
remain until outside conditions are favorable for planting

the open spaces
out.
12. Seeds

in

the Hot-bed.

Bottom

heat, secured

by

manure

much

in the heating stage, or by hot water or steam, is
used by professional gardeners, and to less extent

by amateurs for starting subtropical plants, such as
tomato, pepper, egg-plant, and subtropical flowers. After
potting, the plants are set in flats and gradually hardened
for outdoor planting.
As the hot-bed and cold-frame are
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used also for cuttings, their structure will be given in the
chapter devoted to growing plants from cuttings (65).
13. Shaded Beds for Seed-planting.
Some of our cultivated trees and plants, that under natural conditions drop
their seeds in forest shade, seem to require the same pro-

when propagated

This is
in open exposure.
in
true
interior
the
such
as
climates,
specially
prairie
States, with such trees as the conifers and the birches.
tection

For shading the beds, lath frames for the top and sides
are now generally used.
Amateurs and smaller growers
use beds four feet wide covered with lath frames four feet
square, only eighteen inches above the bed, with sides
lathed to exclude the birds.
Larger growers erect a

framework high enough to work under, covering the top
and sides with lath, with three-quarter-inch spaces between
them.
Fig. 2 shows the plan of

FIG.

2.

making the

lath screen,

and

Lath Screen.

Fig. 3 gives the plan of lath-covered shed for sheltering
seed-beds from the direct rays of the sun and to lessen
These are made large enough for a number
evaporation.
of beds, highest in the centre, to run off surplus water
from rains into the slightly sunken paths between the
beds.

The

seed

is

sown

in drills very shallow,

and the
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surface

is

covered at once with evergreen leaves or othei

light shading to lessen evaporation, which is mainly removed when the plants begin to appear. The after-care of

the seedlings

FIG.

is

given in the chapter on seedling-growth.

Lath-covered Shed for Seed-beds.

3.

(After Bailey.)

Varied opinions have
14. Retained Vitality of Seeds.
been given as to the duration of vitality of seeds of the
This largely comes from the varied
cultivated plants.
modes of drying and storing of seeds. As an instance,
onion and other seeds are often sunk in water to clean, as

Such seed is only good for
But onion-seed properly handled is
good for ten years or more. As a rule, the vitality of all
Some seeds with the best care
seed is reduced by age.
than one year old, and the
when
more
rarely germinate

the chaff rises to the surface.

one year as a

rule.

kept dry for one year are much lowered in
Tables are often compiled giving the extreme

fruit-tree seeds
vitality.

But they are
duration of seeds under proper conditions.
so unsafe, on account of varying conditions, that the certain rule

is

to plant seeds the season following their gather-

The only exceptions are possibly with melons, cuing.
cumbers, squashes, and some other plants noted for excessive vigor of growth.

It is

claimed in such cases that seed

three or four years old gives less growth and

than the new seed.

more

fruit

CHAPTEK

II.

SEED-GERMINATION AND SEEDLING-GROWTH.
With an ordinary magnifyingis
not
difficult to discover compactly
the
tiny plantlet
glass
folded up within the seed. If we place seeds of pumpkin,
bean, corn, or pea in boiling water until fully swelled,
15. Seed-germination.

and then carefully dissect them, we will soon find the
embryo plantlet which exists in all seeds grown by the

What is known as sprouting or germinathe
unfolding and growth of the embryotic
merely
of
the
soil requisites and other favoring conSome
plant.
ditions for germination have been given in the preceding
horticulturist.

tion

is

The mature seed contains starch or protoplasm
dormant condition. When placed in moist soil, with

chapter.
in

temperature suited to the variety or species, the protoplasm becomes active, as when the spring awakens activity
of circulation

The

cells of

and growth of dormant trees in spring.
the embryo begin to increase in number by

division, and soon the tiny shoot, known popularly as the
sprout and by botanists as the hypocotyl, starts downward.
If the seed is not properly placed, this first growth will

make a curve before the rounded point extends downward.
In the forest we often see the acorn, lying on moist leaves,
project the hypocotyl through the leaves to the moist
earth, and later, when fastened to the soil, the up-growing
13
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All seeds start the
shoot, known as the plumule, starts.
root or hypocotyl downward prior to the starting of the
plumule upward to be exposed to the air and sun.

Germination

is

said to be completed

when

the young

plantlet forms perfect leaves and is capable of living without additional support from the stored nutriment in the
seed.
16.

Some

of the

Modes

rootlets start

from

its

As the hypodownward into the soil,

of Root-growth.

cotyl, or first seed-growth, extends

sides

and rounded point.

From

the

point the main or tap-root extends downward, and from
the sides extend the branch or feeding roots. The length
of the hypocotyl varies in seeds of different plants and

The long list of plants that lift up bodily the
halves of the seed or what remains of it, such as the bean,
pumpkin, and most of the fruits, make a relatively long

trees.

growth of the hypocotyl during the process of root-extension.
This seems to be a wise provision for forming a
foundation for the forcing process of lifting the bulk}
cotyledons to the surface with a force that often uplifts a

hard-baked earth surface.
If as
This class of seeds should be planted shallow.
to
as
will
not
be
able
force
the
deeply planted
peas, they

At the West a heavy rain folcotyledons to the surface.
lowed by dry days often forms a crust that makes it difficult for apple-seed to germinate if planted more than three
fourths of an inch deep.
If the soil is well firmed in
the
whole
of
this
numerous class will do best if
planting,

not covered more than from one half to three fourths of

an inch deep

On

(Fig. 1).

all plants that do not lift up the
seed-leaves or cotyledons will bear deeper planting.
The
is
an
two
This
forms
the
cotyledons, but
pea
example.
in
shoot
remain
soil
and
the
slender
the
they
pushes up

the other hand,
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In this class of plants the hypocotyl

easily to the surface.

lengthens but

AND SEEDLING-GKOWTH.

and does not

little

lift

up the

cotyledons.

with one cotyor six inches deep

this class of plants, including those

ledon, such as corn, can be planted five

and yet reach the surface in favorable
rule, horticultural seeds should not
is

soils.
But, as a
be planted deeper than

As
required to secure the needed supply of moisture.
it is often recommended to plant the sweet-

an example,

filling up to a depth of five
But experience shows that if planted one

pea deep in trenches, gradually
or six inches.

inch deep they will succeed

heavy
17.

much

better

when planted ou

soils.

How

The tree-seedling perSeedling-roots Grow.
where the seed was planted extends the

mitted to stand

main or water-feeding

roots

downward,

if

the

soil is favor-

depth of several feet. The writer has traced the
of
a Buckeye seedling one foot in height to a
tap-root
In the deep gullies or washes in the
of
five
feet.
depth
able, to a

loess soils of

western Iowa we have seen roots of older trees

that were two inches in diameter at a depth below the treecrown of twenty feet. But the depth reached depends on

the nature of the subsoil and the depth of the water-level.
The branch or surface-feeding roots also reach farther

than is usually suspected. As a rule, if conditions permit,
the surface nitrogen-feeding roots extend beyond the
The deep extension of the seedlingspread of branches.
root that goes

speedy

down where the

extension

planters of groves

planted, and the
has led
surface-feeding roots,
and plantations of forest-trees in

seed

is

of

Europe and America

to plant seeds

where the

trees are

to stand.

In practice
planted are

it

has been found that seedlings not translarger and thriftier when ten years old

much

than the two- or three-year-old plants

set

out

when the
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If practicable, the budding and
seeds were planted.
grafting of seedlings standing where the seed is planted
would prove a great advantage. But in this case the roots

that favor rapid and thrifty growth of the top are not as
favorable for transplanting as those that have been transplanted.
18.

The

Office of

the Roots.

The

roots of trees

and

plants serve the purpose of holding the top erect and to
supply water, with its dissolved elements, for sustaining

growth of the tree or plant. The deep roots take up the
water mainly and the surface-roots largely take up nitrates
and other essentials of growth. The soil conditions have
much to do with the vigorous growth of roots and the
In Nature the extension of roots in
closely related tops.
of the oxygen of the air, and
soil
favor
the
admission
the
that
leaves
accumulate
the
give the needed supply of leafmould and nitrogen required for healthy growth. On the
other hand, the clean culture of the orchard and small
fruit-plantation without the application of barn-yard
manure or other organic material, will soon so change the
mechanical condition of the soil that air cannot enter to

and growth to the protoplasm of newly formed
and growing roots. The continued clean culture without
give life

the application of vegetable matter will soon take the
humus from the soil and starve the roots and whole plant-

growth by lessening the supply of nitric acid and its combination with alkalies, such as nitrate of soda and other
useful plant-nutrients.
19. Root-protection.
tects

tree-

It

may

be said that Nature pro-

and plant-roots by shading

surface-protection

in winter.

Under

in

clean

summer and
culture the

heated abnormally between the rows of
cultivated trees to such extent that surface-roots and root-

bare surface
hairs cannot

is

come near enough

to the surface to reach the
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most plentiful supply of food-material, and in winter, at
Kootthe North, the feeding-roots have no protection.
and
west
of
the
lakes
in
the
States
common
is
quite
killing
not unusual in open winters as far east as the Atlantic
In Iowa, "Wisconsin, and other western States
States.
even the forest-trees in great number are root-killed at
times, where pasturing or other agencies have removed the

undergrowth and leaf and leaf-mold protection. Hence
the growing of cover-crops is now being considered across
the continent, especially north of the 42d parallel.
By
is meant early culture followed by the
of
a
crop of peas, beans, cowpeas, vetch, or other
sowing
leguminous plant for soil-covering during late summer

"cover-crops"

and autumn and

This gives a near
for winter protection.
conditions
and
needed
to
the
forestry
supply of
approach
surface-soil
humus.
Some
of
the
and
advantages
nitrogen
of this system of culture are
as follows:

"

(1)

tion of the land;

summed up by Professor Bailey

Cover-crops improve the physical condi(2)

prevent hard

soils

from cementing

or puddling; (3) hold the rains and snows until they have
time to soak away into the land; (4) dry out the soil in
spring, making earlier tillage possible; (5) sometimes serve
as a winter protection from frost; (6) catch and hold
some of the leaching nitrates, of which the roots of trees

are in little need late in the season;

(7)

add humus to

soil; (8) render plant-foods available; (9) appropriate
nitrogen if it is a leguminous crop."

the

The common practice of growing
and some shrubs and plants from root-cuttings well
illustrates some of the varied peculiarities of root-structIt may be said that all trees and plants which
ure.
naturally sucker from the surface-roots, or which may be
20. Root-division.

trees

made

to sucker

the spade,

may

by breaking with the plough, or cut with
be grown from root-cuttings.
But this only
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which are capable of developThe
ing adventitious buds naturally or when injured.
deeper water-feeding roots do not develop buds soon
enough for use in propagation, but if they come to the air
applies to the surface-roots

by soil-erosion or in other ways they soon change into
surface-roots with an ample supply of starch for the
development of buds and even upward growth. It is also
easy to graft pieces of the surface-roots successfully, but
in no case have we known the pieces of the deep roots to
unite with a scion, as they are not well stored with
starch.

The culti21. Roots as Modified by Variety of Top.
vated orchard fruits vary peculiarly in the manner of rootgrowth when grown on their own roots or grafted. With
a given lot of apple-seedlings, if we graft enough for a
nursery row of Soulard Crab and for another row of Ben
Davis, we find on digging when two years old that the
Soulard roots run down arid are as difficult to dig as pearBut the Ben Davis row we find easy to dig, as it
trees.
has a great supply of fibrous surface-roots, and the deep
Indeed, with
extending ones are small but numerous.
that
roots
of
all
find
the
the varieties
the same seedlings we
will

maintain their usual characteristics of growth when

on own

roots.

Every nurseryman

is

familiar with the fact that

when

3ne hundred varieties are root-grafted or budded on the

ime
;how

lot of seedling stocks,
its

characteristic roots.

each variety when dug will
The Eed Astrachan roots

be fibrous, branching out near the surface, with few
deep roots; while the Duchess, Fameuse, and Hibernal
will

show few

fibrous roots, but several pronged coarse
one
of
ones,
which, or more, runs deep into the subsoil.
This is also true of the pear and other fruits. If the same

will

pear-seedlings are grafted in part with Bartlett and a part
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with Onondaga scions the two varieties can be separated
in digging by inspection of the roots alone.

The

influence of the stock

upon the top in root-grafted
not so apparent; but in top-grafting on varied
stocks that are well established the effect on growth and
trees

is

fruitage

is

often very striking.

CHAPTER
STEM-

III.

AND TOP-GROWTH, APPENDAGES, AND
CIRCULATION.

22. Stem-growth.
starting rootlets the
starts

growth and

After the seed

is

established

by

upward-growing shoot, or plumule,
The rootsoon forms perfect leaves.

growth, after the
hypocotyl,

is

first

extension

by cell-growth

at

of

the

the tips

something like the extension of an icicle
except that the ice lengthens by addition

from the outside and the root by the cellgrowth within. The stem makes each year's
growth by elongation usually at one time
in the spring, something like the stories of a
Each story of growth when young
building.
is shown by a slight enlargement, or by the
leaf -scars as

shown

in Fig. 4.

At the point

between the one- and two-year-old wood,
called the node, most starch is stored at the

Hence in making cuttings
base of the buds.
FIG. 4.
f tne grape and many
^
new
wo
d
^he
Union of new
and older trees and shrubs the node is included, as
wood.

more readily start from this point.
part between the buds, known as the
internode, after completion of its elongation, remains
It increases in diameter, but never in length.
stationary.
(After Goff.)

roots

The

20
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The stem or branches below the one-year-old growth
never increase in length.
The space between the nodes
on a grape-vine or tree depends on the rapidity of growth.
In nursery trees the thriftiness of growth can be determined by the purchaser by observing the length of the
With evergreens, small fruits, and in other
internodes.
it
is
a gain to secure more compact growth by
often
cases,
pinching the points during the season of active growth.
Pinching stops the development of the succeeding node
and causes the development and growth of buds farther
back on the plant.
23. General Classes of Stems.

Boots are annual, bien-

In
nial, or perennial, depending on their length of life.
the same way the stem-growth is divided into two main
classes or divisions, the herbaceous

stems living only one

year, and the woody plants living more than one year,
and in some cases one hundred years or more. When of
But it
small growth woody plants are classed as shrubs.

often happens

that shrubs in one climate are trees in

another, and herbaceous plants in one climate become
woody-stemmed trees in another. As an instance, we

have seen the castor-oil bean grown into a woody-stemmed
tree in Cuba thirty or more feet in height and with a stem
ten inches in diameter.

As

to

mode

cultivated plants are divided into

of cell-growth, our
classes or divi-

two main

"exogens" and the "endogens," meaning
"
and " inside growers." Corn, asparagus, palms, ferns, and many tropical trees are inside
growers or endogens. In this division the new cell-growth
is mingled with the older tissue, and growth of the stem
is by distension or pressing outward from the inside.
This class of stems does not show the bark, wood, and pith
The exogenous division includes
of the outside growers.
sions,

the

"outside growers

all

our northern

trees.
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Heartwood and Sapwood. In the one-year-old seedthe
stem is composed wholly of live or sap wood. But
ling
with increased age the older layers or rings of growth are
The newer layers with light
buried by the newer ones.
24.

color on the outside are called sapwood or alburnum.

As

the tree gets old the inner wood becomes drier, darker,
and more solid. This interior darker wood is not alive.
If kept

by the live wood and perfect bark it
for a century or more, but if the air is
cutting or accident it will soon make a rotten

from the

air

may remain sound
admitted by
spot in the stem.
interior States

Such rotten spots often result in the
from sunscald of the stem on the south side.
"

Premature darkening of the wood or " black heart may
also result from feeble growth from any cause after transBut it more frequently comes in the prairie
planting.
This winter injury
States from severe winter freezing.
often extends to near the cambium layer, and the tree may
survive feebly at

new growth.
assumes

its

first,

But

in

but soon the injury is covered by
such cases the heartwood never

proper color.

The advice in
25. Proper Height of Fruit-tree Steins.
the past has been to trim up nursery trees when planted
At
in orchard high enough to work under the branches.
even in California and
this time in all parts of the Union
the South the advice of experienced orchardists is in
favor of stems of orchard trees not to exceed three feet in
height.

During the

first

year's

growth in orchard the

exposed stem four or five feet in height is apt to be so
injured on the south side that growth is checked with

consequent check to growth of roots. The increased
growth on the north side of the stem, as well as branches
and root, soon causes the tree to lean to the north with
increased liability to stem injury.
Even isolated shadein
the
prairie States, when the stems are
park-trees

STEM-
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show most growth on the north side. Trees of
thirty species sawed off at Ames, Iowa, showed the heart
to be well over to the south side.
Even with a stem three
sawed

off,

feet in height the

north

if

the top

is apt to lean to the
not inclined to the south when trans-

young orchard-tree

is

planted.
26. Stem-protection.

In California, in starting orchards

and other fruits, stem-protection, while the
tree is getting some spread of top, is given by rived shakes
In the prairie States the
or boards on the south side.
most approved plan of shading is with a lath screen
attached together with wires as shown in Fig. 5.
But the writer's long experience is not favorable to
of the citrus

When finally disconlong-continued stem-protection.
tinued the bark is softened by the prolonged shading and
not in proper condition for sudden exposure to wind and
sun.

The low stem and the

south in planting

is all

that

inclination of the stem to the
is

needed with hardy

trees.

Proper Mode

It is usually the case
of Branching.
that nursery trees as received for planting are not in
Some slight changes can
proper shape for the orchard.

27.

be

made

at

time of setting out, but the main pruning

If a young tree
should be given after one year's growth.
has too high a top, is forked, or is too high and slim, it

can be shaped the second year, taking care to cut so as to
buds for forming an evenly shaped and balanced top.

leave

The peach will bear more pruning when set than other
orchard fruits.
It is common in peach-growing sections
In the
cut the tops as closely as shown in Fig. G.
stem is too long, but this is changed by
A
allowing buds to start lower down the next season.
to

illustration the

main

fault with

nursery-grown apple-trees is usually that
too high and the stem too slim.
The needed
pruning to start a properly shaped top is shown at Fig. 7.

the top

is

24
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The cherry and plum do not stand severe
pruning after
Hence it is important to start the
they attain some size.
top properly when transplanting.

Fio

5.

Apple-tree encased
(AfterGoff.)

in lath screen.

FIG.

6.

Young

pruned

for

South.

peach-tree as
the
'

setting in
(After Bailey.)

and Fruit-buds. Buds that appear in the axil
some respects like seeds. Indeed seme
buds, such as those of the tiger lily, drop to the earth and
The grape and some other fruits
germinate like seeds.
and shrubs also grow from planted buds with a little wood
28. Leaf-

of the leaf are in
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may be said that about all buds of woody
inserted under the bark of a variety
when
plants will grow
The great distinctive difference
of the same species.

attached,

and

it

between the bud and the seed is that the leaf -bud reproduces the individual parent without change, while the seed

J

IG- 7.

The dotted

line

in

A

shows where the cut is
made, and B shows the same
tree after starting growth.

FIG.

8.

Pottawatamie

plum.

The

centre bud in the group
of three is a leaf-bud, and the
two outer ones are fruit-buds.
(After Goff.)

The
reproduces usually the species but not the variety.
fruit-buds of the peach, apricot and Chicasa, and some
Japan plums, grow on each side of the leaf-bud as shown
In the apple and pear the flower-buds are
formed
on short spurs as shown in Fig. 9. The
mostly
European plums also fruit on short spurs as shown in

in Fig. 8.

Fig. 10.

HOKTICULTUKAL MANUAL.
After a little study even the amateur can distinguish in
advance the difference between leaf- and flower-buds.

FIG.

Fruit-spurs of the apple.

9.

A, A, points at which apples were
detached the preceding year; W,
W, wrinkles marking points at

which

fruit

FIG.

10.

Fruit-spurs of

European

plums.

(After Bailey.)

and leaves were de-

tached in previous years.

But some seasons the

plum

fruit-spurs of the apple, pear,
develop as leaf-buds.

and
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and Lateral Buds. Buds usually form
stem and at the axil of the leaves,
but some species develop buds under certain conditions at,
any point on the stem or root. These that may develop
anywhere on stems, branches, and in some cases on the
2C. Adventitious

only at the nodes of the

surface-roots, are called adventitious buds.

The

willows,

some of the poplars, and elms are of this class, and among
the fruits, plum, cherry, raspberry, and blackberry may
This
develop such buds when cut back or wounded.
by propagators in growing plants
and
in
some cases from the cuttings of
by root-cuttings
peculiarity

the

new

is

utilized

or older wood.

Lateral buds of fruit-trees, and other trees and shrubs,
form on the young growth and usually do not push into

growth the same season. But if the points of growth are
pinched or clipped they may be developed. Many of these
lateral buds distant from the point of growth remain
dormant and become overgrown the succeeding seasons.
Such overgrown buds often push into growth after remainOn the two-year-old wood
ing dormant for several years.
of some fruit-trees, and of the cut-leaved birch, these
dormant lateral buds are still quite prominent and can be
In the propagation of the cut-leaved
utilized for grafting.
birch the two-year-old buds are used, as those on the new
shoots are too small.
30.

The Leaf. Most plants under culture develop true
what Gray terms " Leaves as foliage." In hor-

leaves or

mode of connection of the leaf with the
branch and root, and its relative thickness and texture,
have more importance than its morphology and action as
Over a large part of the United
given by the botanist.
States the texture and relative thickness and firmness of
the leaf are far more important than in moister and cooler
climates with less-continued clear air and sunshine.
The

ticulture the
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leaf gives strength and the ribs bring in
the ascending fluid and distribute it to every part by
means of the veinlets. The lower part of the leaf has its

framework of the

air-chambers and breathing-pores, which vary in different
varieties and species less in structure than the upper sur-

The upper surface exposed to
more compact structure, which
climates.
If we examine under a micro-

face exposed to the sun.
the sun is protected by a
varies in differeot

scope the leaves of the Oleander, Duchess apple, or Concord grape, we will find a greater part of the leaf's thickness to be made up of elongated cells placed endwise close
together, so as to expose as little surface as possible that
In interior climates the structure of the
is not protected.
is quite a certain guide as to the ability of any
variety
to endure the summer sun and periods of dry, hot air.

leaves

The time
indication

of ripening of the leaf is also important as an
hardiness in cold climates.
Such hardy

of

fruit-trees as Duchess, Hibernal,

and Yellow Transparent

apple, for instance, prior to the advent of cold weather
will show the leaf ripening, like those of the hard maple

and the oak, by change of

color

and the other changes

that precede natural dropping.
This perfect ripening of
the leaf before cold weather is important also in the way
of storage of the cell-structure with reserve starch and

other food which ensures the perfection of the flowers and
the holding of the fruit the succeeding season.
On the
other hand, the fruit-tree that has its leaves blackened by
severe freeze rarely has the reserve food stored for
safe wintering, or for the starting of new growth, flowers,
and fruit the next spring.

the

first

31.

Sap and

its

Movements.

The movement

of water

in cell-structure, transpiration in the leaf, and the
ward current of assimilated food belongs to botany.

downBut
the work of the horticulturist soon shows the need of some

STEM-
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sap-movement.
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This

is

specially

true of the descending movement of assimilated food. As
an example, if a label wire is left on the stem of a young

PIG. 11.

Stem of young

tree girdled

by

wire.

(After Bailey.)

we find that it soon is sunk into the bark and wood,
and the part above enlarges, while the stem below seems to
grow smaller, as shown in Fig. 11.

tree
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Aside from

scientific theory this would clearly show that
material
descends near the cambium layer.
cell-forming
In the same line, if we remove a ring of bark in June

from the stem of an apple-tree we obstruct the downward
bark.
Soon we begin to observe a
of
over
the
wound
process
healing
by cell-formation on
the cut surface above the ringing, and as the season

movement under the

advances we notice that the ripened

and mature condition of the wood
above has changed leaf-buds into
Again in spring bud-

fruit-buds.

ding, those with most experience
the cross-cut of the T below,

make

and shove the bud upward

as the

movement of the assimilated food from

cross-cut above obstructs the

the

leaf.

In regard to sap-pressure we have
also a good example in working

An old cleft scions on uncongenial stocks. As
showing point of instances, the apricot on myrobalan
J
union of stock and
stocks makes no real union of cells.
scion.

FIG.

12.

graft,

The cells of the apricot rest on cells of the myrobalan.
The growth seems to be thrifty and unimpeded, but the
winds usually topple them over before they reach the bear-

When blown over it is found that there is no
ing-stage.
of
but a clean separation of the two woods.
cells,
rupture
Where the
union of

stock and scion are so nearly allied that the
takes place, breaking down causes rupturing

cells

Yet the wood of the stock and scion remain
is budded or grafted on lemon the
shoot that starts from the stock half an inch or less below
But what are known as " graft
the union will be lemon.
"
hybrids have come from sprouts from the point of union.

of the wood.
distinct.

If

orange

STEM-

But

this

is

rare,
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perhaps for the reason that shoots rarely

from the exact point of union of stock and scion.
In Fig. 12 the stock has grown faster than the scion
yet the union of the cells of stock and scion can be plainly
start

seen.

CHAPTER

IV.

THE FLOWERS AND

FRUITS.

IK the higher plants the flower is the expanded fruitA few plants
bud and is the organ of reproduction.
under culture like the horseradish multiply rapidly by
root extension, and nearly all plants can be propagated in
Yet the flower in fruit- and
other ways than from seed.
must
the
fruit.
precede
nut-growing

A knowledge of the parts of
needed by the modern strawberry- and grapeis also needed in crossing and in
working with

32. Parts of the Flower.

the flower

grower.

is

It

It is essential, too, in detectdioecious plants and trees.
as
such
varieties
many of the plums that ripen the
ing
pistils before the pollen of that flower or tree is ready for
their pollination.
The parts of flowers of different species vary materially.
But the horticulturist who makes a brief study of the

divided cherry-blossom in Fig. 13 will recognize the corresponding parts in the pea and most cultivated plants.

This
part at the base marked ( (?) is the calyx.
in
fruits.
But
in
the
and
other
usually green
tulip
flowers it is colored.

The green

is

The prominent organ

rising in the centre marked (P)
with
the
The flattened
ovary at the base.
pistil
at
is
the
the
and
the
top
stigma
enlargement
connecting
Some of the fruits have more
slender part is the style.

h

the

32
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than one

pistil.

The

corolla

33

marked " cor "

is

in the

cherry and most
it

has five

In the cherry
flowers the colored part.
divisions called - petals.
The stamens are

The enlarged part at the top is the anther
The slender part connecting the
the
containing
pollen.
anther with the calyx is called the filament.
marked (S).

The young orchardist

or gardener

when

able to identify

/s

OR.

P
FIG. 13.

Divided cherry flower.

and name the parts

(After Goff.)

of the flower will usually give more
and variation in some botan-

attention to flower-structure
ical treatise.

33. Inferior

and Superior Flowers.

In horticulture the

flowers of the orchard fruits are divided into

known as inferior and superior.
The cherry and peach are superior

two

classes,

in formation, as the

forms above the calyx, as shown in Fig. 13. In this
case the fruit is developed by growth and alteration of the
sides of the ovary and other parts of the pistil in the
cherry, often leaving the calyx on the stem of the fruit.
In the apple and pear the pistil and calyx grow together
and the fruit is practically an enlargement of the whole
fruit

flower, as

shown

in

the divided flower of the apple at

Fig. 14.
In this class of fruits the calyx is shown at the eye of
the fruit, while in the cherry it shows at the lower end of

the stem.
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The superior fruits, such
plum,

as strawberry, raspberry, peach,
grape, and fig, are more exposed

apricot, cherry,
in flower to frosts,

dry air, and other weather
fruit-bud is more liable to
of
the
and
the
ovary
changes,
be injured in winter, than the inferior class protected by

when

the base of the calyx.
It is also true, as a rule, that the fruits that form above
the calyx are not as well fed as those below it, as the con-

FIG. 14.

Divided flower of the apple.

nection with the leaves
varieties

cherries

differ.

As

is

not as direct.

instances,

some

and plums develop perfect

But in

this

of

the

varieties

leaflets at

the flower-

by the time the flowers are opening, while other
blossom in advance of the leaves.
In the prairie
States those that develop leaves and flowers together are

clusters

varieties

more certain
34.

to bear regular crops.
Dioecious Flowers.

Monoecious and

When

the

stamen-bearing and pistil-bearing flowers are on separate
trees or plants they are classed as dioecious.
Examples of
this class are found in the date, box-elder, and buffaloWhere the staminate and pistillate flowers are
berry.
separated, but on the same tree or plant, they are classed
as monoecious, such as chestnut, oak, and walnut. Polygamous plants are those having both perfect flowers and
those of one sex on the same or on different individuals,
such as the red maple, hackberry, and elm.

THE FLOWERS AND FRUITS.
35. Perfect

and Imperfect Flowers.

35

Where

the stamens

pistils are found in the same flower it is called perfect
or hermaphrodite, as in most of our orchard fruits and

and

But when only one sex of these essential
garden plants.
in
is
found
the same flower it is called imperfect.
organs
This with the fruits is often caused by cultivation or
crossing, as in the strawberry, where some varieties have

and others imperfect flowers. Some of the hybrid
and
other fruits are practically imperfect. Though
grapes
show
they
imperfect stamens, they are not capable of selfIn still other cases the stamens and pistils
pollination.
do not develop together. In some pears, cherries, and
plums the pistils are erect and show receptive stigmas
perfect

In such cases
while the stamens are yet undeveloped.
cross pollination of varieties is essential to fruitage.
Even when the flowers seem
36. Cross-pollination.
perfect in all respects they often in the cultivated fruits
seem incapable of self-pollination. This is not confined
to the individual flower or to the flowers of a single tree
As a rule, large blocks of a
or a large block of trees.

single variety of the orchard fruits have not proven productive. As Bailey says: "
chiefly know that the most
productive orchards are usually those of many varieties,

We

and that some
selves."

varieties

sometimes refuse to

The concensus

fertilize

with most experience and extended observation
best to mingle varieties of the cultivated fruits
in planting for profit or home use.
is

37. Nutrition

of the

them-

of opinion at this time of those

Fruit-blossom.

is

that

it

and nuts

Growers of the

strawberry now unite mainly in the belief that the flowers
of the pistillate varieties are capable of enduring unharmed

and adverse weather conditions that destroy the
germs of perfect varieties. The reason given is that
As the pistillate
pollen-bearing is an exhausting process.

frosts
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sorts bear no pollen they are able to store more perfectly
the cell-structure with the needed nutriment to resist

and exposure.

frost

This storing up of plant-food is important in orchard
The variety of the orchard fruits and small
fruit-culture.

wood perfectly in autumn will best
fruit-buds in winter and its flowers in spring,

fruits that ripens its

protect

and

its

will best

endure frosts and trying weather conditions.

In top-working and ringing this same principle applies.
These operations favor the more perfect ripening of all
parts of the top, and experience has demonstrated that
given varieties top-worked or ringed will bear fruit when
the blossoms of root-grafted trees are ruined by frost.

The

and porosity of soil and subsoil
to do with the ripening of all parts of the

altitude, air-drainage,

also have
tree,

38.

much

including the flowers.
Period.

Long Blossoming

differ materially in their

Varieties of our fruits

blossoming habits. Some varieties
a brief period. Others seem to

all their flowers in

expand
have two

sets of flowers.

As an extreme example, some

when white with blossoms
European
show many buds still unopened. If the first bloom is
destroyed by frost the later ones are numerous enough for
If both mature fruit we have an early and
a full crop.
Close observation will show that many of
late picking.
of the east

cherries

our fruits that do not ripen the crop evenly have a long
period of blossoming.
39. Possible

Flower Production.

To the

true lover of

a fascination in the work of systematic
of
a
flower.
As Lindley said many years
hand-pollination
"What
increases
the
charm
of the game is that
ago:

horticulture there

is

although the end of it may be doubtful, yet a good player
can judge of the issue with tolerable confidence, and that

THE FLOWERS AND FRUITS.
skill

and judgment have in

this case all their

37
customary

value."

Up to the present time the great advance in this line
The produchas been with the roses and border flowers.
tion of the orchard fruits by crossing
but the outcome is quite as certain.

is

a slower process,

As an example, the
some flowers of the De Soto

writer a few years ago crossed
plum with pollen of a Japanese variety. Through an
All of them bear
accident only four plants were saved.
fruit better in quality

them

is

than any of our natives and one of

as large as the

Lombard and

superior to

it

in

quality.
40. The Fruit

and its Maturation. The botanist defines
" The
ripened pericarp and attachments." This
would hardly answer for a description of Grimes Golden
apple, Seckel pear, Ponderosa tomato, or other products
fruit as

of the gardener's art of developing delicious flesh at the
Some of the conditions most favorexpense of the seeds.

able for perfect fruit development are of far more value to
the grower than a discussion of the principles connected

with

fruit-

Some

and seed-growth.

of the essentials

connected with the development

and the starting and holding of the fruit have
been outlined above. In practice it is found that some of
of flowers

the conditions favorable to perfect flowers are also favorable for the perfect maturation of the fruit.

In all parts of the Union most of
41. Air-drainage.
fruits
orchard
bear
the
more regularly, and mature their

most perfectly, on land higher than the adjacent
sections at least in one direction. In California the citrus

fruits

fruits,

and most others, thrive best on the mesa

tracts

with quite abrupt air-drainage to lower levels. In Georgia
the profitable peach-orchards are on the high ridges and
even mountains. In the prairie States it is the same with
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the commercial orchards of southwest Iowa, Missouri, and
On the prairies an elevation

indeed westward to Arizona.

of only twenty feet above the general level is a signal
It not only gives comparative
advantage in orcharding.
exemption from frosts in spring, but it usually gives better

conditions as to porosity and drainage, and even comparative exemption from blight and fungus troubles.
With the small fruits lower positions are sometimes best

soil

on account of increased moisture. But in many cases the
greatest success attained on the relatively low land comes
from the fact that still lower levels are adjacent giving
fair air-drainage.

42. Fruit Soils.

Perhaps there

is

not a settled area in

the United States where certain varieties and species of
Even
the fruits may not be grown with reasonable care.
in the arid States the conditions of soils are usually favorBut comable where water for irrigation is obtainable.

mercial fruit-growing sooner or later springs up on soils
not too compact, and with jointed clay or other kinds of
In California the orange reaches
porous subsoil below.
highest perfection on the slopes where the mountain
wash has given porosity to the subsoil. In the arid States,
Arkansas, Missouri, and the States bordering on the
Missouri the present commercial fruit centres are on land
that will permit the descent of water in a wet time, and
its

by capillary movement in a dry time, if needed
It is the same with the fruit centres of
given.
New
York, and the selection of soil for the
Michigan,

its

rise

culture

is

great peach-orchards in Georgia. At the great expositions
of the past fifteen years the finest specimens of given
varieties of fruits

favored

soils

have come from the orchards with most
subsoils, combined with culture and

and

cover-crops (19).
43. Fruits as Modified by

Climate.

Heat and

light
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affect the

ripening and

during the period of ripening

perfect flavor of fruits. When American fruits are shown
in Europe at expositions their bright coloring and flavor

commented on by all visitors. Given varieties color
more perfectly and are richer in flavor than when grown
In the
in the moister and cooler air of west Europe.
same way, apples, pears, grapes, and other fruits show
higher color, and are better in flavor grown west of the
lakes than in the moister and cooler summer air of
Michigan or New England. Even the size and shape of
apples are modified and changed by either the air or soil
The largest
of some of the Rocky Mountain districts.
of
varieties
have
been
shown
from these
given
specimens
in
at
our
and
some
cases
the speciexpositions,
regions
mens were longer than those grown farther east, and
are

enlarged in

all their parts.

CHAPTEE

V.

MODES AND PRINCIPLES OF PROPAGATION.
Some Preliminary Considerations.
(2), plants or trees grown from seed

44.

and

As

stated in (])

of the cultivated

varieties are too variable for practical uses.
The perpetuation of given varieties has led to the invention of many
methods of propagation. The methods nearest to Nature,
such as growing from cuttings of root or top, from

by layering, have not been questioned by pracand experienced growers.
Budding and grafting are old methods in Europe, but
the process was confined until recent years to changing
the tops of hardy stocks by inserting buds or scions cf
desirable varieties.
Root-grafting and commercial stockmodern
methods that have led to much
are
budding
discussion among American planters of trees, and in
Europe the adverse decisions have been still more pronounced.
Over a large part of
45. Root-grafting in Europe.
found
fruit-trees
are
on
their
own roots. Sprouts
Europe
and suckers of cherry, plum, prune, apple, pear, and other
fruits are used for orchard-planting.
In some noted
centres of commercial prune- and cherry-growing the use
sprouts, or

tical

of grafted trees seems quite

unknown

except in the way of

changing the tops of hardy native stocks. In 1882 the
writer gave the summer to a study of practical orcharding
40
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over a large portion of west and east Europe.
After the
extended observations of four months the decision was

reached that the sections where trees on their

were used in connection with top- working

own

roots

on hardy

in-

digenous stocks, could show longer-lived, thriftier, and
more fruitful orchards of given varieties than the sections

near

cities

where modern budded and root grafted trees

were used.

Some European Criticisms. Since the writer's visit
to Europe many adverse opinions have been given by
eminent horticulturists of Europe on .modern root-grafting
and stock-budding. As instances, F. W. Burbidge, a
practical propagator and fruit-grower and the author
The Propagation and Improvement of Cultivated
of
"
Fruits and other standard works on European horticult46.

'

'

as early as 1888, editorially: "We doubt if
a greater nuisance in the whole practice of gardening than the art of grafting. It is clever, it is very
interesting, but it will be no great loss if it is abolished
ure,

said,

there

is

It is for the convenience of nurserymen that
done in nine cases out of ten, and in nearly all cases

altogether.
it is

If we made the
not only needless but harmful.
on
roots
us
their
own
things
they would
nurserymen give
it

is

find

some quicker means

of doing so/'

In a later number of
criticism:

"If in

Tlie Field

he said in reply to

certain cases grafting as a convenience

to, then let it be root-grafting, a system
that eventually affords the scion a chance of rooting on its
own account in a natural way."

has to be resorted

The

editor of the

London Garden,

in his

comments on

"We

should not plant any grafted tree
the subject, said:
or shrub, so far as ornamental trees or shrubs are concerned.

There may be reason for the universal grafting
but we doubt it." As usual, in this noted

of fruit-trees,
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discussion over

both

all

Europe the extremes were urged on

sides.

The real truth is that budding
47. Commercial Stocks.
and grafting may give us as healthy and long-lived fruitTo illustrate: If we
trees as can be grown on own roots.
bud or graft a favorite variety of the plum on a thrifty
seedling of our native species it will prove equal or superior
as a fruit-bearing tree to one on its own roots.
The
decision rests on the securing of stocks hardy and healthy
in a given section of our own country or Europe.
The

pro and con discussion comes from the use of the same
commercial stock over a vast region running through many
degrees of latitude and longitude. As an instance, the
Prunus Mahaleb or St. Lucie wild cherry grows freely on
the mountains over west Europe. Its pits are gathered in

and used over Europe and America for stockfor low rich soils it has been a failure
growing.
in Europe and America, but on high dry land it is a
grand success wherever it does not root-kill in severe inland
climates, and when its use is confined to the uncoloredThe colored-juiced varieties make an
juiced cherries.
union
with
its wood in Europe and America.
imperfect
that grafting and budding as
will
show
Investigation
vast quantity

As a stock

practised universally in this country

is

a process near to

Nature and will give healthy and long-lived trees, but it is
necessary to get nearer to Nature in the selection of seeds
for stock-growing.
At this time the use of the red wild
cherry (Prunus Pennsylvanicd) stocks in cherry propagation is being urged in the Northwest and in parts of
In South
Canada, and several are growing the stocks.

Dakota, Professor Hansen and others are urging the use
of Siberian crab stocks in apple propagation.
The use of
native plum stocks is almost general west of the Great

Lakes.

As

the years go on the stock question will be ad-
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justed locally and snere will be less demand for European
That the subject of hardier stocks is important is
seeds.

shown by the

fact that in the winter of

1898-99 tens of

thousands of bearing fruit-trees were root-killed as far
south as Missouri, with no trace of injury in the tops. As
the years go

on.

the commercial prejudice against the propown roots will be a thing of the

agation of trees on their
past.

Our
trees

has

grapes, small fruits, and nearly all our ornamental
and shrubs are now on their own roots, and Nature

made

it

possible to

grow

all

the orchard fruits of the

north temperate zone from cuttings of the surface roots.
As what might be called the
48. Propagation by Seeds.
foundation of horticulture, the leading facts were given
relative to the handling, care of, and planting of seeds in
In this connection it is only necessary
the first chapter.

to state that seedling production is only practised in horticulture and forestry where exact reproduction is not

required,

such as garden seeds, flowers, nursery fruit
and shade-trees, and last but not least, in

stocks, forest-

starting new varieties from crossed seeds or seeds from
But in this case each individual plant
selected plants.
found worthy of attention must be propagated latei by
division of the root or top.
49. Propagation by Suckers.

About

all

the orchard

throw up suckers from the
if
wounded
surface-roots, especially
by the plow or spade.
are
called
but
these more properly
Popularly they
sprouts,
are the shoots that come from the crown and not from the

fruits of the temperate zone

surface-roots.

Over Europe these suckers are taken up, sorted as to
After
size, and the grades planted separately in nursery.
standing in nursery from one to three years, depending
on size, and shaped by pruning, they are ready for orchard
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Nearly or quite all
planting or planting by the roadside.
of the roadside cherry-, plum-, and apple-trees of Germany
and Eussia are grown from suckers. A main difficulty in
the United States

is

that our fruit-trees are not on their

own

roots as a rule, yet a larger proportion of our crowngrafted stone fruits have rooted from the scion than is

usually suspected, where planted moderately deep on dry
This is specially true of the cherry crown-grafted
soil.

on mazzard and set down to the top bud of the scion in
A comparison of the
nursery and still deeper in orchard.
bud and leaf of the sprouts and branches of the tree will
The plum, also root-grafted and set
soon tell the story.
in
and
deeper in orchard, is soon on own
deep
nursery
roots.

The ornamental

trees

and shrubs that sprout from the
and flowering almond, will also

crown, like the juneberry
form roots in nursery if

taken

crown of the parent. They will
for one year before taking up.

off

with care close to the

also take root

if

mounded

All fruits, orna50. Propagation by Root-cuttings.
mental trees, and shrubs that will sprout from the surfaceroots naturally or by wounding with plow or spade will
grow from root-cuttings. Indeed, some trees not known
to sucker, such as the hackborry, have been found to grow
readily

The

from properly kopt root-cuttings.
cuttings are

made four

inches long late in

autumn

and packed away in boxes, mingled with sand, which are
In planting in early spring
to
cut the roots shorter and
usually given
in
shallow
but this applies
trenches
;
plant horizontally
In
to root-cuttings in cold frames, or with bottom heat.

kept over winter in the
the advice

cellar.

is

planting in the open air long experience has shown the
best results and most even stand from planting in a
shallow trench with one sloping side, as shown in Fig. 15,
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In

filling,

the earth

tightly to firm the

pounded in

is
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cuttings, covering about one inch over the upper end of
Planted in
the root-cutting.

way the upper buds will
push upward and the lower ones

this

will
)f

form roots sooner on account
moisture four inches below

the surface.

if

is

growth

retarded

and

Hoot or other cuttings planted in trench.

FIG. 15.

,

Koot-cuttmgs will usually grow
planted wrong end up, but
not

as

certain

as

when

in

With a lit'',b practice the one who
natural position.
the
places
cuttings can tell at a glance the top end by the
fibres (17).

In the South, root-cuttings are usually planted as SOOT
made, but at the North it is best to start callusing anc
bud-development in the cellar. An outdoor dirt-covered
cave is best for storage, as the temperature and moisture

as

are better under control.
of the roses not easy to grow from ripe or green
cuttings, such as Rosa rugosa and its hybrids, can

Many
wood

be grown from root-cuttirigs.
Where tree-seeds are not easily obtainable, as with the
hackberry, trees can usually be grown from root-cuttings.

The

rose, lilac, juneberry, flowering

almond, barberry,

and other shrubs do not sucker, but throw out subterranean
sprouts from the crown.
Cuttings can be made from the
subterranean sprouts, which can be treated the same as
those made from surface-roots.
51.

Rooting Sprouts by Mounding.

If the sprouts or

side shoots of cultivated trees or shrubs are cut

back quite

low in early spring an additional number of succulent
If these are carefully mounded
sprouts will spring up.
the excitable young growth will soon root and can be

The Paradise apple

detached the next spring.

stocks are

usually propagated in this way, as shown in Fig. 16.
Eoses and many of the shrubs can be cut back in this way

and propagated rapidly by mounding. But the mounding
of the tender shoots must be gradual and with care, with
At the
fine earth that will not injure the tender growth.
North the rooted plants must be separated in the fall and
wintered in pit or cellar or by quite deep burying outside

PIG. 16.

Mounding

on dry ground.
as the

of paradise apple and shrubs to secure rooting
of the shoots.

Even rooted shoots

mock

of plants as hardy
and
bush honeysuckle
orange,

gooseberry,
apt to be injured or killed the first winter after
mounding if not cared for as indicated. If mounded
are

first summer they will not
make roots the second or third year. But a large
number of cultivated plants root the first season.
This is a method of division
52. Summer Layering.
effected by bending down and covering shoots at about the
completion of spring growth. Usually summer layering

shoots do not form roots the

fail to

is

confined to the shoots of the same season's growth.
old plan was to slit the shoot at the point of burial

The

in the soil, as

shown in Fig.

17.

.But a better method with young shoots liable to break
is to twist the shoot at the point of burial.
SeVere twist-
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ing does not break the shoot and the cell injury starts the
than by slitting.
process of healing sooner

Fie. 17.

Layered branch

split to

favor root formation.

(After Goff.)

FIG. 18.

Summer
The

Summer

layering of shrubs.

(After Bailey.)

layered shoots of a shrub are shown in Fig. 18.
show the pegging down. If not

figure does not
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fastened down before covering with earth the spring of the
branch and wind are apt to draw it gradually from its
Very many trees and shrubs can
position before rooting.
be layered in this way, but some of them, such as cherry,

plum, and birch, will require two or three years. The
layer being attached to the mother plant is able to retain
life and growth while the covered and injured part is
In the South the rose and
getting ready to emit roots.
other shrubs are often layered in the air in pots, as shown
at Fig. 19.

FIG. 19.
If
,30on

Layering in divided pots.

(After Bailey.)

young, excitable wood is used the twisted shoot will
fill the
The divided flower-pots
pot with roots.

shown are now manufactured.
In spring layering a whole cane
53. Spring Layering.
of grape or limb of a shrub is laid down in a trench as
shown in Fig. 20. After pegging down in the trench the
limb or vine is left exposed to the air until the buds at the
nodes start an upward growth of three or four inches.
The shoots are then banked up gently and as growth
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advances the whole trench
the base of the

new

is filled.

The

shoots as noted in

rooting

49
is

mounding

from
(51).

the leaves drop, the layered shoots are cut
In spring
apart half way between the sets of growth.
layering of single shoots and twigs the operation is usually
ring of bark is then
delayed until the bark will peel.

In the

fall after

A

the point to be covered in pots or in the earth.
This favors more rapid rooting, as the process of healing
But as a rule such plants as the grape,
begins at once.

taken

off at

climbing honeysuckle, tecoma, and passiflora put down in

FIG. 20.

Spring layering of the grape.

In spring
spring will root without ringing or twisting.
of
branches
of
the
Van
Houtteii,
rose,
layering
spiraea

and other shrubs, where the twigs were twisted before
laying down, it is found in autumn that many have not
rooted, but have formed a large callus. If such shoots are
made into callused cuttings and buried over winter they

grow readily as cuttings the next spring. This
true of twisted summer layers that fail to root.
will

is

also

In summer layering of the climbing roses and shrubs
the ones that callus and fail to emit roots will also grow
as cuttings

if

buried and planted the next spring.

CHAPTER

VI.

PROPAGATION BY INARCHING AND FROM WOODY
AND IMMATURE CUTTINGS.
54. Propagating by Inarching.
This is a process of
layering by uniting a limb or branch of one tree or shrub
with that of another of the same species or a nearly allied

one.

This quite frequently happens in the primitive

forests probably by the twisting together of the tops of
young trees by animals. Fig. 21 shows an example of

where two oaks are thus united, forming one
it is common to unite the tops of two
elms standing on opposite sides of a gateway, forming a
this kind,

tree.

In Europe

common
is

top over the centre of the opening.

often useful on the

home

place.

As

Inarching

instances

we may

have a very hardy wild rose or a strong plant of Rosa rugosa
If a branch of
standing beside a desirable garden rose.
the tender variety is brought in contact with one of the
rugosa, with the bark of each shaved off where they meet,
the two will unite if the point of union is waxed or covered

with waxed paper to exclude air. But indoors the two
cut surfaces will unite without waxing by merely binding
them together with raffia or woolen yarn. After uniting,
cut away and the desired top saved,
where two potted plants are inarched.
In amateur practice it is a good way to get our best
In German schoolvarieties of the grape on wild stocks.

the top of the stock
as

shown

is

in Fig. 22,

50
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yards the writer found low-branched cherry-trees with
In June when
wild-cherry stocks planted beneath.
new wood was rapidly forming the children were taught

many

to inarch twigs of the cherry on the wild stocks beneath,
where they stood until the next spring, when each student

claimed his

own

tree to plant

on the home grounds.

It

ffi'

FIG. 21.

Natural inarching.
(After Bailey.)

FIG. 22. Inarching two
potted plants.

the most certain

way yet found by the writer to graft
stocks
of
the
shellbark hickory, chestnut-, oak, and
young
where
the seedlings are in pots.
In
walnut,
English
is

France and other parts of west Europe the writer has
observed some queer effects produced by inarching.
In
branch
of
fruit-trees
inarched
on
was
of
one
gardens every

neighboring trees in such a way as to form fanciful designs
imd arbors beneath. Indeed, whole groups of trees had a

common

circulation of top

and a common support from
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the roots.

In Europe inarching

is

also

much used by ama-

teurs in filling in naked spaces, in peach- and nectarinetrees.
Even on vines mammoth bunches of grapes are

formed by inarching bunches together, often of different
colors of fruit.
This, under glass, is done as soon as
the berries are set.

Long Scion Inarching. Like inarching, this will
be
only
practised on the home grounds.
Fig. 23 gives
55.

FIG. S3.

Long

method

scion inarching.

FIG. 24.

Long scion with
lower end in water.

A

of doing the work.
scion eighteen to
is used with one end stuck into the
inches
long
twenty
soil and near the top it is grafted on the stock by inserting
a wedge at the top of the stock into an upward cut two

the

way through the scion. The long scion,
with lower end in the soil, holds moisture while the union

thirds of the
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takes place. The writer has grafted the grape in this way
when the scion rooted below while the union was taking

We

have also found this a certain method
place above.
of grafting the peach, cherry, and plum, if the work is
done very early before sap-movement commences, using a
dormant scion cut the winter previous to using.

With potted plants this method is adopted with- some
plants by placing the lower end of the long scion in water.
In this case, as stock and scion are in leaf the union is

made

24 and the top of the stock is not cut back
is complete.
This plan is also adopted
sometimes in the open air in top-grafting, in the dormant
as in Fig.

until the

union

period.
56. Propagating

by Ripe Wood-cuttings. The successgrowing of cuttings of woody trees and shrubs in the
open ground is much varied by climatic conditions. In
the moister air and warmer soil of ^he Southern States
and in south Europe certain varieties of the apple, pear,
plum, and cherry are readily propagated from cuttings
of the one-year-old wood.
In the island of Chiloe, near

ful

we are
The
bearing-limbs.

the west coast of Patagonia, orchards are started,
told

by Humboldt, by planting Lirge
soil retain the life and moisture of the limbs
until roots are developed for heir support.
In the drier
air of the Northern States, especially west of the Great
moist air and

1

number of varieties and species that can be
in
the open soil and air is much lessened.
propagated
57. When and How to Prepare Cuttings.
As the leaves
Lakes, the

and species reach in succession the ripening
are
stage they
stripped and the cuttings made if wanted
for immediate planting.
But the leaves should be so

of varieties

mature that they are ready to part readily in stripping.
If wanted for wintering in the cellar or solar hot-bed, or
for spring planting,

it

is

better to prepare the cuttings
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The
fally ripened and the leaves have fallen.
recommendation to cut and plant as early as possible in
the fall is given, as it has been found that many species

when

will

emit roots before winter sets

FIG. 25.

Cutting rooted in
the fall.

in, as

shown

FIG. 26.

in Fig. 25.

Properly cut

grape-cutting.

It is usual to make all ripe wood-cuttings about eight
inches long, cutting quite close to a bud at the lower end
and half an inch or more from a bud at the top. Cuttings

of the willow

and some other species

will

emit roots at
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almost any point on the bark, but the rule is that most of
our cultivated woody plants root with greatest certainty at
This is specially true of pithy plants
the base of a bud.
like the elder, which are filled at the nodes with starchy

In preparing cuttings of the grape and other species
with varying space between the nodes the length of
cuttings cannot well be uniform. The usual grape-cutting
cells.

But the internodes
has three eyes, as shown in Fig. 26.
are often longer, when only two buds are used.

The cuttings are kept
58. Fall-planting of Cuttings.
moist until planted. In fall-planting of cuttings of hardy
trees and shrubs it is found best to plant on a shouldered
trench, as shown at Fig. 15. In filling in, when the earth
not too moist, the most successful propagators use a
pounder, pressing the dirt tightly ori the cuttings at the
base, filling above with mellow earth.
is

Prior to severe freezing the line of the nursery rows is
covered with coarse manure, half-rotted straw, or other

not liable to blow

off, to prevent heaving out by
approaches at the North, and to prevent
baking and too rapid evaporation at the South. In early
spring the mulching is removed, and as the buds begin to
start the surface should be raked with a pronged hoe to

litter

frost as spring

prevent hardening and baking.
59.

Some Reasons

for Fall -planting.

shrubs and trees considerable time

With many

of our

essential to prepare
cuttings for rooting. When planted in the fall the process
of callusing and final rooting goes on at a lower temperaSome species,
ture than leaves or bud-starting require.
is

such as the currant and willow, will grow readily from
cuttings planted in the spring, but even these will make

more growth the next season if planted in the fall.
Long experience has shown that best, results would follow
if all woody cuttings could be planted in the fall.
But in
far
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practice

it

decay when
this class is

is

found

that,

in a few cases the buried buds

deep in fall-planting.
given in succeeding section.
set

The treatment

of

If grape-cuttings are
Spring-planted Cuttings.
time
of
in
the
at
fall,
pruning of the vines, a good
planted
stand at the North is rarely secured on account of rotting

60.

of the buds in contact with the cold earth.

and in

In the South,

parts where very early spring-planting is possible,
In such cases
the cuttings are planted in the usual way.
all

roots usually start in time to support the growth that
But in such cases comstarts from the top bud in May.

mercial growers usually mulch the cutting rows with spent
tanbark, sawdust, or leaf-mould, to hold back the top buds
In the prairie States north of
while roots are forming.
the 42d parallel
cuttings in

what

it is

is

usual with vine-growers to callus the
as the " solar hot-bed" prior to

known

This consists in bundling the cuttings by tying
with willow bands, taking care to make the lower ends even.
It has been found best not to make large bundles.
Fifty

planting.

cuttings in one bundle will callus better than in larger
As made they are placed bottom end up in a
packages.
pit about fourteen inches deep

and

as

wide and long as

The bundles

are set perpendicular, with earth
packed tightly between. In case the bundles vary in
length dirt is crowded under the short ones to give an even

needed.

surface on top of the upturned cuttings. When all are in,
cover with five inches of fine mellow earth and over all

cover a foot or more of forest leaves or manure, with some
sticks and pieces of boards to hold the covering in place.

Quite early in the spring the leaves are taken off and the
If dry weather follows water is
earth-covering raked.
needed with after-raking, the purpose being to favor the

heating of the

soil

over the cuttings, giving favorable con-
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ditions for callusing and even starting roots while the tops
of the cuttings in the colder soil below are dormant.

When the upturned

cuttings begin to show roots starting
has
the
time
come for planting, which is often
quite freely
As taken out, place the cuttings in
as late as early June.

and in planting take them from a pail of water in
placing, and after placing cover at once, firming the soil at
In planting, the rootlets that have started
the base (50).
are usually broken off, but the conditions are favorable for
water,

speedy emission of roots before the top starts.
Several other species not easy to root from cuttings are
propagated in this way, such as Populus Bolleana, hackberry, mulberry, and plum. Instead of planting in trench
some growers stick the cuttings in well-prepared ground.
61. Cuttings

Kept

in the Cellar.

A few valuable

will not bear propagation in the ordinary ways.

shrubs

One

of

Amur

Tamarix. The successful practice has
been to make the cuttings late in fall, tie in bundles with
these

is

the

the bases evened, and set the bundles on a bed of sphagnum moss in the cellar. It is not difficult to keep the

moss wet.

During the winter the process of callusing and
rooting goes on and in early spring they are ready to set
in nursery.
In a warm and quite moist cellar the writer
has prepared cuttings of Delaware grape, Rosa rugosa, and
some cherries and plums, for nursery planting in this way.

A

dirt-covered cave or cellar not heated by a drying heat-

ing-plant are needed for this interesting system of propagation.

In propagating by
62. Immature-growth Cuttings.
cuttings of growing shoots cut from growing branches of
herbaceous plants, or the tip growth of woody plants, we
dealing with live, growing vegetation suddenly
deprived of the moisture, circulation, and nutriment of
the parent plant.
The ripe wood-cutting has its supply
are
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and plant-food in its cell-structure to aid in
root
and top. If months are required to furnish
starting
the needed conditions for growth its contact with moist
of starch

its life.
But the cutting made from the
and
young
growing parts of the plant must have warm,
or less confined air where the rays of the
and
more
moist,
sun and rate of evaporation can he controlled.
Various plans have
63. Controlling Heat and Moisture
been devised to secure the needed conditions as to light,
In all of them nearly,
moisture, heat, and transpiration.

earth retains

FIG. 27.

Simple propagating bed.

glass is the covering used, as it is cheap
the essentials needed.
Its fault is that

and hest combines
it

not only admits

light and lessens transpiration and evaporation, but it
admits the sun's rays that do not return. In other words,
the radiant heat of the sun passes through glass and

accumulates to such extent that a hot-bed or other structure of limited space under glass may burn and scorch
every plant in two hours if the ventilation is neglected.

Yet

glass

is

timely care

it

the best covering known, and with a
answers the purpose well.

The bottom heat

is

given in various ways.

One

little

of the
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simplest forms of combining the confined air and bottom heat is shown at Eig. 27. The box is about two feet

deep with glass over the top. The water over the lamp is
The sand shown
iu a sheet-iron tray supported as shown.
is

With a
held up by placing in a shallow wooden box.
practice and experience cuttings can be rooted in a

little

small way in this frame with about as much certainty as in
a greenhouse cutting-bench.
The principle is the same in the private hoiise, conservBut in these
atory or the great commercial greenhouse.
the heating of the houses in winter and the needed
bottom heat of the cutting-bench are given by steam- or

.cases

hot-water pipes.
64.

Why

the reasons

Cuttings Need Bottom Heat. In section (60)
why grape and other cuttings are put in solar

hot-bed in inverted position are given. If most heat is given
at the base of the cutting it favors the emissson of roots,

In the same way
while the top buds are relatively dormant.
if green cuttings are inserted in sand warmer than the air
it favors the more rapid callusing and rooting of the
while
the parts in the air show less active cell formabase,
Even rooted plants in the open air during the growtion.

above,

ing season are in most if not all countries favored with a
warmer soil than the average temperature of the air. But
as stated in (19),

much

exposed

hotter than the

soil in interior

air.

climates often gets

In this case the branches and

leaves will give off moisture faster than the roots can supply
In the same way the soil of the cutting-bench may get
it.

too hot under artificial conditions as well as too cold.
65.

The Hot-bed.

The

use of the hot-bed for growing

seeds of subtropical and other seeds is noted in prior secAt the home place, and in commercial gardens,
tion (12).

the hot-bed

used mainly for growing tomato, egg-plant,
pepper, flowers, and many other plants. Even where large
is
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areas are occupied by what are known as forcing pits, as
shown by end section in Fig. 28, the hot-beds and coldframes are not dispensed with. But it is so cheap and
simple in construction that it is found at the homes of
amateurs across the continent and its use is on the increase.
After the first crop, when the bottom heat has lessened, it

FIG. 28.

End view

of forcing pits heated

by hot-water

pipes.

immature growth or those
dormant woody growth.
In making and filling the pit a few essentials must be
kept in mind (a) At the North the pit should be dug in
the fall and filled with coarse manure to prevent freezing.
In digging make it large enough for the frame to set on
the filling so as to settle as the manure goes down.
The
commercial hot-bed sash are three feet wide and six feet
long. For a bed with three sash the pit should be excavated
nine feet and six inches long, six feet six inches wide, and
is

useful for rooting cuttings of

of

:

thirty inches deep, for ordinary home use.
(5) When the time arrives for starting the heat the filling
is taken out and about twenty inchesof horse manure are put

This should be well fined and placed in layers evenly
in.
If
so as to secure even settling when the frame is put on.
the filling is quite dry it is best to wet the layers as placed
to give the

needed moisture.

mix them with
made, as shown in

If forest leaves are obtainable it is best to

the

manure

in filling,

(c)

The frame

is

Fig. 29, with the back six to eight inches higher than the
front, to favor the reception of the sun's rays and to carry
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When

the frame

intense heat has subsided,

is

set

fill

on the

filling,
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and the

first

in with six to seven inches of

mellow, rich, well-fined earth,

(d) Ventilation

when

the

sun shines by moving sash is essential and watering must
not be neglected. Fig. 29 shows the frame covered with
lath for shading.

PIG. 29.

Hot-bed frame, covered with lath frame later in the
season.

66. Preparing and Setting Green Cuttings.
Cuttings of
most herbaceous house and greenhouse plants are made
from the soft growing tips that will snap off when bent at
the point where roots are to form.
While a bud at the
base is no disadvantage, and may be a gain, no attention

paid to this in practice. If too much leafage, a part is
cut away. They are stuck deep enough in the bench sand
is

to hold

them

erect.

Cuttings are also rooted of such shrubs as weigelia, roses,
hardy hydrangea, and lilacs. With such plants the cutting is made with a bud at the base and a large part of
the leafage is cut away.
It is found best also to use the

small side shoots that can be cut off so as to leave a

little

In preparing these
ring of half-ripened wood at the base.
slips a very sharp knife should be used and they should be
prepared in shady quarters and stuck about as rapidly as
prepared.
Fig. 30 shows a rose and hydrangea cutting
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with the leaves cut

off or divided.

If quite pure freshused with needed bottom drainage,
there is little danger of using too much water, as such sand
will only retain a certain amount.
As soon as roots have

water stream sand

is

pushed an inch into the sand the cuttings should be potted
in good soil.

FIG. 30.

A, rose cutting

;

B, hardy hydrangea cutting.

Buds in Plant Division. The beginner in
work will find some curious confirmation
of the theory that leaf buds are essential to root and top
growth. As an example, a leaf of some plants will root in
the cutting-bench from the stem cut above the axillary
bud. After rooting the leaf will increase in size and
A leaf of wax
thickness and continue to live for years.
out
roots
and
at the end
a
will
throw
carnosa)
plant (Hoy
67.

Need

of

this interesting
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of six years it will be only a leaf enlarged and much thickened. It makes no further growth, as there is no bud from

which a plant can extend upward. But if the leaf is cut
bud in the axil we soon have roots and

so as to include the

plant growth.

Again, if we make a dahlia cutting without a bud at the
we can develop a flowering plant with supporting roots,

base

but we find no tubers below. In this case we have buds
for upward growth, but no bud below for tuber formationStill again, if we root the stem of a gloxinia leaf it will
continue to grow as a leaf like the Hoya carnosa, but it
will develop at the lower end of the petiole a small tuber,
which can be dried off, planted, and it will produce a per-

fect plant.

On the same principle, if the crown buds of the tubers
of dahlia, peony, or rhubarb are broken or cut off we
will have root enlargement and growth below the ground,
but they will perish after a longer or shorter period, as
On the
they cannot develop buds for upward growth.
other hand, we have tubers like the potato that have eyes
or buds for growth at many points, and we have leaves,
rex begonia, that when pegged down on moist
sand of the cutting-bench will develop buds and make root
and top growth at every point where wounded, as shown
like the

in Fig. 31.
68. Division of Perennials, Tubers,

About

and Rootstalks.

the perennial flowers and garden plants, such as
perennial phlox, hemerocallis, funkia, fraxinella, and
pie-plant, may be divided by separations, including a bud
all

In some cases even biennials
at the top of each section.
As an instance, the
division.
be
may
perpetuated by
double hollyhock flowers the second year from the seed

and the year following, when the plants

die.

But

if

the

fleshy roots are divided after the second year's flowering
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with a sharp knife, so as to leave a bud at top of each piece,
a new lease of life is given. The writer has retained a

PIG. 31.

Rex Begonia

FIG. 32.

leaf rooting in sand.

Divided canna

stool.

(After Bailey.)

(After Bailey.)

Such
variety by division a number of years.
tubers as the dahlia and peony are propagated by division,

favorite

This
cutting so as to leave a bud at top of each section.
is true also of such rootstalk species as lily-of-the-valley
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and canna by making as many divisions as there are buds,
or rattier separate crowns, as shown in Fig. 32.
Some of the scaly- bulbed lilies can also be divided and
yet remain strong for flowering if
separated in sections as indicated
by the bulb, as shown in Fig. 33.
As to the time most favorable for

North the spring is
the best period for separating hardy
perennials, as it is the period of
division, at the

starting growth.
climates the work

But
is

in

mild

usually done

in winter or very early spring.

But we
bulbous

or

have

many kinds

tuberous plants

make all their growth
and

of

Lily bulb showing sections for divi-

FIG. 33.

that

early in spring

sion.

summer, such as the narcissus, hyacinth, tulip,
and perennial poppy. In such cases th<? division

rest in

dicentra,

follows the ripening of the foliage.
AVith tubers and rootstalks, such

as the

daL'ia and

carma, the season for division is in the dormant period in
au cumn, or prior to time of planting in the spring.

CHAPTER

VII.

PROPAGATION BY BUDDING AND GRAFTING.
69.

bud

In some cases the

Propagation by Budding.

leaf-

so perfectly developed that it drops to the ground,
where, if the conditions are favorable, it takes root and
is

At the North the tiger lily
develops a perfect plant.
furnishes a good example, as the buds can be picked from
In
the leaf-axils and will grow if planted like seeds.
under
or
or
bud
climates,
glass, single eye

favorable

cuttings with a
perfect plants.
especially

bud.

wood attached are planted and develop
The grape is propagated in this way,

little

new varieties where

But the

it is

desirable to utilize every

mainly, and the useful ligneous
to
easy
propagate, as the buds must be

fruits

plants, are not so

planted under the bark of a nearly allied species or variety.
Aside from the
70. Some of the Purposes of Budding.
and
of
varieties
the purmultiplication
perpetuation
given

Not the least one in
poses of budding are manifold.
is
the
of
Europe
working
highly developed fruit and flower
varieties

on hardy robust

stocks.

with commercial propagators

is

Another main object

the more rapid propaga-

tion of new and scarce varieties, as every perfect bud may
make a salable plant by budding on cheap commercial
stocks.

In section (45) some of the evils of using a given
In this

stock for varied climates and soils are stated.

country the almost exclusive use of imported fruit stocks
66
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and stock seeds has led to much criticism of the system,
especially in the use of west European apple, pear, and
cherry stocks and fruit-stock seeds.
In all
71. Some Native Stocks that Should be Used.
wild
fruit-tree
of
are
found
species
Europe primitive
parts
to
cultivated
and
their
allied
the
seeds
are
varieties,
nearly
utilized for stock-growing as found in different localities.
In this country we are blessed with several species of native
plum, which by selection have given us a number of
valuable varieties for cultivation in orchards, and in addiall develop strong vigorous stocks from their pits.
It

tion

has been urged by propagators that our native plum stocks
do not, when budded, develop as strong and numerous a
system of roots as the imported Myrobalan and St. Julien
If our plum seedlings are budded in the rows
stocks.

where they grew from the pits this statement is true. But
if taken up and later transplanted as we handle the imported stocks, the natives will give the strongest system of
roots to the budded trees.
With the cherry we are also
provided with a vigorous stock, safe from root-killing in all

Union. The seedlings of our wild red cherry
{Primus Pennsylvanica) are peculiarly strong and vigorous, and all varieties of our cultivated cherries form a good
parts of the

union with its wood. The pits of this native species should
be utilized for budding stocks, especially in the North,
where the imported stocks often are killed in open winters.
In the handling of this stock
success in

growth

it

seems to be necessary to

to plant the pits very thickly, so the
small the first season.
They should be

budding

will

be

taken up and handled like small Mahaleb stocks for spring
If grown thinly on fairly rich grounds the
planting.
seedlings are too large for profitable use in this way or any
other.

Another essential

is

budding

later in the season

than

is
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usual with the Mahaleb.

As

to the apple

we have no

nearly allied native species for use as stocks, as practice
has shown that the cultivated varieties do not make a

good union with any species of our native apple. But in
the Northwest, where common seedling stocks are liable
to root-killing, the use of the Siberian cherry crab is
promising, as the union by budding seems to be good,
especially with the hardy northern varieties.
Siberian stocks for budding has solved the

The use

of

question of
root-killing in the northern apple-growing regions of
Russia.
We also have at the North hardy prepotent varie-

the apple, such as Duchess, Hibernal, and Anis,
the seeds of which develop strong, hardy seedlings which
may be used for stocks. Farther south, as noted in secties of

tion 4, vigorous hardy seedlings can be grown from small
apples, such as Gilpin, Milam, and small seedling varieties, while the imperfect seeds of commercial apple culls

sent to the cider-press should be avoided in stock-growing.

What
72. Summer-budding.
budding is now employed on a

is

known

mammoth

as

summer-

scale in

the

larger nurseries in the propagation of fruit-trees, ornamental trees, roses, and many shrubs. The work at the

North is done at the close of the spring season of growth
with buds cut as used that are mature.
The intention is
union of the buds without growth the first
on vigorous growing stocks,
the buds are often overgrown, and there is danger of
to secure the

season.

If inserted too early

starting a soft growth that will perish the next winter.
In waiting for the best time a brief dry period may tighten

In this case the dirt is scraped aside and the
the bark.
buds are inserted lower down where the bark separates
later in the season.
At the West this very low budding is
most satisfactory, as when set in orchards four or five
inches deeper than they stood in nursery the point of
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union

is

buried.

low setting

A

If the stock is

69

not entirely hardy the

a great gain.
for summer-budding at the
rule
good
is

North

is

to

'

FIG. 36. FIG. 37.
Shoot containing Buds.
The white spaces about the
Fig. 84.
buds indicate the amount of bark to be cut off with the bud.
The shoot is inverted for cutting the buds.
Bud partially inserted between the lips of the stock.
Fig. 35.
PIG. 34.

Fig. 36.
Fig. 37.

Bud
Bud

FIG. 35.

inserted and tied.
cut off, ready for insertion.

(All after Bailey.)

commence work when the terminal bud of the
As this period is variable with the
begins to form.

stocks
differ-

ent species it lengthens the budding season.
It is usual
at the North to bud plum stocks in early July, and apple
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and pear

August and

as late as the last days of

first

days

of September.
73. How to Cut

and Insert Buds. What is known as
the T or shield bud is used almost exclusively in the
United States and Canada. The buds, as shown in Fig.
37, are cut from the new wood of the same season's growth.
The shoots cut from the variety we wish to propagate are
As cut the leaves are clipped off,
called " bud sticks."
in Fig. 34, to handle the bud
as
shown
a
short
stub,
leaving
with when inserting.

taken in the fingers the tender
In
using, the bud sticks are kept
injured.
in
moist
whence
a
cloth,
they are taken one at a
wrapped
In making the T cut a smooth surface is
time as used.
cut surface

selected

If

is

on the north side of the stock. The downward
made. In making the cross-cut slope the knife
downward, as shown in Fig.

slit is first

39.

the

This slope aids in shoving
bud quickly under the

To prevent

bark.

moisture

the top cut the
getting
bud with the longest part above.
in at

it down to
place and cut
the upper part so as to join
the slope of the stock.
The

Shove
off

,

mode

Cutting the bud
36.
with inverted scion.

FIG. 38.

of tying
&
J

The

tying

Madagascar,
use

it

is

wet

is

known commercially

a

shown

palm

as

slightly moistened, but not

when

is

at Fig.

used

material

fibre

"Raffia."

made

wet.

for

from
For
If

In

dry.
cutting the
buds from the bud-stick, the novice usually cuts too
shallow and splits the bark at each end. In cutting, invert

used

it

will

loosen

From start to finish
the bud-stick as shown in Fig. 38.
bark a thin shaving
the
knife
with
the
down,
taking
keep
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large part of the success in budding depends
ability of the operator to keep a smooth, sharp-

of wood.

on the

71

edged budding knife.

Downward

FIG. 39.

slope in

making the

T

cut.

Budding the Same Season the Pits are Planted.
pits of our native plums are often planted very early
in spring quite thinly, given good cultivation, and are
budded quite late the same season. These young, excitable seedlings continue growth late and the bark can be
raised two weeks after the usual season of plum-budding
The stocks, rather small above the ground, can be budded
an inch below the surface where the size is larger. The
74.

The

seedlings of wild red cherry (Primus Pennsylvanica] can
in like manner be budded late the same season the pits
are planted.

South

it is

the same with the peach, and in the
the usual commercial method.
But it is

It is

now

necessary, to secure good roots on seedling stocks budded
without transplanting, to cut the tap-roots with a spade
or to run a side-cut tree-digger under the rows.

A few days after the
75. After Care of Summer Buds.
buds are inserted the growth of the stocks above and below
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the ligature begins to be observed.
With a sharp knife
the raffia fibre is cut on the side opposite to the bud.
With the stone fruits it is necessary to retie above the

bud.
roll

If this is

not done the bark behow the cross-cut will

outward, often causing the death of the bud before

spring.

In late

fall at

the North

it

is

stocks above the

safest to bank up the
bud with the plow for

winter protection, finishing the irregulariwith a hoe. Quite early in spring the
banking is raked down and the top cut

ties

off so as to leave

cross-cut.

a ring of bark above the
low the upper part

If cut too

bud is apt to be dried up and
often the whole bud.
Some propagators
of the

cut so as to leave a stub, as shown in Fig.
40, to which the growing shoot is tied to

keep it erect.
above the bud

Others cut four inches
at first,

and then,

after the

bud has made some growth, cut

so as to

But
leave a ring of bark as above stated.
shown
that
it
has
is
best
long experience
Stub

FIG. 40.
left for

the
shoot.

tying

young

to cut by sloping the cut upward from
On well-established
above the cross-cut.
stocks the growth from the
so strong, especially

staking

growth.

The small

is

stakes

if

bud

is

often

with the plum, that

necessary to give an erect
cared for can be used several

years in succession.

What is known as June budding at
76. June Budding.
the South gives salable trees of the peach and other trees
The
the first season from three to five feet in height.
budding is done about the middle to the last of June on
stocks grown from the pits planted in very early spring.
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The buds

are inserted

73

somewhat higher than usual and

the bract leaves are left on the stock below the bud-insertion.

As soon

as the

bud

is

inserted a part of the top is

In eight or ten days the tying is cut and the
top cut back, but a stub is left, as shown in Fig. 40, to
which the growing shoot is tied. In this Southern method
cut back.

the bud-sticks are cut as wanted, as in August- budding at
the North, where growth is not wanted until the next
spring.

At the North, spring-budding

is

done on established

stocks one or two years old, using dormant bud-sticks cut
the previous autumn or winter.
They are kept dormant
until the bark peels well by covering with sawdust over
ice.
The buds are inserted somewhat higher than usual,

In cutting the bud is
leaving the bract leaves on below.
than
usual
above.
After
shoving to place the
longer

left

extra length is cut off at the cross-cut of the T.
The top
is cut back in
is
when
the
and
when
done,
budding
part
the tying is cut still more is taken off, leaving quite a long

stub with leaves, on to which the growing shoot is tied.
Trees three to four feet high well branched are grown in
this

way the season the buds

are put in.

In top-working

trees set the preceding year in orchard, this plan gives
growth the same season.

Where the

citrus

budded

fruits

are

grown, bearing seedling

way by cutting back the tops early
the previous season, developing new shoots in which the
buds are inserted. In the propagation of species on which
trees are

in this

the young shoots are very small, the buds are cut from,

wood in spring-budding.
This is done
with
the
cut-leaved
birch,
usually
leaving a long spur
clothed with leaves at first, to which the growing shoot
two-year-old

from the bud

is

tied to keep

77. King-budding.

it

erect.

This old European

mode

of bud-
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ding is coming into use in this country in changing the
A ring
top of mulberry, fig, walnut, chestnut, and oak.
of bark two inches long is peeled from the

A

stock and thrown away.
similar ring is
peeled from the variety wanted and fitted in
the opening. To get a fit, it is usual to cut

the ring to be fitted from a shoot a little
larger than the stock and then paring with
a sharp knife.

The top

same season.

When

is

not cut back the

cut back in the dor-

mant period the cut

surface is waxed.
The
buds on the inserted ring make vigorous
growth the next season* Fig. 41 shows the

While
ring when replaced on the stock.
uniting it is safest to bind moist clay over
the whole surface of the ring. In this way the
FIG. 41.

writer has

known

the chestnut to be budded

Ring-budding.

There is no essential difference in prinbetween budding and grafting. In both cases the

78. Grafting.

ciple

of the variety we wish to propagate is united to the
But in grafting we
stock from which it develops growth.
bud
attached
to the wood on
than
one
use
more
usually

bud

which they grew.

A main

difference in favor of grafting

can be used on a greater number of species in
the dormant period, while budding is confined to the
season when the bark will peel.
Many modes of grafting

is

that

it

are used by amateurs, especially in

Europe, but aside

in this chapter they have no practical value except with the curious in special cases.
number of machines and appliances have been in-

from those described

A

vented and patented for grafting, but in practice, so far
as known to the writer, the hand work gives the safest and
surest results.

As

in

budding

all

methods

of grafting aro
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used to perpetuate varieties which cannot be profitably

new wood or roots, or by division.
As in budding, the possible
known. As a rule, close botanic affinity

grown from cuttings
79. Limits

of

of Grafting.

limits are not yet
must exist between stock

and

scion,

such as apple upon

But
apple, pear upon pear, and plum upon plum, etc.
this rule is not wholly adhered to in practice.
As an
instance, in order to secure a dwarfed growth and earlier
bearing, certain varieties of the pear are worked on quince
Also to secure a dwarfed habit and earlier bearing,

roots.

plum are worked on sand cherry
(Primus pumila) stocks. As to the need of both budding
and grafting, it happens that budding will succeed often
on stocks not wholly congenial where grafting fails to secure
As an instance, the uncolored juiced
a good union.
varieties of the cherry seem to -unite well with the wood of
certain varieties of the

Mahaleb-cherry stocks. On the other hand, grafting seems
poor union and usually the scions fail to grow.
Again, the cultivated apples seem to make a good union
with stocks of the cherry crab (Pyrus laccata) by budding,
to give a

.

while the root grafts usually fail to grow, and
start growth the union is far from perfect.

when they

and Packing Scions. The new wood of the
In
preceding year's growth is usually used in grafting.
80. Cutting

mild climate the new wood or scions are cut as used, or at
But at the .North,
least before starting of the buds.
especially west of the lakes, scions are cut late in autumn,
tied up in bundles with the bases evened, and packed away
in rather dry moss or forest leaves.
Packed away in a box
with dry leaves and kept in the cellar they may show a
slight shrivelling of the bark when used in late winter.

But

in practice the relatively dry scion is more certain to
a good union and growth than those kept so moist

make

that they

show a callusing process

at their base.

If

kept
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too wet the

young wood

will

absorb water enough to

starch to sugar water to some extent.
In
in
the
orchard
scions
that
seem
a
little
spring top- working
dry will unite and grow, while those that show a callus at

change the

cell

the base will

If designed for top-working in the
fail.
or
for
spring-budding, it is best toward spring to
spring,
the
in
sawdust on top of the ice in an ice-house.
them
bury

81.

home

Taking Up and Packing the

Stocks.

If

grown

at

the apple, plum, cherry, and other stocks should

stand in nursery as late in autumn as possible, and after
taking up they should be heeled in on dry ground outside,

with some straw over the tops to still more perfectly ripen
As cold weather comes on at the North they
are stored in the cellar without cutting back the tops, as

the roots.

perfectly ripened roots are essential to the most perfect
success in root- or crown-grafting in the graft-room.
In

storing the stocks they are ranked up in a corner of the
If
cellar with earth or sand between the layers of roots.

the seedlings or stocks are ordered, explicit instructions
should be given as to the taking up and handling. If
taken up too early and the tops cut back for shipment the
faulty handling can be detected at once, after some experience, by inspection of the roots.
Imported stocks are

usually well ripened, as the growers know by experience
that imperfectly ripened stocks will not stand the long
transportation and that they will arrive in poor condition.

Much has been said
82. Short Roots and Long Scions.
and written during recent years in regard to piece roots
and whole roots in apple-root grafting. As noted (47)
many of the commercial stocks used are not hardy in some
parts of the Union. In mild climates the use of the whole
root, or at least the upper part of the seedling root, will
give stronger growth the first year the root-grafts are set
But experience has shown that when a givtn
in nursery.
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is grown from a
cutting, or a cutting grafted on a
short
of
root
to
favor starting growth, the trees
very
piece
are as thrifty and long lived as when grown by budding or

variety

grafting on a whole root.

Where tender

roots are liable

to root-killing, as in the prairie States, there is a great
gain in using a scion eight inches long on a piece of root
two or three inches long. Such root-grafts set in nursery

down

bud usually root from the scion in the
and
if they fail to do so they will root when
nursery rows,
set forr or five inches deeper in orchard.
With the apple
on
an
ordinary seedling-roots give
average two to three
sections for grafting.
But with the pear, cherry, and
plum, only the upper part of the seedling is used and the
scion

to the top

is

83.

inserted at the crown.

Grafting-wax for Varied Uses.

The most

useful

"

" French mastic
grafting-wax for varied uses is known as
For a long period the
or Lefort's liquid grafting-wax.
composition of this wax was a trade secret in Europe and
It is made by melting one pound of white
America.
When hot add one ounce of beef-tallow.
resin slowly.

When

melted take away from the fire and add slowly, with
stir ing, one tablespoonful of turpentine and five
ounces of alcohol.
During recent years we have used
wood alcohol, which seems to answer the purpose well
constant

where alcohol

is

not readily obtainable in the prohibition

States.

The liquid wax is used for all indoor grafting and can
be used for top-grafting in the open air if a strip of white
is wrapped over it while yet soft to prevent
In indoor and outdoor grafting it
or
cracking.
melting
works best by keeping it soft by the flame of a small kero-

cotton cloth

The dish is set over an opensene lamp under the dish.
small
iron
box with a door in the side
in
the
of
a
ing
top
The finger
for setting in and caring for the small lamp.
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does the work of crowding the wax into the cavities best
and does away with the danger of getting the wax too hot.

In the South, a favorite grafting-wax for outdoor use

is

and red ochre. The prowhite
are
three
resin, one and one-half
pounds
portions
of tallow.
The tallow
and
ounces
of
eight
pitch,
pounds
is melted separately and poured into the hot resin and
"While yet hot, add
pitch slowly with constant stirring.
This mixture is worked by
the ochre slowly by stirring.
the hands before using like the old-fashioned graftingwax. It also needs the warming stove under to keep it

made from

soft

resin, pitch, tallow,

enough for

use.

The wax used for the winding thread in root-grafting is
made by melting six parts white resin, two parts beeswax,
and one part of tallow, with enough wood alcohol to make
the mixture about like syrup when in a warm room.
The use of linseed oil in making grafting-wax is now
abandoned, mainly on account of its modern adulterations
or processes of manufacture.
84. Root-grafting the Apple.

The now common plan
by the method known as

of root- grafting the apple
It is easier and simpler than
tongue- or whip-grafting.
no
other methods, and
waxing seems needed. If correis

sponding sloping cuts are made on root and scion, and
the inner bark of the two are united and wound, the
But this plan
union will take place with common care.
is troublesome, as it is difficult to hold the parts together
while winding with the waxed thread. Hence as a matter

of convenience a small tongue

is

cut

on the sloping

sur-

When

shoved together the tongue holds the parts
until
wound. Fig. 42 shows the sloping
quite firmly
cuts with tongue and as joined together ready for tying.
The essentials are a smooth cut with a sharp, thin-bladed

faces.

knife, the

union of the inner bark on at

least

one side of
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to hold the parts together

tightly.

The tying
without

done with waxed thread that

is

tying

will stick

when the winding

The
completed.
of waxing the thread
is

common
is

to

plan

immerse

the balls of cotton yarn (No. 18 or
20) in hot wax (83) until well satu-

But this plan gives trouble.
The wax is unevenly distributed and

rated.

the end
plan

is

is

frequently

lost.

A

better

to run the thread through

melted wax by winding

it

on an im-

To take off the surprovised reel.
plus wax the thread as it leaves the
wax

passes through a piece of folded

sheep skin with the wool on that Fia.
returns the surplus to the dish.

42.

This gives evenly waxed thread and saves

"Whip-grafting
the a PP le -

much

time in

graft-winding.
85. Packing Away the Grafts.
While grafting and
winding keep the grafts as finished under a damp cloth.
In packing set the box on end as shown in Fig. 43. A
layer of sandy earth is followed by a layer of grafts until
In filling, the grafts are kept pressed
the box is full.
down tightly. This plan is followed with all root- and

crown-grafts.

The

storing of the packed boxes of grafts in a common
them to changing conditions of air as to

cellar subjects

heat and moisture and often develops what is known as
The best quarters for storing the
the graft-box fungus.
dirt-covered
cave.
is
in
a
grafts
During winter and early
spring the cave

is

ning and keeping

cole, by opening early in the eveclosed during the day.
If the air at

kept
it

\
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times

is

several degrees below freezing the earth-packed
harmed. To avoid disease, and to keep

grafts will not be

the grafts dormant until planting-time, the cave must be
The writer has had graft-boxes
kept as cool as possible.
frozen up. solidly for a period of over one

FIG. 43.

Box

set

month and

on end for packing root -grafts.

secured a better stand in nursery than we have ever known
with grafts kept in a warm cellar.
86. Crown-grafting Pear, Plum, and Cherry.
These
fruits are not as certain to unite as the apple in grafting
is taken.
The common plan of
indoor grafting is by wedge and side-uniting, as shown in
This plan gives uniting cell-surface on both
Fig. 44.
The grafts are inserted in the crown
scion.
the
of
sides

unless additional care
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and only one graft is made from each seedling. They are
tied and waxed, as shown in the figure, with the liquid
In making the
grafting- wax (83).
both
cut
sides
same
to
the
thickness.

wedge

it

is

desirable

the slope is made
thickest on the outer edge the pressure at the bark and

FIG. 44.
cj

a

If

Side-grafting plum, cherry, and pear.

/Vriuni layer is not favorable to the union.
In making
side cut in the crown of the stock it must be held

Tue

A

barrel-stave fastened at the back
some way firmly.
side of the cutting-bench with a wire passing down to a
fo^t-rest, as shown in Fig. 45, answers the purpose well,
bat at the point where the stave rests in the stock it must

in

be padded to prevent injury

when pressed down

firmly.
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As the grafts are waxed they are rolled in sand to preIn sections where root-killing
vent sticking together.
occurs the use of a long scion set down to the top bud in
nursery is desirable where stocks are not entirely hardy.
As the

scion

is

inserted at the crown, and the saving of
is desirable, the use of the
long

the fibrous part of the root

FIG. 45.

Plan for holding stocks in side root-grafting.

scion gives a graft twelve or

more inches

in length.

These

However well
long grafts need a deeper box in packing.
cherry and plum grafts are made an even stand in nursery
is unusual if the
packed boxes are not stored in a cool
cave (85).

If the

buds start prior to planting they usually

to grow.
87. Trenching for Graft-planting.
The long grafts of
the pear and stone fruits are difficult to plant firmly at
fail

proper depth without trenching with a nursery subsoil
plough made for this use. Fig. 46 shows the construe-
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tion of this useful nursery implement.

The

shovel-plow

in front spreads the earth and the subsoil lifter passing
through the base of the pole lifts and fines the earth to a

depth of fourteen inches. With only two horses this
depth is reached by running twice in each row. The
grafts are set with a narrow spade which is thrust down
in the mellow earth, the handle leaned forward, and the
graft is set in back of the blade, when another movement
of the spade presses it in firmly.
The setting is rapid and
the conditions for growth are far better than can be
secured by other methods.
Shorter grafts are set without

A boy

the use of the spade.

the

man

following presses

spaces apple-root grafts and
in the soft soil and

them down

up the surface.
The trenching also is useful
The summer rains run the water

levels

growing plants need

in holding the moisture.
to the trenches where the

it.

In all climates grafting in the top is
88. Top-grafting.
often an advantage.
Usually the gain comes from worka
highly developed variety of fruit, rather delicate and
ing
tender in tree, on robust, deeply rooted stocks nearer to
Nature. Over Europe and a large part of Asia native wild
stocks have been largely used, noted for their ability to

endure every extreme of given climates. At the Pornological Institute at Proskau in North Silesia the writer
asked the venerable and experienced Dr. Stoll to name the
most satisfactory stock for top-working in that section.
His reply was that no one variety was suitable for the
varied soils and altitudes of even that vicinity.
He then
to
name
the
best
stock
for
on
proceeded
sandy
top-working
soils, retentive clays, porous soils and subsoils, and even
for lands naturally swampy and boggy.
As yet we have
not been able to make these fine distinctions in the adaptation of fruit varieties and stocks to varied soils and atmos-
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pheric conditions, but we are rapidly gaining ground in
this desirable direction.
89.

of the

In the more favored parts
been confined mainly

Top-working the Apple.

Union top-grafting

as yet has

to changing the tops of seedlings

and undesirable

varieties.

In the citrus-growing districts in like manner the work
has been mainly confined to changing the tops of seedlings

and unprofitable varieties. In the
prairie States some progress has
been made

in

selecting

stocks

noted for their hardiness and inherent

vitality,

such as the Vir-

ginia crab, GrosPotnier, Hibernal,
and some of the robust Eussian
varieties.
Some advance has also
been made in following the European method of setting the

stocks in orchard and top-working
them the succeeding spring. This
working of young trees permits

the insertion of scions in the top
and side branches, giving forks
of

the

hardy variety used
as

shown

for

in

working,
In top-working young

Fig.
5 47.
.
trees it is

best to use the side-cut

method

and cherry

FlG

-

47.

- Top

-

grafting

the apple.

as in crown-grafting

plum

waxing is done with the liquid
covered
plastic
by winding with white cotton strips, it
answers the purpose of tying.
Yet as growth goes on
the covering loosens without injury to the graft or stock.
90. Top-working Old Trees.
In the South and the
States east of the lakes top-working old trees and undesirIf the

(86).

able varieties

is

so

grafters follow the

common

work each

that travelling professional
spring. In the prairie Statea
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rough cutting-back was also tried by the travelling
But the dry and hot interior air developed
grafters.
in
the stock, blight, and other troubles that soon
ferment
a
to
the rough practice. At the present time the
stop
put
is
cut
back
less severely, or the grafting of one side
top
this

at a time

is

Even at the east experienced
more at the extremities, as shown

practised.

now

orchardists

graft

in Fig. 48.

In grafting these larger limbs the scions are inserted by

what

is

known

With the

tool

as cleft-grafting, as shown in Fig. 49.
at Fig. 50, the cleft is cut rather

shown

made thin, smooth, and sharp.
a wedge which is driven down in
the centre of the cleft while the scions are being inserted.
than

split if

At the top

the tool

of the tool

is

is

In making the wedge on the scions the cuts should be flat,
so the pressure when the wedge is taken out will not crush
In applying the wax (83)
the bark and cambium layer.
it should be crowded into the cleft tightly before the wedge
is

taken out.

In interior climates

wax with white

it

is

best to cover the

cotton cloth to prevent

its

melting or

cracking.

In top-grafting old seedlings or undesirable varieties of
the pear the same plan is adopted.
But in mild, relathe
often
with seedling
moist
climates
tively
plan adopted
in
California
is
to
cut
back
one-half
the top
orange-trees
the

first

season and to permit vigorous sprouts to grow.
the other half is cut back and the

~The next spring

sprouts of the preceding year on the other half are springbudded (76). The succeeding spring the other half of the
This is really a profitable
tree is budded in the same way.

plan for

all

top-working of large

trees.

Top-grafting Cherry and Plum.
Comparatively
little has been done as yet in top-working the stone fruits.
But Western experience with the cherry leads to the belief
91.

PROPAGATION" BY BUDDING

FIG. 48.

Old apple

FIG. 49.

AND GRAFTING.

tree top-grafted.

(After Bailey.)

FIG. 50.

Cleft-grafting the apple.
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pay commercially to top-work the cherry and
In Dupage
vigorous deep-rooting stocks.
County, Illinois, over forty years ago James Wakeman
top-worked Early Eichmond on stocks now known as
that

it

will

plum on

American Morello. The history of this variety is not
known. It is worthless for fruit -where better varieties
can be grown, but it has remarkable vigor and hardiness
and has been scattered by means of sprouts over the whole
The large commercial orchards top-worked
Northwest.
on this stock have borne heavily and regularly and have
outlived two or three generations of Early Eichmond
nursery-grown trees on mahalob roots.
The same favorable experience has followed the use of
At first the
this hardy stock in many parts of the West.
trees sprout but,

when they come

into heavy bearing the

The wild red
sprouting mainly ceases to give trouble.
has
also
been
used succherry (Prunus Pennsylvanica)
All varieties worked on it have
cessfully as a stock.
lived
longer, and have borne more reguproven hardier,
and
than
the same varieties root-grafted or
larly
profusely

budded.

With the plum the
less

apparent,
native varieties

benefits of

except in the

way

top-working have been
of top-grafting select

on native plum seedlings. Where the
all foreign varieties have been top-grafted on
and
Japan
native stocks they have come into bearing very young, but
the top soon outgrows the stock and breaks off with the
This does not seem to arise from
heavy load of fruit.
weakness of the stock, but from the hardening of the outer
bark below the grafts.
By slitting and peeling off the
bands of outer cuticle the season after the grafting is done
we have secured an even growth of scion and stock, both
with the cherry and plum. Contrary to usual belief the
top-working of cherry and plum is as easy and certain as
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if the work is done very
early
with dormant scions and where the stocks are perfectly
dormant. The side-cut method is employed on relatively

grafting the apple or pear

small stocks, but on older stocks the cleft-and-wedge plan
gives as good results.
92. Top-working in the Cellar.

If sprouts or seedlings

of the orchard fruits are taken

of

any
and stored in

up

late in

autumn

with proper root-covering they can be
winter
indoors and set in orchard the
top-grafted during
In this system a single scion, is inserted in
next spring.
cellar

After graftthe stock at proper height to form the top.
care
needed
is
the
root-protection and care in
only
ing
to
When set in
prevent breaking off the scion.
handling

orchard or nursery shoots will start below the scion.
These are left until the scion has made some growth, when

This method is useful to amateurs,
they are rubbed off.
but is rarely practised in nurseries except with some
shrubs, and the grafting of the gooseberry on Ribes

aureum

stocks.

93. Scions to Save Girdled Trees.

Young

orchard trees

by mice, rabbits, and sometimes by sheep. If sawed off below the injury they usually
fail to grow from the stub, as buds are slow in development
at that point and the sap pressure, as the heat comes on,
are often girdled in winter

brings about ferment and low vitality of the stub and
Such trees can be saved by cleft -graft ing of the
roots.
stub.

A

scion

is

inserted

on both

sides of the stub to

favor the healing of the wound. If both grow the weakest
one is cut back after making growth enough to help in
The
covering the wound on that side with cell-growth.
well-established stub will give rapid growth from the strong
buds of the scion and in one season develop a tree with side

branches.

Trees saved in this way will come into bearing

about as soon as those not girdled,

set at the

same time.
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This plan

is

better to save

young orchard

trees

than

inserting scions to bridge over the stem
But where quite large trees are
injury.

disbarked in any way in the dormant
season

it is

best to spring in scions as
51.
When the bark

shown by Fig.

begins to peel in spring, scions somewhat longer than the space to be

bridged are cut to a wedge at each end
as for cleft-grafting, and by
FIG. 51.
Saving the scion the wedge ends are
girdled trees.
between the bark and wood

openings cut above and below the injury.

FIG. 52.

Sawed-off section of a bridged

The

tree.

bending
slipped

through

parts are
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waxed and then the whole

is covered with burlap or old
After a few years such a bridged stem gives an
odd appearance, as is shown by Fig. 52, as given in the

cloth.

Rural

New

Yorker by Mr. Leroy Whitford.

This grafting is done after the bark
94. Bark-grafting.
begins to peel in early spring when the leaves begin to

The

start.

stock

bark

is

cut back as in cleft-

is made.
The
downward in two or three
shown in Fig. 5-3. The scion

grafting, but

no

cleft

is slit

places as
cut at lower end into a thin

is

wedge

with a notch on top that rests on the
top of the stub when the wedge is shoved

down to place.
The scions do not need
climate,

if,

tying in our

after waxing, the surface

is

covered by winding with a cotton strip.
If tied under the wax the string is liable
to do injury as the size of the stock and FIG. 53. Scions inincreases.
As growth is secured serted under the

scion

bark.

the same season this
of working

small

is

a certain method

and large stocks

Where limbs have been broken on

of

fruit

several

species.

and ornamental

trees the writer has inserted bark grafts that soon repaired

the injury.

Wedge- and cleft-grafting are
instructive
many
ways with tubers that have lost
and
in
their crown-buds,
grafting one species of cactus on
95. Soft-tissue Grafting.

used in

and in

greenhouse- and
not profitable, to see
two varieties of herbaceous plants upon the same roots.
It is easy to graft the finest flowering species of cactus on
another,

house-plants.

common

grafting very

many

It is often curious, if

stocks, as

shown

in Fig. 54,

held together with a pin, but

where the parts are

we have found

it

best to
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cover the

wounded parts with waxed

paper. Peonia tubers
that have, lost the crown-buds can be grafted
in the same way; also the dahlia tubers, the
fleshy roots of the hollyhock, ipomosa, and
It is also quite possible
other fleshy roots.
to unite two fruits of the same species when

in a growing condition

with the parent
FIG. 54.
grafting

Cleft

tree.

One-half of each

is

cut away and the two halves left are neatly
joined and covered with a sack of oiled

p ap er

.

Under

glass it

is

easy to unite the

cucumbers, and squashes
Such work only has value in the way of

fruits of tomatoes,

in this way.

and both connected

illustrating the principles of grafting

CHAPTER

VIII.

SOME LEADING PRINCIPLES OF FRUIT-GROWING AND
DEVELOPMENT.
96. Selection of Soil

and

Subsoil.

Where

possible the

home grounds,

orchard, and nursery should
the
character of the soil and
be determined largely by
small
Orchard trees,
subsoil.
fruits, ornamental trees,

location of the

and shrubs thrive best and

live longest

on

fairly rich soils

with porous subsoil to a depth of at least twenty feet.
all parts of the Union we find decided variations in

In
soil

same vicinity or even on the same farm.
subsoil permits the ascent of moisture from
below in a dry time and favors the descent of surplus water

and

subsoil in the

The porous

It also favors a deeper root system less
in a wet period.
affected by the heat of summer and the cold of winter.

This does not

mean

that fruits of some varieties and

species cannot be grown for home use on almost any soil
or subsoil with the help in some places of tile-draining,
But fruit-growing,
irrigation, fertilizing, or other aids.

or fruit-tree growing for profit, gives best results with
expenditure on soils and subsoils well fitted by nature

least

for conserving soil-moisture.
"
97. Air-drainage.
During recent years the word Air" as
drainage
applied to home and orchard sites has come

into general use.
Even in California the " mesa" or hillslope lands are now in demand for growing the citrus and
93
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fruits.
As the years go on it is found
orchards in Michigan, Georgia, Missouri,
Iowa, and indeed about all the States, are most productive,
the trees most perfect, and the fruit commands best prices

most other orchard
that

the

in market.

such

sites

hill

The
do not

superior adaptation of orchard fruits to
from free air-circulation and the

all arise

The
descent of frosts, fogs, and vapors to lower levels.
mechanical condition and color of the soil have usually
something to do with it and relative exemption from frost
not the least advantage in the blossoming period.
In
the prairie States a ridge only ten feet above the general
level usually escapes ruinous frosts when the blossoms on
is

During still nights, when
most to be feared, an elevation
of only ten feet on the prairies will show a temperature
several degrees higher than the level where the cold air

the general level are killed.
frosts at this season are

settles.

In our relatively sunny
98. North and South Slopes.
and hot sections where dent corn ripens, and melons can
be perfected in the open

air,

the direction of the slope

is

more important than in cooler and more humid climates.
The temperate-zone orchard fruits will not endure without
injury such heated soil and air as the grape or melon,
hence the talk about cover-crops to cool the soil and north
In the dentslopes to avoid the direct rays of the sun.
corn belts of the prairie States in the early days, the north
slopes of ridges and drift moraines had thrifty thickets of
wild plum, crab-apple, gooseberry, wild currant, and other
In like
ligneous growth never found on the south slopes.

manner we now

find our thriftiest and best bearing
orchards of apple, pear, plum, and cherry on the north
This is specially true of the bluff areas near our
slopes.

streams where the north slopes are more decided.
Yet to a large extent this is a subject for local study.

PRINCIPLES OF FRUIT-GROWING
In very

many

AND DEVELOPMENT.

cases in mild climates not

sea or large water areas those
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remote from the

who wish

to grow highfruits
will
a
south
and
select
or southeast
colored
early
warm
much
and
a
soil.
Very
depends on the
slope
and
the
The
species grown.
locality
grape, peach, and
citrus fruits love the heat and no practical grower will
plant them in preference on a decided north slope, and the
same is true of sub-tropical flowers and such fruits as the
tomato, melon, egg-plant, and all sub-tropical fruits.

99, Orchard

Protection.

This also

is

a

.

question

for

local study.
Over large sections of the country a tree
shelter on the south is desirable, as the violent winds come

from that quarter at the period when orchard fruits are
But on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts windmaturing.
breaks are often desirable, as a protection from ocean winds
and storms. In Minnesota and the extreme northwest
part of the plains east of the Rocky Mountains, the consensus of opinion of fruit-growers is in favor of protection
But in south Minnesota, Iowa,
on the north and west.

Kansas, Nebraska, and parts of Missouri, a southerly tree
protection is favored to protect in part from the hot winds

from the southwest, and the storms from the Gulf that
often cause the premature dropping of the fruit.
Over
this region protection on the north is a disadvantage, as it
checks the free air-circulation needed in summer, and
favors starting sap-circulation in winter, leading to sunscald of the stems on the south side and in the forks.

Close shelter also increases the liability to damaging frosts
during the blossoming period and increases the liability to

But in all parts where large orchards are
blight.
in
rows
planted
running from north to south all the profire

tection needed
itself.

rows

is

is

given by the extended fruit -plantation

The north and south circulation between the
needed in summer and winter.
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Over the comparatively level surface of the whole Mississippi valley the small fruits, such as strawberry, raspberry,
and blackberry, are materially benefited by tree-shelter on

tbo south and west to lessen evaporation from the drying
winds prevalent during the summer from these points.

With such protection less trouble is experienced from
fungus attacks of leaf and bark and more even and perfect
development of the fruit is secured.
The belief is
100. Retarding the Blossoming Period.
of
that
the roots of
quite heavy mulching
quite general
orchard trees when the ground is deeply frozen will retard
the blossoming period.

Repeated

trials at

the experiment

and by private orchardists have demonstrated the
fact that this belief has no foundation.
The flowers and leafage are started in spring by the
temperature of the air. If we draw a branch of the grape
stations

or other climber through a hole into a greenhouse or warm
it will soon develop blossoms and leaves when its

room

roots are encased in frozen earth
that of winter outside.

For

and the temperature

is

this reason the retention of

frost in the soil will not retard the period of flowering a
This is true also of shrubs, vines, and all
single hour.

ligneous plants with tops exposed to the

air.

But straw-

and, indeed, any
berry-plants, grapes, climbing
with
down
and
covered
earth
laid
or litter, will
growth
roses,

be retarded in blossoming several days.
The principle involved is that the bursting-time of
flowers and leaves depends on local' stores of nutriment
stored in the cell-structure,

pendent

of root action.

and to some extent it
But the roots usually

is

inde-

are not

frozen at the season of blossoming even when encased in
Moisture really ascends to the top when
frozen ground.

the air-temperature is warm enough to start top-growth;
that is, enough moisture to expand the flowers and start
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often happens where a heavy mulching
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is

covered over the deeply frozen earth in which the feedingroots are held that the full supply of water and plant-food
is

not carried to the top in time for healthy growth.
In
we have known the imperfectly supplied leaves

rare cases

and starting shoots to be injured by sun and wind and the
vitality of the trees and bushes permanently lowered.
Indeed, in one case reported by Gr. P. Peffer, of Wisconsin,
bearing apple-trees were killed in this way.
of Orchard Soils.
As each year the
and slope land for orchard sites is becoming more general, the washing and gullying of such soils
under cultivation becomes an important subject for con-

101.

Washing

selection of hill

If the slope is quite decided the finer particles
of soil are soon carried to lower levels and the storms and

sideration.

showers run

off too quickly for penetration to the treeIn such older States as Virginia, Massachusetts,

roots.

and

New

York, the

hill soils

under culture in many

cases

In south
already ruined by the washing process.
France tens of thousands of acres once covered with

are

orange-, grape-, and other fruit-plantations were ruined by
washing to such extent that the lands were abandoned for

At

this time they are mainly restored by
levelling, fertilizing, and a system of planting by running
the rows and cultivating at right angles with the slope of

many

years.

hills.
In that region the rows and culture often run
around the circular hills.
Hence the common name of

the

"

zone-planting."
With the rows planted at right angles to the slope and
the culture between the rows given in the same direction,
a ridge

is

soon formed in the line of the rows that helps
If the slope is quite steep the space

to hold the water.

between the trees in the row is planted with small fruits,
and in south France usually with filberts to strengthen
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the bank by root-growth.
By this plan the rows may be
in
circular and varied
direction, but it does not seriously
the gathering of the fruit.
or
with
culture
interfere

Where the plan has been
other States,

it

tried in Kansas, Missouri,

has been found that

FIG. 55.

A gully

it

and

not only conserves

in best orchard soils.

moisture by giving time for rains and melted snow to settle
downward, but mainly stops the washing and gullying.

As a

rule, the best

gullying.

On

orchard

the loess

most subject to deep
of west Iowa, Tennessee,

soils are

soils

Georgia, Missouri, and other States, old cultivated fields
are now eroded and gullied, as shown in Fig. 55, as given
The upper slope shown
in "The Soils of Tennessee."

was the surface of a

field

ten years ago.

After a gully
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was started each heavy rain deepened it on account of the
natural porosity of the soil and subsoil.
On the start the
water that centred in the gully might easily have been
Or had a zone system of culture
divided and scattered.
been given, with fruit-trees or other crops, the whole surThe figure only shows
face would have been retained.
one gully, but the visitor to the old plantation hill lands
of Georgia will find a succession of such deep gullies on
many fields once productive.
102. Variety Modifications.

A common

popular belief

that a given variety of the cultivated fruits does not vary
But the close observer will find in every
in tree or fruit.
orchard-row planted with a given nursery variety that no
is

two individual trees are exactly alike in tree and fruit.
In every row of orchard or small fruits can be found one
tree or plant that year after year is better in tree and fruit
than the others. Those who have not made a study of the
subject may conclude that the evident variation comes from
the stock on which the tree or bush was grafted or budded,

that point, or other natural cause.
But when
this superior tree or plant we find a duplication to great extent of this individual variation.
The

the

soil at

we propagate
truth

is

that our cultivated fruits vary in individual trees
much, or more, than a row of elms or

of a variety as

maples.

our propagators and fruit-growers are now
and buds from selected individual trees
cutting
and shrubs, and we have reason to believe that it will do
much to advance horticulture. In some cases the varia-

Some

of

scions

an individual tree is sufficient to class it as a disAs an instance, in a row of Fameuse apple,
the writer observed one tree that bore year after year
In other respects it was in quality
distinctly striped fruit.
tion of

tinct variety.
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and texture of

flesh a true

Fameuse.

This

as the Striped Fameuse.
103. Crossing and Hybridizing.

The

is

now known

florists

have not

neglected the interesting and profitable work of crossing
and hybridizing. Indeed, by crossing and selection a
large part of our beautiful flowers and flowering shrubs
have been developed. But aside from the noble work of

Luther Burbank, of California,

little

has yet been done in

improving the orchard fruits by crossing.
This does not come from the difficulty of performing the
work, but mainly f ronrthe fact that it requires longer time
this country in

to test the value of the seedlings produced.
In Nature the bees and other insects perform the

of

crossing,

but not in a methodic way.

In

work

artificial

pollination we are able to select the parents that promise
the most useful and desirable combination of hardiness on
fruits on the other.
Advance
104.
Planning of the Work. Professor Bailey
" Plant
" It is
in
his
book
on
says
Breeding":
necessary,
on account of the indefiniteness of the term * variety,
to remember that only varieties true to seed, or races and

one side and best

sub-species, can bequeath their characteristics with any
degree of certainty; inconstant species often designated as
varieties are not considered in the theory of hybridiza-

tion."

The development by

crossing

and

selection of our native

grapes, strawberries, blackberries, raspberries, and gooseberries has been quite rapid and satisfactory, but much
The possibilities are shown by
remains yet to be done.

one

test

The blossoms of the wild
with the gooseberry.
Manitoba were pollinated with the pollen of

species of

Champion and Industry; over one hundred seedlings
resulted, all of which were more vigorous than the wild
species, with larger, thicker leaves, and some of them bear
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fruit as large as the Champion.
Other indigenous fruits
are as yet neglected, such as the sand-cherry (Primus

pumila), the dwarf Juneberry, and possibly the huckleberry.

In the mild and relatively equable parts of the earth the
orange, lemon, citron, banana, date, fig, guava, loquat,
persimmon, and even pineapple, have been developed so
far by culture

has been

So far as known no attempt
improve any of them by crossing or
Judging by advances made with other fruits

and

made

hybridizing.

selection.

to

would prove valuable work to cross the Japan persimnative species, the St. Johns River oranges
with the hardy, rather dwarf types of north Japan, the
common figs of the South with the best varieties from
it

mons with our

Smyrna, the common mission date palm of Arizona with

grown in Algeria. Still other lines of profitable
crossing will occur to the mind, especially in Cuba, Porto
the best

Rico,

and Mexico.

In crossing the orchard
105. Nearly Allied Crossing.
fruits the work has not proven as uncertain in results as

most persons suspect. The remarkable results achieved
by Luther Burbank, of California, have by many been
attributed to the favorable climate of the west coast. But
a visit to Santa Rosa, in connection with a record of the
results attained during the past fifteen years, will show
that all the

new

creations of special value have

come from

nearly allied crosses that have been duplicated in a small
way east of the mountains. As an instance, some of his
best results with plums have come from crosses of our
native plums with the Japan varieties.
America, Gold,
Juicy, and other fine varieties, we are told, came from pits
of the Robinson pollinated with Japan varieties.
In like
manner the crosses of Japan pollen on our native varieties

have given most promising results in

all

the States where

102
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As an instance, the writer crossed the
Soto with Japan pollen.
By accident
all the plants were lost but four.
One of these now called
Ames is as large as Lombard, sutured and better in quality
it

has been tried.

blossoms of the

De

than either parent.

The

other three trees produce fruit

superior in quality to the De Soto or any of our native
varieties, especially for culinary use, and all of them retain
the hardiness of the Americana species. In all other cases

the hybrids of the Japan varieties with our natives have
given results as striking as those realized on the west coast.

The little done as yet in crossing nearly allied varieties of
the apple, pear, and cherry gives equal promise of quick
and valuable results.
All experience favors the belief
106. Violent Crosses.
that such violent crosses as wheat with rye, raspberry with
blackberry, peach with plum, or our native wild crab with

the cultivated apples,

will

not

give results of

value.

Without doubt some of these violent crosses can be made,
but the writer's experience has been that the seeds were
either abortive or only capable of making a weak growth.
It has been claimed that hybrids have been developed by
crossing the blossoms of our wild crab (Pyrus coronaria)

On the college
with pollen of the common apples.
grounds at Ames on several occasions such crosses have
been made with great care by only pollinating the first
blossoms that opened on the Soulard and wild crab. That
a cross was secured is evidenced by the fact that the shape,
color, and cavity were changed in the crossed apples.
Where the Soulard was crossed with Eoman Stem pollen
even the fleshy protuberance at the base of the stem of the
But
latter variety was reproduced in the Soulard cra*b.
in
seed
was
found
over
one
hundred
a
not
single perfect
specimens.

In some cases the near relation of two species can only
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which
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instance, the blossoms of

a mere bush with fruit not

much

were crossed with pollen of Oldenburg
The resulting hybrids were upright and tree-like

larger than a pea
apple.
in habit, with

much

enlarged leaves, and unexpectedly the

The size of the
fruit yielded enlarged and perfect seed.
In this
fruit was not larger than a small Siberian crab.
case repeated crossings may give winter apples of real
value and of fair size for market.

Some American
107. Gathering Pollen in Advance.
of
the
use
advise
In
authors
pollen gathered as needed.
this
is not easily possible, as the pollen is scattered
practice

A more certain plan
about as soon as the anthers burst.
small
number
of
branches
loaded with newly
a
to
stick
is
opened flowers in moist sand in a warm room.

As the

anthers become about mature they are clipped off and
dropped on white paper. In a dry room the ripening
process will soon be completed and the liberated pollen

With this dry pollen thus roughly gathered, mixed
with the dried anthers and pistils, the most perfect success
Even with pollen thus gathered
has been often secured.
dried.

and sent in a letter from Oregon, the success in using has
been satisfactory.
When fruit108. Preparing and Pollinating Flowers.
tree flowers are fully expanded, or even one half of them
have opened,
is

it is

not easy to prevent self-pollination.
It
work when the first flowers are

far safest to begin the

The petals are clippped off with small
nearly expanded.
followed
scissors,
by carefully clipping off the anthers.
At once, after emasculation, the flower or flowers left in a
cluster

are covered with a paper or muslin bag.

The

writer's experience favors the use of muslin bags, as they
can most rapidly be gathered and pinned to hold the bag
in place

and

to exclude insects.

In case high winds and
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rains occur the thin muslin sacks are not torn or displaced,
happens with the paper sacks, and they are not so

as often

much swayed by

the winds, which with the paper often
the
delicate
The rrovice who
pistils and ovary.
injure
knows the parts of the flower can do this simple work as

and those who do not know the parts

well as the expert,
will

make no mistake

if

a minute's study

is

given to Fig.

showing an enlarged flower of the cherry. The floral
part, marked (cor), is clipped off before opening fully and
the stamens around the centre, marked (8), are clipped
off, taking care that the anthers do not lodge in the
10,

emasculated flower.
in clusters,
strongest.
one fruit

With the

fruit

blossoms that grow

should be clipped except one or two of the
In Nature it is not common for more than

all

to

set

in

a

cluster.

With monoecious and

dioscious flowers (34) and pistillate flowers (35) we have
no stamens to take from the flowers supplied alone with
pistils.

But they should be covered before

fully opening

to exclude foreign pollen.
to
109. When and

How
Apply Pollen. When partly
the stigmas are not
are
emasculated
developed flowers
in
less
than
three
for
the pollen
days, as a rule, even
ready

If cloudy and cool
is clear and warm.
than
five
or six days.
not
less
The
be
in
ready
they may
When ready
usual mistake is applying pollen too soon.

when the weather

the stigmas exude a sticky nectar that holds the pollen
when applied. With the dry pollen gathered in advance
a small camel's-hair brush, slightly moistened, gives the
At
best results in covering the stigma with pollen dust.
once, after pollination, the bag is replaced and the label
is attached, giving date and record of the pollen used.
This will indicate the flowers not receptive to which pollen
to be applied the next day.
for each bottle of pollen used.

is

In

all

work keep a brush
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off,
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as the

Those with
ovaries
with
which may
are
covered
bar,
mosquito
enlarged
remain until the fruit is perfectly developed as a protection
from birds and insects and to distinguish the pollinated
ovaries will then indicate success or failure.

fruits.

The
110. Speedy Testing of the Crosses and Hybrids.
small lots of seeds developed by crossing are usually kept
in flower-pots mixed with sand (5).
When the seedlings
produced are one year old the tops can be cut off just
above the crown late in autumn and used the next spring
for top-working on young bearing-trees of the same
species (88).
By ringing (40) the branch after it has made
two years' growth we can usually secure fruit for testing

the third year.
The seedling crosses cut back will start
from the stub the next spring and can be used to deter-

mine the relative
on its own roots.

thrift

and hardiness

of the

new

variety

CHAPTER

IX.

TRANSPLANTING FRUITS AND ORNAMENTALS.

When trees or shrubs are trans111. Transplanting.
from
the
nursery or forest to the orchard or lawn,
planted
the feeding-roots and rootlets are largely left in the soil
and those retained are more or less mutilated or hruised

When moved to the new position
at the ends in digging.
in
stand
isolated
exposure, subjected to wind and sun
they
the
quite long period prior to growth of new rootduring
lets

capable of sustaining the rapid evaporation of the

feeble

first

growth of top.

and soil conditions are not
or shrub may not be able
the
tree
favorable,
transplanted
to start growth in the way required for healthy afterIf the handling, planting,

growth if they do not wither and die. Hence the need of
methodic care and management in this important work.
The distance apart of orchard trees and small fruits,
best size of trees to plant, when and where to plant, are
topics for consideration in connection with the transportaand planting of orchard fruits, lawn trees,

tion, handling,

and shrubs.
112.

Width

of Spaces between

Orchard Trees.

The

different orchard fruits require different distances between
the trees, depending on their size of top and spread of
roots.

varieties

It

is

also

attain

true that the different species and

varying size in different climates and
106
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different

soils

and
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In southern Georgia, for

subsoils.

instance, the writer has seen peach-trees with stems fifteen
inches in diameter and a spread of branches of thirty feet.

In the same way the apple, pear, cherry, and plum vary
exceedingly in size of tree and spread of root in different
climates.
The established distances apart can best be
given by separating the different species into small groups.
In such
113. Distance Apart of Apple- and Pear-trees.

apple-growing belts as some portions of New York, Pennsylvania, Missouri, and Arkansas, the apple and peai
attain very large size with great spread of root.
In such
sections forty feet each

Where

way

is

close

enough for planting.

experience has shown that the trees attain less size

in thirty years, thirty-three feet apart each way is preIn the prairie States from
ferred by experienced planters.
is preferred on the loess soils of
southwest Iowa, while on the northern limit of apple- and
pear-growing much closer planting is permissible, as the

thirty to forty feet apart

varieties

grown

are

much

smaller

in

size

when

fully

developed.
Perhaps the best plan on the northern limita
is to plant in rows running north and south sixteen feet
This
apart, with a space of thirty feet between tha rows.

plan gives air-circulation, and the thick north and south
planting gives needed protection of the stems and fork?

from sun-scald.

Where the

climate permits the growing
on
Doucin
stocks the usual distanct
pyramid apple-trees
and
is
fifteen
feet
each
dwarf trees on Paradise
way,
apart
of

stocks are planted only eight feet apart each way. Dwarf
pears on quince roots are usually planted twelve feet apart

The sand and snow pears are smaller in tree
each way.
than the European varieties and are UBiially planted only
twenty feet apart each way.
114. Double Planting of Orchards.
The wide spaces
trees of apple or
to
feet
between
small
tho
thirty
forty
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pear have tempted
or

many

to plant peaches, dwarf pears,
trees both ways, with

plums and cherries between the

the intention of taking them out when the permanent
But this is not satisfactory,
trees ne ^ded the whole space.
as the double planting interferes with proper culture, the
use of cover-crops, spraying, and all needed orchard care,

and too often robs the permanent

trees before the inter-

A

far better plan is to plant only one
varieties of apple or dwarf pear,
with
bearing
early
way
leaving open spaces north and south for air-circulation,

spaces are cleared.

culture, cover-crops,

and spraying.

At the north where

the open spaces are narrowed the strawberry can be profit-

The partial proably grown in newly planted orchards.
tection from wind-sweep will benefit the plants, and the
strawberry rows, with the winter covering of straw raked
between the rows, make a good cover-crop in summer and
After
a fair protection of the surface-roots in winter.

picking the second crop the turning under of the rows
to the soil and

and the mulching adds needed humus

benefits the succeeding crop of strawberries as well as the

orchard

trees.

In
115. Distance Apart of Peach, Plum, and Cherry.
peach-growing centres where the trees are properly pruned
the usual distance apart is only fifteen feet each way.
But farther north, where less cutting back and pruning is
Where
done, twenty feet apart is the usual distance.
orchards of the duke and heart cherries are planted for
profit in rows running north and south, twenty feet apart,

with thirty-foot spaces between the rows, gives ample room.
The Morello varieties are usually planted twenty feet apart
both ways in relatively mild climates. In the prairie
States the preferred plan is that of planting the Morello

and the native pi urns 'only twelve feet apart in
rows running north and south, with spaces between the

varieties
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rows of not less than twenty feet. This plan gives the
needed circulation between the rows and shades the stems
and main limbs from the noonday sun in summer and to

The spacing of other orchard
a great extent in winter.
and the small fruits are given in connection with

fruits

on future pages.
116. Planning and Staking the Orchard Site.
little
advance work in the way of setting a small stake where
each tree is to stand will save much time and give straight
their discussion

A

rows in

all directions.

Prepare at a leisure time as

many

small stakes as there are trees to plant.
The small stakes
or pins can be split from sections of inch-board about
fifteen inches long.
Also secure, by purchase or borrowWith this
ing, a surveyor's steel tape four rods long.

chain set stakes that can be seen four rods apart across the
orchard in a straight line by sighting. These sight-stakes
can be set for all the rows at the same time.
By stretching the steel tape from one stake to another the small
stakes where the trees are to be set are stuck at proper
distances apart as indicated by figures on the tape.
To

make quick work it is best to tie red yarn on the tape at
the figures, giving equal spacing.
When all the small
stakes representing the trees are stuck, what is known as
"

the

planting-board," as represented by Fig. 56, comes
into
.

,,

The

use.

in the

,

j

board

T

is

p

[

*1

centre notch
j

placed around
-i

FIG. 56.

Planting-board.

the
stake and wooden pins are stuck through the
holes at the ends.
These pins remain in place as the
board is taken forward until the work is completed.
The
board should not be less than nine feet long and the
central notch should be exactly equidistant from the holes
little

in the ends.

When

the holes are dug the stakes are taken

up, but the pins remain as a guide in replacing the board
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on the same

side of the tree or stake.

alternate rows

it

will

make

If reversed

on

a crook in the rows.

In all parts where severe
117. Fall- or Spring-planting.
freezing occurs in winter it is a gain to dig the holes in the
fall.
The dirt thrown out is fined and mellowed by frost
sides

and bottom

moistened by

frosts, rains,

and the
holes

dug

in

of the holes are softened

and melted snow.

autumn an opportune time can be

and

With the
selected in

If the holes are dug in
spring for planting the trees.
autumn it is necessary to stick the pins (116) quite firmly
to prevent displacing during winter.

Even

in the South the digging of the holes in

autumn

quite as profitable with a view to fining the soil by
If dug in the spring when wet most of the
exposure.
is

soils will bake and become lumpy and compacted.
In the Eastern and Southern States, and on the Pacific

southern

coast, the holes are
fall

dug and the trees often planted late in
The moist soil and relatively cool

or in midwinter.

air of

mild climates in winter are favorable for the

start-

ing of rootlets, and the evaporation from the top is not
sufficient to injure them.
But in the interior east of the

Rocky Mountains to the lakes, the dry winds of winter
and early spring often draw more moisture from the tops
than the unestablished roots can supply. In the "West
the planting is usually deferred (119) until the heeled-in
If planted
trees have started buds and some root-growth.
when trees can first be dug the dry spring winds often

damage the tops before the season of growth.
In all parts the
118. Young Trees Best for Planting.
use of what T. T. Lyon, of Michigan, called "maiden

" for
orchard planting is now advocated by experiIn the peach-growing districts Juneenced planters.

trees

budded
are

trees attaining a height of only three or four feet
At the North and in
preferred to large ones.

now
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California one-year-old budded cherry- and plum-trees are
Two-year-old apple- and
preferred to older trees.

now

pear-trees are now valued and taken in preference to the
four-year-olds planted a few years ago by experienced
These thrifty young trees are more excitable,
planters.

have a better root system in proportion to the top, can be
shaped as wanted, are easier to handle and plant, and in
practice are found to come into full bearing as soon as
older trees planted at the same time.
119, Securing and Caring for Nursery Trees.

If a local

usually best to visit it and secure the
If they must be
varieties doing best in the vicinity.
shipped in, take the same care in selecting varieties. In

nursery

is

near

it

is

both cases it is better to have the trees dug early and
heeled in near the orchard with tops to the south, as shown
in Fig. 57.
When the buds begin to start growth, it will

FIG. 57.

Heeling

in,

with tops to the south.

be found that the rootlets have begun to grow and the cut
and broken roots that have been properly pruned with a

They are now ready
sharp knife are beginning to callus.
Trees handled in this way, and planted when
the buds and rootlets are pushing, will start into rapid
growth at once. But the trees planted early, that stand
to plant.

isolated in the dry spring

winds until the time comes for

starting growth, are often too much dried to start desirable
growth, especially in the prairie States.

In planting the heeled-in trees care must be taken not
The best success is attained by taking

to expose the roots.
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field with the roots in a large tub of water
with wet roots to which the dirt will readily

the trees to the
arid planting

adhere.
120. Proper Depth to Plant Trees.

The proper -depth

to plant fruit trees is variable, dependent upon climatic
conditions.
Where there is no liability to root-killing it
is not desirable to plant trees and shrubs more than four

inches deeper than they stood in nursery.
But in the
interior States and parts of Canada the winters are often
snowless, with low temperature long continued, causing
the injury or death of tender roots planted at ordinary
depth.
During the winter of 1898-99 tens of thousands
of valuable bearing fruit trees west of the lakes were rootbud of the top being injured.

killed without a terminal

In this instance the same varieties quite deeply planted on
dry soil were not injured and the same was true of varieties
with surface protected by cover-crops, weeds, leaves, and
In such localities experiin parts of the States by snow.
ence has demonstrated that young trees can be planted
But this
one foot deeper than they stood in nursery.
deep planting only is practised with trees budded or
grafted on tender stocks where the conditions are favorable for root-killing.
121. Pruning Tops and Roots Before Transplanting or
Heeling In. The young nursery tree usually needs some

pruning of the top prior to planting with a view to giving
It is now genproper height of stem and rhape of top.
erally believed by experienced planters that a fruit-tree
stem should not exceed three feet in height. Even in
California the low-stemmed citrus and other fruit trees are
If not high enough to work under, still shorter
preferred.
stems are desirable in the northern prairie States.
The

most desirable shape of top as to spacing of the limbs is
at Fig. 58, at ( A) as received from the nursery, and

shown
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(B) one year later in orchard when cut back and
Prior to heeling in or setting out, the,
properly pruned.
ends of bruised or broken roots should also be pruned with

at

a sharp knife to favor rapid and more perfect healing.

B

A
FIG. 58.

A, Tree as received from nursery; B, same tree after one
year shaping in orchard.

122. Alternating

Varieties in the

Rows.

It

now

is

generally conceded that nearly all varieties of the orchard
fruits give increased crops of more perfect fruit when
alternated in the rows with a view to

securing cross
general record has been that orchards
planted with mixed varieties are far more productive than
blocks planted with a single variety.
Indeed, many
pollination.

The

varieties of the cultivated fruits are

pollination.
this subject,

decision that

and small

While we have

enough
it

is

not capable of

self-

much

yet to learn relative to
positively known to reach the

pays to alternate

all varieties

of the orchard

fruits in planting, except possibly the perfect-

flowered strawberries, and this

is

not certain with

all

114
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we have secured better crops and more perfect
from the perfect-flowered Charles Downing when
alternated with a good staminatec. variety.
Darwin's
" Cross- and Self-fertilization in the
great work on
Vege" was at first
table Kingdom
received with many doubts by
varieties, as

berries

fruit-growers,

but during recent years his axiom, that
self-fertilization," has been quite fully

"Nature abhors

by scientists and practical horticulturists.
If the soil is well
123. Planting and Watering Trees.
firmed over the wet roots (117) and the soil is moist but
not wet, it is rarely necessary to pour in water when

verified

Even in the arid States this should not
transplanting.
be practised, as firming very wet soil over the roots causes
hardening and baking. It is poor policy, for the same
reason, to transplant trees when the soil is wet
If heeled in wait until the ground is friable

and sticky.
and works

In orchard, with after-culture, watering is rarely
needed except in the arid States, where it is applied to the
whole surface, as during a rain. On the lawn, with everBut such
greens and shrubs, watering may be needed.

well.

Dig away the surface
watering should be systematized.
earth around the crown and pour in water until the soil is

When

settled away return the soil to prevent
and
Slight
baking.
frequent watering over a baked surface does more harm than good.

well soaked.

11

In planting, many experienced orchardists lean the trees
When
to the south at an angle of about twenty degrees.
trees are set in this way in the prairie States they become
upright in two or three years without making a crook in
the stem, while trees set erect are liable to lean to the

In climates where trees set erect are not
(26).
liable to lean to the north, the inclination to the south in
north

setting is not required.
124. Transplanting Evergreens.

Evergreens taken up
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in the near vicinity and the roots kept moist should be
But experience has shown that it is
planted at once.
safest to take

to swell.

At

them up and transplant when the buds begin
this time the rootlets will start quickly to

sustain the rapid evaporation
when the soil works well and

from the

Plant

foliage.

compact
firmly on the
The spruces and firs
roots spread in natural position.
have many fibrous roots to which earth adheres in transHence they need no cutting back of the top
planting.
But the pines show few
except in the way of shaping.
fibrous roots not

left

in the soil

it

when

digging.

Yet
^

Nature has provided for safe planting, as the branches are
provided with latent buds from which growth starts from
If pines are more than one foot in
cut-back branches.
height they are more certain to grow if the tops are cut
back quite severely.
Evergreens boxed and shipped in from a distant point
when opened usually show dried mud encased over the
Before planting it is best to dip the roots in thin
roots.
mud to soften that which is dried and plant with the roots
wet. If planted in only fairly moist soil with the dry mud
over the roots, and dry days follow, the death of the trees

from drying is quite certain.
It sometimes happens at the North that evergreens and
fruit trees are received in a frozen condition.
In such
best to place the boxes or bundles in a cellar
If the roots are tightly packed in moss
or other packing, it often happens that such exposure is
cases

it

is

without opening.

is drawn out slowly in the cellar.
planting, and care of other ornamental
plants and trees and small fruits will be given in connection with descriptive notes on varieties and species.

harmless

if

the frost

The handling,

CHAPTER

X.

OKCHARD MANAGEMENT.
As soon as orchard trees
125. Culture After Planting.
are planted the ground should he cultivated to conserve
Even if no weeds start keep the surface earth
moisture.
mellow hy frequent stirring. It is the hest possible mulch
for newly planted trees.
In the arid States watering may
be needed of the whole surface, hut as soon as the top
begins to dry the stirring should be continued, and in the
rain -belt

it

should follow each rain to prevent soil-baking

and hardening. It is specially desirable to get as much
growth as possible in the growing season of the first year.
If we secure growth of top we will also secure growth of
feeding-roots and the extension of water-feeding roots
downward. If the plough is used at first turn the furrows
toward the trees and follow with small-toothed cultivator
The wellto pulverize the soil and level the surface.
first
season
is more important than after
soil
the
pulverized
In
the trees become well established and deeply rooted.
orchard culture the use of the rotary-disk harrow is to be
recommended, but only to break up the surface for the
Thomas harrow or even a good steel-tooth
The disk without the after use of the harrow
harrow.
leaves ridges and increases rather than retards evaporation.
after use of a

126. Shading of Orchard Soils.
During recent years
the continued culture of orchards has been advocated in
116
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and
is
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in all fruit-growing centres.
But a change
in all sections.
In section (19)

now apparent

the subject of shading of orchard soils and the use of
In this connection the comcover-crops are discussed.

bined system of culture and soil-shading will be noted.
The orchard culture should begin early in the season.
Early culture helps in saving the spring moisture and to
start

growth

of fruit trees
trees finish

States

The

actively.
is

entire

growth

of the season

made

growth

earlier.

early in the season. Hardy northern
by the first of July and in the prairie

All

cover-

and catch -crops

should be

turned under in the spring as soon as the soil is in fair
working condition. Some advise running the plough four
or five inches deep, but a far better rule is to plough only
deep enough to permit turning a flat furrow with levelling
after culture.

The

early culture answers the purpose

of advancing

growth and starting the fruit crop, and the after covercrop is an advantage in shading the soil, permitting the
nitrogen-feeding root-hairs to come near to the surface as
to fruit ripening and the perfect maturing of the

an aid

cell-structure of the tree.

While the orchard
food and

humus

is

young and the supply

of plant-

buckwheat answers well the
conditions for keeping the soil shaded and relatively cool
and moist. It covers the ground much earlier than any
of the legumes, and is easier to turn under in the spring.
If one half of a young orchard is sown annually to buckwheat about the first of July and the other half is cultivated, the owner will discover in a short time a surprising
comparative thrift and vigor of growth on the buckwheat
portion and also an increase of yield and increased size
and smoothness of fruit. As the orchard attains greater
yet ample,

age hairy vetch has proven best for a cover-crop in the
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Western States and cow-peas in the South. In south
California the common field-pea makes a surprising
growth in late fall and early winter in orange orchards
and so far is a favorite cover-crop to supply the soil with
needed humus and nitrogen.
127. Cover-crops and Blight.
Beyond all doubt what
is known as fire-blight of the apple, pear, and quince is
caused by bacterial growth in the cell-structure of the
Yet long-continued
blossom, and outer wood.
observation has demonstrated that the color of the soil,

leaf,

elevation, exposure,

with

its

and soil-covering have much

occurrence and spread in a given climate.

to

do

Other

things being equal, it is found that soil-shading during
the heated term by a cover-crop of buckwheat, vetch,
rape, cow-peas, or soy-beans, will show less blight with

given varieties than the orchard with bare

soil

during

July and August.
It is also true in the prairie States that a given variety
of the apple, such as Yellow Transparent, will be free from
blight on light-colored ridge soil without shelter from

winds, while on a lower level with darker soil and sheltered
from winds it will be blackened with the disease. In the

same

line

it is

also true that in cooler moister climates like

from whence most of our fruits were
not known.
derived, fire-blight
In these cases, and others now well known, we have
reason to believe that abnormal heat of soil and air have
much to do with the growth and development of this
Professor M. Fremy, of France, is a
bacterial disease.
scientist
and a close observer. He says that
xecognized
of
the
fire-blight
apple and pear only occurs in France
when the trees are trained on south walls where subjected
His opinion founded on chemical investo abnormal heat.
that ferment of the pectose preceded
was
decided
tigation

that of west Europe,

is
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and growth of the bacterial spores. He
accompanied in the vegetable tissues in
says:
which it is found by a ferment pectose, sometimes soluble
and at others insoluble, which possesses the property of
transforming pectose and pectin into pectic and metapecPectic fermentation plays an imtic acid successively.
of ripe fruits into an
in
the
conversion
portant part
the introduction

" Pectose

is

It also assists in
over-ripe, half -rotten, or sleepy state.
the formation of vegetable jellies. In fact the transformation of the natural juices of fruits into jellies- is a result of

the metamorphosis of pectin contained in these juices into
Pectic fermentation is
the pectosic and pectic acids.
It may be that with further
effected at about 95 Fahr."
will be discovered that a

ferment precedes
it would not
disturb the fact that blight can be extended by inoculainvestigation

it

the attack of bacteria.

If this proves true

tion.

Do Cover-crops Dry the

128.

Soil?

It is

urged by those

who

yet favor continued orchard culture to conserve
moisture that cover-crops rob the fruit trees of needed

moisture at the time
maturation.

The

when

first

fruit needs it most for perfect
and even second leguminous cover-

crop sown in a bearing orchard will result in diminished
supply of soil moisture as compared with the plan of con-

tinued culture.
of relatively

But

young

this only favors the perfect ripening
But the turning under of two

trees.

or three leguminous crops soon gives a supply of humus
and nitrogen that so changes the mechanical texture of

the

soil

that

it

will

hold moisture through the season far

better than the cultivated ones that each year
destitute of needed humus and nitrogen.

become more

and Rabbits. In the United
and Canada field-mice are found in all parts that

129. Protection from Mice
States

are liable to girdle the stems of

young orchard

trees.

A
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certain preventive is to throw a small mound of earth
around the lower part of the stem late in autumn. For
some reason not known to the writer the mice never ascend
the mound, but run their trails under the snow around it.
If the mounding has been neglected damage may later be
largely prevented by tramping the snow firmly around the
lower part of the stem. If there is no snow, and mice are
numerous, binding the stems with woven mosquito-bar
wire will prevent damage. The wire will also protect from
rabbits.
But washing the stems with unpalatable solutions
is the usual method of protecting trees from rabbits.
The
best wash yet tested is made by adding to one gallon of
stale urine one quart of fresh lime, and one pint of pine
tar stirred in

until

it

when

makes

a

or old broom.

hot.

Then

stir

in flowers of sulphur

wash that can be applied with a

The

writer has not

known even

stiff

brush

the Jack-

rabbit, or the European rabbits, to touch a stem covered
with this wash, that sticks well to the stem over winter
But during rainy winters it sometimes happens
usually.

that a second wash

is

necessary where rabbits are numer-

ous.

The crown borer often fatally injures
130. Stem -"borers.
young apple- and quince-trees. But it is easily managed
by washing the stems about the first, middle, and last of
June with a strong solution of soap and water. Before
applying the wash search for the castings of the borers
around the lower part of the stem. If any are found they
can be crushed in their burrows without cutting the bark
with a flexible wire that will follow the burrow.
If the
larva is reached the evidence will be given on the point of
the wire.

With this treatment

the writer with forty years'

experience has never sustained much injury by borers,
while neighbors who trusted to cutting out the larva have
lost

hundreds of

trees.
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131.

Caterpillar.

121

On young

apple-trees the

ring or cylinder of eggs covered with waterproof varnish
can easily be detected, detached, and burned during the

period of winter.

any escape it is far better to
than to burn them
as
often
with
which
kerosene,
out,
practised
always injures
the bark and leaves.
The rodents and insects noticed at this time the
orchard ist comes first in contact with in orchard management. A few of the leading insects encountered later will
But we now
be discussed in the chapter on spraying.
have special books on spraying copiously indexed that can
be used at the nick of time when exact information is
leafless

If

twist out the nests with a forked stick

needed to guide the work of insect extermination or control.

132. Orchard Fertilization.

In the Eastern and South-

ern States, and on the west coast, the commercial fertilizers have been used freely in orchards with continued
The result has been that the expression "Ferculture.
tilizer

sick" has come into use.

such cases

is

lack of

humus

mechanical condition of the

The

evident trouble in

in the soil
soil.

and a changed
is needed is a
cover-crops, and

What

mingling of the humus and nitrogen of
a judicious application of potash and phosphoric acid.
Even on the rich prairie lands of the West the soil is
After an orchard has borne repeated
and the spread of tops does not favor the sowing

deficient in potash.

crops,
of catch-crops, the free use of barn-yard manure is advisable at least once in four years.
The summary that will

apply to all soils and all parts of the Union is that the
orchard must have humus in the soil from cover-crops or
manure, with an ample supply of nitrogen, potash, and

phosphoric acid.
133.

Low Hedge

for Shelter-belt.

Stock should in

all
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from the orchard. The low hedge is
than the fence, and near towns is not so

cases be excluded

more

attractive

Another good reason for its use is that a
easy to climb.
low wind-break lessens evaporation by breaking the con-

A

tinuity of wind-sweep at the surface of the earth.
hedge eight feet in height of the Amur barberry at the

north, or Osage or Cherokee rose at the south, does not
affect the needed circulation of air, yet it will materially
lessen surface wind-sweep and thus lessen evaporation.
In different parts of Europe the low shelter-belts are

used by seed-growers, nurserymen, and fruit-growers. An
example of their value is shown in Manitoba, where many
miles of shrubby Artemesia and other hedges have been

Where the surface soil
planted to protect wheat-fields.
and even the seed wheat was blown away prior to their use
little

trouble

is

experienced at this time.

134.

Marketing Summer-ripening Fruit.
Properly
managed, there is profit in most localities in growing
summer-ripening apples and pears. In picking the stems
should be retained, as it favors their keeping, and they
should be marketed in crates holding not more than half
a bushel. They should also be picked when so nearly ripe
In this form the
that they will ripen fully in transit.
summer fruits give less loss to the dealer and increase

consumption, as most buyers will not ask for a division of
In the prairie States the only neatly packed
summer and early fall fruits seen in the markets are

a crate.

packed in Colorado, Utah, and other distant States, while
home-grown apples and pears are marketed in bulk at
local points or

go to waste.

In marketing strawberries,

cherries, plums, peaches, tomatoes, and currants the same
care is needed in retaining the stems and also in picking

when
few

ripe

and packing as neatly in

crates, as is

fruit centres, notably in California.

done in a

Professor Bailey
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"

If one makes a study of the markets he will
soon come to feel that the package and the packing cut a

says truly:

most important figure in fruit sales."
135. Picking and Handling Fall and Early Winter
Many of the fall and early winter apples will bear
Apples.
picking when the seeds are first browned and before they

The Fameuse, Wealthy, Alexander,
Grimes Golden, and many of the Kussian
varieties will complete their coloring and ripen with
unimpaired flavor if picked much earlier than is usual.
Such early picked fruit should be barrelled when dry and
stored ranked up on their sides under a hay- or strawcovered shed with free air-circulation until wanted for sale
If the cold becomes severe enough to
in early winter.
endanger freezing, the barrels can be protected by a straw
Some methodic growers known to the writer
covering.
keep Fameuse, "Wolf Eiver, Lubsk Queen, and other
handsome fall apples worth twenty cents per bushel into
are fully colored.

Jonathan,

winter, with profit in the way stated by waiting until the
last of November before removal from the shed to the

The

straw- or hay-covered shed has done good
the
service at
west, as it does not heat up in the sunshine
an
enclosed
like
But I
building of wood or even brick.
cellar.

have had even better success in storing fall apple barrels
on their side in a dirt-covered cave. This was closed
during the day and opened on two sides during the night.
In this way the cooler air of the night was stored for use
during the day. The autumn pears can also be picked
when the seeds first turn brown. If picked when the stem
parts quite readily from the spur and properly stored such
varieties as the Kieffer and Mongolian snow will develop
dessert quality never attained when ripened on the tree.
For distant shipment most fall varieties of the pear picked

when hard

will ripen

up

in the covered crates or baskets
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in a cool, dry room.

But

it

pays best to mature them

before reaching the market.

In dif136. Picking and Handling Winter Apples.
ferent sections the season for picking a given variety varies
As instances, the Ehode Island Greening
exceedingly.

and Northern Spy
if

left

York.

will ripen

on the trees in Iowa or Kansas

until the usual time of picking in western New
In the dent-corn sections of the west and south-

west winter apples are picked when the seeds are brown
and the stem parts from the spur without rupture of the

Over the west and southwest winter apples must
be picked three weeks earlier than in the Atlantic States.
Yet picking at proper time is more imperative in the

bark.

New

York, as even the Ben Davis will
if left until freezing weather is
In picking, varieties of the season of Jonathan
feared.
and Fulton are picked first, and the tougher late apples,
such as Willow and Stark, last of all.
southwest than in

get mellow on the trees

The essentials to good keeping are picking when the
stem parts quite easily from the spur, picking when dry,
handling as carefully as eggs, and getting them as soon as
possible into a relatively dry, cool place

The

old idea of

"

"

going through the sweat before placing in the cellar
has no foundation.
Apples or other fruits will sweat at

any time

warmer
137.

if

when

air loaded

cool they are exposed to a current of
with moisture.

Earth-covered Cave for

Apple Storage.

Earth-

covered caves are used often by nurserymen to store grapevines and fruit trees and for storing grafts of the orchard
fruits (85).
also find it

For apple

When

The few who have tried it on a large scale
a desirable place for storing winter apples.
storage it should have ample ventilation.

the apples are put in from the orchard in the fall
warm and the nights cool. During

the days are usually
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me

night keep doors and ventilators open, and during the
day keep all closed, patting in each day's picking early in
Even in winter the cave is opened at night
the morning.

depending on the temperais held during the day by
closed.
Those who have had
keeping every aperture
with
cave
the
method
experience
prefer it to all others
ammonia
cold
But
it must be kept in
except
storage.

for a longer or shorter period,
ture, to let in cold air, which

mind
it

is

that

when the

opened

at

cellar air is

near freezing in winter,

midday, when the

warmer and loaded with moist

air outside is

air, it will

if

much

rush in and pre-

cipitate its moisture.

138. Tile-draining of Orchards.
It often happens that
ridge land with good air-drainage has too stiff a soil and
subsoil for best success in orcharding.
If the soil seems

too wet, or alternately too wet or too dry, tile-drainage
will prove a great gain.
The tiles should not be less than
four inches in diameter and laid in the centre between the
set or even after they come into
The tiles should be laid not less than 3 feet
The tiling of such land soon changes the whole
deep.
character of the soil and even mode of growth of the roots.

rows after the trees are
bearing.

Literally

the air

is

let

into

the

soil,

the water-level

changed in a wet time, and the surface-feeding roots will
run deeper and be less subject to injury by the heat of
summer and the cold of winter. In a dry time also a
change will be observed. The surface soil will be mellowed, fined, and relatively much cooler than the same
grade of land not tiled. As to the often-repeated query:
"Will the apple-roots choke the tile?" the writer's
experience would answer, "No."
Tiling laid down
twenty-five years ago between apple-orchard rows is yet in
good condition and working as well as ever. But willows,
poplars,

and most

forest trees will clog

tile.
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139. Fruit-growing Neighborhoods.
The amateur or
commercial fruit-grower who finds that any one of the
orchard or small fruits succeeds unusually well in his
vicinity should

encourage his neighbors to increase their
to an

Union is strength in fruit-growing
plantings.
unusual extent. The locality that becomes noted

for the

methodic growing and shipping of any given fruit, nut,
or other horticultural product has advantages in shipping, selection of market, and in the way of procuring
the neatest, best, and cheapest shipping crates, baskets,
barrels, etc.

The neighborhood also can combine in the saving of
what would prove waste products in a single orchard bj
The
drying, canning, cider, vinegar, and in other ways.
best-selling fruits in any market are from neighborhood
combines where the gathering, sorting, and packing a\ e
r

systematized.

Another

special gain in

in the educational way.

neighborhood fruit centres is
Spraying soon becomes syste-

matized, and the same is true of alternating varieties to
secure cross-fertilization, home propagation from the
selected trees of given varieties, irrigation of small fruits,
orchards, and gardens,
to

profitable
climate.

and indeed

in all lines pertaining
soil and in their

fruit-growing on their

CHAPTER

XI.

PRUNING OP TREES AND ORNAMENTALS.
Need of Pruning. Lindley said many years ago:
well directed, pruning is one of the most useful, and
ill directed it is among the most mischievous, that can
140.

" If
if

take place on a plant." It is too common to wait until
undesirable habits of growth are apparent and then set a
time for a general thinning out and shaping of trees and
shrubs.

The

effect of this severe

pruning

is

to secure a

heavy growth of new wood in moist climates, and in dry
interior climates

often starts blight, sap-stagnation, and
The general rule for all

it

sun-scald on the south side.

pruning

is

simple

:

it

should begin as trees or shrubs are

received and heeled in (119) and be continued lightly
each year until they reach, in the case of apple-trees, the

"heading-back period" (144).
Always keep in mind the aphorism of Professor Bailey
" Trees which are alternately neglected and
heavily pruned
are kept in a condition which is apt to be fatal to the best
:

productiveness."

After setting grafts in
Pruning in Nursery.
bud
starts
than
one
from the scion rub
nursery, if more
141.

As growth advances,
the surplus as soon as observed.
but
in
no
case nib off the leafclip the lower side branches,
oif

bracts or small clusters of leaves with which the stem

Budded

is

on strong stocks may be permitted
first
season where low-stemmed trees
the
a
head
to form
clothed.

trees

127
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In this case keep the side limbs clipped on
mind that the stem leaves give stocky
stem a top-heavy growth. The
and
the
large
growth
second year the top is formed on root-grafted trees, using
are desired.

the stem, but keep in

care to secure a central ascending stem with radiating
branches (27) without forking. The second season also the
leaves should be left on the stem to give the required stocki-

The needed sprouting at the crown and cutting
away the branchlets that appear on the stem, together with
shaping the top, are the main essentials of pruning in
ness.

nursery.
142. Proper

Time

for

Pruning in Nursery and Young

Where

light pruning is done in nursery or
orchard the best time is when the leaves are about

Orchard.

young
two thirds grown. This begins the period of active cellgrowth and favors the rapid healing of the wound. While
it is

cally

true that pruning in the season of growth is theoretia check on circulation and subsequent growth, yet

on young, excitable trees under cultivation the light
pruning at one time amounts to little in checking growth
and is far more than offset by the rapid and smooth healBut the best time for pruning varies
ing of the wounds.
as applied for varied purposes.
The dormant season is essential for cutting

back grow-

ing wood severely, removing large limbs, or where stunted
trees are o:it back to secure vigorous new growth, and

where stunted branches are cut back to secure active
Summer pruning checks
growth and larger leafage.
to
lower
Yet it often is pracand
tends
vitality.
growth
tised to hasten the fruit-bearing period of orchard trees

to give more bearing wood on shrubs that blossom on
the preceding year's growth.
143. Pruning Young Apple and Pear Orchards.
Only

and

5 few years ago the advice given in the fruit books of
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Europe and America was
fruit trees to let

innovator
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to thin out the tops of bearing

in the sun.

when he wrote

Charles

in 1869:

Downing was an
"Every fruit tree

in the open orchard or garden as a common
standard should be allowed to take its natural form, the

grown

pruner going no further than to take
weak and crowding branches, those that are filling
uselessly the interior of the tree where their leaves cannot
be fully exposed to the light and sun, or those which
interfere with the growth of others." At the present time

whole
out

effort of the

all

our advanced horticultural writers say that the necessity
for

much pruning depends

largely

upon

climatic peculiari-

instance, Professor Card says: "The Eastern
finds
it necessary to thin his trees and admit light
grower
and air to produce fruit of high color and good flavor.
ties.

As an

The Western man, however,

finds that

under

his condi-

tions of intense sunlight and low humidity, fruit will deThe Eastern
velop color regardless of such conditions.

grower, if he neglects this, may find his fruit suffering
from attacks of fungous diseases; but in general fungi are
less

troublesome in the drier climate of the plain, so this

reason loses

its

force/'

Sometimes reasons for varied systems of pruning are
found on two sides of a mountain range. As a marked
Professor J. A. Balmer, of the State of Washington, gives positive reasons why summer pruning, pinching, and even root-pruning of orchard trees are required
instance,

west of the Cascade range to check exuberant growth. On
the other hand, east of the range winter pruning is advised, as the trees are inclined to premature bearing and

consequent stunted growth, which

is

corrected by the

severe winter pruning or cutting back, which favors vigorous growth of young shoots.

In the prairie States

fruit trees

make

quite rapid growth,
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and

as stated

by Professor Card

fruit will color

and develop

in the interior of thick-topped trees, and it often happens
that orchard fruits of all kinds exposed to the sun are

scalded on the exposed side by sun heat.
Young trees
in
when
started
orchard
are
mainly grown
properly shaped
on the let-alone principle, except in the way of cutting out

dead twigs and such weak interior growth as cannot have
exposure of leaves to the air and sun.

The

thick-top

principle of fruit-growing is sustained by the fact that
where the new growth of young orchard trees is cut back
in

autumn

for three or four years in succession the top

becomes very thick on the outside. Yet these trees bear
finety colored fruit beneath the thick exterior and better
average crops than thinner-topped trees of the same
But in quite moist regions of the East and
varieties.
South where moss grows on north-exposed house-roofs, or
Spanish moss hangs down from tree branches, the old plan
of thinning out to let in the sun will always be practised.

With
144. Heading Back Old Apple- and Pear-trees.
the thick-topped plan of the prairie States and the arid
regions, or the more open-topped plan of the moister
belts,

the bearing wood as the trees get old becomes far
The time has now

removed from the center of the tree.
come for severe cutting back of the

top, as

is

practised

with old peach-trees.
With the apple and pear in the
dent-corn belt this severe heading back is an epoch in the
life of the tree, and the shock is too severe if the cutting
is all done at one time.
The safest plan is to cut one half
tbe tree at a time, deferring the work on the other half to
the next year, when the growth of new shoots is a relief

from the injury

If two
liable to occur from sap-pressure.
back
for
of
old
orchard
the severe heading
years are taken
trees in connection with culture and manuring, new

growth

starts vigorously

from the cut-back stubs and the
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water-sprouts that start in the interior, and the trees may
be said to be rejuvenated.
During the period of cutting
back little fruit will be gathered, but the bearing stage is

soon renewed with increased size and perfection of fruit
and the longevity and profit of the trees are much
increased.

The use of
more
dwarf apple- and pear-trees
becoming
general in
Paradise
of
the
States.
on
roots
Apple
nearly all parts
and pear on quince are now popular for amateur use, and
145. Training

Dwarf Apple- and

Pear-trees.

is

even market, in sections v/here the roots are not liable to
In the prairie States apple-trees
be injured by winter.

budded on Pyrus Toringo and plum on sand-cherry (71)
stocks are coming into use, but as yet we have no dwarfing
stock hardy enough for the pear.
The dwarf apple- or pear-tree as received from the
nursery is usually given a rounded top secured by nursery
Such trees are formed by heading back the
pruning.
one-year-old shoot about one foot from the ground and
But if an
forming a rounded head by after-pruning.
form
is kept up in orchard, continued
to
this
approach
attention must be given to pinching and heading back.
Even the dwarf pear without the annual shortening of the
new growth will soon reach undue proportions for a dwarf,
even if it does not root from the scion when planted quite
deeply.'

146.

Pruning

As the years go on
and plum-trees, trained as shown in

for Cordon-training.

apple-, pear-, cherry-,
Fig. 59, will become as
It is

common

Europe.
dwarf apples and

as simple cordon-training, and with
pears, and small growing varieties of the

plum and Morello

cherries,

it is

growing grapes on a wired
unacquainted with the system
as

in this country as in

known

about as simple and easy
trellis.
At first those
will

say that

it

is

an
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unnatural plan to adopt with trees.
But the same may
be said of the grape naturally running to the top of tall
With the tops all trained to the south, or indeed
trees.

any direction, along a road or walk, with the top of one
meeting the stem of the next one, they form an
unbroken growth, giving a handsome effect when loaded
with fruit. In starting, the young trees are planted about
ten feet apart and grow vertically at first and at proper
in

tree

height are bent for horizontal training along the wire.

FIG. 59.

Cordon-training to the south.

(After Bailey.)

The few attempts made

in this country by foreign setters
have given special satisfaction and pleasure.
The stems
and branches are covered with a garland of leaves and

checked by the recumbent position -of the
that early fruiting is secured. The exposed
blossoms of the stone fruits are also less liable to injury

growth

is

so

bearing wood

by the weather extremes of spring.
The increased size and beauty of apples and cherries in
interior climates when grown so near the ground is a surprise to all foreign visitors.
The annual pruning is in the

thirds of the

new growth.

The

way

of cutting

back two

increase in length of the
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laterals is corrected by the occasional starting of new
shoots from near the base, as with the grape.
In the interior States
147. Pruning to Shape Trees.

young orchard

trees are inclined to

make most growth on

This is corrected by
the north side of the stem and top.
summer cutting back on the north side. This checks

growth and lessens growth of roots on the north side. If
continued lightly on projecting points of growth for two
or three years we can secure the most growth on the south
side.

This applies to
(26)

and

all isolated trees in the prairie States
to a less extent in all parts of the country where

is more humid.
Even the evergreens and some
shrubs in interior climates go out from the line of symmetry by greater length of shoots on the north side. In

the air

such cases the balance can be sustained by pinching the
points of growth of leading shoots on the north side.

The Morello
Pruning the Cherry and Plum.
form rather open, round-headed
tops that need comparatively little pruning if a welldefined stem and top are established when first set in
orchard. As a rule, in all parts of the country where they
148.

varieties of the cherry

thrive they will bear well without pruning except in the
cutting out of dead twigs as they are noticed without
regard to season. If at any time quite large limbs are cut
the wounds do not heal over as readily as the apple or pear
and usually form rotten spots, starting the exudation of
gum. But the young growth can be shortened without
injury where it is desirable to thicken up the top in interior
climates, where it is often an advantage.
The duke and sweet cherries are upright in habit, and
many commercial growers head back the top of young
trees in orchard.
In two or three years the natural liabit
is changed from the spire-shape to that of a
round-topped
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This plan better shades the stem and

apple-tree form.

large branches, and shades the

fruit

more

perfectly

from

The after-pruning consists mainly in taking
out dead wood as it appears.
Some of the best native plums on rich soil make so much
the sun.

growth during the
the bearing
spoiled

wood

is

by scalding.

cutting back the

early stages of bearing that much of
exposed to the sun and the fruit is

This open habit

new growth two

is

corrected by

or three years in suc-

When the heavy-bearing stage is reached, the
cession.
long growths no longer appear and the only pruning
required is taking out the dead wood.
Some

of the

Japan and European

varieties are

also

thickened in the tops by cutting back half of the new
growth in the dormant period for two or three years in

when

the trees are coming into bearing, to proand broaden the tops for shading the stems
and main branches. But it is now conceded by growers
that cutting back the tops does not increase bearing or size
succession,

tect the fruit

of fruit.
Its only value as indicated above is to shelter
the fruit and better shade the stem and branches of some
varieties.

149. Pruning the Peach and Apricot.
In peach- and
centres
from
California
east
to the Atlantic
prune-growing

the commercial pruning

is

often excessive, literally cutting

This severe thinning
wagon-loads of brush to the acre.
and cutting of side limbs is followed by excessive growth
of

new wood which

forces

summer

cutting back to check

excessive growth of new wood.
Beyond all doubt this is
an exhaustive and useless procedure where lighter annual

pruning is possible iiuder methodic management. The
peach bears upon wood of the preceding year's growth
mainly.
Charles

Hence the growers who follow the directions of
Downing will secure the most perfect conditions
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growth of firm bearing wood. He says:
" Let us take a
healthy tree in the orchard or garden in
It is usually about six to eight
its first blossoming year.
feet high, its well-shaped head branching out about three
It has never yet been trimmed,
feet from the ground.
to
regulate any deformity in its shape, and this is
except
for continued

much the better.
"At the end of February, or as
may be, we commence priming.
so

early in the spring as
This consists only of

shortening-in, i.e., cutting off half the last .year's growth
over the whole outside of the head of the tree, and also

upon the inner branches. As the usual average growth is
from one to two feet, we shall necessarily take off from six
It need not be done with precise
to twelve inches.
measurement; indeed, the strongest shoots should be
shortened back most, in order to bring up the others, and
any long or projecting limbs that destroy the balance of
the head should be cut back to a uniform length.
This
brings the tree into a well-rounded shape.
By reducing
the young wood one half, we at the same moment reduce

the coming crop one half in number.
The remaining
half, receiving all the sustenance of the tree, are of double

The young shoots, which start out abundantly
size.
from every part of the tree, keep it well supplied with
the

bearing wood for the next year, while the greater luxuriance and size of the foliage, as a necessary consequence,
"
produces larger and higher-flavored fruit.
Where peach-trees are not subject to injury of top, as in
southern Georgia at Tifton, or in California, the

Downing

plan, with such modifications as the age of the tree sug-

by methodic growers, with the added
work of cutting out dead wood and all wood that has lost
its usefulness.
But in sections where the new wood is
occasionally injured by winter, pruning is done on the
gests, is still followed
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principle of retaining a large majority of the buds found
With more
regardless of the form of the tree.

alive

favorable years the defects in form can be righted in large
Pruning every year to regulate the supply of healthy
part.
bearing wood is the correct plan, and in reality it involves

no more work than neglect for a few years, followed by the
severe cutting back so often practised.

The

apricot bears on the

wood

of the previous year's

growth and on spurs of the newer wood. In the apricotgrowing centres of California under irrigation, the first two
years, and the first half of the third year, are given to the
development by pruning of a vigorous upright tree with
good form and strong limbs, so arranged as to get the main
After fruitcrop of fruit near the centre of the tree.
while
is
the
the
perfect,
after-pruning
gathering
yet
foliage
consists mainly in cutting back half of the new growth
over the whole top.

This, with water at the roots, starts

new growth on which fruit-buds develop for the next
The late summer pruning is continued
year's fruiting.
until the time comes when the old wood must be cut out
on the renewal plan for the formation of a new top.
East of the mountains the tendency of
tested

under culture

is

to

all

the varieties

make long open growth when

Hence the young trees need cutting back in the
dormant period to thicken the top and increase the
number of well -grown bearing spurs and shoots. After
reaching bearing size summer cutting back of one half the

young.

new growth
rampant

after fruiting tends to check the naturally
growth and seems to favor the holding and ripen-

But this cutting back is only needed in
ing of the fruit.
the early stages of bearing.
As the trees get older the
extension of growth will be less and the main pruning
will

be in the way of cutting out dead wood and when the

trees get old the shortening of the

whole top (144).

Old
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apricot-trees will bear this cutting back as well as the
apple, if a few limbs are taken out each year until a new

top

is

formed, as

is

done in California.

This semi-tropical fruit is
150. Pruning the Orange.
included mainly to sustain the principle now so generally
favored of growing thick tops in hot, relatively dry
climates.
best

Professor Wickson, of California, says:
tree is a low-headed compact growth.

form of

"The
When

young the stem must be protected by wrapping with paper
or something of the kind until the leaves do that service.
The lower branches will bear the first fruit, and as the tree
attains age they will stop growing and can be removed.
Thus the head of the trees is raised gradually and space is
given for the drooping of the higher branches."
Visitors to California, Florida,

and Cuba

will be sur-

prised by the thick foliage, under shelter of which perfect
oranges develop, just as perfect fruits of all the orchard
varieties in the arid States

and

prairie States east of the

Rocky Mountains develop under the shelter of the outer
thick foliage of headed-back trees.
The blossoms and fruit of the
151. Pruning the Quince.
on
new
shoots
of
the same season's growth like
quince appear
the hickory, butternut, walnut, and some roses.
That is,
when growth commences in the spring no flowers appear;
but after the terminal shoots have grown several inches the
flowers appear at the top of the season's growth.
Hence
in pruning the quince, any attempt at cutting back will

take away all the fruit-bearing wood of that season.
Thus
the pruning of this class of trees and shrubs, known as

" co-terminal,"

confined to removing dead wood and the
no
growth
longer bearing perfect leaves or fruit.
All our ornamental
152. Pruning and Shaping Shrubs.
shrubs of the lawn and park may be divided into three
general classes as to habits of flowering and pruning
is

interior

:

HORTICULTURAL MANUAL.
(1)

Those that flower on the same season's growth, such

as the rose, hardy hydrangea, privet, mock-orange, and
tamarix, should be cut back more or less severely in the
dormant season. This cutting back of the new growth,
in some cases still lower, increases the number of new
In the North and
shoots on which the flowers appear.
best
roses
and such shrubs
the
where
Northwest,
hybrid

and

as Spircea callosa are not hardy in open exposure, the
winter covering is easier when severely cut back to prepare

for blooming the next

summer.

In milder climates where

the natural shape can be retained the needed supply of
bearing wood can be kept up by merely cutting back the
growth that reaches out beyond the line of symmetry and

shortening some of the inside growth.
(2) Many of our best shrubs bear flowers on the points
or top of new growth that starts from wood of the preced-

ing year's growth, like the grape and quince; others
With
develop flowers on the preceding year's growth.
these classes it is evident that cutting back the top will

remove the bearing wood, especially when cut below the
new wood. Hence such shrubs are headed in as soon as
This light cutting back of points of
the flowers fade.
starts
an
additional
growth of new shoots to flower
growth
Some well-known shrubs of this class
the next spring.
are

flowering

lorsythia,

A

almond,

Primus

snowball,

weigelia,

triloba, lilac, tamarix,

exochorda,

and some

spiraeas.

few well-known species, such as barberry, caragana, white fringe, bush honeysuckle, and kalmia, do not
need pruning except when they get some age, when the
pruning consists in cutting out some of the old wood, as
in pruning the currant and gooseberry.
As a rule, in about all shrub pruning the operator must
observe from actual inspection whether the flowers grow
on the ends of terminal or lateral shoots of that season's
(3)
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growth, or on the ends or sides of the preceding year's
growth.

Pruning and Shaping Evergreens. The varieties
and species with upright habit of growth and upright
leader, such as the spruce and fir, should have a low, quite
In transplanting
broad base and symmetric form of top.
on the lawn from the nursery the most perfectly developed
This side, which in
side should be turned to the south.
had
the
most
and
has
air, usually needs,
light
nursery
when planting, some shortening of the points of growth.
153.

The

after care will be in the

points of

growth

way of pinching too vigorous
and if the leader is broken

as observed,

provide another upright point by
shoot
and tying it to the stub. With a
a
side
turning up
little continued care in merely pinching terminal buds the
off

by

sleet or stock,

The species that
required form can soon be established.
do not form leaders, such as the hemlock, only need attention in the

way of equalizing growth by pinching projectof
extension, especially on the north side.
ing points
The
154. Pruning Ornamental Hedges and Screens.

lawn hedge on the border or beside a walk must show
The only
uniformity of outline and thickness of base.
durable forms are those with broad base and an approach
The ornato conical form, as shown in Figs. 60 and 61.

FIG. 60.
FIG. 61.
Figures 60 and 61 give correct form of hedge.
give favorable results.

PIG. 62.

Figure 62 will not

mental hedge with perpendicular sides is a failure in a few
Even in California, where privet hedges were
usually trained as shown in Fig. 62 a few years ago are
years.
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now
of

disfigured by dead patches. "With plants of the habit
growth of privet, if needed strength of root is secured,

they must be planted twenty inches apart, and as a start
for securing a low base the plants must be cut off when

The first
planted to stubs only six inches in height.
to
build on.
as
a
foundation
must
lateral
be
largely
growth
Each year thereafter the top can be raised, with sheared
sides, until

the required height is reached.
as white spruce and hemlock this

With such evergreens
severe cutting back at

first

cannot be practised.

But by

using plants not more than ten inches in height the
lateral growth for a base can soon be secured by pinching
or slight clipping of the up-growing points.

The main pruning should be done in the dormant
period, but the lighter summer clipping of deciduous
plants and the pinching or light clipping of the conifers,
must also be kept up while the hedge is forming and after

height and width have been reached.
In planting for ornamental screens plants can be used
with a natural thick base, such as lilac, caragana, and
its final

Amur barberry. With slight pruning at top and sides
these can be kept in neat form, while heavy pruning would
take

off

most of the flowering and fruiting wood.

CHAPTER

XII.

SPRAYING FOR INSECTS AND FUNGI.
155. Evolution of Spraying.

word spraying

is

In the sense in which the

now used we may

say that

it is

an opera-

In commercial fruit-growing centres of
and
of all parts of the Union, spraying
indeed
California,

tion of our day.

for the destruction of insects

and lessening injury

of plant,

by fungi has become almost as necessary as tillagepruning, and other leading essentials of fruit management.
tissue

In Europe, France took the lead in this important work.
But it was not until the appearance of the downy mildew
upon the grape in 1878 that any real advance was made
in the

way

of

methodic spraying. Indeed, it was not
when Paul Oliver used the solution of

started until 1882,

water, sulphuric acid, sulphate of iron, and sulphate of
copper for fungous diseases of the pear.
In 1882 the writer on a visit to France found spraying

with sulphate of copper on the grounds of Sir Henry
Vilmorin, south of Paris, and in 1883 Millardet wrote:
" Recent observation makes me
hope that perhaps the

most satisfactory results may be obtained by the use of
certain mineral solutions, such, for example, as the sulphate
of iron or of copper." But it is singular that the practical

use of the discovery was not made until spraying with
milk, lime, and sulphate of copper was given along roadways and in exposed places to prevent the stealing of the
141
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The writer in 1882 was surprised to see vines
grapes.
with leaves and fruit covered with a light-blue coloring
"
matter. It was soon found that the vines thus " poisoned
as the people were led to believe
were the only ones
that retained their foliage in the infected districts in 1882.
It was not until 1885 that Millardet gave the formula

for
it

making what

was

is

now known

at first applied with a

as Bordeaux mixture, but
broom.
So far as known to

first perfected spraying machines used in
Europe were made in the United States.
In the United States the first spraying, or rather
sprinkling done with a broom, was in 1860, when the
currant and gooseberry worm made its first appearance.
A solution of hellebore in water was then used. In 1877
the Colorado potato-beetle had extended over Iowa, and
the first remedy used was spraying with Paris green, which
was only partially successful on account of its varied
The sudden demand for the article led to
purity.
adulteration to a remarkable extent.
In 1877 an agent of

the writer the

Hernanway & Co., of London, visited Ames, Iowa, with a
view to securing a trial at the Agricultural College of a
waste product of their analine dye-works as an insecticide.
In February, 3878, three kegs of the waste under the
of " London purple" reached Ames and were tested

name
in

the

summer

of

1878 by the writer.

At Ames the

potato-beetle was then at its height of development and
In the fall of 1878 the writer gave in the
destruction.
loiva Agricultural College Quarterly the following statement: "Last winter the college received for trial a

quantity of a material called by the manufacturers London
purple, and designed to be used for the Colorado potatobeetle (the potato-bug of
it

common

parlance).

Upon

was found very valuable, killing the old as well

young

insects with great certainty.

The

virtue of

trial

as the

London
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purple lies in the arsenic it contains, just as in the case of
There are, however, several advantages
the Paris green.
the
new
poison over the old, among which
possessed by
are: (1) its extreme fineness, permitting it to be mixed
with water; (2) its adhesiveness: when once applied it
adheres tenaciously to the leaves; this is due no doubt to
its

finely divided condition; (3) its

purple color enables

presence on leaves even when it
exists in very small quantity; this will not only guard
against accidents, but at the same time be of considerable
account in enabling one to always know when it is necessary to make another application; (4) its cheapness as
compared with Paris green."
At that time Hon. John N. Dixon, of Oskaloosa, Iowa,
was a trustee of the Iowa Agricultural College and was
the owner of one of the largest apple orchards in the State
The canker-worm visited this orchard in
at that time.
In 1878 he reported as follows in the lotva Horti1877.
"
cultural Report :
My success with these chaps has been

one always to detect

its

so encouraging that I am very willing to talk about it.
I mix a pound of arsenic in one hundred and fifty gallons

of water, heated in a sort of sorghum-pan concern got up
I dissolve the arsenic by boiling in much

for the purpose.

stronger proportion than this, but I am careful to add
water when the liquid is put in the barrels for use, so as
to

make the proportion

as above stated.

The pump

I use

for throwing the water over the trees cost, in Chicago,
I load the barrels of water in a wagon
sixteen dollars.

and drive on the windward

side of the

row to be sprinkled.

can thoroughly poison the foliage by showering
from the one side. I first tried the Paris green, but found
it expensive and liable to burn the leaves; it is also a
I find I

dangerous

stuff to use.

The

arsenic water

makes a

deli-

cate coating of arsenic over the leaves, but the rains soon
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wash

it

all off;

last vestige is

when

long before the fruit reaches maturity the
I showered three thousand trees,
gone.

application killed every

a

worms were about full size; one
one of them, and I have not seen

the most advanced

worm

in the orchard since.

I tried a solution of con-

worms were soon on the ground, but
were
soon
on
full diet in the trees again.
The
they
centrated lye; the

arsenic dodge they can't stand ; in thirty-six hours every
one turns black, and their bodies break like a pipe-stem.''
It so happens that the season most favorable for killing

the canker-worm

codling-moth.

met with the
moth.

He

is

the most favorable for spraying for the

Hence

in spraying for canker-worm he

great success in destroying the codlingmarketed carloads of apples in Minneapolis in
first

1878 entirely free from worms or worm-holes. John
Smith, an extensive orchardist at Des Moines, and A. E.
Whitney, of Franklin Grove, Illinois, made the same discovery in fighting the canker-worm, and Mr. J. S. Woodward, of Lockport, New York, also made the discovery in
regard to the destruction of the codling-moth when spraying for canker-worm.

The

florists

were far in advance of orchardists in the

use of insecticides, such as whale-oil soap, potash, pyrethrum, kerosene, buhach, tobacco infusions, and hot water

The use of kerosene emulsion and
pure kerosene and raw petroleum in orchards is not new,
especially the emulsion for the sucking and scale insects.
It was first used by the florists, and for fighting the currant worm in 1868 and 1870, but its commercial use began
for insect destruction.

with orange-growers in Florida and California as late as
1882. But it was not until 1886 that the formula for scale

now used was generally recommended. Kerosene and
raw petroleum were used on house-plants and greenhouseplants, and on the wounds made by cutting off plum
as
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knots, by the writer as early as 1876, and at the Exposition in Philadelphia it was recommended for scale insects

by European florists. On the plum-knot wounds it was
used freely, but on oleander and other plants infested with
scale

wiped

it

was used on the cloth with which the

scale

was

off.

The present use of kerosene and petroleum for scale and
other insects by spraying trees in the dormant period dates
only from the advent east of the Rocky Mountains of the
San Jose

scale.

At

this time (1901) the final effect of

drenching trees with kerosene or petroleum prior to leaf
expansion is not fully known. Apple and other trees well

drenched by spraying two years in succession show clean
bark and general thrift not found on unsprayed trees.
Since 1885 the appearance of the apple scab, grape rot,
anthracnose, and other fungi in large commercial plantations has led to hundreds of trials at the experiment stations

and by private growers of various fungicides.

this time nearly all the

At

experiment stations send out each

year spraying calendars giving reliable information up to
date.
Those interested in a more minute statement of the
recent evolution of spraying are referred to Lodeman's

book on " Spraying."
156. Spraying for Codling-moth Arsenite of Lime SoluJohn N. Dixon in 1877 and 1878 used a weak
tions.
solution of white arsenic (155). With increased experience
reliable

he wrote in 1881:

"I

consider the arsenic solution as

complete a remedy for the codling-moth as for the cankerWhen the apples are from the size of a bird-shot

worm.

to that of a pea, if the orchard
arsenic water at the rate of one

two hundred gallons of water

worm, codling-moth,
orchard. In view of

is

carefully sprinkled with
of white arsenic to

pound
it

will not leave a canker-

tent-caterpillar, or buculatrix in the
this perfect and inexpensive remedy,
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we do not now consider these

insects as

any serious obstacle

way of successful apple-growing, and we cannot see
reason
any
why the remedy might not be successfully used
on garden insects and on the grasshopper, cotton-worm,
in the

army-worm, Hessian-fly, and chinch-bug. One man with
a driver and team can sprinkle twenty acres in a day for
protection against any of these insects."*
But some entomologists yet prefer the Paris green,
London purple, or other forms of the arsenites. The
reasons given are that they are safer and less liable to burn
But the writer can see
the foliage than pure arsenic.
little force in this argument, as John "N. Dixon and others

have found that one pound of white arsenic to four
hundred gallons of water will do the work with the canker-

worm, codling-moth, strawberry- worm, and tent-caterpillar, and this will not harm the tenderest foliage.
Until recently entomologists have not favored the use
of pure arsenic, but the Paris green and London purple
are so variable in quality as sold by druggists, and white
arsenic

is

relatively so pure, that definite proportions can
So a change in opinion is now evident

easily be secured.

At this time the spraying calendars
statements
as that of Professor Summers, who
such
give
white
as found in the market, is little
"As
arsenic,
says:

in several States.

liable to adulteration, this insecticide is less liable to

in strength than Paris green.
also

somewhat

less,

and when an

The

vary

cost of materials is

arsenite

is

to be used in

such large amounts that the trouble of preparing is not
an important item we strongly recommend the use of this

compound."

But lime or sal soda is now used in solution
This changes the color of the stock

with the arsenic.

* Premium
essay by Hon. J. N. Dixon, published in Iowa Horticultural Report, 1882.
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safer to store for further use, and
less liable to burn the foliage.

it is

The

approved formula now used is to boil in the open air one
pound of white arsenic and four pounds of sal soda with
This kept in a jug
one gallon of water until dissolved.
"
" stock mixture." "When
labelled "Poison constitutes the
wanted for use add the milk of three pounds of fresh lime,

remove sediment, to forty gallons of water.
Into the lime solution pour one pint of the stock mixture

strained to

and mix thoroughly by

stirring.

This

is

the formula used

in spraying for codling-moth, canker-worm,
that eat foliage or fruits.

and

all insects

In spraying with Paris green the formula used is one
pound of Paris green and one pound of fresh lime in two

hundred gallons of water.
Even where the slaked lime water is strained this mixture is apt to clog the sprayer and its strength is not as
uniform as in the use of the arsenic and soda, and the same

London purple.
Curculio
of
the
157.
Apple, Pear, Plum, Apricot, Cherry,
and Peach. The species of the curculio that penetrate the
is

true at this time of

plum, apricot, cherry, and peach
methods of working and treatment are nearly the same. The apple and pear curculio
does not often do much damage at the North, but in some

fruit of the apple, pear,

are not identical, but their

of the Central States

knotting

it

is

very destructive in the way of
The plum curculio also

ar.d distorting the fruit.

frequently feeds on the apple and its work is about identical with that of the apple curculio.
The plum curculio or " Little Turk " is the most serious

plum orchard, and it also works on the cherry.
The plum, prune, apricot, and peach usually drop the
fruit that is perforated by the grub when the pit is reached.
pest of the

But the cherry does not drop, but comes

to the front
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in the

hands of the user under the name of

"wormy

cherries."

A common

habit of all the curculios

is,

when alarmed,

dead and drop to the ground. Advantage
is taken of this habit in the way of jarring the tree, causing the dropping of the insects on sheets spread beneath
during the first stages of fruit development. In the larger
fruit sections an inverted umbrella-like frame covered with

to

draw up

as

if

cotton cloth, divided in the centre so as to pass the stem,
is rolled on low wheels under the trees for the reception
The morning and evening are found to
of the curculios.

In some of
be the most favorable periods for this work.
the largest commercial stone-fruit orchards of New York,
Ohio, and Georgia this plan keeps the curculio in check
with

less trouble

and expense,

it is

claimed, than can be

done by spraying.

But spraying is relied on by other growers of the cherry,
plum, and peach. The trees are sprayed, just as the buds
begin to expand, with arsenite of lime solution (156).
This reaches some of the adult insects under bark scales,
and many are on hand to feed on the first opening leaf and
The second spraying with the same mixture
fruit buds.
should be given soon after the blossoms have
rains follow a third spraying may be required.

fallen.

If

In spraying with the arsenite of lime for codling-moth
and curculio we are also waging a successful warfare on
the canker-worm, tent-caterpillar, bud-moth, and about
all leaf-

or bud-eating insects.

158. Spraying for the

Bark and Leaf Aphis.

Kerosene Emulsion.

The

scale insects, plant-lice,

and

the true bugs (Ileteropterci) that suck their food from the
leaves or young growth of plants and trees cannot be con-

by spraying with the arsenites or other poisons used
and leaf-eating insects. The leading remedies
budfor the

trolled
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numerous family are whale-oil soap, kerosene
emulsion, and infusions of and powdered tobacco. But the
standard solution that can be used profitably on all types
Kerosene
of the sucking insects is kerosene emulsion.

for this

has been used for
it

many years in a pure state by carefully
to the insects or wiping them from the leaves

applying
and stems with a cloth moistened with kerosene.

move was

next

to

mix

The

with water for spraying.
But
was added to the solution could a
it

not until soap or oil
perfect mixture of the

oil

and water be

effected.

It is

when it commanded a higher
price than at present, first made the discovery that oil and
soft water would mix when a solution of soap was added.
The use of the kerosene emulsion was quite common, when
said that dealers in kerosene,

the writer visited west and east Europe in 1882, for the
destruction of the several species of aphis in greenhouses,

and
and
first

at

Proskau in north

Silesia it

was used for the bark

leaf lice of the orchard fruits.

one to use

it

known

to the writer

In this country the
was Professor Cook,

then professor of entomology at the Agricultural College of
Michigan. During a visit to the Michigan station in 1878
the writer was shown the beneficial effects of spraying for
gucking insects with a mixture of kerosene and soapy
water.

The usual formula

for

making kerosene emulsion

is

to

shave one half pound of ivory soap or whale-oil soap in
one gallon of soft water and boil until dissolved. The
is removed from the stove and while boiling hot two
gallons of kerosene are added that has been previously
warmed in the sun or in a warm room. The mixture is

kettle

then agitated by active stirring for ten minutes.
If not
very hot the mixing is often effected by forcing it through
the sprayer back to the vessel until it is creamy in color
and will flow evenly down the sides of the pail or tub.
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This stock mixture

is

diluted for use with from eight

The

to fourteen parts of additional water.
pear-leaves when mature will bear an

apple- and
to the

admixture

stock of twelve or thirteen parts of water.
But the stone
weaker solution of fourteen parts of water.
In the dormant period spraying for aphis, to reach the

fruits require a

eggs, only enough water is used to
the solution in the sprayer.

make

it

possible to use

159. Leaf Aphis of Apple, Plum, Cherry, and Peach.
These are not identical species, but their habits are about

With the apple the winged lice lay their eggs
of the new growth, which hatch into green

the same.

around the buds

the buds begin to expand in the spring. It is about
the same with the leaf and young-twig aphis of the plum,
cherry, and peach, as the eggs are exposed at the base of
lice as

the buds prior to the starting of growth in the spring.
The remedy is spraying in the dormant period with

kerosene emulsion (158) made very strong, followed by
spraying with the ordinary emulsion when the young lice
Still later the nearly mature insects can be
reached that have escaped the first spraying by turning
the nozzle upward to reach the under side of the leaves on

appear.

new growth.
The same solution can be used

the

in spraying for leaf lice

in the greenhouse, garden, and nursery, but cases may
occur, as with the cabbage aphis, where hot water or
pyrethrum is to be preferred.

This is a common
160. Spraying for Scale Aphis.
trouble with the apple orchards in about all parts of the
Union. During the summer little can be done, as the
insect

is

well housed

the North

may be

under

its scale.

In the spring the

number

of light-colored eggs that usually at
hatch in May. When exposed the young insects

scales cover a

seen in great numbers on the younger growth.
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Before growth starts in the spring the eggs can be
by spraying with kerosene emulsion made

largely destroyed

The kerosene and soap solution penetrates
very strong.
the scale and destroys a large proportion of the eggs.
When the young insects appear in May the spraying is
This
repeated with the emulsion of ordinary strength.
also
the
and
the
of
destroys
woolly aphis
plan
spraying
It is not yet certain that the spraying
scurvy scale-louse.
in the dormant period with raw petroleum of good quality
or a good grade of petroleum will harm the trees.
The
kill or

cure methods of warring with the San Jose scale

has seemed to demonstrate that petroleum and kerosene
are not as harmful to the bark and buds of trees as had

been suspected, and this agrees with the writer's experience
on a smaller scale. But we have had more favorable experience on dormant trees in killing scale insects with kerosene and soap emulsion made with larger proportion of
kerosene than usual than with the modern pumps using a
mixture of kerosene and water, and far better than with
whale-oil soap.

With proper care the scale-lice of the deciduous fruits
can be controlled largely by spraying in the dormant
But the different scale insects of the citrus fruits
season.
are not so easy to manage, as the persistent foliage prevents the use of kerosene or petroleum strong enough to

Some
penetrate the scales without injury to the leaves.
of the least harmful species are kept in check by spraying
when the

insects are

exposed with kerosene emulsion,

whale-oil soap, or the resin solutions.
But where the San
Jose scale joins forces with other species the tent system
with fumes of hydrocyanic-acid gas is the only certain

In California parties with proper outfit make a
business of clearing orchards of scale insects by this
method.
Nursery stock is now also fumigated with this

method.
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gas in tight boxes or houses since the advent of the San
Jose scale east of the Rocky Mountains.

Some Miscellaneous Insects. The amateur and
beginner in fruit-growing and home-making should keep
in mind the fact that about all our injurious insects may
be divided into two general classes.
(1) Those that have
161.

jaws for eating, such as the strawberry-worm, cankerworm, curculio, caterpillars, and beetles can be destroyed
(2) The scale insects, plant
true
and
all insects with mouths
lice,
bugs, mosquitoes,
fitted for sucking their food from the inner tissue of leaf,
bud, or young wood must be destroyed by some applica-

by spraying with poisons.

tion such as kerosene applied on their bodies or by some
Kerosene in emulsion of soap has become a
deadly gas.
leading remedy, as it is about the only spray that will

penetrate the scale, and
soon as it touches them.

it

paralyzes the

young

insects as

In some cases

it is not advisable to use poisons to
the
destroy
gnawing insects. As an instance, the cabbageworm cannot be attacked by poisons when the worm is

most
the

active.

So gardeners use very hot water to destroy

worms and

will avoid,

others use a repellent that the butterflies
such as water that has stood on coal tar until

As the worms are slimy, others dust the
worms with wheat flour that kills them by closing their
Hellebore powder is also used, as it kills the worms
pores.
and is said to lose its strength when exposed to the air.
The currant and gooseberry worm is destroyed by large
growers by spraying with weak arsenite of lime when the
leaves are beginning to expand and when the leaves are
well scented.

about fully grown.
But the amateur is apt to wait until
In this case hellebore in powder,
the fruit is half grown.
or mixed with water, can be used as above stated.
If the
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all

is

used early

it

is

safe,

and
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it

destroys

other leaf -eating insects of these fruits.

The strawberry worm

is

checked in

its

work by spray-

ing with a very weak solution of arsenic and lime if the
work is done when the first scattering holes appear in the
If neglected until the fruit is half grown it will
not answer to spray with poison, but its work may be
prevented the next season by mowing, and when dry,
leaves.

burning over the patch, which usually requires a sprinkling
of straw.
The strawberry-leaf roller is difficult to reach
with poisons before the crop ripens.
But spraying in
kill
brood
and
will
the
second
their
career for the
August

next season will be stopped.
In applying the different
classes of remedies the use of a standard work on spraying
will prove an aid to the close-observing cultivators; such
a

work includes

insects

that only

become numerous

in

Union.
The fiat-headed and round-headed borers of fruit trees
(130) have been treated in times past with sprays and
washes to keep the insects from the trees, but all have been
localities over the

failures in

whole or in part.

The

sure treatment

is

to

crush them in their burrows with a flexible wire as stated

and use the soap wash

as a repellent.

The Bordeaux
Spraying for Fungous Diseases
Mixture. It is an interesting fact pertaining to the now
162.

general use of the sulphate of copper for controlling the
fungous diseases of cultivated plants that its value for such
In south France
use was discovered by chance (155).

near the city of Bordeaux, grape : vines near the highway
suffered loss by stealing of the ripe fruit.
The practice
soon became quite general of sprinkling the foliage near
the highway with a solution of milk of lime and sulphate
of copper.
This colored the leaves and gave rise to the
belief that the fruit

was poisoned.

It

was soon noticed
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that

the vines thus treated were relatively free from
Since that time the use of what became known

mildew.
as the

Bordeaux mixture has rapidly extended to all parts
by civilized man, and is used for

of the earth occupied

controlling nearly all fungous diseases of the orchard,
The
vineyard, small fruits, flowers, and garden crops.

most approved formula for making the Bordeaux mixture
at this time is to dissolve four pounds of copper sulphate
in two gallons of hot water in a wooden pail with constant

When dissolved

stirring.

pour the solution into the barrel

or tank to be used, adding five gallons of hot water.
Then slake four pounds of fresh lump lime thoroughly

with not
strain the milk through a brass strainer
than thirty meshes to an inch and while hot pour it
into the tank with hot water enough to make a total of

and
less

fifty gallons.

In using, the solution must be kept stirred to prevent
clogging the sprayer and to secure an even distribution.

Some

successful users throw

the tank and pipes and

away what

is left

and clean

make

a fresh supply at each sucBut others including the professional
cessive spraying.
sprayers keep on hand a stock solution of the sulphate

and slaked and strained lime in separate barrels.
For the stock solution one pound of sulphate is dissolved
In this proportion a barrel
in one gallon of hot water.
will
of the solution
keep through the season if well covered,
of the milk of lime in a separate
is
true
same
and the
In use the lime and sulphate are mixed in the
proportions wanted for varied uses as noted in succeeding
barrel.

sections.

163.

Apple and Pear Scab.

Excepting perhaps the

now

the most destructive and

codling-moth the scab

is

widely spread drawback to apple culture and to a less
It is now so general in commercial
extent of the pear.
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apple-growing centres that every dealer and grocer in the
Union is compelled to handle scabby Baldwin and most

The fungus is first
other leading commercial varieties.
seen on the leaves in the form of smoky-brown patches.
But it soon extends, changing the color and healthy
The spores live over winter on
expression of the foliage.
the fallen leaves and on the branchlets of the trees. Hence
it is

advisable to plow under or to rake up and burn the
In spraying it is usually advised to use the

leaves.

standard Bordeaux mixture (162) for the first as well as
But the best results have come from

the after treatment.

spraying before the trees start growth with a much
stronger mixture. Our practice has been to use six pounds
of the sulphate to the milk of four pounds of lime, with
water to make a total of fifty gallons.
After the blossoms have fallen the standard mixture

In dry seasons the two treatments are
most varieties.
with
But in neighborhoods
sufficient
is
it
is
the
scab
better
to spray not less
where
prevalent
than four times, with intervals between of from ten to

may

be used.

fifteen days.

for scab will also answer to keep down the
powdery mildew, and to some extent the apple

The spraying
bitter rot,
rust.

164.

Brown Rot

of the Stone Fruits.

In the dry

air of

the prairie States the brown rot or fruit rot of the stone
fruits is mainly confined to the foreign plums and the
It rarely attacks the native varieties of the plum,
peach.

and the writer has never observed it on the Morello
cherries.
But in the moister air of the States east of the
lakes it is a prevalent and serious trouble of the plum,
But forprune, apricot, peach, and often the cherry.
it ctin be
controlled
the
methodic
use
tunately
largely
by
The first spraying is done
of the Bordeaux mixture.
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before the buds start, using one pound of the copper sulphate dissolved in fifteen gallons of water without adding

When the buds are swelling use the ordinary
Bordeaux mixture. When the leaves are fully expanded
it is best to use a weaker mixture on all the stone fruits to
milk of lime.

Two pounds of sulphate,
prevent burning of the leaves.
two pounds of lime, with fifty gallons of water, has given
best results.

To prevent the show of lime on the fruit of the plum
and peach, the last treatment is given with a solution of
ammoniacal carbonate of copper (165).
The treatment

for the rot

is

equally effective in con-

trolling the leaf spot or blight which, east of the lakes,
often causes the premature dropping of the leaves of the

foreign plums, and winter injury to the trees.
is

The same treatment also is mainly a
known as "plum pocket." This is

preventive of what
a disease to which

plums are subject, which causes the
assume the form of. enlarged hollow bladders or
But in addition the pockets should be picked
pockets.
and burned and also the swellings found on the leaves and

some

of the native

fruits to

In the rot of the stone fruits it is also a material
twigs.
aid to pick off and burn the dried fruits that hang on the
trees after the leaves have fallen.

The black knot

of the

plum and sour cherry

is

also

controlled by spraying as practised for destroying the rot
of the stone fruits, with the addition of shaving off the

knots as they appear and applying kerosene to the cut
surfaces.

165.

Fungi

of the

Grape and Small Fruits.

The

differ-

ent forms of rot of the grape, especially in the South, such
as black rot, brown rot, and ripe or bitter rot, are con-

by a similar system of spraying. The usual plan
has been to begin the spraying after the diseases begin to

trolled
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But recent experience favors the first spraying
appear.
with the double strength Bordeaux mixture before growth
starts in the spring and continue with the ordinary
strength at intervals of two weeks until the fruit is two
During the seasons when the black rot is

thirds grown.

specially common the later applications, to prevent coloring of the fruit, are made with ammoniacal carbonate of

copper, which is made by dissolving one ounce of carbonate
When used it
of copper in one pint of strong ammonia.
This
is diluted with from eight to ten gallons of water.
solution is used in place of the Bordeaux mixture on
'

ornamental plants and in all cases where the standard
The powdery mildew of
mixture is liable to color fruits.
the grape is a surface-feeding fungus and easier to manage
than the

If it occurs in

rots.

connection with the rots the

But at the North and
ordinary spraying will destroy it.
In such
in the West it often occurs as a single disease.
cases the flowers of sulphur is often used in a dry state by
dusting, or by spraying with sulphured water. If it occurs
when the fruit is well advanced the carbonate of copper
dissolved in

ammonia

is

used.

As with the raspberry the anthracnose or
of the grape

is

bird's-eye rot

the most difficult disease to treat success-

an old disease of the grape in the wineThe European treatment
Europe.
has proven successful where tried in this country, but it
must be methodically practised. In the dormant season
the canes, vineyard-stakes, and wires are washed with a
solution of water, iron sulphate, and sulphuric acid.
The
formula is one hundred parts of water, with as much iron
To this mixture one
sulphate as the water will dissolve.
fully.

This

producing

is

districts of

It is applied with swabs
part of sulphuric acid is added.
or brushes with quite long handles and it blackens everyIt needs care, as it is caustic if it gets
thing it touches.
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on hands or

clothes.

In the growing season the usual

sprayings for the rots are also favorable for keeping
the ravages of the anthracnose.

The

down

and mildew can be controlled
with
Bordeaux
mixture as soon as growth
by spraying
starts in the spring and repeating it when the blossoms are
about to expand.
If the diseases are well established it is
strawberry-leaf blight

mow

and lightly burn over the plantation after
picking-time. But some mow and rake the litter from the
ground before burning, as they believe the burning an
But when
injury to the plants, which it is in a dry time.
the ground is moist we have noted no injury, even where
a light straw covering was given to assist in burning.
The anthracnose of the raspberry is most easily attacked
best to

by spraying with very strong solution of copper sulphate
before the leaves expand in spring, followed with the
Bordeaux mixture every two weeks until midsummer.

But the

writer's long experience favors the destruction

of plantations attacked by anthracnose or red rust and to
plant on fresh ground, if possible, where the plants are
sheltered from the direct sweep of the westerly winds.

CHAPTEK

XIII.

THE APPLE, PEAR, AND QUINCE.
From prehistoric
166. Origin of the Cultivated Apples.
times the apple has been a leading cultivated fruit of
Poets and writers have sounded its
the temperate zones.
praises,

and

it is

mingled with the mythology of about

all

The common statement and
parts of Europe and Asia.
belief as to its origin agrees with that of Professor Bailey,
who

" The
apple has come from two

original stems.
are
of
modifications
apples
Pyrus mains,
a low, round-headed tree with thick and fuzzy irregularly
dentate short-stemmed leaves and fairly compact clusters
says:

All the

common

The crab-apples are derived
of woolly-stemmed flowers.
from Pyrus baccata, commonly known as the Siberian
crab.
Hybrids between these species have given the race
of large-fruited crab-apples of which the transcendent is
an example. This race is known to botanists as Pyrus
prunifolia."
This statement

may need some revision and change.
In east Europe the cultivated apples seem to be quite as
ancient as in west Europe. The writer in connection with
the late Charles Gibb investigated this question quite
Of the apples of that region Mr. Gibb
"The Volga is a very old applegrowing region. I am told that old poems written about
the time when Ruric was upon the throne at Kiev about
closely in 1882.

wrote on his return:

159
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850 alluded to
swan and whose

The maiden, whose neck was

this.

lips

were

like cherries,

had cheeks

like a

like a

The high color of the apples of this dry
very striking. A wild, rugged race of apples has
been grown here for many centuries by seedling produc-

Volga apple.
region

is

we have

tion, until

tree

and

fruit

a

number

and hence

it is

of seedlings much alike in
that the name Anis is but

name with many varieties."
The Marquis Pauluci in the province

a family

of Kazan, on the
57th parallel of north latitude, was able to prove to the
writer from documents in the family possession that apples

similar to or identical with some varieties on his grounds
were grown in that vicinity eight hundred years ago.
Beyond doubt the apples of the great east plain of Europe

and north central Asia were developed by culture, selection, and natural crossing from the indigenous wild
applies yet

common

in the forests.

Dr. Henfrey speaks from personal observation in his
geographical distribution of plants of the wild apple-trees

Europe towering up to the height of other forest
species, and London, who was exceedingly careful in
dividing true species, had no hesitation in placing the
native apples of east Europe as a distinct species under the
of east

name

of Pyrus Astrachanica.
Central Asia also has the
same high-colored type of cultivated apples peculiar to
the Volga region. Dr. Albert Regel, who spent nine years
in Turkestan and north central Asia, speaks of "Fiery"
tinted harvest apples
and " Large round apples of beautiful carmine color and with bloom like a peach or plum."

He

also

speaks

Badakshan

as

of

a

winter variety in

northwestern

"A

color, firm flesh,

roundish -pointed apple of beautiful
and delightful flavor." Dr. Regel also

states that high-colored varieties

with rich bloom seem

to have been anciently cultivated as indicated by the old
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Such facts indicate that
records in the city of Bokhara.
in
two natural centres of
was
assuming
right
Henfrey
plant distribution on the eastern continent, one in west
Europe and the other in east Europe and north central
Asia.

The

most of the apples of
and the United States and Canada are

fact can be sustained that

west Europe

They may in a broad sense all belong to one
mongrels.
The close
species, but they are a mingling of races.
observer can find in France, Germany, and over west
Europe dozens of varieties introduced from east Europe
and many dozens of varieties that show in leaf, bud, and
color and bloom of fruit traces of European and Asiatic
r
crossing with the t} pical west European Pyrus mains.
In the United States it is a suggestive fact that what are
called the iron-clad varieties in the North and Northwest

all show the birth-marks of direct introduction or descent
from the type or race which London classed as Pyrus

Astraclianica.

Even such standard

varieties as

Ben

Davis,

and Westfield seeknofurther show in
and
fruit
an admixture with the anciently cultileaf, tree,
of
varieties
east
vated
Europe and central Asia.
In the same way it is not wholly correct to say that our
Siberian crabs are all derived from the Pyrus baccata of
In 1882 we found in far east Europe varieties of
Siberia.
Gano,

Baldwin,

crab-apple with fruit growing in clusters quite as large as
the hyslop or transcendent, with large leaves as fuzzy on
the under side as the wild Pyrus mains of west Europe.

The well-known Virginia crab belongs to this race, and we
have reason to believe that several of our large crabs that
fruit in clusters are crosses of this race with the Siberian
is not as easy to secure crosses between the
and the common apple as is usually supbaccata
Pyrus
Thomas
Andrew Knight, of England, carried on
posed.

crab.

It
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His object was
experiments in this line for many years.
not to secure additional hardiness, but to infuse more
character and sprightliness into the common varieties.
The outcome was in no case a union of the two species.

The

seedlings all divided into

two

classes.

Those that

bore in clusters were crabs and those that had the required
size

and fruited on spurs were common apples, in no case

The only varieties yet retained are
the Siberian Harvey and the Foxley.
These are very
in
and
clusters
like
the crabs.
small, nearly round,
grow
A study of this subject from the Kew Gardens at London
of desirable quality.

Volga bluffs in Eussia will lead to the belief that at
some of our large crabs are crosses of the crabs of
Europe with what we call the Virginia crab and

to the
least

east

varieties of this type.

The most valuable native
167. Our Native Crab apple.
of
is
the
United
States
species
Pyrus coronaria. As found
in the prairie States it differs some in habit of tree and
flower and fruit, and Professor Bailey has given it as a dis-

This race
tinct species under the name of Pyrus loensis.
as found in the early days of prairie settlement in the
hazel-thicket borders of native timber belts varied in habit
of growth, leaf,

native plums.

apple

size

and

Some

size of fruit fully as

much

as our

of the selected varieties attain fair

under cultivation.

On

the college grounds at

Ames, Iowa, can be seen a tree loaded every year with fruit
over two and one half inches in diameter and of nearly the
This
shape of a medium-sized Khode Island greening.
Mr. B. A. Mathews,
variety is known as the Fluke crab.
of Knoxville, Iowa, grows for market a variety fully as
In fact, in about every neighborhood
large as the Fluke.
can be found
of the prairie States
especially in Iowa
isolated trees and sometimes several trees together of these
large-fruited varieties.

Professor Bailey expresses the be
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that these -varieties, with leaves approaching in size
and structure those of the common apples, are hybrids with
But this cannot be true, as in the early
the latter class.
on
the
writer's farm in Benton County, Iowa,
days (1856)
several trees on a thicket border bore bright yellow crabs
lief

larger in size than any Soulard
not quito as large as the Fluke.

we have since grown, but
At that early date thei'e

was not a bearing apple-tree in that vicinity, and the trees
bearing the large yellow apples dated back to the years
when the buffalo ranged over Iowa prairie.
These select varieties attain quite large size under cultiOn the college farm at Ames may be seen two
vation.
trees of Soulard that are larger in stem and have greater
spread of top than any Duchess apple-tree of their age in
this region.

But the

quality of fruit of these large-fruited
been claimed. All of them

varieties is not as varied as has

have the smell and flavor of the wild crabs of our thickets.
As to improvement in size and quality by crossing with
cultivated varieties our long experience is given in section
(106).

In

all

cases

we were

able to secure crossed fruits,

as was evidenced by change of form, but without a single
All
exception the fruits were destitute of perfect seeds.

attempts to bud or graft it with scions of our cultivated
apple have resulted in poor union of the woods, soon
broken off by storms.
The Bethlehemite for a time

seemed an exception.

Top-worked on the native crab

variety soon came into bearing and at
of the usual size and flavor.
But the

became smaller and the

first

this

the fruit was

size in

four years

was decidedly disagreeable,
as
from poor union of
afterwards
ascertained,
resulting,
the wood of the two species.
By culture and selection it is now evident we can
increase the size of our best varieties, but the peculiar perfume and a stringency of flesh will be apt to be retained in
flavor
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large part for many years. Yet in the quite-distant future
we may develop from this hardy species a race of apples that
will become favorites for many purposes and possibly for
dessert use.
At this time Mr. B. A. Mathews, of Knoxville, Iowa, grows the Mathews crab for market, and
reports that he sells it for one dollar per bushel when

orchard varieties are selling for from fifty to seventy-five
But the use made of them by purchasers is to mix

cents.

with

common

apples for culinary use to impart a quince

flavor.

In the growing of handsome
168. Dwarf Apple-trees.
and good summer and fall apples in private gardens
dwarfing on paradise or other dwarf stocks is often an
advantage, as they can be grown along drives or even walks.
Section (145) gives hints on shaping and the selection of
stocks for different parts of the country.

Such

varieties

Longfield, Anisovka, Red Astrachan, Jersey sweet,
Porter, Baldwin, Dyer, Benoni, and sweet Bough form
fine rounded tops without much attention to pruning.
If
as

not wanted along roads or paths they can be given a small
plot of ground where they can be planted about as closely
together as the grape and closer than sour cherries and
the plums.
They come into bearing as soon as the grape

and when six years old usually bear a bushel each season.
At the West we have known the Longfield on Pyrus toringo
stocks to bear one bushel of fruit four years after planting
in garden.
The needed pruning is given in section (145).

Within recent years
169. Propagation of the Apple.
the growing of apple-seedlings has become a business
In the prairie States for many
carried on by specialists.
years they have been

grown as a leading crop for sale to
This extended
propagators in all parts of the Union.
business has grown out of the fact that the strongest roots
and most numerous nitrogen-feeding

fibres are

found on
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grown on the virgin soils
land has become scarcer
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of the prairies.

As

and Iowa,
the business has mainly receded westward, and now the
main supply is grown in Kansas and Nebraska. Where
grown on older land, the best grade of seedlings is
developed on newly broken sod-land, or following a rotation
of clover or other legumes.
When grown on old land with
this class of

size for

humus

the seedlings do not attain the
root-grafting when one year old, and the

a short supply of

needed

in Illinois

cell-structure of the roots does not develop as perfectly as
when grown on new land.

The

seed used commercially is largely washed from the
pomace thrown out from the cider-presses in apple-grow-

ing centres.

As the apples used includes the bruised

specimens and windfalls of the large-sized commercial

weak seeds (4) this plan of
commended for reasons given in

varieties that develop

seed cannot be

saving
section

The handling

of the seedlings for winter-grafting
in
section
given
(81) and propagation by budding and
in
the same chapter.
are
grafting
given
The planting
170. Apple-planting and Management.
(71).

is

and management of the orchard fruits have many common
In
modes, methods, and principles in all climates.
and
X
the
essentials
and
VIII,
IX,
Chapters
leading
principles of orchard management are given, and spraying
is discussed in Chapter XII,
The Tablo of Contents on
the

first

pages refers to the varied sections. As examples
and slope, 96 and 97; orchard shelter,

:

Selection of soil

soils, 101; spacing and transplanting,
113; alternating varieties in the rows, 122; culture, 125;

99; washing of hill

cover-crops, 127; pruning, 143;

and spraying (Chapter

XII).
171.

Varied Season and Behavior of Varieties. As
soils, altitudes, and with varied heat and

grown on varied
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of

summer,

varieties vary exceedingly in season of

ipening, coloring, and distinctive form and markings.
/ength
As to season, many varieties that keep through winter
east of the lakes become fall apples when grown on the

darker and richer

soils

and in the drier and hotter summer

The drier
air of the prairie States in the same latitude.
and hotter air also gives richer coloring to all varieties, as
shown

at the expositions in competition with the
grown in cooler, moister climates.

same

varieties

Varieties that prove good keepers on their northern
growth also become late-summer or fall varieties

limits of

when grown

in

the Southern States.

true in the Mississippi valley.

This

Many hardy

is specially
varieties that

picked at proper time (136) on the 45th
parallel, become late-summer varieties even in southern
Iowa.
Many varieties of the apple also have proven local in

keep well,

if

The Esopus
their adaptation to a given soil and climate.
an
was
at
as
instance,
originated
Esopus on
Spitzenburg,
the Hudson, where it has been grown commercially for
the fruit exported to Europe on a large
fifty years and
still
It
is
the favorite variety at Esopus, but is only
scale.
double-starred by the American Pomological Society in
four of the pomological districts of the Union, three of
which are west of the Eocky Mountains. The Belmont

heads the
nati.

list

near Cleveland, Ohio, and fails at Cincinis a leading commercial variety, yet it

The Baldwin

only double-starred in one pomological district east of
the Kocky Mountains, running from the Atlantic west to

is

Michigan.

The Ben Davis reaches its highest development in the
dry, hot summer air of the southwest prairie States and in
some of the arid States. But at present, on account of
ita hardiness, heavy bearing, and size and beauty, it is the
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one cosmopolitan winter variety grown more or
the continent.
list

will

exact
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less across

A close study of the American pomological

show that most

adaptation

to

soil

varieties are relatively local in
and climate. In many cases

varieties that fail to prove profitable in a given locality

are materially benefited by top-working (89) on stocks
In Europe this plan is
adapted to the soil and climate.

understood and practised to an extent not yet reached
in this country.
Different stocks are used often in one
soils, exposures, and
Professor Bailey says: "It must follow that
the promiscuous and wholesale dissemination of a few

vicinity,

on account of the varied

elevations.

country must eventually cease and that
must constantly tend to drive out
In this country
the cosmopolitan and general varieties.
it is only in the strawberry that the peculiarities of
varieties over the

local

and

special sorts

adaptation

of

varieties

to

soils

have begun to be well

understood; and this is rather because the subject is forced
upon the attention by the short generations and constantly
shifting plantations of the plant than from any investigational motive."

Section (139) discusses the desirability
of fruit-growing centres.
In apple-growing for market,
there is special gain in extended plantings in sections
specially adapted to the development of some of the leading commercial varieties, as it leads to systematic orchard
management and the handling and eale of the crop to the
It also gives an opportunity for saving
apples that would go to waste by drying, canning, and

best advantage.
cider-

and vinegar-making.

The Pear.
172. History and
for dessert use

may

Some

of the Races.
High-grade pears
be said to be a modern development
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in west

Europe and the United

vated in the early days of the

States.

Pears were culti-

Eoman Empire,

but Pliny

says of them: "All pears whatever are but heavy meat
unless they are well boiled or baked/'
The real develop-

ment

of the pear for dessert use began in the seventeenth
century.
Belgium has the credit for the first remarkable

advances of which

Van Mons was

the noted leader in the

The pears of west
early part of the nineteenth century.
introduced
into
this
were
Europe
country at an early day
and

at this time a large part of our best dessert and culinary varieties have been developed from the seed of the

European varieties and of the sand pear of China.
modern writers make the statement that the modern
dessert and culinary varieties have come from these two
sources together with their American-born seedlings.
best

All

They

also include the Russian varieties introduced

by the

Pyrus communis

of west Europe.
In reaching this conclusion a third distinct race or species
that seems to have been anciently developed in central

writer as a race of the

Asia has been overlooked.

Dr. A. Regel, after living in

Sungaria and Turkestan nine years, wrote: "The pear is
more extensively cultivated in the Amu-Daria River district than in other parts of central Asia.
The firm-fleshed
famed
for
their
of
Suidum
are
rich
aroma, and the
pears

The
large yellow pears of Sharsause are equally popular.
pears mainly grown in Darwas are a large green variety
and a smaller sugary-sweet variety. In Shugnan there is
a yellow pear which, on some trees in the garden of the

Shah, develops singular forms like birds, and another
variety with rarely rich juicy flesh and which attains conHe speaks of varieties of large size and
siderable size."

good quality that seemed to have been anciently cultivated.
As Dr. Regel was educated in Germany, he was acquainted
with the pears Drigiuated by Van Mons and urged that the
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ancient pears of Oriental origin were superior to any he

had tested in Germany.
These ancient good pears of central Asia seem to have
been extended east of the Ural range, as the late Charles
Gibb of Abbottsford, Canada, a month prior to his death
He wrote
in Cairo, Egypt, spent a few days in Mongolia.
from thence to the writer, stating that he was surprised to
find pears of large size and excellent melting, juicy quality
grown on very large and old trees. All of the varieties
had snow-white flesh, and it was claimed, that they very
nearly came true from seed. He enclosed a few seeds from
which we have grown trees now in bearing. They differ
some in season and size of fruit, but all have tender,
melting, white flesh as good in quality as the Mongolian
snow.
The variety we have named Gibb bore quite a
full crop last year in Ames, and at this writing it is laden

with young

fruit,

when the

tree has a diameter of

stem of

only two inches, four years after the planting of a oneIt is of the size of Bartlett, pyriform in
year-old tree.
shape, and nearly equal to the Bartlett in quality.
Without doubt this snow-pear race of north

Asia has had

much

central

do with the development of the
Russian pears, extensively grown on the bluffs of the Volga
in Russia, by crossing with the indigenous species. Several
of the Russian pears now growing in the Western States
to

have the close-textured, shining, sharply serrated leaves
of the Oriental snow-pears and also their white flesh. But
not one of them yet tested is as good in quality for dessert

use as the snow-pears of Mongolia.
The largest tree of
kind
seen
the
writer
on
the
any
by
Volga, from the 57th
parallel south to the Caspian Sea, was a pear-tree of this
Oriental type on the bluffs of the Volga on the 56th
parallel of

What

is

north latitude.

known

to botanists as snow-pear

(Pyrus nivalis),
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as

grown

in

Europe

for perry making,

is

a small tree with

becoming sweet when over-ripe.
But the Peli or snow-pear we have growing from Mongolia,
makes a large tree, and the smallest fruit we have seen is
pyriform and as large as Flemish beauty. The pears with
silvery leaves and white-colored flesh of central Asia also
attain very large size of tree and some of them bear whitefleshed fruits ofjarge size. As the orchard fruits of north
central Asia, the valley of the Amur, Mongolia, and
Manchuria become better known, the fact will be recognized that they are distinct races and possibly distinct
species, and also that they were the most anciently cultismall, roundish

fruit,

fruits.
Henry Lansdell, D.D., in his "RusAsia" says on page 375 of volume I, that good fruits
seem to grow wild in the Province of Zarafshan, of cherry,
plum, apples, pears, and apricots that seem to have escaped
from cultivation as planted by birds and animals or from
deserted plantations that have run wild.
When dwarfed by budding on the
173. Dwarf Pears.
of the pear bear earlier and
varieties
Angers quince, given
the small trees can be admitted on smaller grounds, as with
the dwarf apple, and it is easier to thin the fruit and
But
attend to spraying, pruning, and other needed care.
amateurs are apt to neglect the heading back needed to
keep the trees in dwarf form. If not headed back in the
top they soon reach the size of some of the Oriental
The needed heading back soon gives a broad
varieties.
spreading top, hence they should be planted not less than
one rod apart. The buds are usually set low enough to
permit covering the point of union from four to six inches.

vated good
sian

Some

varieties unite well

while others

make

with some popular

That

is,

with the wood of the quince,

a poor union or fail altogether.
varieties,

double working

the growth of varieties that

make

is

Hence

practised.

a good union
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budded or grafted with Seckel, Bartlett, and
fail on the quince.
The main commercial variety worked on the quince for
marketing is Duchess d'Angouleme. The first part of the
are again

other sorts that

name

now dropped.

This large, irregularly shaped
in barrels and half barrels and
to
the
West
pear
shipped
Other commercial
is mainly used for culinary purposes.
is

is

sorts are Louise

Bonne, Anjou, Clairgeau, and Manning's

Elizabeth.
174. Propagation of the Pear.
Nearly all the pearused
in
this
for
country
propagation are imported
seedlings

or grown from imported seed. In either case the seed used
is mainly saved in the perry-producing sections of west

Europe.
Italy,

The

variety used for perry in France,

and Austria

Germany,

almost exclusively the snow-pear
The fruit is small and near to Nature.
is

(Pyrus nivalis).
Hence it has plump seeds that produce vigorous

Where the snow-pear

stocks.

not used for perry-making, the
writer found small austere varieties used of the Pyrus
is

communis type that gave equally plump seed. Pear-seedlings have been quite extensively grown on the virgin soils
of the West, where they reach in one season a size suitable
budding or grafting. The plan of crown-grafting (86)
and deep-setting in orchard is mainly practised in the
West and budding (72) in the Eastern States. The pear
seems to have a wider range than most fruits in the way
for

of uniting with stocks not nearly allied botanically.

Some

make

a fairly good union with the quince, some
with the apple, and others with the thorn, Juneberry, and
even the bearberry (Pyrus arlutifolia).

varieties

and Management. In all parts of the world
by the writer, Downing's statement, that "the
best soil for this fruit-tree is a strong loam of moderate
depth with a dry subsoil/' holds good. Even in Belgium,
175. Soil

visited
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which

is

claimed to be the most congenial

home

of our

best pears, the famous old trees of our day are on such
soil, and in addition they have good air-drainage (97) to

Also in east and west Europe the wild pears
levels.
that reach the size and height of their neighboring foresttrees are on relatively high land with dry porous subsoil.

lower

Yet we have some varieties, such as Besi de la Motte,
Mongolian snow, and Gibb, that do well on ordinary drift
soils of the West and on all soils where the apple thrives.
In high, airy positions, with light-colored soil, the fireblight (127) is also less damaging than on lower levels in
protected situations, and the same

is

true of

all bacterial

diseases.

The spacing, culture, spraying, and general management
are discussed in the chapters on orchard management and
spraying.
176. The Fruit

and

its Care.

To an extent not

equalled

by any orchard fruit of the temperate zones, the pear is
grown mainly by specialists for marketing. In its commercial growing the most favorable soils and climates are
selected and the management is under the care of skilled

Near the Atlantic sea-coast and in the great
growers.
inland-lake region the pear is largely grown for market,
while over a large part of the Union its cultivation is on a
limited scale, mostly by amateurs who are willing to grow
varieties that

The

have proven adapted to their locality.
most varieties needs careful hand-picking

fruit of

while yet hard, and to be ripened under cover.
If spread
upon shelves, or on the floor of a dry, cool room, and not

exposed to air-draughts, the fruit will slowly complete the
ripening process with an added tenderness and melting
quality not reached in open-air ripening on the tree. This
is

summer pears, but to
autumn and winter varieties.

true of the

of the

a

still

greater extent
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The winter pears for culinary use also need care to prevent shrivelling.
They are usually barrelled or boxed and
kept in storage not too dry, such as would be suitable for
storing the russet apples.

The Quince.
The quince is an ancient fruit
177. Origin and Races.
that has been changed in size and quality less than any
one of our orchard fruits by modern selection, crossing,
culture.
Eegel says that the quince has been widely
planted as far north as Tashkend and Koran in Asia, and

and

De Candolle

"
Origin of Cultivated- Plants says it is
in the woods in the north of Persia/' which

in his

found " wild

"

its native origin in the far East.
But it is also
found wild in the Crimea and in the north of Greece.
The varieties we grow are from west Europe, Japan, and
China.
It is more than probable that the varieties from
as far north as Tashkend in Asia would extend its culture

indicates

considerably to the north in the prairie States.

Ten

years

ago it was difficult, if not impossible, to investigate, select,
or send out seeds, scions, or trees from Bokhara, Tashkend,
or other fruit-growing sections of north central Asia. But
the recent control of this region by the Eussian government and the extension of railroads across the great north

plain to the west boundary of China, makes such work
now possible, hence the historic notes given in these sections on hardy orchard fruits and their origin.

Downing

says:

"The

deciduous tree of small

quince is a well-known hardy,
crooked branches, and spread-

size,

true as to its being common and
westward
to Michigan.
But in
hardy
the great prairie region west of the lakes, few of our young
people ever saw a quince-tree and most of them never saw

ing bushy head."
in

This

is

New York and
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or tasted the fruit, unless obtained from a grocery, where
it is sometimes found for sale as shipped in as are the citrus
fruits.
Commercially, the fruit is mainly grown east of
the lakes, in some of the southeast States, and in Utah.

The quince is
Propagation and Management.
of
the
new
wood
easily propagated by cuttings
planted in
the fall (58) and also from cuttings of the surface -roots
178.

propagated by mound-layering (51), and
and
by root-grafting
budding of best varieties on the freegrowing Angers quince. It is also often propagated by
In this case the grafts are
root-grafting on apple-roots.
set down to the top bud of the scion to favor rooting above
(50).

It is also

the point of union. The pruning of the quince is peculiar
(151) and should be mainly in the way of thinning out the
inner branches. If the growth is shortened the best bear-

ing wood

taken away.
said that the fruit of the quince will never
be
may
have the widespread consumption and uses of such
is

It

orchard fruits as the apple, plum, cherry, peach, and
orange. Its commercial status has not changed materially
in

modern
but

times.

It is

not and never can be a dessert

has been esteemed for the making of sweet
In time the
preserves and marmalade for centuries.
marmalade may become commercial. If so, the growing

fruit,

it

of the quince will be
its culture.

more general

in sections adapted to

CHAPTER

XIV.

THE CHERRY, PLUM, PRUNE, APRICOT, AND PEACH.
The Cherry.
and

This refreshing and
a
no
means
modern
by
development.
In the fourteenth century we are told by Marco Polo and
others, that good cherries were grown in the kingdom of
Koch in his " Dendrologie"
Tiinur the Great in Asia.
speaks of wild and cultivated cherries both sweet and sour
over the parts of Asia Minor he visited, and Dr. E. Regel,
who lived in Turkestan nine years, says: " Stately trees of
179. History

wholesome

Classification.

fruit is

the sweet cherry stand near Karatag in the Hisser district.
The original district for cultivation of the sour cherries in

from Tashkend
upper Amudaria and Afghanistan.
red kinds are found in Baldshuan.

central Asia embraces all of west Turkestan

and Kokham

to the

Well-flavored, clear,

In Shugnan the cherry juice is used as a cooling drink,
but cherry brandy is unknown." At the great commercial fair at Nishni Novgorod in 1883 the writer and
'

Mr. Charles Gibb were told by Asiatic merchants and
traders that tall-growing sweet cherries and nearly sweet
cherries of the Vladimir type were grown up to the 56th

north latitude and eastward to the Ural Mounwhere water was obtainable. Botanically it is true
that all cultivated cherries have originated, as stated by
De Candolle, from two species which are yet found wild:
parallel of

tains,

175
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"

(1) Primus avium is tall, with no suckers from the
roots, leaves downy on the under side, and the fruit sweet.

shorter in growth, with suckers from
(2) Prunus cerasus,
the roots, leaves glabrous, and fruit more or less sour or
bitter."

But in the centuries of evolution in Asia and east
Europe, as well as west Europe, varieties originating from
the two original species have been crossed and recrossed
until

any attempt to

unsatisfactory.

On

classify them botanically must prove
this subject Dr. Hooker says: "As

with most plants which have been long cultivated it is a
matter of difficulty, if not an impossibility, to identify the
parent stock of the numerous cultivated varieties of the
cherry." Robert Hogg, the celebrated English pomologist,

gave

years of study to a horticultural classifica"
European varieties, and in his Fruit Manual,"

many

tion of the

he gives eight classes
as follows:

which are divided into eight

CLASS

I.

races,

GEANS.

Branches rigid and spreading, forming round-headed
trees.
Leaves long, waved on the margin, thin and flaccid,
and feebly supported on the foot-stalks. Flowers large
and opening loosely, with thin, flimsy obovate or roundish ovate petals.
sweet.

Fruit heart-shaped, or nearly

so.

Juice

Racel. Black Geans. Fruit obtuse, heart-shaped; flesh
tender and melting; dark; juice uncolored.
Black Eagle

and early purple gean are examples of this class.
Flesh pale; juice uncolored.
Race 2. Red Geans.
Such as Downer's Late and Early Amber.
Race 3. Black Hearts. Fruit heart-shaped; flesh half
firm; dark; juice colored.
Examples are Black Heart
and Black Tartarian.
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Race

4.

uncolored.

Red Hearts

or Bigarreaus.

Examples, Governor

CLASS

II.

Flesh pale; juice
Elton.

Wood and

GRIOTTES.

Branches spreading at upright, or more or less long,
slender, and drooping; leaves flat, dark green, glabrous
beneath and borne stiffly on the leaf-stalks, large and
broad in Class I and narrow in Class II; flowers in
pedunculate umbels, cup-shaped, with firm and crumpled
orbicular petals;, fruit round or oblate

the Morello heart-shaped ;

and sometimes

in

juice subacid or acid.

Branches upright, occasionally
and
broad; flesh dark; juice
spreading;
colored.
Examples, Empress Eugenia and May Duke.
2.
Red Dukes. Mesh pale; juice uncolored.
Race
de Choise, Carnation, and Late Duke.
Belle
Examples,
Race 3. Black Morellos. Branches long, slender, and
drooping; leaves small and narrow; flesh dark; juice
colored.
Examples, Double Natte, Cerise de Ostheim,

Race

1.

Black Dukes.

leaves large

and English Morello.
Race

4~

colored.

Flesh pale; juice unExamples, Early Richmond, Early Eed, Late

Red Morello

or Kentish.

Kentish, and Montmorency.
With this system in our vest-pockets, the writer and
Mr. Charles Gibb in 1882 were able to classify all cherries
in their season of fruitage in

going eastward from France

through Germany, Austria, Poland, and Russia to the
The names of the sour and sometimes the duke
Volga.
were often misleading, but the Bunt Amarelle was
a
Red Duke, as was also the Lutovka and the Black
plainly
Amarelles, and the Weichsels with colored juice were
plainly Morellos and those with uncolored juice and red
varieties

It is true
color were as plainly Red Morellos or Kentish.
that such east European varieties as Brusseler Braune and
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MAtftTAL.

Vladimer with colored skin and juice differ in tree habit
and texture of fruit from the English Morello, yet they do
not differ as

much as

the apples or oranges that are classed
is true of all the Red Morellos of

together, and the same
all

parts of

Europe with red skin and uncolored

flesh

and

After separating into two groups the main after
differences in the Morellos is in hardiness of tree as grown
juice.

in various parts of the
varied uses.
180.

Union and

difference in quality for

Propagation of the Cherry.

The

selection

of

and propagation by budding and grafting are given
in Chapter VII and the transplanting, spacing, and after
The most important concare in Chapters IX and X.
stocks

sideration in prairie propagation of the cherrry is that of
selection of a hardy stock on which to bud or graft the
This is specially true north of
hardiest known varieties

As stated on prior page all varieties of
the 42d parallel.
the cherry take well by budding on our native bird-cherry
(Prunus Pennsylvanica) (71). At the experimental farm
at Ottawa, Canada, during recent years, about the only

cherry-trees that escaped root-killing were those on bird
cherry-roots, and the same has been true in the prairie

As Professor Bailey says, the bird cherry is quite
States.
But when budded with
a sprouter in its native localities.
the cultivated cherry we have seen but few sprouts on trees
The draw on food-supply of
set twelve years in orchard.
the larger top and crops of larger fruit varieties seem to
leave no reserve supply of nutriment for throwing up
sprouts.

But

this

only applies to the sections of our

broad country where root-killing is frequent in open
Where the mazzard and mahaleb stocks are
winters.
hardy they will continue to be the commercial stocks.
181.

As we now have
of the Cherry.
for
dessert
use
or canning in
quality

No Market Supply

varieties of

good
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parts of the Union it is a peculiar fact that our
markets are not supplied except at a few local points, and

about

all

in a small

way

in crates put

up on the west

coast for

beyond the reach of the masses. As
' '
The cherry is not cultivated as
Professor Bailey says
a leading industry east of the Eocky Mountains except in
western New York, where the sour varieties are grown for
dessert use at prices

:

The sweet cherry

canning.

is

confined mostly to door-

yard and fence-corner plantings. Sour kinds are found in
orchard blocks in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas, and Nebraska."
It is true that relatively small orchards are found in all
Yet it is also true that such orchards are
these States.
far apart as a rule and the cherry is rarely found in market
for family use, as

There

is

is

the case with

no reason for

all

other orchard fruits.

this, except that as yet the com-

mercial planting of the cherry

is neglected, especially west
in the small city of Ames,
Iowa, fifty varieties of fine cherries were picked from
healthy trees for exhibit at the Trans-Mississippi and

of the Great Lakes.

Even

International Exposition at

Omaha.

Yet the

local

demand

so poorly supplied that cherries are
canning
a
in
advance
engaged
year
by many families. But this
was true of the blackberry supply five years ago, while at

for family

this

is

time every grocery in the Northwest has

its blackberry
that
of
the
supply following
strawberry.
On hardy roots the identical varieties of the cherry used
for roadside trees in Germany, north Silesia, Switzerland,

and south Russia will mainly thrive as well in this country,
and the writer repeats the desire of Charles Downing, who

"We

said nearly forty years ago:
wish we could induce
the planting of avenues of this fine-growing fruit tree in
our country neighborhoods, as is the beautiful custom in
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Germany, affording ornament and a grateful shade and
refreshment to the traveller at the same moment/'

The Plum.
The plum is also
182. Its History and Classification.
one of the anciently cultivated fruits of central Asia.
*
The
Regel says in the Gartenflora, published in Berlin
common plum of the district of Tashkend And of the more
'

:

southern

the

settlements of

elevated

Bokharan variety.
Karaegin, and may be found
the Paendsh valley."
beautiful

territory

is

the

abundant in
in the middle district of

It is particularly

also

Henry Lansdell, D. D. also spent much time investigatHe reports finding an
ing the fruits of central Asia.
apricot-tree five feet and three inches in diameter of stem,
,

and plums that were red, yellow,
well flavored," on October llth.

De Candolle

says:

"It

is

and black, "particularly

very doubtful

if

Primus

Authors who have
indigenous in Europe.
the
east
do
not
to say that it is
in
hesitate
seen the species

domestica
'

is

'''

subspontaneous/

Some

of the Asiatic

plums seem

to

have been

first

introduced in Europe and planted on the Volga bluffs, as
their culture there we were told goes back to the early

But varieties of the Primus
history of that region.
domestica type have been so long cultivated in west
Europe that the race has changed in leaf, bud, and fruit
materially from that found at this time in central Asia,
which we know more nearly resembles the Chinese and

Japanese plums (Prunus triflora}. Several of the Russian
plums we met with on the Volga had the triple bud, leaf,

and pasty flesh of the Japan varieties, and we met with
plums at the great fair at Mshni Novgorod, in 1882, that
exhibited all the characteristics of the triflora and damestica
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Hence

species.

it

can easily be believed that central Asia

had two species or races of the plum or that one original
species differentiated as it spread east and west from one
But the writer personally believes from varied
centre.
evidences that central Asia had, in prehistoric times, two
Not the least reason for the belief is that we have
species.

found

plum

easy to cross the Japan varieties with our native
(105), but we have not been able to cross the
it

Americana

varieties

with any variety tried of the domestica

race.

The domestica varieties of west Europe and their
American seedlings are mainly grown commercially on the
It is estimated by Stubenrauch that the
west coast.
the
of
plum and prune reaches a total of 55,000
acreage
which
of
acres,
seven-eighths is in prunes in California.

The domestica
the Eastern

varieties are also

grown quite extensively in
and in Michigan. In fact, in the
the arid States, and the prairie States,

States

Southern States,

certain varieties are starred or double-starred locally

by the
In
the
northern
Society.
part of
the prairie States the advent of the Russian plums has
extended the culture of the domestica race farther north

American Pomological

without

loss in size or quality.

The Japan plums (Prunus

triflora} have only been
introduced within recent years, but their culture has been
extended very rapidly in the lake region, in the South, and
all the States where they have proven hardy.
These Oriental varieties come into bearing earlier than the
European sorts and, as a rule, mature their fruit earlier
in the season.
Usually they are rounder in form and the
colors run to red and yellow.
They sell well in market,
but for dessert use at home and culinary purposes they are

indeed in

not equal to the best European or Eussian varieties, as
they lack in sprightliness and richness of

flavor.
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Selected varieties of the native species of the North
(Prunus Americana) and of the Chickasaw races of the
South, have rapidly come to the front for general culture
in the prairie States and to a large extent over the
Southern and Eastern States.
In estimating the quality of our best native plums under
culture, we need some new rules for judging.
They have
a juiciness and sprightliness peculiar to the race, and an
invalid can eat, when fully ripe, several of them with
satisfaction and without affecting a weak stomach, as do
all

the foreign varieties.

" The

choicest

varieties,

Professor Goff also says truly:
peeled and served fresh, are

equal to the finest peaches/' Served on the table in this
way they can be eaten freely by those who are obliged to
use ripe foreign plums and prunes with care and in less
quantity.

For culinary use, if peeled and the pits rejected, such
Wyant, Hart's De Soto, Surprise, and Brittlewood are superior in some respects to the domestica or
Japan varieties for daily use. At first the decision of all
educated palates will be in favor of the sweeter and richer
But the pleasant fruit-acid of the native
foreign fruits.
soon wins favor, and it can be eaten as freely as the strawvarieties as

berry or grape without the after effects of the free use of
the foreign sorts.

Another
attention.

American plums is beginning to attract
As noted in section (105) the Americana varie-

class of

cross readily with those of Japan and produce a
desirable union of the good points of each.
The pasty
flesh of the Japans is given more juice and character in

ties

the hybrids and the thick skin of the natives, with more
or less acridity, is changed in texture and materially
thinned, yet not enough to prevent safe transportation.

To an

extent not usual in hybridizing,

about

all

the
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hybrids yet produced have crisp, tender, juicy flesh with
a perceptible flavor of the Japan varieties. The prepotency
of the native species seems in every case to determine the
hardiness of the hybrids produced, while the Japan species
modifies and improves the fruit.

The Chicasa

or angustifolia and liortulana species of the

South have given us by selection and crossing some valuable varieties, such as Forest Eose, Maquoketa, and Golden
Beauty, and some fine crosses with the Americana and
tnjlora species.
183. The Prune.

Commercially,

all

the domestica varie-

plum that can be cured without removing the
and
that will keep well after drying, are classed as
stone,
in
the
dried form.
But the popular classification
prunes
ties of

the

in prune-drying districts of Europe and America is to
include in the prune list only the varieties of the long oval

form, swollen on one side, and drawn out toward the
stem with distinct and often deep suture and firm flesh,

such as German prune, Italian prune, Ungarish prune,
and Prune de Agen. In France, parts of Germany and
Austria, and in California, pru lie-growing and drying are
It is said that
carried on to an extent realized by few.

from 1895 to 1900 the total of dried prunes produced in
California reached an annual average of eighty-five million
The industry is still on the increase in sections
pounds.
favorable for drying.
As the years go on the prune-producing areas
in the

open

will

be mainly in districts favorable for drying
as is the case with the raisin -grapes.

air,

and drying in evaporation has been pracEurope and California, but it is more expensive

Partial cooking
tised in

and the product does not equal that produced by drying
in such a climate as that of Arizona, or Fresno, Califor-

The light-colored, pitted prunes, sold as prunelles,
are bleached with sulphur fumes so far as known to the

nia,
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The

process is an injury to the quality, and
warrants
the belief that they are not as healthexperience
ful as properly dried commercial prunes with natural
writer.

color.

The

184. Apricot.
plum, as it buds

apricot seems closely related to the

and grafts readily and makes a good union
of wood on stocks of some of the plum species, especially
the Americana.
But it also unites well with the wood of
the peach and the domestica plums, but it fails to unite
with the wood of the myrobalan stocks. In California it
is propagated mainly on apricot and
peach- seedlings by
budding seedlings of the same season's growth (74).
It is one of the most beautiful of the stone fruits, with
handsome heart-shaped shining leaves and large white or

The tree runs into variations as
Some good varieties, such as the Shense

pinkish-white blossoms.
to hardiness.

and the

best Eussian varieties, are as hardy as most of the
all varieties have the fault of blossom-

domestica plums, but

Hence it can only be grown profitably
ing very early.
where there is little danger from spring frosts.
In

many

its

ancient

home

varieties, varying,

in central Asia,

we

it

has run into

are told, in season of blossom-

ing and ripening of the fruit. Edward Eegel gave it much
" The earliest
study in the far East, and says:
apricots of

Tashkend ripen in May, and toward the upper Amudaria,
however, the apricots hang on the trees until August.

The beautiful and delicately flavored varieties of Badachshan before being dried are stoned and then pressed into
a long shape like dates."
It is more than probable that later blossoming hardy
varieties can be secured from north Turkestan and
Bokhara.
Henry Lansdell, D.D., in his interesting work
on central Asia says that at Samarkand he measured the
stem of an apricot-tree, loaded with large and beautiful
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fruit,

that was five feet and three inches in circumference

of trunk.

Samarkand

is

about on the 40th

parallel, at

tion of about two thousand feet above the sea.

an elevaBut it is

in a river valley, near the centre of the broad continent,
where the summers are hotter and drier than in Iowa and

the winters will average

much

colder and drier.

As

this

region is now accessible, the apricots of central Asia should
be tested, especially the varieties latest to bloom in spring.
185.

The Peach.

To an

the stone fruits, the peach

extent not realized with any of
is now a commercial fruit in

every village, city, and mining and lumber camp of the
Union. Yet the immense supply comes mainly from a

few peach-growing centres. Prominent among these are
the Michigan fruit-belt, the Long Island and Chesapeake
peninsular belt, the ridge lands of part of Georgia and
Alabama, and the Pacific coast. Yet the peach is grown
across the continent by home-growers and locally in a
commercial way. As stated of other stone fruits we may,
in the near future, secure hardier varieties of equal size
and quality of fruit from the original home of the species

and northwestern China. Our commercial
from the original introductions from
southern Persia, and they do not differ materially in
hardiness of tree or fruit buds. But equally good varieties
we now know are found far north of Persia in central

in central Asia

varieties are derived

Albert Eegel says "In Darvas the peach forms
tops thirty feet high, with broad spread of branches. The
rough-skinned giant peaches of the garden of Kalaichumb
Asia.

:

are of unsurpassed lusciousness and aroma and most invitThey attain the size of an average apple.
ing bloom.
of rough-skinned varieties is considerable.
number
The

The yellow peaches are especially sweet."
As the points here named are the original home

of such
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hardy trees and shrubs as the Eleagnus angustifolia and
Lonicera tartar ica, with hot dry summers and cold winters,
it suggests a possibility of extending the American peachIn support of this belief the writer
belt farther north.
obtained a few peach pits in 1883 from south Bokhara,
from which have come such varieties as Bokhara No.
3 and No. 10, which have proven fully thirty per cent
hardier than any of the old varieties.
186. Propagation of Plum, Prune, Apricot, and Peach.
These fruits are so nearly allied that they can be all
budded or grafted on the same stock. And commercially

the peach

is

often worked on Chicasa-plum stocks and the

plum on peach.

The

is sometimes
grown on
more generally on domestica

apricot

apricot-seedling stocks, but far

plum-seedlings.

Commercially, the domestica and

Japan plums are
on
stocks
budded
or home
myrobalan
imported
mainly
is usually budded on its own
The
apricot
grown.
seedlings
or on seedlings of the domestica plums, and it also makes
a good union with Americana stocks.
In the prairie States, for reasons given in section (47),

Americana stocks are largely used in propagating all
In budding on this stock
plums, prunes, and apricots.
the buds are often inserted the same season the pits are
planted (74).

The summer budding. (72) and winter grafting (86) of
the plum, prune, and apricot are given in Chapter VII.
The peach
The

North.

is

usually

budded on peach-seedlings

stratified pits (5) are

at the

planted early in spring,

given good culture, and budded in August. The tops are
cut back the next spring (75) to start growth, which makes

a well-branched tree for orchard -planting the first season.
In California and the South the long seasons permit the
early planting of the pits

and budding

in June.

The

leaf-
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bracts are left below the point, of insertion
only cut back partially until the bud is

These buds

and the top
well

is

started.

they make sufficient growth to
planters the same season the pits are

start late, yet

please nearly

all

The same plan is taken with the apricot in
planted.
California as in summer budding with growth the next
;

season,

the trees attain an

unhandy

size

for orchard-

planting.
In the prairie States the plum, prune,

and apricot are
than
in other parts.
more
generally
crown-grafted (86)
in
and
a
scion
setting
nursery down to the
By using long
of
the
and
later
bud
scion,
setting in orchard four
top
inches deeper, roots are secured from the scion, giving
These varieties, and
practically trees on their own roots.
also the cherry, are often grown from root-cuttings (50) in
the West and North.
This fine fruit was once supposed
187. The Nectarine.
to

be a good species, as it seems to have been an anciently
At the great commercial fair at Nishni

cultivated fruit.

Novgorod we saw tons of the fruit in fresh and dried form
brought in by merchants from central Asia, and we were
told that this had been a commercial product since the
Fair was started, four hundred years ago.
Regel says of
the nectarines of central Asia:
nectarines of this region,

"The

smooth-skinned
which
are
the smaller
among

yellow varieties, and very large red-cheeked ones, are of
unusually fine flavor and melting flesh; but they are

There are also
equalled by the nectarines of Samarcand.
small, sweet, yellow kinds which stand half-way between
the rough-coated and smooth-coated peaches.
in the exposed region of Vaendsh."

These grow

It is now known that nectarines can be
developed from
the peach by bud variation and peaches have been produced in the same way from the nectarine.
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The nectarine

is grown on the west coast for drying and
and
in
canning,
peach centres and most neighborhoods of
But it is nowhere
the South it is grown in a small way.
a commercial product, except in east Europe and central
In all respects it is propagated and managed the
Asia.
same as the peach.
In the cold
188. Laying down Peach and Apricot.

North, even in the trying climate of Minnesota, the peach
In north
is grown by laying down for winter protection.

Iowa many have secured good crops by dividing the roots
in planting so as to spread at right angles to the direction
the trees are to be laid down.
By digging down on the

FIG. 63.

side the tree

is

Peach trained for laying down.

to be bent over, the stem

when young, and when

is

crowded over

gets larger the previous crowdbreaking of the roots favors the
it

ing and bending and
continuance of the operation.

But a better plan is shown in Fig. 63. The trees are
encouraged to make an upright growth the first year. A
strong one-year-old tree should be about six feet high
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when planted, and by pinching the lower limbs it may be
made to grow two feet more in height when ready for laying down in the fall. Late in autumn trim off all the side
limbs and dig away the earth on the side it is to be turned
over.
By pressing at the crown and gently crowding the

downward, the cane can be laid flat on the ground
and pinned fast. Then cover with straw, with dirt enough
on top to hold it in place. The next spring the cane is
left prostrate, but the point is turned upward and tied o
tree

a stake.

The next

fall

the top attached to the stake

is

cut

to the right or left.
The spring of the
prostrate stem will permit a child to bend the top to the
ground at this stage of growth. Later, as the stem attains

loose

and turned

greater size, it will need more strength, but if always
turned in the same direction the top can be turned over
after the tree has produced several crops.
The prostrate

stem and the crown must be covered as well as the tops.
Before covering the top, cut back fully one-half of the new

growth and take out alsp the weak inner shoots and the
For this plan of growing, select such
unripe twigs.
varieties as Bokhara No. 3 or ~No. 10, that will ripen up
the wood well in autumn. Farther south, where the wood
is relatively unharmed in winter, but where the fruit-buds
or blossoms are liable to be killed by frosts, spraying with
milk of lime towards spring has proven an advantage, as
affected by heat-rays and the
But in north
blossoming period
slightly retarded.
Silesia the writer observed a far better plan for retarding

the white color

less

is

is

the

blossoming

period.

In

frosty localities

amateur

growers adopted the cordon system of training (14G) of
the cherry, plum, apricot, and peach, and after pruning
in the fall

the tops were covered with

whitened with lime.

The

gunny sacking

light-colored cloth prevented
the swelling of the fruit-buds during warm spells in winter
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and very much retarded the opening

of the flowers in

spring.
189. Orchard

stone

Management.

The

fruits

are

superior (33) and more liable to injury of blossoms by late
frosts than the apple or pear.
Hence the most profitable

and regular bearing orchards of cherry, plum, prune,
apricot, and peach are found where proximity to water
frosts in the blossoming
high land with good air-drainage
But it often happens that relatively low land has
(97).
still lower levels of large extent in the near vicinity and

lessens

liability

period, or

may

on

to

damaging

relatively

prove as free from frost as decided ridges.

Budded

trees on strong stocks usually are large enough
But crownfor orchard-planting when one year old.
grafted trees should remain in nursery until two years old.

The

distance apart and plan of planting are discussed in

sections (115) and (117), and the alternating of varieties
in the row to secure proper pollination in section (122).
Pruning (147 and 148) varies much in different climates

The native plums usually
different varieties.
require but little pruning, and that in the way of shortening rampant-growing shoots prior to the trees coming into

and with

When

fruiting heavily the main essential in
the cutting out of dead wood in the interior as
The select native varieties are rapidly taking
it appears.
a place in the leading markets, but their habit of overbear-

bearing.

pruning

is

ing requires thinning if the best prices are to be realized.
In California, and on rich soils in the South and East, the

make too rapid growth when young.
secure the needed thickness of top to prevent the sunburning of the wood and fruit they are headed back (148),

domeslica varieties

To

As the trees
causing a subdivision of the growing wood.
is
it
older
less
done, confining
mainly to the
pruning
get
removal of dead wood and shortening the young shoots
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making greatest length, to prevent unequal
lessen the amount of bearing wood.

The domestica plums and

growth and to

the apricot seem to bear exces-

back of the top. In California and the South
the low stem is now the rule, and when first set out the
But on
stems are protected by burlap or whitewashing.
sive cutting

very rich lands a kind of renewal system is adopted with
the tops.
As an instance, in the San Joaquin valley on
the west coast the tops of
apricots are not cut back.

young plum-trees and even

The long shoots formed are
thinned to some extent and encouraged to bend over.
These when loaded with fruit rest their points on the
ground. When these long canes droop too low they are
cut back to the main stem and others take their place for
the succeeding crop.
But trees worked in this way are
not as long lived as those on higher land pruned in a
sensible way.
The pruning of the peach and apricot in
the commercial centres is often excessive (149), but amateurs in the Middle States usually go to the other extreme
by mainly leaving Nature to have her own way.

With few

exceptions, growing out of soil conditions and
Downing's instructions as given in (149) will
apply well to-day in amateur peach- and apricot-growing,
but not in commercial centres, as the shortening of all
new growth gives more trouble and expense after the trees
climate,

are in bearing than the rougher plan of thinning by cutting out superfluous branches.

Where winter-killing of the new wood is liable to occur,
the pruning is deferred until the buds start in spring, and
the thinning is confined in the unfavorable seasons to the
injured wood, being careful not to injure the live buds.
190. Thinning the Fruit.
As a general rule amateurs
and home-growers of the domestica plums and peaches
never think of thinning the fruit, even in seasons when
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the trees are carrying double loads.
The commercial
growers also are more apt to neglect fruit-thinning than
any other part of the work. Yet no work of the orchard

pays in dollars and cents

better than fruit-thinning,
the foreign plums and the peach.
The
thinning should be deferred until after the usual drop of
the fruit in June, when it is as large as marbles.
The

especially

of

peach and domestica plums should be thinned so that no
two will touch each other when of full size, and experienced
growers thin so closely that those left are from four to six
inches apart, depending on the strength and leafage of the
branch.

Some

of the gains of thinning are that

annual bearing, the fruit

and

if

price.

it

favors

the attack of rot,
fruit
at a much higher
the
sells
methodically packed
is less liable to

CHAPTER XV.
SOME SUBTROPICAL ORCHARD FRUITS.
The Orange. This is one of the most ancient
and one that has been most modified by culture,
De Candolle says
selection, and natural
crossing.
" Thanks to the discoveries of travellers in British
India,
they are able to distinguish the wild and therefore true
and natural species." Those who have tasted the fair191.

fruits

:

looking ripe fruit of the bitter-orange seedlings, yet quite
common from New Orleans south to the gulf, will have a
feeble conception of the wild, bitter oranges from which
the luscious, sweet varieties are supposed to have been

As a comdeveloped during the ages in southern China.
mercial fruit, found over the civilized world in every
and even mining and lumber camps, it is a
It first became commercial in
West Europe was first supplied
In 1878, C. P. Johnson
from
the
Azores.
commercially
grocery,

product of recent years.
parts of Europe and Asia.

says that 410,101 boxes of St.
received in Great Britain, which

Michael oranges were
at that time were all

produced in the Azores. Great quantities of the orange,
esteemed as to quality, were received in west Europe
from Sicily, Portugal, and Spain. At that time the supply
of the United States was mainly from Jamaica and the
less

Later
Bahamas, with a partial supply from Florida.
orange-growing on a large scale was developed in Florida,
193
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mainly near the St. Johns River, that gave us the cheapest
and best oranges known at that time to history.

The orange

to reach its highest perfection must, like
have
warm nights as well as days. Hence
Indian-corn,
the great supply from that source from 1880 to 1894
mainly shut out competition during late fall and early

winter over a large part of the Union east of the Rocky
Mountains. But the great freeze of 1894-95 cut off this
supply suddenly, as most of the bearing trees were killed

down

to the latitude of

The very

Tampa.

conditions of

air that favor the

development of the best quality of the
favor early ripening, brought about the great

orange, and
destruction of trees in 1894-95.
at the time of the

The writer was

freeze

in Florida

which caught the

trees
February
with young foliage and tender shoots in a condition of
growth. Peach-, mulberry-, and even black wild cherry-

were killed at the same time, and wistaria vines of
many years' growth that are hardy far north where the
trees

is dormant in winter.
The writer has experienced
a greater degree of cold in the Salt River valley in Arizona
that failed to injure the wood of orange- trees, except at
the points of growth, and to cause the leaves to drop, as

foliage

the trees in winter are in a relatively dormant and ripened
condition.

At

present extensive orange-planting in Florida

is

con-

fined to the parts south of the latitute of Tampa. "Without
doubt the denudation of the timber-belt of pine, sixty miles

wide in southern Georgia, by the lumbermen, turpentine
and rosin operators, and fire, has had much to do with the
destruction of orange-trees in central Florida since 1886.
Orange-growing on the higher table-lands of Cuba at this

time
tions.

is

making rapid advances with many favoring condiDuring the winter of 1894-95, the writer left the

frozen orange orchards of Flordia to investigate orange-
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Isolated trees and very small
growing in west Cuba.
groves were found everywhere and without systematic culture or care, and without irrigation or soil fertilizing, the
trees

were thrifty, healthy, and loaded with fruit of high
In the near future it is probable that early

quality.

ripening oranges of high quality will be grown on the rich
soils of Cuba that can be furnished at prices within the
reach of the laboring classes.
The early maturing of the

oranges of south Florida and Cuba will not interfere to
profits of orange-growing on the

any great extent with the

west coast, as the navel variety, and most others grown,
should not be shipped before midwinter to secure best
prices, as the cool nights much retard the ripening period.

In California, orange-growing has made rapid advances
within the past twenty years.
The great commercial
orchards on the mesa lands of south California have no
equal in extent or methodic culture and care on this continent, and few if any equals on the Mediterranean.

Indeed, orange-growing on the foot-hills and mesa ridges,
with air-drainage (97) to lower levels, has extended north
in California to Placer

County and to a

less extent to

the

north part of the Sacramento valley.
The enormous
extent of the business in recent years can be gathered from
the statement of Leonard Coates, who says that in 1897-98
and 1898-99, the orange crop of the west coast reached

an annual shipment of four million boxes,

filling

14,000

cars.

It is not probable that this vast interest will decline for
the reason stated above, that the cool nights favor late
The use of this luscious and healthful fruit is
ripening.

Cuba, Porto Rico, and south Florida
market, but California will control
the market from midwinter to July and will adapt shipments to this period.

on the increase.

will control the early
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Orange Propagation.

The

writer

has had no

experience in propagation except in the way of propagating
But the results
the Otaheite variety as a house plant.

obtained by varied plans of propagation have been studied
in the

orange-growing centres of Europe, California,
Florida, and Cuba, and the decisions of experts and
growers have been compared.

As with other orchard

fruits the best results have

been

obtained in growing uniform, vigorous, and healthy trees

by using stocks for budding grown from seeds of fruits
In California, strong, vigorous stocks
near to Nature.
have come from seeds of the primitive oranges of Tahiti,
and also from the sour oranges yet found around the old
In north California, hardy dwarf stocks have
missions.
been used grown from the varieties imported by GenAnd also the relatively
eral Chabot from north Japan.
and
Citrus
hardy
primitive
trifoliata has been used quite
The rough lemon also seems to give addiextensively.
tional hardiness and inherent vitality to varieties worked

upon

it.

Since the freeze of 1894-95 in Florida and the Gulf

main stocks used have been the rough lemon
But farther south the sour-orange
Those who have had a long
are mainly used.

States, the

and Citrus
seedlings

trifoliata.

experience in propagating the northern orchard fruits are
surprised to find the citrus fruits so tenacious of life and
easy to propagate in so

many

ways.

Aside from

liability

to fatal injury by severe cold, we have no northern fruit
Even where the top is wholly
tree so tenacious of life.

by fire or freezing and the roots show no sign of life
or growth for a year or more, vigorous sprouts will finally
It is even said that trunks of quite old orangeappear.
killed

trees that

month

or

have lain as ballast in the holds of vessels for a
more have grown into fine trees when planted
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as pollards.
By cutting back the tops quite severely, large
trees are planted successfully with roots cut so short that

northern

men

are certain they will fail to grow.

It also

layers as easily as the grape, and often shoots resting on
the ground will take root.
When on own roots it is also

Summer

propagated from root-cuttings (50).

layering

also practised successfully, and this is a principal
method of propagation by the natives of Cuba.
(52)

is

Where the Otaheite orange
propagated by mounding

is

used for stocks

(51).

It also

it is mainly
grows well from

young wood with a heel of the two-year-old
wood planted in the dormant period. But in propagating
by mounding, layering, or cuttings, it must be remembered
that the orange must have water.
If neglected in a dry
time they will fail. Skilful propagators even insert buds
in the top of a long cutting which is planted with the bud
cuttings of the

just above the surface in boxes of earth kept well watered.
In this case the buds remain nearly dormant until the

cuttings take root.

But

these methods are confined to

all

home-growers.
The commercial method
well-prepared and rich

is

soil.

to

grow seedlings in beds in

From

the beds they are

transplanted to nursery rows and budded when the bark
peels well, as we manage the stone fruits at the North.

The transplanting

from the bed requires
have a full supply of leaves for rapid
moist soil and cloudy weather are requisite
of the seedlings

care, as the stocks

evaporation. A
for success in planting.
Some growers familiar with northern methods plant the
seeds in well-prepared rich soil in the nursery rows early

and bud the same season,

as practised at the

North with

the peach and plum (74).
This plan gives trees large
in
less time than the common
for
orchard
enough
planting
plan, but the root system

is

not so good

if

the tap-roots
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are not cut, as noted in section (74). In budding, the old
plan was to shove the bud upward, as practised sometimes
in spring-budding at the North (76).
But those who
practise the usual plan of shield-budding have quite as
good success and the bud can be inserted lower down.

193. Top-working the Orange.

In orange-growing cen-

tres in this country the fir?t plantings of the gulf region
and west coast were mainly seedlings, and seedlings are
In topyet set in orchard with view to top-working.

working old seedling orchards the usual plan is to cut back
one half of the top at one time and insert buds in the
young shoots that start from the stubs. This is repeated
The top-working of
the next season on the other half.
in
set
orchard
for
stocks
is done by
young seedlings
budding
on the side limbs and at top the season after setting, as
Grafting
practised in top- working young apple-trees (89).
not often practised with the orange, for the evident
reason that the leaves, even if cut back in part, are apt to

is

has time to unite with the stock.

dry the scion before

it

But under

nearly as easy to graft as to bud the

glass

it is

citrus fruits.

194. Cultivation.
During the early period of American
orange-growing in a commercial way the advice was given
to keep up clean cultivation through the season and to
The natural outrely mainly on commercial fertilizers.

come of this system has been the same as when practised
With increased experiwith the deciduous fruits (125).
ence

it

was found that humus as well as fertilizers must
Growers now recognize the need of
soil.

be given to the

adding barn-yard manure, straw, or other refuse, or to
grow leguminous cover-crops (126), to give the needed
fresh humus and nitrogen to the soil.
The orange is a gross feeder that throws out widespreading roots with an unusual supply of root-hairs and
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and
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must have water and a regular supply

humus
to

to give the needed green color to the
carry a full crop of fruit to maturity.

Experience has shown also that continued culture and the
use of commercial fertilizers soon change the mechanical
condition of the soil, and that a given supply of water is
sooner evaporated than on soils well supplied with vegetable matter.

In the fine orange orchards of Eedlands, Riverside,
Colton, and other orange centres of south California, many
growers are now cultivating and watering in the usual way
during the season of growth, but follow it with a covercrop of the field-pea, cow-pea, or other legume to shade
the ground during the period of fruit maturation and to

add humus and nitrogen to the soil when plowed under
In the winter of 1897-98 the writer
the next spring.
travelled many miles to observe the effect of this treatment
on the color of the foliage and the perfection of the
In

fruit.

cases the orchards given the cover-crop treatment
in connection with fifty pounds of potash and twenty-five
all

of phosphoric acid to the acre annually, were indicated afar off by the dark green of the foliage alone.
On the foot-hill slopes of the Salt River valley in Arizona

pounds

the observed benefit of this system was still more apparent,
as the cover-crop seemed to bring about a ripening of the

wood

prior to danger from frost that prevented much
to leaves or points of growth when cultivated

damage

orchards were defoliated.
195. Pruning the Orange.
The most approved plan of
pruning in European and American orange-growing
centres is to form a low head and compact top when the
tree is young and up to the first stages of bearing.
In

transplanting the tree is trimmed to a straight shoot, as
practised with the peach in Georgia, and tying to a stake.
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All shoots that start above the

bud

are allowed to

grow

at

This gives shade and favors the growth of the lower
part of the stem. As a rule, the young tree is also shaded
With a thick
at first by stakes stuck on 'the south side.
first.

But as
top the lower branches always give the first fruit.
the top spreads the lower branches cease to bear or to
increase in length and are gradually cut away so as to give
a well-defined stem two to three feet in height. The after
pruning is mainly in the way of taking out dead or sickly

inner

wood

to let in the air

and to favor getting

into the

tree.

The

best time for pruning

is

when growth

starts in the

At this time the vital forces are most active and
spring.
the wounds heal over soonest. The greatest need of pruning

is

in the nursery,

where care

is

needed to bring the

tree into shape, as with the deciduous fruits (150).
This is closely related to the orange,
196. The Lemon.

as is indicated in horticultural practice in the choice of
stocks.
The lemon is often budded on the orange and

the orange on the lemon on an extensive commercial scale.
In the great lemon-growing centres on the Mediterranean
the rough lemon

is

the favorite stock for the orange.
are also frequently produced,

Lemon and orange hybrids

but they have no commercial status, as they do not answer
the purposes for which either oranges or lemons are grown.
The lemons of the old California missions were of large
the juice was low in acidity, and the rinds were more
or less bitter.
It was not until varieties were brought

size,

from

the

Mediterranean lemon-growing

centres

with

fruit of proper size, percentage of acids, thinness of skin,
and freedom from bitter rinds, that growers were able

compete successfully with those shipped from Sicily,
Sardinia, and Spain.
During the past fifteen years the
from
the
west
coast
of lemons has been a surprise
output

to
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the Mediterranean growers, as over 1200 car-loads
annually have recently reached the markets east of the
to

mountain ranges.
The lemon is not as hardy as the orange. Its fruit,
foliage, and wood will be seriously injured by a freeze that
the orange will endure without serious injury.
But this
is not surprising, as the varieties from Sicily and extreme
south France are the outgrowth of ages of selection in the
soft mild climate of the great inland sea, where frost is
unknown and where soil and air are never dry on the 10th
parallel of latitude.
It is not probable that it would require a long period for
a skilled expert, such as Burbank, of Santa Eosa, California, to develop, by crossing and selection, yarieties of the

lemon such as the market now requires from the varieties
of the mountains of north India at a height of four
thousand feet. If this can be accomplished, we might
secure varieties hardier than the orange, with a more compact form, that would be less troublesome to keep in shape
by perpetual pruning.
197. Propagation, Pruning, and Curing.
In south
Florida the lemon is budded almost exclusively on seedlings of the sour orange, and the same is true in California,
as common experience has shown that on this stock the

lemon-trees have a better habit of

growth, the

fruit

averages less in size, and the tree seems to be some
Where the Citrus trifoliata has
healthier and hardier.
it has seemed to increase hardiness and the
growth is less riotous than when on sour-orange or roughlemon roots.
The pruning of this rampant-growing tree seems as yet
to be an unsettled problem, and growers differ materially

been used,

as to methods.

leaders

Many

growers annually shorten the long

and rampant points of growth in the

partially
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dormant

season.
Later in the season a large part of the
shoots that start as an effect of the winter cutting back
are cut out.
Others are content with more moderate

shortening and pinching points of growth, which results
in an equal quantity of sizable fruit, but a less symmetric

and compact form

of tree.
Upon the whole, it is a
troublesome tree to manage, but to the methodic grower
in a nearly frostless region it is one of the most profitable
of the orchard fruits.
is gathered, when it attains proper size for
when
shipping,
wholly green and not more than half
The
grown.
crop for summer use is mainly gathered in
the winter and stored in what is known as a curing- house,

The

fruit

built in

such .way as to be dark and free from sudden

changes in temperature, yet with such an admission of air
as will carry off the evaporation from the fresh green fruit.
In these houses the lemons slowly mature and while taking
on the golden color the rind is toughened, which favors

The proper curing requires the same
long keeping.
methodic care and skill as does the pruning and management

of the tree.

The Pomelo

This species (Citrus
or Grape-fruit.
allied
to
the
quite closely
orange, and it is
decumana)
the most ornamental tree of the genus when laden with its
198.

is

large golden fruit.
Its fruit

and very
runs into a great number of varieties

Its flowers are large, white,

fragrant.
of all shapes, such as oblate, oval, pyriform, and flattened,
and the quality varies quite as much. In Cuba we found

the fruit quite as popular as the orange, and even more so
with the well-to-do classes, as it has an acid mingled with
a slight bitter taste that is peculiarly refreshing in hot
It is prepared by taking out the bitter memWhat
branes and sprinkling the tender pulp with sugar.
is known as the pomelo commercially are round, often six

climates.
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seven inches in diameter, weigh from eight to ten
The type called
pounds, and the fruits grow singly.

to

grape-fruit is not larger than an overgrown orange and it
This is shipped North more generally
grows in clusters.

than the large pomelos.
The commercial varieties are usually propagated by

budding on the rough-lemon stocks and on the sour orange.
The trees are not as hardy as the orange, but in nearly
it is a clean,
healthy tree, not liable to
In south
disease or troubled with scale or other insects.

frostless regions

Florida the culture of the best varieties

is

being rapidly

extended, and the same is true in Cuba and Porto Eico.
199. The Kumquat.
This is a dwarf species of the
citrus family.
As grown on Citrus trifoliata in Florida
it makes a small, handsome bush.
It is a heavy bearer of
fruit
more
than one inch in
not
often
golden yellow
diameter.
The rind is sweet, and unlike most fruits it is
eaten entire, only rejecting the seeds.

It is

used also for

marmalades and preserves. It is found at every home
place on the gulf coast and in California, but so far as
known it is not grown anywhere in a commercial way.
At the North it is often found in sitting-rooms in large pots
worked on the trifoliata, loaded with fruit. It is by no
means a delicate shrub, as it will thrive in a living-room
where a geranium can be grown. In frosty climates it
seems much hardier than the orange.
The sour lime (Citrus medica, variety
200. The Lime.
acida) is much grown in a home way, as
used to the almost total exclusion of the
clirnes for cooling

drinks and for

its

acid fruits are

lemon in

frostless

It is
culinary uses.
also shipped in quantity from south Florida and the West
Indies to New York, Boston, and other Atlantic cities, but

rarely reaches
trifoliata

it

all

the Western States.

Budded on Citrus

has proven about as hardy as the orange, and
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some

of the East Indian varieties have

Florida.

This fruit

will

proven hardier in
on
grow
poorer, thinner soil than

any of the other citrus fruits.
201. The Mandarin (Citrus

nobilis).

This

peculiar

member
It is

of the citrus family seems to be a distinct species.
a large shrub or small tree with dense foliage and

small lanceolate leaves.

The

fruit is small, bright yellow,

with quite thin skin that peels off freely and
known to the trade as "kid-glove orange."

easily.

It is

It is

grown

in a small way for the fancy markets on the
Atlantic coast, in south Florida and the West Indies.
Budded on Citrus trifoliata some varieties are as hardy

and shipped

as the navel orange.

CHAPTER

XVI.

SOME OTHER TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL FRUITS.
202. The Olive.
fruit; that
soil.

Dr.
" ''

is, it

Naturally the olive is a dry-climate
needs a dry air as well as a relatively dry

Henry Lansdell

says in his

"Russian Central

In the Zarafshan province there are whole forests
Asia:
of olive-trees."
Dr. Albert Regel says in Gartenflora,

"In

the

dry climate of eastern Bokhara,
from the wild growth of the foothills and brought to market for dessert and confection.
The olive-tree is cultivated largely in Tashkemd and in

of

Berlin:

olives are gathered

Kokan country." We have much evidence favoring
the truth of the statement that in the dry air of the far
East the insects and fungi attacking the olive in the
the

moister climates of the Mediterranean and California are

not known.

In California hundreds of thousands of olive-trees have
been planted where, from the configuration of the country,
too much moist air reached them from the coast. Experience has finally established the fact that it only reaches a
profitable perfection of fruit in a dry atmosphere and on

grow and bear crops in a
than almost any subtropical
on it will be demonstrated
that the highest quality of olives for oil and pickling will
be reached in hot interior valleys of California, and in such
a quite rich dry

soil,

yet

it

will

greater variety of soils and air
fruit tree.
As the years go

205
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warm

interior valleys as those of the Salt and Gila rivers
The best system of management will be that

in Arizona.

of early culture during the season of growth, followed by a
cover-crop (127) and irrigation at the time of sowing the

While the olive will grow on thin
cow-peas or vetch.
land and will endure drought well, the fruit will suffer.
needs some water during the period of fruit development
naturally or by irrigation, and it needs the humus and
It

nitrogen following the use of a leguminous cover-crop.
The most experienced
203. Propagation of the Olive.

growers prefer trees for planting propagated by the slower

growing seedlings and budding them as we grow
trees.
Such trees, as might be expected,
deciduous
hardy
are more robust, long lived, and productive than those

way

of

grown from "tips" under
plan.

The

seeds

are

glass,

slow to

who

which

is

the commercial

germinate.

to

little,

as growers

will plant

no

But

this

from
the
seeds
months
in
(5)
"tip" cuttings (62) stratify
advance of planting and keep stratified seeds on hand for
use when wanted for planting.
The ancient use of
204. Commercial Olive Products.
The oil in
the olive fruit was mainly for oil-producing.
Asia
was
central
considered
an essenand
Canaan, Syria,
tial to health in the dry, hot Oriental climate and was
regarded as a symbol of peace and good-will. In the land
of the East it was the substitute for butter and animal fats

amounts

trees

and an emblem not only of peace but of domestic plenty
and prosperity. But the use of pure olive oil in our day
all countries, except central Asia, by
the immense production of sunflower oil in Eussia, which
is mainly sold for pure olive oil, and about all the oil of

has been lessened in

now

either adulterated with cotton-seed oil or
"
and in many cases the " sweet olive oil and
"
the " Lucca oil have not a trace of olive oil in the mixture.

commerce

is

sunflower

oil,
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Under such circumstances

little

olive oil is

produced in

The main crop as
pickling when green

California or in tho United States.

grown

in California

is

used for

yet
for

shipment to the States east of the mountains. Ripe-pickled
olives are also prepared in large quantity for use on the
In this form they are a healthy and nutritious
west coast.
Tcnrists who will not touch the
food, as well as a luxury.

But as yet
green-pickled olives use the ripe ones freely.
the ripe ones are rarely obtainable in the Eastern States,
as they are not put np in shape for distant shipment, except
in expensive bottles for those who can afford to use them.

The olive-pickling and oil-producing for market are special
processes that require practical instruction not easily given
on the printed page.
205. The Fig.

This ancient

fruit,

now found

in about

subtropical climates, also seems to have originated in
central Asia, and to this day a large part of the commer-

all

dried figs found in every civilized market come from
In Asia
Syria, Turkey in Asia, and Algeria, mainly.
a
and
in
fact
over
Minor, Turkestan, Persia,
large part of

cial

a staple food-plant of the people and has been
Yet the varieties grown in the Gulf States,
for centuries.
Asia,

it is

and mainly

as yet in

California, were introduced

from

Spain or south Europe or are seedlings from this race
known to botanists as Ficus carica, variety Hortensis.

These varieties are grown as home fruits, but they have
never attained a commercial status in a fresh state or
dried, except for local use and shipment at a price less
than is obtained for the Oriental varieties.

At present the White Adriatic variety is capable of selfpollination and has proven most profitable for drying on
The California black is
account of its color and quality.
also widely planted and has proven hardy and productive.
It is a popular table fig and excellent when dried, but tho
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popular demand does not favor a dark-colored variety.
Yet this Hortensis class includes the finest dessert and preserving varieties grown in this country.

What

is

known

has been, and

known

to scientists as Ficus carica

Smyrniana

the leading commercial type of figs
to commerce over the civilized world. The typical
still is,

white varieties of this class come largely from Smyrna on
the Mediterranean. The locality of this region is peculiar,
a soft, moist, and very mild climate.
The
winds
are tempered by the great inland sea and
southerly
the northerly winds are tempered by the Black Sea and
mountain ranges. In this soft, warm climate a race of the
fig has been developed in time that will not develop perfect
fruit without pollination by the Capri or wild fig.
The
"
has
been
called
pollinating process
long
caprification."
The fig-wasp of that climate breeds on the wild fig.

giving

it

Branches of the wild fig in flower are placed in the tops of
the fig-bushes and the insects puncture the receptacle and
in the act pollinate the fruit.
The researches of Dr. Eisen,
of California,

and others have

fully established the fact that
means a process of pol-

the old idea of caprification only

In Fresno, California, the Smyrna figs have
been hand -pollinated, thus proving conclusively that full
crops can be secured without the aid of the fig-wasp. But
lination.

hand

is too expensive for commercial work, and
has
been
introduced for trial in the orchards
fig- wasp
of Smyrna figs that have been planted.
The growing of

pollination

the

this class of figs is yet experimental. If pollination can be
secured a new industry will soon be started, resulting in
figs, dried and packed more systematithan
has
ever
been
done on the Mediterranean.
cally
It is not probable that
206. Possible Fig Improvement.
there is to be found a better class of figs on earth for dry-

home-grown dried

ing than those from Smyrna.

But the uncertainty

of
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pollination by insects leads to the query: Are there not
varieties that do not require pollen from the wild fig for
pollination in central Asia that are as large and good in
"While attending the great
quality as the White Smyrna ?
fair at Nishni Novgorod in 1882, this subject
Mr.
was discussed with my associate, Mr. Charles Gibb.
Gibb had previously spent one season in Asiatic Turkey,

commerical

and had become interested in the fig question. At the
great fair we found tons of dried figs from Smyrna,
After careful testing our
Turkestan, Persia, and Syria.
decision was that white varieties from west Turkestan
were superior to those from Smyrna. Upon inquiry we
found that the fig-wasp was not known in that region,
and they had known no need of its services. If perfect
varieties of size and quality can be secured from Turkestan
the trees would prove much hardier than those from
Smyrna and give less trouble in every way.
The query also arises whether the seeds of the White
Smyrna pollinated by the White Adriatic might not give
This is possible and is
varieties profitable for drying.
worthy of trial.
207. Fig-growing at the North.
Fig-growing at the
North is interesting if not profitable. Of course the trees
are not hardy enough to stand the winters without protection.
A chief interest comes from its wonderful tenacity
of

On

life.

winter

it

borderland of growth, if it freezes down in
starts again from any unfrozen part and often
its

bears fruit the next season.

often

In the prairie States

it

is

grown by laying down and covering quite deeply

in

winter.

When

raised in the spring close observation will
fruit.
It will also start fruit in the

show the forming

when taken

in for winter protection.
As a curiosity
often
by taking it up in the fall and burying
grown
the roots in a corner of the cellar. When replanted in the

cellar
it is
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spring

it

again takes up growth and fruitage in a way that
If desirable, the culture of
tree can equal.

no Northern

fig without winter protection can be extended farther
north by importing the varieties grown on the 40th parallel
in Turkestan.
Dr. Albert Eegel says: " The- culture of
the fig begins at the foot of western Karatan and the

the

Hindoo Kush in
But in Darvas the hardy figs form
high shrubs, with a stem thicker than one's arm, which
The fruit is small and is used
require no protection.
fresh.
The drying and pressing of figs commercially is
practised in more western districts of Turkestan." At the
fair at Nishni Novgorod, figs of fair size and good quality
were shown grown as far north as Bokhara in central Asia.
These varieties probably could be grown up to the 40th
culture of the best varieties crosses the

a southern direction.

parallel in the prairie States.

should be added that the

It

wood

fig

grows readily from hard-

cuttings like the grape.

The Date Palm. This is truly a child of the
and
its delicious fruit only seems to reach perfecdesert,
tion in climates with desert-like conditions as to heat and
The tree is grown in California, on our
aridity of air.
and
in
Cuba. In these relatively moist climates
gulf coast,
it is a handsome palm, but its fruit rarely reaches perfec208.

tion.

In the dry, hot valleys of the Salt and Gila rivers in
Arizona, the old mission trees seem perfect, and the writer
has picked, from bunches weighing forty pounds, as large

and

delicious fruit as has been tested in central Asia.

In

Sonora, Mexico, east of the coast
date

is

also a success in the

way

range of mountains, the
of bearing annual crops of

In these sections the planting of date-trees is
on
the
increase.
rapidly
The old trees, bearing at from eight to twelve years old

good

fruit.
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over four hundred pounds of large fine fruit in this dry
interior region, are all, so far as known to the writer,

Some of these seedlings, however, we know
from testing bear larger and better fruit than the varieties
imported by the United States Department of Agriculture
from Algeria in 1891 and 1892, and planted at Phosnix,
Arizona.
Better results are expected from those secured
in Algeria in 1899 by a special agent of the United States
seedlings.

Department of Agriculture.
The Algerian dates and those from Arabia thrive as well
as the old seedlings, and have borne fruit freely when only
The best varieties are now known, and
eight years old.
the planting of date orchards with suckers of the best
with proper alternation of the staminate and

varieties,

has now started.
The present consumption of dates from the hot desert
climates of Asia and Africa is light when compared with
other commercial tropical fruits.
Many who know the
pistillate plants,

methods

of preparing, drying, and pressing into boxes for
shipping in the far East will not touch the fruit, and those
who are less fastidious eat the pasty, dried dates sparingly.

As picked fresh from the trees it
delicious and wholesome fruits of the

is

one of the most

tropics.

The

writer's

experience fully agrees with that of Mr. W. G. Palgrave,
who says in his "Central and Eastern Arabia:" "Those

who, like most Europeans, only know the date from the
dried specimens in shop windows, can hardly imagine how
delicious

it is

when

eaten fresh.

Nor

is

it,

when eaten

a defect inherent to the preserved fruit
everywhere; nor does its richness bring satiety. In short,
it is an article of food alike
pleasant and healthy."
fresh, heating

If grown commercially and put up neatly in dried or
canned form in southeast California and Arizona, it would
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soon become a popular fruit in
cannot be grown.

all

the States where

it

The seeds germinate
under
the
most unfavorable
even
planted,
readily
conditions.
We have known them to germinate in the
streets of Ames, Iowa, where seeds were dropped that grew
209. Propagation and After Care.

when

to

a height of five or six inches, with continual

travel

around and over them. But they do not come true from
seed, and up to the present no way is known to distinguish
the pistillate from the staminate trees until they blossom.
But with further experience as with the Buffalo-berry
it is
probable that some close observer will reveal the sex
difference

when the

plants are young.

The

usual plan

is

bank up earth about the crown of the variety to be
propagated and above the base of the suckers, keeping the

to

earth moist by daily watering.
Usually the suckers are
severed partly from the crown before mounding, which
favors the emission of roots and makes it easier to separate

the plants

when

With the aid of
and the liberal use

rooted.

to lessen evaporation

glass covering

of water, the
suckers can be rooted in pots by severing them with a
sharp chisel close to the crown of the parent and using

them

as green cuttings (62).

When grown

in pots

it

is

far easier to transplant them in orchard where they are
But in transplanting,
exposed to a dry air and hot sun.

the Arab saying that "the date should have its head in
the fire and its roots in the water," should be kept in
mind. In orchard planting it is usual to plant about one
pistillate ones, and to pollinate, the
great clusters of flowers of male blossoms are tied to the
But where
leaf-stems above the cluster when expanded.

male tree to twenty-five

the two sexes are growing near each other the clusters
seem to be pollinated most likely by insects.
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When the
Possible Improvement by Crossing.
kept in mind that the date-palms commercially
grown in Egypt, Algiers, and Africa have come from
210.

fact is

selection

the earth,

and natural crossing
it

in half -barbarous parts of
naturally suggests the possibility of improve-

ment by crossing. The florists have done some work along
this line in some cases with not nearly allied species.
Burbidge states that Mr. M. Denis Hyeres secured an
interesting hybrid between Chamerops hvmilis and the
date-palm. In this case the leaves were like .those of date-

palm and

also the fruits

were similar, but the seed was too

large in proportion to the flesh.
close observer in Arizona will find that the

A

union of

the desirable traits of tree and fruit of two of the best
It
seedling varieties will prove an advantage.
that
the
best
varieties
from
imported
prove

may

also

Egypt or

Algiers are bearers of larger and better fruit, and larger
bunches, than any of the old seedlings, but they may not
In such cases' the
prove so hardy or perfect in tree.

The trees
crossing will most likely prove an advantage.
the
difficious
will
be
a
matter.
crossing
simple
being
211.

The Banana.

This valuable fruit

of

tropical

considerable quantity in southern
grown
it
will
as
Florida,
grow nearer the sea and on lower land
than the citrus fruits. It is also grown for ornament and
climates

a

home

in

is

fruit in

extreme southern Louisiana and in extreme

But the main supply of the United
from Central America, the West Indies, and
Mexico. It is also grown in greenhouses quite commonly
in all the States as an ornamental plant, from which wellIt is a far
developed bunches of fruit are often secured.
more interesting plant under glass than when growing
almost spontaneously around the settlers' cabins in Cuba.
Its immense undivided dark-green leaves are attractive,

south California.
States comes
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and

is very interesting to watch from day to day the
flower-bud
nnfold as it elongates by the expansion of
giant
the covering bracts under which the flowers appear. As
it

the separate tiers of bracts drop, the circle of ovaries
develop into young bananas. All this goes on as naturally

under glass as in

its

natal clime.

If the large bunch of
with its leaf -appen-

fruit ripens or aborts, the great stalk

dages dies like our raspberries after fruiting, while new
shoots are coming forward from the base to bear the next
year's crop.

The

no perfect seeds and the varieties are
from
the
suckers that spring up from the base
propagated
fruit has

of the stools.

This delicious tropical fruit is
212. The Pineapple.
native to Brazil, Mexico, and probably some of the West
India islands.
But doubts of this fact have arisen on

account of the wide distribution- of the plant to India,
China, Africa, and other tropical climates early in the
sixteenth century. But this was made possible by the easy
and safe transportation of the plant by means of the fruit.

The

partially ripe fruit will bear distant shipping, and the
became known to the early voyagers that the leafy
crowns of the fruit will grow when cut off and planted in

fact

warm

climates.
The suckers, also planted in earth, can
be safely carried on long voyages, which is not true of many
economic plants. It seems a common belief at the North

that the pineapple grows on trees.

when they

Hence the

surprise of

growing on a low plant, not as
tall as eight-rowed corn, on a stalk from one to four feet
high, like a humble cabbage in some respects. But unlike
the cabbage the stem rises from the centre of a rosette of
tourists

find

it

stiff leaves with rough edges.
The stalk that
bears dies as with the banana and raspberry, and like the
latter new suckers spring
for the next year's bearing.

sword-shaped

up
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But the suckers must be thinned to one or two if marketWith needed care to regulate the
is attained.
number of bearing suckers, and good cultivation and some
fertilizing of the soil, crops can be secured from the one
During a visit to Cuba in 1896
planting for many years.

able size

much

attention to their system of managIn some cases we found old
ing pineapple plantations.
that
had
not
been
renewed in twenty years,
plantations

the writer gave

but in no case were they equal in
to the
start

younger plantations.

new

size or

quantity of fruit

The more systematic growers

plantations to take the place of the old ones

about once in six years, as it is found that old plants give
too much trouble in thinning the sprouts from the buds
in the axils of the lower leaves and the rattoons or rooted

buds below the crown, and the fruit on the old plants
becomes too small. In Florida the plantation is renewed

from six to eight years, but the best crops
often are harvested from the second and third years of

at the close of

In Cuba the pineapple for market is planted on
bearing.
upland suitable for tobacco-growing, in rows about four
feet apart, with the plants three feet apart in the rows.
Suckers are usually used for planting, as they are stronger
and will come into bearing in one year. If crowns or
rattoons are used they are grown in nursery until strong
before planting.
The cultivation

is only one way, and the usual
plan is
the
line
of the rows as the fruit approaches
up
maturity, as we manage the sweet potato. This favors the

to hill

better rooting of suckers, but does not seem to benefit the
fruitage, as those who practised level culture secured as

good or better crops.

All growers practise very shallow
as
the
culture,
nitrogen-feeding roots run very close to the
surface.
So far as observed in western Cuba the cost of

growing an acre of pineapples

will not

much

exceed that
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of growing an acre of corn, if the level-surface plan is
adopted, with the exception of the added cost of planting

The soil is well supplied with phosphate
and
not seem to need fertilizing except the
does
pebbles
of
adding lightly
vegetable matter of some kind on old
the suckers.

lands, to give fresh
tion is started.

humus

to the soil

when

a

new

planta-

In Florida

it is claimed that the lath
covering iised to
the
in
winter
are
a
protect
plants
gain in summer in
the
and
fruit
from
hot sun.
the
But in
screening
foliage

Cuba the plantations
cultivated

soil

are in open exposure with heated
the rows, yet we never saw

between

healthier foliage nor tasted richer flavored fruit in any

country yet visited.
In Florida in 1894 over four million pineapples were
But the freeze of 1894-95 killed the plants,
marketed.

This resulted
except at the extreme south and on keys.
new plantations south of the latitude of

in the starting of

Tampa, under the

shelter of lath-covered sheds, with lath

spaced about the same as the frames used for evergreen

Under the sheds the plants
seedlings in the West (13).
are set out much thicker than in Cuba, using, it is said,
from eight to fifteen thousand plants to the acre, as varied
by variety and the different opinions of the planters.
The plants begin to bear in about eighteen months after
setting out if strong suckers jre planted, and with systematic care the plantations prove profitable for eight years
or more.
Those grown under sheds ripen a large part of

But
the crop in winter, when larger prices are secured.
on Florida keys, where sheds are not used, the fruit does
not ripen until April, and continues well into summer.
The pineapple
213. Increased TTse of the Pineapple.
be
said
to
a
commercial
fruit.
be
new
may
Europe procures the

main supply from the Azores

at prices out of the
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reach of the masses, and so immature that they are only
In California the supply comes
used in limited quantity.
from the Sandwich Islands in a nearly ripened condition

and find a ready market at moderate prices. In the States
east of the Rocky Mountains those reaching the markets
come from the "West India islands and Florida by sailingvessels mostly, and in imperfectly ripened condition, and
the same is true in the Western States to a still greater
extent.

As Lindley

said

many

years ago:

"The

pineapple

is

acknowledged to be one of the most delicious fruits in
But this was said of the ripe fruit when the
existence/'
is
too tender for slicing and can be eaten with
yellow pulp
In this condition it is not only nutritious but
a spoon.
Its free use cures
healthful to a remarkable degree.
is the best known remedy for throat diseases
and
dyspepsia,
and other troubles of the system. In this perfect and
healthful state it cannot reach distant markets, like the
orange and banana, but as a canned fruit it would soon find
an almost unlimited sale if put up in glass jars properly
Marmalades in glass will also retain
boxed for shipment.
the remarkable flavor of this queen of fruits, if the fully
In these suggestions the ease of growis used.
is considered, if we secure
fruit
in
Cuba
the
ing
proper
trade relations, and an actual test of canned pineapple and
ripe fruit

marmalade made by American ladies residing in Havana.
As grown in Florida, if shipped by rail the almost perfectly
ript! fruit can be delivered North as safely as the south
Georgia peaches.

The Loquat.

This is a combined ornamental and
shrub
or
small tree native to Japan and
fruit-bearing
China.
It has long, wide, evergreen leaves
decidedly
214.

and terminal panicles of white and very
flowers
that continue in succession from August
fragrant
ornamental,
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Decemoer as grown on the south coast, in Arizona,
and California. The fruits ripen from February to May,
and bear transportation as well as the orange. It is
creamy yellow in color, like a small apple, round or pyriform in shape, and grows in clusters almost like grapes.
It is from one to one and one half inches in diameter, with
quite large seeds, and with juicy, refreshing flesh mildly
For pies, jellies, marmalade, and dessert it is
subacid.
preferred by most persons to the cherry.
until

In its relationship this fruit seems
buds readily on the angers quince, pear,
and we have budded it on Pyrus arbutifolia, or bearberry,
It also grows readily from stratified seed
of the North.
215. Propagation.

uncertain.

It

But where select
is not required.
wanted for fruit-bearing, such as the Giant,
At the North
it is best to bud on angers quince stocks.
it is often propagated for growing in greenhouses and as
a house plant. In pots it fruits well in an ordinary livingkept moist, but freezing
varieties are

room.

The Pomegranate. This ancient fruit grows wild
and over central Asia, and some cultivated
varieties grow as far north as Samarcand, where the
In Bible history it was one of
winters are quite severe.
the fruits of the promised land, and it entered into the
myths and religious ceremonies of the ancient Eomans and
216.

in

Persia

Greeks.

In ancient times

its

seeds were used for a cooling

drink of special value in fevers and for general use in hot
weather as is practised at this time. The varieties grown
in south Florida and California were introduced from
south China and south Spain, and are not much hardier
If desirable, much hardier varieties of

than the orange.

equal size and beauty of fruit can be introduced from
central Asia, as Eegel says it is grown in Kulja on the

44th parallel of north latitude.

In Persia also very large
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varieties are

grown that are almost seedless and of excellent
saw and tested some of these varieties five

We

quality.

inches in diameter during the
East.
It is

much grown

summer

of 1882 in the far

in the Gulf States, Arizona,

fornia, but the fruit

is

not commercial, as

it is

and

Cali-

rarely seen

market except where locally grown. But it is superior
to the lemon for summer drinks, and the less acid varieties
with colored pulp have an agreeable, refreshing flavor,
and are recommended by physicians as a tonic. Indeed,
it seems a medicinal tree, as the astringent rind is used in
medicine and the bark of the root is used as a vermifuge
and in dysentery. It is quite easily propagated from hardwood cuttings planted early in the open ground and it
in

At the North, double
layers about as readily as the grape.
red and yellow varieties are prized for ornamental use in
plant-houses and in living-rooms. Where it bears as freely
as in the dry climate of Arizona, this

be made commercial

handsome

fruit

might

the people were educated to its use
as they have been with the lemon.
What is known as persimmon or
217. The Persimmon.

date

plum may be

and the United

if

said to be a

Candolle in his "

new

fruit in west

Europe

reason probably De
Origin of Cultivated Fruits" does not

States.

For

this

mention

it, yet he gives quite large space to many fruits
vastly inferior in size, value, and quality, to the varieties of
the persimmon (Diospyros kaki) grown in China and Japan

and to
of the

less

extent in south central Asia and the mild climates

United

States.

It is said

that the Japanese regard

the best varieties as the most desirable in

size, quality, and
of
the
fruits
in
In the south
that
climate.
beauty
grown
of France it is now grown as a profitable home and market

fruit,

says:

and in England, as grown under glass, Burbridge
" The fruit is
delicious, with a flavor like apricots."
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In the Southern States, P. J. Berckmans says of the best
varieties:

as to size

" The fruit
and color.

of all the varieties

The

is

very attractive
a bright

latter is usually of

orange-red or vermillion shade, which

is

more or

less

intensified according to variety.
The flesh varies accordto
but
is
of
a bright orange color,
varieties,
ing
usually
soft, rich,

and sweet, with an apricot

flavor;

when

soft the

Some varieties have
pulp should be eaten with a spoon.
reddish-brown flesh and are usually edible when quite
solid.

A

peculiarity of these consists in both red, or half

red and half brown, fleshed specimens produced on the
same tree. This is frequently the case when several
varieties are

grown near each

other, possibly showing the

effect of cross pollination."

As to marketing the fruit, Mr. G. L. Taber says in the
"Cyclopedia of American Horticulture": "The market

A

value of the fruit is at present more or less erratic.
large proportion of the fruit-eating people of the North do
not yet know what a fine fruit the Japanese persimmon is.

The

fruits

have to be shipped while hard and allowed to

ripen after they reach their destination. Commission men
are likely to sell them, and the public attempt to eat them,
a

week or two ahead

of the proper stage of ripeness; hence
its best condition is compara-

the Japan persimmon in

known."
new fruits the public must be educated to their
use.
The Japan persimmon has the one peculiarity that
it can be
shipped when hard and taken home for family
use when hard.
But like some of our best pears the
To aid
people should be taught to ripen it in the house.
in this work a circular of instruction should at first be
furnished the dealer, and to each purchaser for home use.
218. The Native Persimmons.
The. native species
tively little

Like

all

(Diospyros Virginiana]

is

indigenous to

all

parts of the
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Southern States known to the writer, and along the
some cases, extends north to the 40th
it, in

streams

parallel.

The

fruit of the best varieties

is

small as com-

pared with the Japan varieties, which often weigh half a
pound, and large specimens often weigh from ten to twelve
ounces.

The

largest of the native varieties tested

by the

writer has been less than two inches in diameter and well

Yet prior to the advent of the Japan
some of the best native sorts were locally prized
in the South and propagated by nurserymen.
No horticultural work would prove more interesting and
loaded with seeds.
varieties

possibly valuable than crossing the seedless varieties of the
South, with fruit one inch in diameter, with the seedless

Japan (Tanenashi), with fruit three and one half inches in
diameter. Such hybrids would be apt to follow the natives
in hardiness, as our native is nearest to Nature (104), and
the probable seedless fruit may be of medium size and
impro\ed flavor. Such a variety might become specially
valuable for drying.
As yet, drying the best ripe Japan persimmons has been
experimental, but the decision of experts has been in its
favor.

A

testing committee in several instances has decided
that the dried persimmons were far better in quality and

more nutritious and healthful than the best Smyrna figs.
Another line of improvement would be in the way of
importing hardier varieties from northern Japan and from
The writer does not know the extent of
central Asia.
persimmon-growing in central Asia, but at the Nishni
Novgorod fair we were told that the fruit attained large
size and was dried for commerce and home use in great
Regel says: "The date plum in the warmer
quantity.
This would
district of Darvas becomes a large tree."
indicate it to be a different species from that of the
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we have from Japan.

varieties

and

As Darvas

is

on the 40th

far into the interior of the continent,

parallel
safely believe that their cultivated varieties

we may

would prove

much

hardier than those from .the Japan island in the Gulf
It would now be easy
to secure the varieties grown in central Asia and it would

stream on about the same latitude.

prove interesting

Japan

not profitable to cross them with the

if

varieties.

219. Propagation and Management.
is easily propagated for stocks

simmon

planted early in the South or
fied.

Select

collar-grafted

later, if

The

native per-

from the seeds

the seeds are strati-

and the Japan sorts are
But it is best to transthe
upon
seedlings.
native

varieties

plant the seedlings to nursery rows before collar-grafting
is done, as it gives a better root system.
Budding is also
but
this
on
should
If
be
practised,
transplanted stocks.

budded or grafted where the tap-roots went down from
the seed they r.re difficult to transplant successfully.
Top-working the native species as it stands in orchard,
or growing wild, is often practised profitably.
Even in
the pine barrens of Florida the top-grafted Japan varieties
have formed fine heads and borne heavy crops.

The

native varieties are usually dioecious (34); but the

Japan sorts are momjecious. or at least most varieties
have enough staminate flowers for pollination. Yet it has
been proven that the best crops are obtained by interbest

mingling

varieties,

with the result of \arying

tiie fruit to

some extent by

cross pollination.
That is, the varieties
with red flesh are often half red and half brown, or some

other shade, on the same tree.

The continued heavy crops after the trees come into
bearing dwarfs the trees so that they make small annual
growth. Hence the usual distance apart is about the same
as for dwarf pears,

from twelve to

fifteen feet

each way.
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Yet isolated trees first planted in the Southern States we
have seen from thirty-five to forty feet in height, with
spread of branches like a Southern pear-tree of the Japan

The fruit is borne on the new growth mainly, hence
type.
the pruning is in the way of taking out the dead wood and
thinning the inner branches.
220.

This

The Guava.

is

often called the apple

of

The fruits of the best tropical varieties
tropical climates.
It is an
are often as large as a good -sized a.pple or pear.
immense

The

bearer.

in southern Florida.

fruit ripens from August to October
If all that start at one time ripened

together the load could not be supported and the fruit
would be small. In Cuba it is quite a pest, as it springs
up in every unoccupied spot as dropped by the birds. It

seems that no special efforts have been made to secure the
best varieties, as the large white-fleshed varieties brought
from the East Indies to England we have not seen equalled
The greater part
in Cuba or extreme south California.

commercial guava jelly comes from the West Indies.
The fruit of this species is pear-shaped and is known as
Psidium py rife-rum by botanists. This as seen in Cuba
of the

is

small, smooth, with yellow color of skin

when

in flavor.

mainly grown.
pulpy purplish

and

of sweet

and

flesh,

and

aromatic, mildly acid, and really good
In south California the strawberry guava is

fully ripe

it is

This also
flesh,

sour,

yellow variety

is

is

small,

white at centre.

claret colored,
It

with

has a mingling

distinct strawberry flavor.
The
prized for jelly-making and for

and a
also

and marmalade. In Florida what are known
as the Japan and yellow strawberry types are grown

making

tarts

mainly with foliage looking much like that of the camelia.
These will endure about as much frost as the orange, and
if

frozen

two years.

down they come into bearing from the seed 'in
At this time some Florida parties have com-
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bined to grow pineapples and tropical guavas in western
Cuba. They will propagate the varieties of best grade by
grafting
cally

and growing from large cuttings.
jelly and marmalade

managed guava

as a trade product

wherever oranges are

If systematiwill

be found

sold.

Planting
the seeds where the trees are to stand and top- grafting or
crown-grafting them has given the best results in starting
If the Indian
plantations in Cuba by American growers.
varieties are introduced the fruits also can be shipped from

as safely as the orange and at comparatively
an enormous bearer.

Cuba

low

rates, as it is

221.

The Tomato.

This South American fruit has in

recent years been developed in size and quality of fruit to
an extent that can never be equalled with the tree fruits.
Bailey says: "There is every reason to believe that the

tomato originally had a two- celled fruit, but in the course
of amelioration it has multiplied thelocules or cells; it has
also modified the foliage

and stature of the plant."

During the past fifty years the large-fruited varieties
have been developed by crossing, selection, and culture,
and it has become a commercial fruit in canned form that
Over a large
reaches about every part of Christendom.
it
under
of
is
west Europe
glass, but in
part
grown
climates where the dent corns ripen it matures in the open
air.
A large part of the immense output of canned
tomatoes is put up by canneries in the prairie States, and
of late in the Southern States and western New York.
In tropical climates it is a perennial, and we have seen it
in Cuba with stem six inches in diameter, from which fruit
was picked from the roof of two-story buildings. In west
Europe, where quite acid fruits are prized, it is used in ripe
state by many for eating and preferred to apples; but it is
mainly used everywhere for stewing or for table use in
fully ripened condition with cream and sugar.
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The Melons.

watermelon

is

The

obscure.

history of the rnuskmelon and
probable that De Candolle

It is

right in his conclusion that they were originally native
But in
both north and south of the equator.
and
times
into
central
Asia
were
spread
they
prehistoric
is

to Africa,

developed to fully their present perfection ages before

America was discovered.
In 1882 the writer was astonished by the size and quality
of these fruits brought up the Volga on barges from the Caspian, but grown in part on the lower Volga, but largely
in Persia and Turkestan. In 1898 Professor N. E. Hansen
was still more surprised by the size and perfection of
melons of Russian Turkestan. Of muskmelons he says:
"
Upon reaching Transcaucasia, north of Armenia, between
the Black and Caspian seas, extra large muskmelons were
observed, especially in the region near Mount Ararat.
But it was not until the cotton-growing sections east of

the Caspian Sea, in Turcomania,

Bokhara,

Amu

Daria,

Samarkand, and Tashkend, all in Russian Turkestan, just
north of Persia and Afghanistan and west of China, were
climax in size of muskmelons was
Ordinary specimens of many varieties weighed
fully thirty pounds, as purchased in the bazars, and
government officials informed me that select specimens
reached that the

observed.

often weighed over one Russian pood (equals thirty-six
pounds avoirdupois) each.
" Some varieties do not
ripen on the vines, but are hung
up in slings in the houses close to the ceiling and ripen
through the winter and spring."
The watermelons of the far East are equally variable in
size and season.
As to season they include the earliest
known, and they also include varieties with a thin, hard
shell that

keep well through winter.

226
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In a melon test at Brookings, South Dakota, in 1898,
thirty-five American and fifty-six Oriental varieties were
tested.
Of this test Professor Hansen reports: "The five
best varieties in order of earliness were United States

Department of Agriculture Nos. 23, 32, 16, 19, 79.
United States Department No. 23 ripened perfectly and
was a red -fleshed melon of excellent quality."
All these early varieties were Oriental.
As an example
of late-maturing varieties the writer planted in 1883 a
quarter of an acre of a late Russian variety beside a public

road on the grounds of the Agricultural College at Ames,
Iowa.
They made a fine, even growth, and ripened in
September a heavy crop of melons with such a hard shell
that students supposed

them

to be squashes,

and not a

When
single one was tested until they were gathered.
tested in September the quality was not surpassed by any
variety of the vicinity, yet they kept in the cellar as well
At the winter meeting of the Iowa
as Hubbard squashes.
State Horticultural Society the third Tuesday in January,
they were tested, and the decision was reached that "no

in quality was known, .but watermelons in
out of season."
were
January
We now have melons of high quality adapted to all
parts of the country where the summers are hot enough

superior

But the
commercial centres of melon culture and distribution are
usually in sections where summer droughts are not usual,
where irrigation water is available, or on land where the
melon roots can reach permanent water, as on Muscatine
to ripen the earliest-maturing varieties of corn.

Island in Iowa.

The main essentials to profitable melon-growing are a
warm, sandy loam soil, good culture, moist but not wet
Melonsoil at the roots, and not least, purity of the seed.
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growers with some experience save their own seed from
grown where they could not mix with

selected specimens

As early ripening is desirable North and
usual to plant the seeds on sods under glass
for setting out as soon as the weather favors for early local
use and shipping.
other varieties.

South,

it

is

CHATTER XVIL
THE AMERICAN GRAPES.
Grape History and Development.
Except on
on the west coast our grapes may be said to
In some cases the varieties grown
be truly American.
east of the Rocky Mountains are hybrids produced by
223.

favored

soils

crossing with the European species; yet, as Professor Bailey
says, "the grape of Europe and of history has always led

when introduced into our Eastern
now wholly supplanted by the ameliorated

a precarious existence
States,

and

it is

offspring of the native species."
No part of the earth is richer in native species of the
grape, and their development in a comparatively brief

period by seedling production, selection, and crossing has

no parallel case in modern horticultural

history.

At this time the dessert use of the grape in the States
and Territories of the Union is not equalled in any part
of Europe.

Grapes are grown in private gardens in

all

parts, and commercial growing of the fruit has developed
to such extent that good dessert grapes in baskets are now

supplied to every grocery, lumber camp, and mining disin autumn to past mid -winter.
period of grape-eating has been extended until it
about equals that of the apple, pear, and orange. The
work of improving the dessert quality of the grape is still
trict

from gathering time

The

going on, and some of our young people

will live to

228

enjoy
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the period in the near future when grapes as high in
quality as the best known in Europe or Asia will become

commercial over the Union.

So far we have been working

to secure desirable dessert varieties, while in

Europe the

leading effort has been in the direction of perfecting the

wine grapes.

On
grown
its
is

the Pacific slope the European varieties have been
successfully since the first Spanish settlement, and

seeds have been scattered by birds and animals until it
as a wild vine in the hills.
At Fresno,

now common

California, in the Salt River valley of Arizona, and at
other points in the arid sections, the raisin varieties reach
a perfection rarely attained in their natal home on the

Mediterranean hills. The commercial growing of the best
raisin grapes not only requires the soil and air suited to
their perfect development, but the hot, dry air needed for
In our broad domain,
their drying must be continuous.
therefore,

we not only grow the

best wine

and table grapes

of Europe, and the best raisin grapes of the Orient, but are
blessed with a new race, home developed, adapted to the
less equable sections east of the mountains.
The
native species from which the best of our northern varieties
have been developed by selection and crossing is the Vitis

wants of

labrusca of the Eastern States.

This

is

known

as the fox

Eastern States, Canada, and south to the
grape
Gulf.
Such varieties as the Concord, Worden, Moore's
Early, Cottage, and indeed about all of our best northern
in the

grapes, sprang

from seeds of

The summer grape

this species.

South and
(
Southwestern States has given us some good varieties for
Norton's Virwine-making, and some for dessert use.
ginia,

Vitis cestivalis) of the

Herbemont, Cynthiana, Hermann, and other

varie-

ties are of this class.

The

river-bank wild grape of the West and Southwest
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Vitis riparia) has given us such pure-flavored varieties
as Elvira, Transparent, Faith, Montefiore, and others.
(

What

are

known

as the Post-oak varieties are

improved

types of the Turkey grape of the Southwest, which is only
This has given such
a stocky variation of Vitis cestivalis.
excellent

Southern varieties

pure-flavored

Beacon, and Bailey.
The Muscadine grape of the South

(

as

Carman,

Vitis rotundifolia)

has given such pure-flavored varieties as Eden, Flowers,
James, and the Scuppernong.
true that some of our desirable varieties, such
and Purity, are such wide departures

It is also

as Delaware, Isabella,

from primitive types that
In

many

cases

it

is

it is

known

not easy to classify them.
that favorite varieties are

crosses with the foreign species, and it is more than probable that others will show traces of foreign parentage when
grown from seed.

224.
easily

Grape-propagation.

from

The grape

seeds, layers, cuttings of the

is

propagated

new wood, and

It is only grown from seeds where attempts
made to develop new varieties by crossing or selection
The different modes of layering are outlined in
(110).

by grafting.
are

sections (52)
tion (60).

and

(53)

and growing by cuttings

in sec-

In growing vines from cuttings commercially, specially
As an instance, in Iowa they
favorable soils are selected.
succeed best on the loess
soil is

very

soils of

the Missouri slope, as this
and favorable

fine in texture of its particles

for drainage in wet periods and for the ascent of moisture
from below in dry ones. In New York for the same

reasons grape-vines are grown commercially on the finely
comminuted and well-drained soils on the east shores of

Lake Erie. While it is true that grapes can be grown
from cuttings on almost any soil it is yet true that only
}
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subsoils will develop strong one-year-old

vines with long and strong roots.
225. Growing Vines from Single Buds.

The growing
from single buds is mainly practised with new
varieties where rapid propagation is desired with a limited
stock of new wood. It is also practised with such varieties
as Delaware, that do not readily root from dormant
The buds are cut from
cuttings planted in the open air.
thoroughly ripened wood late in autumn and kept in moist
In February or March
cellar, where they will not get dry.
at the North the wood is divided into cuttings, as shown
of vines

in Fig. 64.

FIG. 64.

The

cuttings are stuck in shallow boxes

Single-eye cuttings.

grooves shaved

filled

A, usual plan of cutting; B, some
off the lower side.

with pure sand, inserting at an angle so the bud will be
upward and not more than half an inch below the sand.

The

filled

boxes are placed in a propagating house with

gentle bottom

The

heat.

is about fifty degrees and
that of the sand about forty degrees. When the leaves begin
to expand the heat can be increased, both of air and sand.

best temperature of the air

is kept uniformly moist, but not wet.
When the
a
have
made
of
two
or
inches
three
growth
cuttings
they

The sand

The

are potted in two- or three-inch pots.

where the

air is confined

pots are placed

and quite moist for a few days,

when they can be gradually exposed

to the outer air

when

With some care in ventilaspring
sufficiently advanced.
tion the boxes of cuttings can be placed in a hot-bed for
is

rooting.

Grape-cuttings are often

made from unripe
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These root more rapidly from single-eye cuttings
than those from ripe wood, but they rarely make healthy,
wood.

Some really valuable new grapes have
strong plants.
made a bad reputation by being propagated at first from
green wood cuttings.
226. Grafting the Grape.
Grafting the grape is mainly
confined during recent years to the parts of Europe and
California where the varieties of the European species

The destruction of vineyards
the
became
a
national
calamity in France,
by
phylloxera
and soon extended to Germany and the Pacific slope of the
(

Vitis viniferd) are grown.

States.
After testing hundreds of plans for the
destruction of this tiny insect, it was found that grafting
the European varieties and their hybrids on stocks of our

United

wild species ( Vitis riparia) gave the best success, as this
In the
stock is less injured by this destructive louse.
States east of the mountains it is also found beneficial to
graft such hybrid varieties as Brighton, Salem, Lindley,
and Wilder on phylloxera-resisting stocks. In some sections the Delaware also succeeds far better

worked on

Vitis

riparia stocks.

Where young
of Grafting the Grape.
used
wild
stocks
are
of
our
species, one of the
seedling
The earth
surest and easiest methods is sliown at Fig. 65.
is scraped away from the crown of the stock and the top
227.

Some Modes

crown is sloped upward as in whip-grafting
In
this
slope a gash is cut as in whip-grafting,
(84).
The scion has a wedge
care
not
to
taking
split the stock.
with
as
shown
in
a
65,
tongue,
part of the lower end
Fig.
of the cut-off

soil.
No waxing is needed, but the soil is
banked up to the top bud of the scion. This grafting is
done before the sap starts in the spring.
As the lower end of the scion takes root it must be cut

stuck in the
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union has taken place, where the native root

desired.

In grafting above the ground on wild vines we have
found the plan shown in Fig. 66 very successful. After

FIG. 65. Grape- grafting.
(After Bailey.)

FIG. 66.
grape.

Top-grafting the
(After Hussman.)

the leaves are well started in the spring, wrap wire around
the vine as shown between the nodes.
Below and above

gash the vine for the insertion of a scion wedged at both
After springing in the scion, secure it by tying as

ends.

shown and wax the wounds made at points of insertion.
The bud on the scion will soon start growth, and during
the season the writer has had a growth of six or more feet
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from the scion bud without removing the top of the stock.
Indeed, we have had the best success where the top has
not been cut away until the next season, when the growth
of scion is able to use all the sap flow. Eoses, shrubs, and
other vines can be safely grafted in this way early in the
spring and the top cut away when growth begins.

The common commercial plan used
large scale

is

in California

on a

quite as successful in the States east of the
mountains.
By this plan the

ordinary cleft grafting (90) is
practised, using scions fourteen
inches long. If the established
stock is not more than half to
three fourths of an

inch in

diameter at the crown only one
scion

is .inserted.

i*

in

But

if

an

diameter two scions

are put in
one on each side,
(After Bailey.)
with the bark of stock and scion together, as shown in
Fig. 67.

of the long scion or scions is to make use of the
The long scions
sap pressure from the established stocks.
are tied to a small stake for support and are banked to the

The use

top bud.
often,

if

Long

grafts

thus inserted with fmit-buds,
I have had

permitted, ripen fruit the first year.

the best success with the long-scion system when dormant scions were inserted after the leaves of the stock had

begun

to

expand and the

first

heavy sap pressure was over.

The inarching (54) method practised for instruction
German school gardens is also worthy the attention

in

of

Cuttings or plants are started around a cultivated vine trained on a stake. As the stocks grow upward
on small stakes, a branch or shoot of the cultivated variety
amateurs.

is

inarched on the top shoot of the stock.

This union

is
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accomplished during the season of most active growth and
new wood cell formation. When united the shoot' of the
cultivated variety is severed just below the point of union
of the stock just above it, giving a top- worked

and the top

vine for planting where wanted.
Much has
228. Best Soil and Location for Vineyard.
been written on this topic that after experience has shown
little foundation.
About three leading facts deserve
the attention of commercial planters:

had

(1) Air-drainage (97) is essential for protection from
early spring or early autumn frosts at the North.
(2) The porous subsoil is required that will give drain-

age in a wet time and permit moisture to ascend to the

upper
(3)

a dry period.
Dark-colored soil with

soil in

humus and nitrogen
develops long-jointed

is

an abundant

not desirable for

supply of

profit,

wood and rampant growth not

as

it

fa^or-

able for early, well ripened, or good crops of fruit.
Rather
thin land for a good corn crop gives the best fruit in
quality, and freedom from rot of fruit or disease of vine.

But such land may need barnyard manure, potash, and
phosphoric acid as the vines get age. Even in the South
and California the best grapes in quality, and for shipping
or wine-making, are

grown on lands not

rich

enough for

the best crops of corn.
Yet it is true that good grapes
can be grown for home use and local market on any dry

land over a large part of the Union by selecting the
varieties adapted to the varied condition of soil, latitude,

and longtitude.
Varied Sections. It is not easy to
one
any
variety adapted to all parts of the Union.
Such dessert varieties as Concord, Worden, Moore's Early,
229. Varieties for

select

and Cottage

as yet are the cosmopolitan varieties starred
or double starred by the American Horticultural Society
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But different parts
in nearly all the States of the Union.
of the United States present such varied soil and air conditions that about all the highest developed varieties of
the world find with us congenial conditions. In California

such exquisite table grapes as the Flame, Tokay, Emperor,
Black Hamburg, Chasselas, Verdal, and Thompson's

grown to perfection, and in the hot, dry
valley at Fresno, and in the Salt Eiver valley of Arizona,
such raisin grapes as White Muscat, Sultana, Thompson's
seedling are

seedling and other choice varieties are grown in immense
The importance of the raisin interests can be
quantity.

estimated by the fact that 103,000,000 pounds of raisins
were produced in 1894. It is also suggestive that one

thousand car-loads of table grapes have reached the
Eastern States from the west coast in a single year. The
wine-grape interest has also been developed on the west
coast to an extent not reached at any other point in
America. In the South the highly developed varieties of
the vinifera type grown on the west coast are not a success,
of the native species by Munson and
in the experimental stage.
As yet the varieties
for the Northern market for dessert use are such as

and the development
others

grown

is

Concord, Worden, Moore's Early, Ives, Moore's Diamond,
Delaware, Niagara, Lindley, and a few others. The dessert
variety that finds most favor in the North as put up by

Southern growers is the Delaware.
But farther south a new era is dawning in dessert-grape
culture.
Some of the hybrids produced by crossing the
best European varieties with the best Southern native
species have been tested, such as Brilliant, Gold Coin,
Muench, Superb, and Eden. When some of the best of
these recently developed varieties become commercial, they
will be favorites in the Northern markets, as they have the

tender, juicy, sprightly texture peculiar to the Delaware,
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found in the vinifera varieties of the west

coast.

In the North it may be said that any neighborhood
where dent, or even the eight-rowed flint, corn can be
ripened, will permit the ripening of some of our American
As yet commercial grape growing is confined to
grapes.
the near vicinity of our lakes and the bluff soils of our
large rivers. East of Lake Erie, in New York, over 25,000

now planted in what is known as the Chautauqua
In this belt, and in Ohio, Concord, Worden,

acres are
belt.

Moore's Early, Niagara, and Catawba are mainly grown
in baskets over a large part of the Northern

and shipped

Rocky Mountains. Other grape-growing
south of Lake Erie, in Ohio, at Ontario,
In
Michigan, and on the Mississippi bluffs in Missouri.
these centres the recent tendency has been in the direction
States east of the

centres

are

growing improved varieties of better quality than ConIn the newer plantations on Lake Erie, and south,

of

cord.

Catawba, Moore's Early, Moore's Diamond, Brighton,
Worden, Cottage, and Niagara are now planted mingled
with the Roger hybrids.
Dealers and consumers are now demanding varieties

comparing favorably in quality with Brighton, Isabella,
and Delaware. The wine interests on the Missouri bluffs
and in the Lake Erie region are also seeking for better
varieties for pressing.

The newer

plantings at this time are largely of such

and Cynthiana,
wine-making and the bottling of the unfermeuted

varieties as Delaware, Norton's Virginia,

for

juice.

230. Distance

Apart and Planting.

It is

not easy to

formulate rules in regard to distance apart of vines in
plantation. Those familiar with our native varieties know
that the Delaware with

its

relatively short

growth

will

not

238
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much room as Moore's Early, which has longer
internodes and requires longer pruning than most varieties.
As a rule, the strong-growing Labrusca varieties should

require as

be planted ten feet apart in the rows and the rows should
In the South such strong-growing
be ten feet apart.
varieties as Herbemont, and the ^Estivalis hybrids are

planted twelve to fourteen feet apart in the rows and the
rows nine feet apart.

In California, with the very short system of pruning on
low stumps, the rows are planted eight feet apart each way.
With increased experience, the tendency of recent
plantings has been to plant far enough apart to give room
for root-expansion and to give air movement and circulation both ways between the rows.
In planting, first-class one-year-old vines grown on

As to depth of
selected soil (60) give^ the best results.
direction
has
usual
been
to
the
plant about as
planting,
in
But
increased
as
stood
nursery.
they
experience
deep

now

In the prairie States, and
favors deeper planting.
over the North, where root-killing of young vines is
common, it is customary now to plant vines fully eighteen

When planted, only about the
inches deep on dry soil.
usual covering is pressed down on the roots.
As the
season advances the holes are gradually filled in connecWith this deep planting, if the
tion with the culture.
upper nitrogen-feeding roots are

killed, the

deeper water-

feeding roots will sustain the plants until new surface
roots are developed. This deep setting is now also gaining
ground in California and the South. Where vineyards
are started in the raisin-producing sections of California
and Arizona, the cuttings are stuck two feet deep, and

Mr. Gustaf Eisen of Fresno

some cuttings

states:

"For

trial

I planted

of raisin grapes five feet deep, and they were
at one year old several times larger than those set two feet
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deep, and bore fruit the first summer." In this deep
setting of cuttings or vines the lower part sends out rootlets
which extend growth still deeper in soil not too wet. But

The
the surface roots are sent out in proper position.
gain is merely in the first year's growth, as when set in
the ordinary way the deep roots will be extended in due
time.

231. Varied

Modes

of Training.

Under

natural condi-

tions the wild vine climbs to the top of forest-trees and
spreads out laterally in the tops, where it bears fruit

exposed to the sun and air. While the vine is climbing
it
rarely if ever shows fruit until a branch assumes

upward

an approach to the horizontal position. Under cultivation
practically the same plan is followed except in the way of
shortening the stem and controlling the amount of fruit
produced by cutting back the new growth, which alone
In Nature, the tree or
produces the flowers and fruit.
rocks to which it clings gives stability and relative freedom
from damage from winds, while under culture this is given
in California by adopting the dwarf-tree form and in other
sections by training on stakes or a wire trellis.
Many
plans of training on wire trellis have been practised in this
country and Europe, but in this connection only those
generally practised in this country will be considered.
232. Training for Laying Down at the North.
In the

North, especially in the prairie States, vines are pruned
autumn and the canes laid down for winter cover-

late in

avoid much bending in laying down, the main
trained on the lower wire, as in Fig. 68.
first year it is usual to allow the vines to grow oh

To

ing.

cane

is

The

the ground without care.

They

are not

much

in the

way

in cultivation, and they make about as much root growth
and ripen their wood quite as well as when tied up. In

the

fall

the growth

is

cut back to a stub which

is

covered
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with a

mound

coarse

manure

and in the far North a covering of
applied over the mound, as young vines

of earth,
is

are liable to be root-killed the

first

season after setting

out.

The next spring the

trellis

should be made.

For

this

system four wires are used, the lower one eighteen inches
from the ground and the others about ten inches apart.

FIG. 68.

Completed vine.

The

lines at base

show where

to prune.

is usually selected.
The supportare
set
from
to fourteen feet apart, with
twelve
ing posts
the end posts well braced to prevent being drawn inward,

No. 12 galvanized wire

when the vines are loaded with foliage and fruit.
The second spring after building the trellis, carefully
uncover the stubs and permit only one bud to grow,
the others as they start.
Train the vine perand
when
it
reaches
the
pendicularly,
top wire pinch off

rubbing

off

the terminal point to develop laterals and growth below.
In the fall cut off the laterals or side branches close to the

main cane and cut the main cane back

to well-ripened
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In laying the cane down for covering, some earth
as an aid to the careful bend-

removed from the crown,

ing of the cane, as low down as possible.
The third season, about the time the buds begin to start,
take up the cane and tie to the lower wire, as shown in
Fig. 69.

FIG. 69.

as

Vine in spring of third season.

During the third summer laterals are started upward,
shown in Fig. 70, which is effected by some pinching

When the laterals reach the top wire
of surplus shoots.
This pinching of the terminals
are
back.
they
pinched
favors the formation of fruit-buds near the

main

cane.

In

the third year cut back the upright shoots, as
shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 70. The terminal cane
is not dotted for cutting, as it is left entire for the extenthe

fall of

sion of the cane on the lower wire, as

when

shown

in Fig. 71,

up the fourth spring. Usually with this system
the vines give some fruit the third season.
tied

The fourth spring

shoots spring

up from the

spurs,
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shown in Fig. 71, and are pinched at the top wire and the
main laterals are pinched to give shorter and firmer
In the

growth.

FIG. 70.

Vine

fall

fall

the canes are ..gain cut back at the

of third year. Dotted line shows where to cu'
in fall pruning.

FIG. 71.

Vine in spring of fourth year.

dotted lines in Fig. 72, leaving from three to six buds
depending on the perfection of the canes.

The

fifth

season, as

season the vine

shown

is

in Fig. 68.

s

completed at the close of the

The gain

in this system is
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for winter protection

and the

even distribution of the bearing wood.

In the prairie
States it is also a gain to keep the fruit near the ground,
with a leaf canopy above, but a circulation of air beneath.
But the permanent success of the plan depends on

summer pinching of the up-growing shoots and laterals.
This summer pinching, if started early, develops fruit-buds
low down on the laterals. If not pinched, the buds will

FIG. 72.

Vine in autumn of fourth year,
where to prune.

Dotted lines show

We

have kept
develop higher up, requiring longer spurs.
a vine on this plan for twelve years without undue increase
in length of spurs.
If any of them get too long a new
shoot can usually be started upward from the lower part
of the spur.
233. Diagonal Training Plan.
In the prairie States,
and in other extended areas, a simple renewal system is
practised that is only a variation of the system generally
The
practised in the Chautauqua district of New York.
first

year the vines remain on the ground.

In the

are cut back to a stub with two or three buds

fall

they

and mounded.
The four-wire trellis is built the second spring and two
canes are started from the stub which are trained perpen
dicularly and pinched when they reach the top wire.
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In the fall the strongest laterals are pruned to spurs
with two or three eyes and the main cane is cut back to a
The third spring the two
length of about three feet.
canes are both trained, in the same direction, diagonally

on the

wires.

The after pruning is on the same plan except that the
main canes are longer and some of the strongest laterals
of some varieties can be pruned to longer spurs.
The gain in training all canes in one direction is that it
favors the bending over and covering the bearing wood in
winter.
On the grounds of the Iowa Agricultural College
at

Ames, a vineyard

of about one acre planted with such

Concord, Worden, Moore's Early, Cottage,
and
some of the Koger hybrids was managed
Telegraph,
the
in
writer
this way for a period of fifteen years.
by
varieties as

The canes were not wholly covered in winter. The bearing wood was bent over to the ground, some prunings
placed over the spurs, with enough earth to hold them
down.
Some earth was also thrown around the crown,
leaving the

stiff

part of the stems exposed to

Bending down and covering the bearing
knife wounds on the spurs, materially

the

air.

Avood, with its
lessens winter

evaporation and increases the yield and quality of the
fruit, even in parts of the West where the exposed tops are
not liable to be injured by winter's cold. During a period
of eighteen years this vineyard produced heavy and regular
crops without renewal of the canes, except in the way of

starting

new

shoots from near the crown and cutting cut
when the new ones were old enough for

the old canes
bearing.
234. The

High Renewal System.

In relatively mild

climates where winter protection is not essential, such as
western New York, the river bluffs of Missouri, and in
sections of the South, n modified system of high renewal
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Three wires are

with the lower wire usually twenty
The renewal head is started on
inches above the ground.

used for the

trellis,

a tree-like stem at or near the lower wire, as shown in
It will be noticed that dd in the illustration are
Fig. 73.

wood

of the preceding year's growth which may be called
spurs of bearing wood of the preceding year's
It will also be observed that spurs for fruitgrowth.

long

bearing are

left

on the short arms g and

FIG. 73.

High renewal

5.

After growth

plan, vine pruned.

form on the young shoots on the lower
As growth
extends from dd and the arms, it is tied to the upper
starts the fruit will

wire and between the lower and second wire.
wires.

At the next pruning the long spurs dd are cut away and
by other long shoots that have grown
the
arms.
from
up
Those who have some experience will realize at once that
with this high renewal system no two vines will permit the
formation of arms or stubs in the same position.
The
main essentials are the retaining of arms or stubs capable
of starting new growth, and the annual renewal of the
their places are taken

long spurs dd.
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In starting young plantations on this plan, the cane is
trained upright on a small stake, the second year to the
lower wire, where it is caused to divide by pinching.

When the vines are fully established the arms or stubs
are renewed or shortened every two or three years by startIf this is not
ing new shoots direct from the old head.
done the arms or stubs would soon get too long.
Fifteen years ago when
235. The Pacific Slope System.
the writer

made
all

his first study of the fruits of the west
the vineyards of the raisin, wine, and

coast, nearly
table grapes of the vinifera class were grown on the selfAt
supporting dwarf-tree, like form shown in Fig. 74.

FIG. 74.

Self-supporting vine.

that time the writer expressed the opinion that the system
was faulty, for the reasons that it exposed much of the

sun and that the sap pressure early in the
season was too great for the few growing points and that
sooner or later it would result in diseased conditions.

fruit to the hot

.

Visits to the west coast since that time have not

changed

Disease has ruined hundreds of vineyards
this opinion.
with this system of short pruning, while those who have
practised longer pruning, with wire or stake support, have,
so far as known to the writer, grown more perfect fruit,

have had

less rot,

and the vines have retained health and
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escaped the fungous disease that baffled the scientists as to
its identity.
In the few cases where grape-growers have

adopted the high-arm system of the Chautauqua belt (Fig.
73), the stem and arms have with the vinifera varieties
grown large, bat the surface for starting new growth is
much larger and the side growth on the lower wire has
relieved the sap pressure and given more fruit less subject
to rot and sun scalding than with the old short-spur stub

system.
236. Other Systems of Pruning.
The fan renewal system adopted in parts of the Union is much like the

diagonal-training plan of the prairie States, except that in
this system the canes are trained in both directions on
the wire, as shown in Fig. 75.
What is known as the

Thomery system

FIG. 75.

is

shown

at Fig. 76.

This

is

not as com-

Two-year-old vine pruned on the fan system.

plicated in practice as

it

appears.

It is useful in

home

grounds where space is limited, where a single row can be
It is really the laying-down
started in a sunny situation.
in
two
stories
The vines are planted
height.
(232)
plan
eight feet apart and every alternate one is run up to the
top wires, while the intermediate vines fruit on the lower
trellis.

too high

In this double-decked plan the spurs will soon get
if every shoot that starts from the lower side of

248
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the spur is not saved or at least enough are saved to keep
up a renewal of the spurs at least once in three years.
With this care we have made a Thomery row in the
garden very profitable and satisfactory for many years,

MJiiiM
FIG. 76.

Thomery

training.

giving five or six varieties, ripening at different times on
the same garden row.
237. Cultivation

and Manuring.

Whatever may

be

said of continued culture of the orchard fruits, there can

be no difference of opinion as to the need of continued
culture of the grape.
However excellent a variety may
be, the experienced

grower will not believe that perfect
bunches and good dessert fruit can be picked, from vine
rows in which weeds and grass have been permitted to

The usual plan of vineyard culture is to use a
grow.
small turning plow in the spring, after the vines are tied
to the wires, turning the furrows toward the rows.
As
the weeds start in the line of the rows they are taken out
with the hoe in connection with some of the earth thrown

inward by the plow, working on both sides of the row.
The after culture is with the cultivator and harrow, keepAfter midsummer the
ing the top soil mellow and level.
culture should not be deeper than three inches, as deep
culture at this period interferes with the root-hairs needed
for fruit development.
Experience and observation also
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impressed the belief that the spring plowing
between the rows of bearing vines should not be deeper
than four inches.
Many grape-growers in the prairie
States use the plow before pruning and laying down the
vines in the fall, turning the furrows toward the rows as
This also
a help in protecting the roots over winter.

have

favors the

work

of laying

down the canes and banking the

crowns (233).

With the

plowing the culture in the spring is
up and the weeds start in
The hoe is then used and the after culture is
fall

deferred until the vines are tied
the rows.

wholly with the cultivator and harrow.
238.

Need

of

Humus

in Cultivated Soils.

In speaking

of soil selection (228) the need of fertilizing soils after
In this
several crops have been gathered was indicated.

connection the absolute need of
tinually cultivated

humus

in the soil con-

must be considered more

in detail.

Even on good corn soils continued culture soon uses up
"burns out" the fresh vegetable humus that has much

or
to

do with the physical texture of the soil. An experiment
conducted by the writer illustrated this fact forcibly. For
a period of five years crops were grown on half an acre of
quite rich prairie soil that could be taken away, including
the roots,. such as beans, currant cuttings, and apple and

plum

seedlings.

adjacent

field

The

sixth year the plot including the
soil was sown to barley.
The

with the same

crop made fine growth on the untreated ground, but did
not get high enough on the experimental plot to be reached
by the cutting sections of the reaper. In this case the

beans gave nitrogen to the soil, but nothing was left to give
In the orchard the use of cover-crops
the heeded humus.
(126) give nitrogen and a plentiful supply of humus to the
In the vineyard the cover-crop cannot be used and

soil.

we must

rely

on barnyard manure with possible use of
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nitrate of soda, potash,

and phosphoric acid

as the vine-

yard attains age.
239. Shading Vineyard Soils.

It is stated

above that

This is true in
cover-crops cannot be used in vineyards.
practice, as the shading of the soil by growing crops is in
the

way

of needed

fungoid diseases.
ill
parts of the

summer

care

and

it

favors rot

and other

It is also true that the general belief in

Union

is, and has been, that the bare,
needed by the heat-loving grape-vine.
But facts do not warrant the latter belief. In Nature the
American wild species grow to greater perfection where
the roots are shaded by tree- and plant-growth and by the
leaves and leaf-mould.
That at least some of our best
varieties need shade of roots from the sun in the heated

well-tilled soil is

period is shown by the fact that the Delaware, with bare
surface culture, is a failure in Iowa.
But when the space
between the rows is quite deeply covered with sorghum

shows healthy foliage and bears
grown, where it is a
favorite commercial variety.
In the perhaps distant
future it no doubt will be found advantageous to cultivate
early in the season, and when the time for mildew and
black rot comes have the bare soil covered with some lowgrowing leguminous growth, such as burr clover or our
bagasse or prairie hay,

it

full crops of as perfect fruit as is

small-growing vetche^..

CHAPTER

XVIII.

THE RASPBERRY AND BLACKBERRY.
240. The Raspberry Origin of American Varieties.
The raspberry has been cultivated as a fruit over Europe
:

and Asia during the
fourth century.

historic period and even
best European varieties

The

back to the
were intro-

duced quite as early as the apple, pear, and grape. But
European grape it was soon found to be unreliable,
Indeed, it may be said
except in a few favored localities.
that the imported varieties of raspberry were more general
failures than the grape, as the latter does well in Califor-

like the

European raspberries, with the exception of
the Antwerp and Fontenay, are not a commercial success
anywhere on our continent. Gradually by selection and
hybridizing we have developed a number of red, black,
nia, while the

and yellow

compare favorably with the best
a popular commercial fruit
of the Old World.
in all parts of the Union and quite a favorite with
varieties that

It is

now

amateurs, as a well-managed plantation lasts for
years without renewal.
241.

Cultivated Species.

Attempts

many

have been made

within the past five years to classify our cultivated varieties
and determine the species to which they belong. But it
is

not wholly satisfactory, as

many
of

hybrids

European

it

is

varieties mostly

we have
Even our list

evident that

difficult to place botanically.

shows traces of crossing with
251
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our American red species and the purple-cane
horticultural purposes

it is

class.

For

best to divide the varieties into

the following classes:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

The black-cap
Purple-cane

varieties.

varieties.

The American red
The European red

varieties.

varieties.

A

242. The Black-cap Family (Rubus occidentalis).
distinguishing characteristic of this class is that it does
not sprout from the roots, but is propagated from the tips

As found native

in nearly all parts
of
it is exceedingly variable in habit and fruit.
all
cultivated varieties are selections from the local
Nearly
types, as distributed by the birds in corners and waste
of the

young
the Union

places.

The

canes.

fruit is not always black.

In

many

localities

varieties are found with yellow fruit, and such red or scarlet
varieties as Ellisdale and Shaffer, that only root from the

by growers with the
are
classed with the
but
caps,
botanically they

tips of growth, are usually classed

black

purple-cane species (Rubus neglectus).

The canes of the
243. Propagation and Transplanting.
from the tip are strong and stocky at

varieties that root

the base, but slender at the tops, which droop over to the
If the ground is mellow, and the
earth in late summer.

canes are not swayed by the wind, they will root without
But where plants are desired it is far more certain

aid.

peg down the points when they enlarge and change
and cover with some earth pressed down quite firmly.
If covered without pegging the winds often sway and draw
them from the covering. It is customary to leave the
rooted tips undisturbed until wanted for spring planting.
If taken up the fibrous mass of roots, shown in Fig. 77,
are not easy to care for unless at once planted where they

to

color
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in the prairie States, if a

FIG. 77.
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Fall planting succeeds well even
of earth is thrown over

mound

Divided cane of black raspberry taking root in the

soil.

(After Fuller.)

the plants to be removed in early spring.
In planting
these rooted tips it must be kept in mind that growth does
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not start from the attached stem but from the crown.
The section of stem is upside down and its mission is
Plant
accomplished when it develops roots at the point.
with the crown not more than half an inch below the surface of the earth.

244. The Purple-cane Varieties.
This is an interesting
and valuable assemblance of "varieties which has been
It appears to
classed as a true species, Rubus neglectus.
be intermediate in character between the black caps and
the American red species.
Fuller says of it: "The principal difference between the varieties of the black caps and

The first, as is well known,
purple cane is in the fruit.
has a rather dry, tough fruit with a peculiar flavor.
Its
grains are numerous and very irregular in size. The fruit
of purple cane, as a rule, is rather soft, juicy, often very
brittle, the grains separating very readily; color varying

from light red to dark brownish purple, but never black
the flavor mild and agreeable, but entirely distinct from
;

those of the true black-cap raspberry."
Professor Bailey says of the purple-cane family: "The
type has no characters which are not found in one or both

Neither has it any normal or continuous range, but occurs where the black and red species are
associated.
All this points strongly to hybridity; and
there is now sufficient accumulation of experimental evidence to prove a hybrid origin for these berries."
As the botanic classification is uncertain, and the close
of the other two.

relation

to the black caps

is

evident,

it

is

usual with

growers to class the purple-cane varieties that root from
the tip of the canes and never sprout from the roots with
the black caps (242).
This leaves a small but excellent
class

which, like the Philadelphia, are not easy to root
tips of growth and not sprouting as freely as the

from the

red varieties.
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Varieties (Rubus strigosus),

The

wild red raspberry of the United States is widely distributed and its fruit, as found wild, often approaches
closely in quality the European red species (Rubus idceus).

As

seems to have naturally crossed with the black-cap
and crosses readily with the European red
species,
it

singular that as yet no attempt has been
improve this valuable species except by selection

varieties, it

made
and

to

is

cultivation,

and we have no evidence of

its

crossing

with other species, except naturally with the black caps.

Yet it is quite possible from what we know of their history
that Giich choice varieties as Cuthbert and Turner are
hybrids, with the added quality

and

size of the

European

varieties.

The American
246. Propagation and Transplanting.
red varieties and the sprouting purple canes are propagated
by sprouts and root-cuttings. Nearly all the varieties
sprout so freely that a resort to other methods is not
But the Philadelphia and some other sorts
needed.
more
sprout
sparingly and are often grown from root-

In some cases also propagators thrust a
cuttings (50).
down
in
a circle around the plant about eight
'spade
inches from the centre, which increases the sprouting very
materially. Transplanting, in rows for fruiting the suckers
of the reds and sprouting purple canes, can be done easily

and

from the cut-back top like a
Plant firmly at the depth they stood before
taking up and cut back the tops to near the ground surface of the hills or stools.
The first cultivation of spring
rapidly, as they start

small shrub.

be with a small turning-plow, but all after culture
should be with the cultivator, taking care to keep the
The hoe must also be used
general surface about level.

may

between the

stools.
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The first year after
247. Pruning the Raspberry.
planting not more than two shoots should be allowed to
grow, and for field culture without stakes these should be
pinched back when one foot in height to start lateral
The second season
branches and to give a stocky habit.

From four
the sprouting varieties will throw up suckers.
to six of the strongest ones should be left and the others
cut away. The black caps will also throw up sprouts from
In both cases
the crown, which may also need thinning.

when one foot in
pruning may be summed up as follows

the plants should again be pinched back
height.

The

after

:

Regulating in spring the number of new shoots that
should grow in each stool.
(2) Pinching back the shoots
to one foot in height and later shortening the laterals.
(1)

fall, or early the next spring, cut out all the
that
has
wood
borne fruit the previous season. (4) Cutting
back the laterals of the black cap and long-caned purpleIn the prairie
cane varieties to from ten to fifteen inches.

(3)

In the

States

it is

usual to defer cutting out the old bearing wood
when the plants are not laid down for winter

until spring

protection.

The

old canes help to hold the young ones
also help to hold the snow in

from breaking down and
winter.

In the prairie States the
248. Mulching and Manuring.
successful growers for market cultivate well as closely to
the plants as possible until the fruit is about half grown.

The rows

are then

mulched with straw or coarse manure,

a distance of two feet each side of the rows.

Some

of the

It is cut
large growers grow green clover for this use.
when in blossom and used as a mulch. The growers at

Sparta, Wisconsin, and at other points report the largest
yields of the most perfect fruit where the clover was used
In
for ten years in succession and worked into the soil.
all

parts where dry weather

is

apt to shrivel the fruit this
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mulching is imperatively needed. After mulching, the
narrow space between the covering is cultivated to conIf this system
serve moisture and keep the soil mellow.
of mulching is kept up and worked into the soil no other
But if not mulched, and clean
fertilizing will be needed.
culture is given, barnyard manure must be applied as with
the grape.

The usual way given in our
249. Winter Protection.
American fruit-books to lay down the raspberry and blackberry, is to commence at one end of the row and lay down
the canes all in one direction in the line of the row.
But
where laying down is necessary a much better plan is now
The rows are laid out east and west and the
practised.

A

deep furrow is turned
plants are turned to the north.
away from the row on the north side, running the plow as
The assistant prepares a
close to the stools as possible.
cavity in the furrow and the operator crowds over the tops,
while with his foot he crowds the crowns toward the open
furrow to lessen the bend as the tops are crowded north
into the opened cavity, where they are covered with the
earth taken out for the reception of the next lot of cane?.

With some practice in using the fork and pressing with
the foot, few canes are broken and the work progresses
The assistant who covers, soon finds that some
rapidly.
straw or

litter

over the canes, before the earth

is

thrown

In the spring the
on, helps in holding down the canes.
When raised, it
vines are raised with a round-tined fork.
will
tion.

be found that they will not regain the upright posiSome of them partly broken will remain nearly

horizontal

and in the way of

cultivation.

This

is

provided

by a wire resting on open iron hooks driven in small
low posts close to the row on the north side. In the fall,
for

prior to covering, the wire is dropped down and the vines
In the spring, as the canes are taken up, the
rest on it.
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raised, lifting them up to an angle of about 45
degrees. If any of the canes are too upright they are tied

wire

is

under it. In this position the fruitbuds develop more evenly and the fruit grows larger and
better on account of leaning away from the sun and the
shading by the young canes growing upright south of them
In practice this plan gives less
for next year's fruiting.
work and trouble in laying down, increases the quantity
and quality of the fruit, and separates the bearing from
the new wood, which is a gain in picking the fruit and a
gain in summer pinching of the new canes and in cutting
In parts of the country
out the old canes after bearing.
where these fruits are not laid down, the plan of stretching
a wire on low stakes north of the rows will answer the
purpose of staking. The bearing canes are bent north and
tied to the wire and the new canes growing upright are not
in the way of fruit -picking, shade to some extent the fruit,
and as our summer storms are mainly from the south they
are not as liable to be broken down, as they will rest against
the bearing canes and wire.
to the wire or pressed

On rich
250. Staking Raspberries and Distance Apart.
ground the black caps and purple-cane varieties, and also
the reds grown, as they should be, in stools, should be
staked or supported on both sides by wires on low stakes.
Stakes, if kept in the dry when not in use, are durable and
the expense of staking is not as great as is usually sus" The cost of stakes is less than two
pected. Fuller says:
cents each,

and

I

cannot afford to grow raspberries with-

out staking, because every stake will save on an average
ten cents' worth of fruit, and in many instances three times
that amount." In the East, chestnut stakes are mostly
used, and in the West, cedar stakes sawed out for this use
in Tennessee are not much more expensive than pine, and
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true of nursery and fruit-tree label stakes from

Tennessee.

In Europe the plan of staking is shown in Fig. 78, with
bearing wood tied to the stakes and the new canes growing
up between the stakes.

FIG. 78.

The
about

culture

European plan of staking the raspberry.
is

The rows are
usually only one way.
and the bearing stools should be from

six feet apart

two to four

feet apart,

depending on the variety as to

vigor of growth.

The sprouting kinds

are planted about two feet apart
and the sprouts that come up are treated as
But some care is needed from year to year in the
weeds.
of
taking out the suckers from the stools where they
way
In
are too thick and preserving them where too thin.
in the rows

practice the stools are not

permanent in

position, as the

strong suckers will not always be found on both sides alike,
so the stools change position about every year.

The black-cap varieties, and such purple canes as
Shaffer and Ellisdale, are more permanent in position and
make a broader extension of stool. Hence the rows should
be at least two feet further apart than the sprouting
varieties.

251. The*

true that

American Blackberries. It is beyond doubt
in the United States the largest and best

we have
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native wild blackberries of the north temperate zone and
The cultivated varieties are all

probably of the world.

found in a

selections of best varieties

state, of nature,

and,

known

to the writer, the blackberry is not grown
commercially in any part of the world except the United
States and Russia, and the Russian varieties grown on the
so far as

Volga River

bluffs are

not equal in size or quality to our

The varieties

cultivated belong, in different
sections of the States, to several quite distinct types or
But the horticulturists describe the habit of
species.
best varieties.

growth and

and
Four

style of cluster

fruit

without

much

regard

mn,in types are recognized
by close-observing growers: (1) The high bush of clearings
and fence rows of the Northern States with long clusters,

to botanic distinctions.

(2) The type with
lower growth and short clusters, such as those of the
Snyder and Kittatinny. (3) The hybrid clius between the

such as those of the Ancient Briton.

dewberry, represented by Wilson and
Rathbun. (4) The trailing dewberries, such as Lucretia,
Mayes, and Windom.

blackberry and

The

readiness of

all

these classes to cross naturally

adjoining shows that they are very nearly
prairie States, even,

all

allied.

when

In the

the types of the dewberry and

when

blackberry will,
adjoining, cross naturally and
almost invariably, as shown, when the grower or birds
have planted the seeds, which is not usual with distinct

and well-defined

When

species.

dewberry and blackberry are crossed the
resulting seedlings bear perfect seeds, which is another
the

indication that they are nearly allied.
252. Propagation and Management.

The blackberry

and raspberry are nearly allied botanically and require
about the same treatment and the same rnethtfds of propaAt the North it requires
gation as the red raspberry.

THE RASPBEERY 'AND BLACKBERRY.
laying

down

for winter protection of canes
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and fruit-buds

(249).

Neat and methodic amateurs grow the plants in stools,
commercial growers by

as with the red raspberries, but

pinching

develop

(247)

stocky

plants

which are grown in narrow matted rows.
With this plant care is needed in the
spring to destroy the weaker shoots and
only to permit the strongest to form canes
for the next year's fruiting.

In the spring-pruning the work is deblossom-buds begin to

ferred until the

appear, as these buds are often near the
Some seasons
ends of the young canes.
cutting back the tops will destroy all the
fruit-buds nearly. But taking out of the

wood must be done in the fall, where
In taking out
laying down is practised.
old

the canes that have fruited, an implement is used with a handle five feet long,
as

shown in
The

Fig. 79.

253.

naturally trails

species

Some

Dewberry.

of

the

Lucretia and

modern

Windom,

This

vine-like

on the ground.
varieties,

such as

bear large fruit, FIG.

than most blackberries,
...'',.
.,
and they are now found in all our fruit
markets.
All the cultivated dewberries

softer in texture

79.

Tool

for taking out

the old canes
that have borne
fruit one sea ~
son.

are propagated by covering the tips of
growth, as with the black-cap raspberry.

The

best suc-

growing the dewberry has been by training the
vines diagonally on wires, as practised with the grape
cess in

(233).
their

In the

fall

the vines are cut .back, according to

growth and ripening, to from twelve

to

thirty

262
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when they

North and West.

are laid down and covered at the
Some growers keep the plants from the

ground with brush or straw under the vines, but this interferes with cultivation and the two-wire low trellis gives

much

The Logan berry is a strongvine
of
the
dewberry type and is considered to be
growing
a cross between the wild blackberry of California and some
better satisfaction.

It has
raspberry, supposed to be the old Red Antwerp.
the habit of the dewberry and roots from the tips, but its
It is not as hardy as our
flavor suggests the raspberry.
dewberries, but can be grown by winter covering.

CHAPTEK

XIX.

THE STRAWBERRY AND

ITS CULTURE.

Without much doubt the
on the Atlantic coast found larger and better
wild strawberries than were at that time under cultivation
in Europe.
Mr. G. E. Stone, in "Garden and Forest,"
facts
from early New England history to susgives many
He quotes from Dr. Dwight this
tain this statement.
254. Some Historical Notes.

first settlers

statement, written in 1817: "The meadow strawberry of
is the best fruit of the kind which I have seen.

this country

have seen several that were four and a half inches in circumference, many which were four, and bushels which
I

were between three and four." Professor Bailey also
" This
quotes Roger Williams in 1843 as follows:
berry is
the wonder of all the fruits growing naturally in these
It is of itself excellent, so that one of the chiefest
parts.
doctors of England was wont to say that God could have
made, but never did, a better berry. In some parts where

the natives have planted I have many times seen as many
as would fill a good ship within a few miles' compass."
The best varieties of the New England and Virginia
species were taken to west

Europe early in the seventeenth
and superior quality led to the
century.
of
the
native
wood
varieties
neglect
(Fragaria vesca), and
it was soon found that what was known as the
Virginia
strawberries gave new and improved varieties from the
Their larger

size

263
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seed which took rank for a

number

of years as the largest

and best varieties known.
But later the advent of the Chilian species into west
Europe marked a new era in the development of the strawThe Chilian species (Fragaria Chiliensis) was
berry.
introduced into France in 1712 and at once became popIn England the original varieties did not prove
hardy enough for outdoor growing. But soon seedlings
and hybrids were produced that displaced all previously
ular.

known

The Wilmot Superb, British Queen, and
varieties.
other Chilian seedlings and crosses were soon grown comIn 1857, five hundred acres of the two variemercially.

named above were grown near

Brest, which is still a
In this country the varieties
grown with varying success for
a number of years, but the cosmopolitan varieties of our
present list may be said to have sprung from the pioneer
work of a few men who crossed the South American spe-

ties

strawberry-growing centre.
originating in Europe were

cies

with those native to our

soil.

As

instances,

C.

M.

Hovey, of Boston, gave us the first very large strawberry
by crossing, which is known as Hovey's seedling. J. S.
Downer, of Kentucky, in the same way produced the

James
Charles Downing, Green Prolific, and Kentucky.
the
Wilson's
of
New
York,
Wilson,
Albany, and
produced
William Parmalee, of Connecticut, produced the Crescent
These are noted, as they were the pioneers in
seedling.
the great work of developing our present remarkable list
of

American strawberries, not

excelled, if equalled, in the

world.

Professor

Bailey says:

strawberry in

"The

advent of the Chilian

European and American gardens, and

its

phenomenally rapid amelioration, obscured the native
species, however, and the latter are now practically out of
Now and then some evidence of native blood
cultivation.
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can be seen in an early variety, but the influence of our
field strawberry in the improvement of the garden
varieties has evidently been very small."

own

From

a botanical standpoint this

is

wholly true, but

from the horticultural point of view the exact adaptation
of varieties to our varied climates and soils has largely
come from our native species. As an instance, we know
that the Charles Downing sprang from a seed of the
western wild species (Fragaria Illinocnsis) pollinated by
a Chilian variety, and we also know that in habit of growth

and runners, and

in choice aromatic flavor,

it

follows the

native, while the Chilian pollen has given size of fruit

Our native
decidedly modified the foliage.
also transmitted the required hardiness.

and

species has

All botanists
255. Staminate and Pistillate Varieties.
have described the strawberry as perfect in flower or
But our cultivated varieties are now classed as
bi-sexual.
Withstaminate and pistillate or pistillate and perfect.

out doubt this change has come from two main causes:
(1) The cultivated plants often assume forms and show

changes quite different from the natural type. (2) HybridIn
izing often brings about sterility in various forms.
the case of the Green Prolific, Hovey seedling, and other
sorts, it is known that they were the product of a cross of

two bi-sexual
hybridizing.

they have no perfect stamens.
that the change was made by
80 at A shows the pistillate flower.

varieties, yet

In such cases we
Fig.

know

planted apart from perfect varieties no fruit will develop
unless partially or wholly pollinated by bees or other
If

insects.

Fig.

SOS shows

the flower of a perfect variety,

with the stamens in a circle around the mass of

pistils in

the centre.
In planting, some growers plant one row of a perfect
variety alternated with two rows of a pistillate variety.
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Others alternate the rows, planting as many rows of peras of pistillate varieties.
In private gardens the
and
varieties
are
often alternated in the
perfect
imperfect
rows. This plan mixes the varieties in a way not desirable
fect

FIG. 80.

A, Imperfect strawberry flower

;

B, perfect flower, show-

ing the stamens.

for furnishing plants, but favorable for perfect pollination

and large and perfect

berries.

We now

have many varieties of fine size and excellent
quality with perfect flowers, but experienced growers prefer
to alternate the perfect and imperfect varieties, as it is
found in practice that the pistillate varieties will escape

injury of the ovaries by frost

when

sorts are killed.

found that a

It

is

also

those of the staminate
frost that will

blacken the ovaries of the staminate varieties will not
The development of pollen is an
injure the stamens.
exhaustive process, hence the ovaries of the perfect varieties
are not as well stored with starch, and as perfectly

matured, as those of varieties that have no stamens or
pollen.

Fuller says:

"

Strawberry culture would probably have
we had never had a pistillate

been just as far advanced if
variety in cultivation, and

much

confusion would have

Had

not Mr. Hovey produced so good a
as
he
did, it is very likely that such kinds
pistillate variety
would never have been tolerated by fruit-growers any-

been avoided.

where."

This may be true in some parts of the Union,
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not true in the prairie States, for the reason above

given, which is well established by long experience.
In the North256. Setting Out and Care of the Plants.
the
soil
for
best
fits
ern States fall-plowing
spring-plant-

The

by the winter frosts and the chance
of injury of the plants by cut-worms is much lessened.
In the spring the soil is fitted for planting by merely
harrowing the surface. For what is known as the mattedrow system set the plants eighteen inches apart in the
rows and make the rows four feet apart. In setting, reject
all plants with dark -colored roots.
The new plants of the
should
alone
be planted, and they
previous year's growth
have
roots.
The
usual directions for
always
light-colored
to
are
the
roots
and
spread them out in
planting
prune
ing.

soil is fined

In practice this ia
natural position as in planting a tree.
not found to be necessary or profitable.
Planting with a
narrow spade really gives better results. If the soil is in
moist but not wet condition the spade is thrust down by
man walking backward. He draws the handle towards

a

him

is room to drop in the plant with roots
out
in
fan
shape. The assistant holds the plant in
spread
while
the
place
spade is withdrawn and then presses the

until there

dirt firmly in the cavity

and

levels the surface so that the

lower leaves are not buried.

man

If the soil is a little sticky

back away from him and
it from him and then
moves
presses
withdraws it. The assistant follows and places a plant
with roots spread out laterally in the cavity, and it is
firmed by another movement of the spade downward and
toward the plant, when the boy again firms and levels the
the

places the spade with

it

down

six inches,

surface with his hands.
in natural position, but

This plan does not place the roots
it

and when the plant begins
start

its

in natural position.

them down
grow a new set

gets
to

to moisture,

of roots will

Those with most experience
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favor planting the roots wet so that the fine earth will
adhere to them, which is accomplished by keeping the

plants in a pail with about two inches of water in the
bottom. As the assistant picks up a plant for planting the
dead leaves and surplus live ones are picked off.

From the start the soil should be kept mellow around
the plants with a pronged hoe and the cultivator should
be started soon after planting.
The first runners are
trained out in the line of the rows to

fill

up the

vacancies

and to be out of the way of close culture. As the season
advances the rows are allowed to spread out as they fill up
in the centre, and before culture ceases they should form
matted rows from twelve to fourteen inches wide. Late in
the fall, after the ground freezes the matted rows should
If not,
be lightly covered with marsh hay if obtainable.
straw will answer the purpose, or any litter that does not
lie in lumps and is fairly free from weed-seeds.
The
covering is not thick enough to exclude frost, but it prevents the alternate freezing and thawing of the winter
If left on quite late in
period and lessens evaporation.
the spring, it also retards the period of blossoming, which
is an advantage in some localities.
Sometimes at the

West, when a late frost is apprehended, the covering raked
between the rows is returned as a protection. It is best to
leave the raked-off covering between the rows until after the
crop is picked. The coarsest of the straw is then taken out

and the tramped-up particles are cultivated into the soil.
We have much
257. The Two-year System of Cropping.
talk in books and papers about the best methods of renewBut the experience of growers each
ing old plantations.
year strengthens the belief that more than two crops from
the same plantation should not be attempted.
The first
and second crops are in all respects satisfactory with
ordinary care, and grass and weeds can be kept out with
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the other hand, if the third and
it is with added expense and

fourth crops are gathered,

much reduced

yield of less perfect fruit for

much

home

use or

expense and trouble to set out a
new plantation than to clean out an old one, and at best
we cannot get the yield of the matted rows secured the
first two years.
Plowing under the plants after the second crop is picked
adds much humus and plant-food to the soil, which will
market.

It is

less

give quick growth to a crop of cow-peas to be plowed
If necessary on account of
under late in the fall.
restricted space, the ground can again be planted with

But repeated crops on the
same ground should not be attempted for the third time
without giving a period of at least two years to the growstrawberries the next spring.

ing of other crops.
In about all the States
258. The One-year System.
small fruit-growers and gardeners combined practice the

system of turning under the plants after picking one crop.
The plants are set in rows only three feet apart, and

matted rows established the first season about one foot
The next spring the crop is picked and the plants
turned under for a crop of late vegetables the same season.
With this plan the ground is kept rich and weed-growth
is kept down with comparatively small expense.
Those
with little experience would decide that this plan is not a
wise one, as the second crop is usually as good as the first.
wide.

But the gardener is pleased with it, as weeds have no
chance to get established and insects and fungi do more
damage the second year than the first. Again the gardener
:

knows that the expense of setting out a new plantation
on clean mellow ground is a small item when compared
with fighting weeds and grass in a two-year-old plantation.
The hill system of
259. The Hill System of Growing.
growing

is

practised with such large fruiting varieties of
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the Chilian class as Brandywine, Cumberland, Jesse, and
Sharpless, that form large compact plants with comparatively few runners. They are planted three feet apart with
All runners are cut as
plants one foot apart in the rows.

In
they appear and cultivation is kept up regularly.
autumn the whole surface is mulched lightly. In the
spring this is left around the plants to keep the fruit clean.
After the second year new plants are allowed to root
between the old ones, which are taken out when the new

With

is

rows are often
found profitable

As Fuller says: "
for the fancy market.
with plenty of room for its roots will give

One strong stool
more and larger

ones become strong.

kept up

fruit

for several years.

this plan the

The plan

than twenty plants that are crowded."

Where the one-year system is
with high culture and manuring,

carried

on commercially,

largely takes the place
of the hill system, with large varieties grown for those who
are willing to pay an extra price for a fine article.
Those who have
260. The Strawberry Tinder Glass.
it

had experience know that no cultivated fruit will grow
under glass with as little care and expense, and fruit as
The low
bountifully, as some varieties of the strawberry.
structure with the vines only two or three feet from the
A few years ago the system
glass gives the best results.
of growing bright-colored and good berries in this way for
winter marketing at fancy prices became quite a large
But the extensive growing of the strawberry on
business.
the Gulf coast and delivering them North at moderate
prices has about confined the work to amateur growers,
who derive satisfaction and pleasure, if not profit, in
watching the development of strawberries in winter.

The main

essentials to success are

:

(a)

The

selection of

perfect-flowering varieties, as the pistillate ones will need
hand pollination in the still air of the plant-room.
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The

plants should be rooted in three-inch pots the
previous summer, by sinking the pots and rooting the
When well
plants starting on the runners in the pots.
(J)

and the pots full of roots, keep them in an
cold weather, with occasional watering.
until
airy place
When placed under glass shift to four-inch pots, (c)
established,

A

temperature of 60 to 75 degrees in the day and 50 to 60 at
night is favorable, and indeed any care favorable for such

hardy plants as the geranium will
(d)

When

the fruit

is

suit the

strawberry.

developing, water can be applied

and application of liquid manure at this
the plants and an in-

more

liberally,

time

will give increased vigor to

creased crop of fruit.
Over a large part of
261. Shelter from Drying Winds.
the United States and Canada the strawberry is lessened in
yield of perfect fruit and health and thrift of vine by directexposure to prevailing drying winds. This is specially true
in the arid States and over those west of the great inland

Experiments made by Professor Green, of Minneand others in the prairie States, have demonstrated
that beds sheltered from dry winds, and protected from the

lakes.
sota,

as practised by pinedirect rays of the sun by lath frames
in
Florida
have
a
still greater increase
given
apple growers

in size

and perfection

of fruit and health of foliage.

In

practice the lath-shading would not prove profitable, but it
pays well where possible to select positions for planting
sheltered by tree growth, or in other ways, from prevailing

The same is true of the
dry winds in the growing season.
In nature they are found
raspberry and blackberry.
usually in sheltered arid even shaded positions, and direct
exposure in the interior states to raking winds not only
lessens the fruit yield, but favors the development of the
small fruit fungi referred to in the chapter on spraying.

CHAPTEK XX.
THE CURRANT AND GOOSEBERRY.
262.

many

The Red and White Currants.

Although we have
Europe and

varieties of the cultivated currants in

America, all except what are known as black currants
belong to one species (Ribes rubrum). With the red and
white currants there has been no intermingling of species,
and when we grow our garden varieties from seed they
If we plant the seed of such old varieties
little.
Ked and White Dutch and Victoria, we have a very near

vary but
as

reproduction of the parents, except that the color may
Those who have planted the seeds of the Fay report
vary.
that nearly half of the seedlings bear white or yellow fruit.
Professor Card says: "Perhaps through its long sojourn
in the low countries the currant has inherited something
of the staid

Dutch

qualities of the inhabitants,

and does
"
But

not readily depart from long-established customs.

no cultivated

ment

fruit

responds more promptly to good treat-

way of culture, manure, and proper pruning.
In the same vicinity we find the old varieties differing so
much in size and quality as to lead to belief that they were
in the

distinct varieties.

Botanists say that the wild red currants of this continent
But as yet we
belong to the species found over Europe.
have no cultivated native variety of value. All our varieties

have been imported from Europe or grown from seed of
the foreign varieties.

The

fruit is each year

becoming more general

in

demand
272
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our markets and its commercial growing is being
In the home gardens, with common care, it
extended.
in

As a
bears good fruit when thirty or more years old.
dessert fruit it is not equal to the strawberry, but it comes
at a different season, and such varieties as the White Grape
require

no more sugar

strawberry.
is

make them

to

The currant

jelly is

also a

palatable than the
delicacy that

home

refreshing and wholesome throughout the year.
The currant is not grown from seed
263. Propagation.

except

when new

varieties are wanted.

ing to plant the seed in a small
shades of coloring of the fruit
stratified (5) seeds

way

to

But -it is interestwatch the varied

of the seedlings.

if

The

planted very early in the

grow readily
If buried outside, the soil is usually in condition
spring.
to plant by the time the buried seeds can be taken up.

We

have planted currant- and goose-

berry-seed

in

March when not more

than two inches of the surface soil was
If not planted early the seed
thawed.
in
the sand with which it is
sprouts
mixed.

The almost
propagation

is

invariable

from

method

cuttings

of

of

the

young wood planted in the fall (58).
Cuttings made and set in August, or as
soon as the leaves are ripe, will root
during the fall, as shown in Fig. 81.

In the figure the cutting is shown in
erect position, but it is best to plant all FIG.
cuttings as shown by figure in section
-^
(58).

T

81.

Currant

August ^nd

rooting the same
season.

3
-TI
i
Layers put down in spring will also
be well rooted in the fall, if the shoots are twisted at the
point where buried (52).
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is

usually

grown

in busli form.

In this

form they throw up shoots from the crown which
But along walks and in
can easily be shaped by pruning.
form
the
is
often
tree
This is
well-kept places
adopted.
effected by cutting off all the buds of the cuttings except
at the top, and when the top bud starts rub off all shoots
but one and train that upward, as noted in section (265).
The currant will grow
264. Manuring and Mulching.
and bear under neglect on almost any soil, but to bring the
fruit to perfection it must have culture and a rich soil.
It is a heavy feeder and its greatest perfection is reached
on heavily manured soil. It will even do without culture
if the soil is made very rich and the whole surface between
It is a cold-blooded plant and will
the rows is mulched.
thrive and bear perfect fruit when heavily mulched with
stool

sorghum bagasse, straw, or even coal ashes. Some growers
mulch heavily near the plants and cultivate in the centre
of the rows.
Sawdust kept on the surface is often used
near to and between the plants in the line of the rows.
But in this case the old, partially rotted sawdust is used.
The Fay currant is specially benefited by the sawdust
mulching, as much of the fruit hangs down on pendent
branches, which the mulching keeps clean.
It must be kept in mind that with currants the feedingroots run very near the surface.
Hence commercial
growers cultivate with a narrow harrow, with the teeth
slanted back, while the plants are young, and then mulch
the whole surface.

But others continue the shallow

culti-

vation, with frequent manuring.

265. Pruning and Training.
ciple of renewal is practised.

In

field culture

the prinbest fruit grows on
growers of fancy fruit prune

The

two-year-old wood, and many
out all wood older than two years, and have young wood
coming forward to fill its place. But the usual rule is
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This annual

cutting out of old canes favors the starting of many new
The superfluous ones must be cut out. But those
shoots.

coming from the older wood are not cut back closely.
Spurs are left which load with fine fruit the next season.
as

In garden culture it
where the old wood

and the currant-borer

is

best to follow this renewal plan,
the fruit soon becomes small

is left

will rapidly increase in

number and

injury to the cunes.

Some summer pinching should
points of growth of the
better form to the bush

also be practised on the
most vigorous shoots. This gives
and also favors the development of

fruit-spurs at the base of the shoots.
When the tree form is desired in private yards or
gardens, a single shoot is started from the single bud left
at the top of the cutting.
The second spring cut the cane
back to a height of from twelve to eighteen inches and

allow four or five shoots to branch at the top.
The third
spring shorten the branches and allow ten to twelve shoots

The after-pruning is a repetition of cutting
to grow.
back in such way as to secure new growth in symmetric
But those who attempt this plan of training must
keep in mind the necessity of short pruning. The spurs
are cut to within an inch of the old wood early each
form.

spring.
266.

The 'Black Currant. The black currant (Riles
nig rum) has long been a favorite culinary fruit in most
parts of Europe, but as yet it is not much grown in the
United States.

But

is

much

in

many neighborhoods, settled by
found in most gardens and its fruit
esteemed, especially when stewed or canned for

Europeans mainly,

it is

The well-grown fruit is nearly as large as the
Morello cherries, and when canned the color is almost

winter use.
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identical with that of stewed cranberries.

The

fruit has

a peculiar odor in the skin that many dislike.
This is
the
in
a
wire
removed
basket,
fruit,
easily
by immersing
for a few moments in boiling-hot water prior to stewing
or canning.

There is nothing essentially different in its management
from that of the red currant, except in pruning. The
best fruit grows on wood of the preceding year's growth,
while the red varieties bear the best fruit on two-year-old
wood.

Where grown commercially

in Europe, the young
one
half
each year.
This
fully
growth
favors the starting of new shoots for the next year's fruiting and the cutting back tends to give larger fruit, as with
is

the grape.

heading

headed back

But

this plan requires a system of periodic
back, quite severely in the dormant period, to

wood over the whole exterior.
But a more primitive system is adopted by amateurs who
follow the European home plan.
The bearing branches
are cut when the fruit is ripe and carried to a bench in
the shade, where the fruit is picked at leisure.
This
secure a renewal of .new

annual cutting back gives strong bearing shoots for the
next crop.

In Europe, in the summer of 1882, the writer heard the
story repeated, from England east to the Volga Eiver, that
the jam and jelly of the black currant was the general

remedy

for all throat affections,

and that the 'jelly mingled

with water was a sure cure for bowel disorders and

summer

troubles of the stomach.

267. Golden Currant.

This native fruit (Ribes aureuni)

West has been too much neglected. As found in
native haunts it varies in size of f rait, and quality and

of the
its

habits of regular bearing, as widely as our native plums.
The few attempts at selection and culture have been
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mainly by seedling production. As a marked instance,
the Crandall as sent out seems to have been propagated
seeds, with the result that no two bushes were
The true Crandall,
alike in fruit or habits of bearing.
as propagated from cuttings, is as large as the Black
Naples currant of England and wholly free from the

from

It is also a remarkable
peculiar odor of that variety.
But like all
bearer without much attention to pruning.
currants the size of the fruit is increased by keeping a

Another merit of this
supply of young wood for bearing.
it will thrive and bear in the South and
is
that
species
Southwest, where the summers are too hot for the successgrowing of the red and English black varieties. By

ful

selection and culture we could soon develop varieties of
great value for cultivation over a large part of the Union.
In all parts of western and
268. The Gooseberry.

eastern

Europe a number

of varieties are cultivated, larger

but not better in quality than our selected American varieties As yet the eastern European varieties have
not been tested in this country. The varieties introduced
from England and west Europe have not failed as generally
in size

In some sections east of the lakes
as the foreign grapes.
two or three English varieties are grown commercially, and

number of seedlings with a possible admixture with the
native species are grown across the continent.
This is
specially true of such fine American seedlings as Industry,

a

Triumph, and Chautauqua.
The American varieties now widely grown, such as
Champion, Downing, Houghton, Pale Red, Pearl, and
Smith, have been produced by selection and seedling production, like our American plums, raspberries, and blackIn quality they are superior to the European
As
varieties, but as yet they do not equal them in size.
berries.
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a fruit for dessert and culinary use the gooseberry has not
as yet come into such general use as in England, but its
use

is

gradually increasing.

gardens and

It is

now found

in

most home

grown commercially near our larger cities.
With the increased use of the fruit the European distincis

and culinary varieties will be recognized and increased interest taken in the development of

tion between dessert

new and improved
duction, and

varieties

by hybridizing, seedling pro-

selection.

269. Propagation and Culture.
related to the currant,

same way.

and

is

The gooseberry is closely
propagated in nearly the

The wood does not

ripen as early as that of
the currant, and there is less gain in the fall planting of
The most successful mode yet tested is to
the cuttings.
tie

the cuttings with willow bands in small bundles and

bury on dry ground for early spring planting. For home
use, or even more extended propagation for sale, layering
The young wood bent down and covered
is practised (53).
in the spring will

Some

make

strong plants for planting the next
like the Champion, will emit

varieties,

spring.
roots from near the points of growth without aid where
they reach the earth in moist seasons.

is only practised by those who wish
new varieties by selecting the best of the seedThe surest method with small lots of seed is to

Growing from seed
to secure
lings.

mash the berries in sand in jar or box and bury outside for
winter freezing, or in warmer climates they may be kept
anywhere where the sand can be kept moist. In the
spring plant sand and seed together in shallow box or
boxes, to be kept in the shade until perfect leaves are
If not sown too thickly the
developed on the seedlings.
plants are exposed to the sun late in the season and not

planted in rows for trial until the next spring.

THE CURRANT AND GOOSEBERRY.
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Like the red currant, the
270. Pruning and Training.
on two-year-old wood.
the
best
fruit
gooseberry bears
in
consists
the
main
Hence
removing canes older
pruning

than three years. Grown in the ordinary bush form, little
pruning is needed the first two or three years after plantIf on rich soil and good culture is given, some cliping.
ping back in early spring of the strongest shoots is beneficial, as it favors the development of fruit-spurs below.

back during the first year, the canes will
and
the
get long
fruiting-spurs will be at the top on canes
so long that the fruit will bend it to the ground. With the
American varieties no attempt should be made to keep an
If not clipped

open top. The fruit should be well shaded, especially in
the Western States, from the direct rays of the sun.
The gooseberry has a habit of growth favorable for
In England the writer has seen
training in many ways.
gooseberry plants said to be thirty and even forty years old
trained on walls and buildings of such size and spread of
wood that the single plant gave each year over one bushel

Our American

of fruit.

made

varieties in like

manner can be

Indeed, as Fuller says, "It
be
as
or
in almost any manner that
trained
may
espaliers,
"
one's fancy may suggest.
to cover a low arbor.

271. Culture and Manuring.
The gooseberry is pecua
northern
In
hot
climates
it fails altogether
liarily
plant.
or loses

its

leaves too early and the fruit is small and poor.
it loves a rich soil, continued early shallow

Like the currant
culture,

and mulching, when the

fruit is half

grown, like

the raspberry, to give best returns in field culture.
In
home gardens, such American varieties as the Champion

can be grown on the north side of a fence where no other
between tree rows, where the plants can
be
warmed
only
by the sun at certain hours of the day.

fruit will grow, or
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To show

its

nature in our climate more fully,

it is

well to

mulching the whole spaces between the plants
with ten inches of hard coal ashes and cinders for a period
of twelve years in Iowa gave continued crops of large fruit
without a trace of mildew, and this experiment included
varieties subject to mildew with common culture, such as
Industry and Triumph.
state that

CHAPTER

XXI.

PROMISING WILD FRUITS WORTHY OP SOME
ATTENTION.
The dwarf Juneberry, shad272. The Dwarf Juneberry.
bush, or service-berry (Amelancliier alnifolia), has become
quite popular where locally grown. In some cases in Iowa
has been grown and marketed as high-bush huckleberry.
Indeed, Professor Bailey says, "They closely resemble
The Success variety has become
large huckleberries."
it

commercial and has been referred to another species
(A. botryatum), but grown side by side with selected native
varieties from Colorado, South Dakota, and other parts of
the arid States, the decision must be that they all belong
It is really a neglected native fruit
to the same species.
of considerable value.

Amelanchier aim'folia
large, sweet, juicy.

:

A

Professor Card says of the fruit of
or blue, with bloom,
valuable species for fruit or orna-

" Dark
purple

ment/'
With several years' experience in growing the fruit, it
has been found that with proper pruning and culture the
size and quality are as much improved, as are the currant
and gooseberry, by good treatment. The best varieties
are very heavy annual bearers, and the only drawbacks at
present are that the fruit ripens unevenly and the birds,
if permitted, will take it as fast as ripened where
grown in
281
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a small way.

But in the few

cases at the "West

where

it

has been grown by the acre for market, the berries taken
by the birds have not been missed, as the fruit-eating birds
at that season

seem

local in their habits.

way for home

Where grown

in

low bushes are easy to cover
during the brief ripening season. In the near future,

a small

use, the

when more

general attention is given to this fruit, varieties
secured
will be
by seedling production, selection, and
crossing, that will be much larger in size, of better
quality, and that will ripen more evenly.
Bird-netting
will also, in the near future, be obtainable, as in Europe,
at prices within the profitable reach of growers of Juneberries, cherries, and the -Japan persimmons, which also

are ruined often by the picking of birds.

In a few cases it has been grown by the acre in Iowa
and sold in the groceries as high -bush huckleberry. As
the huckleberry does not grow on the limestone soils of
the prairie States, such deception is easily practised, and
indeed some varieties now grown are not a bad substitute,
as they are larger in size, quite as juicy, and as pleasant
in flavor as the commercial huckleberries.

273. Propagation

and Pruning.

The dwarf

varieties

are usually propagated from the sprouts that start from
the lower part of the crown like those of the flowering

almond. These when taken off have not much show of
roots, but the bark is softened and will emit stronger roots
in time to support

growth if planted early in spring. It
from
grow
cuttings of the young wood made in
and placed in solar hot -bed, as practised with the

will also

the

fall

The cuttings can also be
cuttings of the grape (60).
started by grafting on short pieces of apple-root and set
down in nursery to the top bud. The cuttings soon root
above the apple-wood, and I have not known the plan to
change or modify the growth of the bush. Spring layers

WILD FRUITS WORTHY OF SOME ATTENTION.
twisted where covered with earth (53) will also
plants before fall.

The

first

of pruning.

three years after planting there

But
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make strong

is little

need

later the renewal plan gives best results.

The suckers coming up from the crown

are mainly per-

mitted to grow and the old canes that have borne fruit two
or three years in succession are cut out, as with the currant

As it bears on wood and spurs of the
preceding year's growth the cutting out takes much bearing wood, but enough is left for a full crop and the new
growth at once takes the place of that cut out. The
and gooseberry.

renewal plan soon makes a stool two or more feet in
diameter by the extension of the crown sprouts. Hence it
best to plant eight feet apart each way and cultivate in
When the stools are as large as needed,
the extension is easily arrested by taking up the sprouts
is

both directions.

for propagation, or if not

needed throw them in the brush

pile.

As a combined ornamental
274. The Buffalo-berry.
and fruit-bearing shrub, the buffalo-berry (Shepherdia
argentea) deserves more attention than it has yet received.
It is native to the bluffs of the upper Missouri and extends
It also extends westward to the
north to the Black Hills.
Mountains
and southward. As found in
Nevada
Sierra
different localities, often not widely separated, it varies in
size of bush, size of its silvery leaves, and in the size and

color of its fruit.

In the Black Hills the writer has met

with bushes bearing red and yellow berries within ten feet
This natural tendency to variation leads
of each other.
to the belief that

by cultivation, seedling production, and

selection, varieties could

soon be developed bearing fruit

as large as the red Dutch currant and ultimately as large
as the Cherry or Fay.
The plant is dioecious (34), but
seems peculiarly a favorite of the bees and insects, as I
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have known isolated pistillate bushes to load with fruit
when no pistillate plant was found in the near vicinity.

As

yet the plant is mainly used in the East and West for
ornamental groups on the lawn or for ornamental hedges.
The leaves are silvery on both sides, and when loaded with
bright-scarlet fruit, the contrast with the silvery foliage
and young branches is very pleasing and attractive. But

the most pleasing effect of such plantings is realized when
the staminate and pistillate plants are intermingled in
groups or hedges. In the dormant period, the sexes can
readily be separated, as the fruit-buds differ materially.
The pistillate plants have smaller, more slender buds,

which are arranged in less compact clusters. The staminate plants show relatively large clusters of buds which
are decidedly larger in size and more rounded than the
Five minutes given to a study of the buds
pistillate buds.
will enable the novice to separate the seedlings

without

making a mistake. When grown from seed in nursery
row the plants should stand one foot apart and not be used
until three years old, when buds will appear and the sex
of each plant can be determined.
The pruning should be confined to pinching or clipping
the point of growth extending beyond the line of sym-

metry, and to taking out dead wood as it may appear. In
the prairie States, an isolated plant with exposed stem

always sunburns on the south

side.

Hence the need

of

growing
groups or hedges for mutual shelter, and where
isolated plants are grown they must be kept in bush form
in

by heading back and allowing suckers to start from the
As to the uses of the fruit it is fully equal, if not
crown.
superior, to the red currant for jelly and marmalade, but
it is not equal to the best currants for dessert use, canning,
or stewing.

But

it

will thrive

and bear loads

of fruit in

WILD FRUITS WORTHY OF SOME ATTENTION".
dry climates where the currant
ornamental as well as useful for

fails,

and, as stated,

285
it

is

its fruit.

Several of the species and varieties
275. The Barberry.
of the barberry have long been used in Europe, Asia, and
to some extent in America for combined use for ornamental

The jelly
planting, hedges, and varied uses of the fruit.
and marmalade made from the heavy crops of fruit are
preferred in Europe and Asia for dessert use to that of the
currant, and they are extensively used in sick-rooms and

A

hospitals as a cooling anti-febrile food for patients.
seedless variety is also used in Europe for stewing, which
is

its

preferred by many to the currant, and
acid is very similar to the lemon in

it is

claimed that

its

physiological

on the system. For combined use, as a hedgescreen and for jelly -making and marmalade, the
or
plant
Amur species (Berberis Amurensis) is best for the Northwest and over a large part of the country.
So far as
observed, this species is free from the attacks of the
This species also seems to reproduce
cluster-cup fungus.
itself from the seed, which is not true of many recognized
species, which we have found to give many extreme variaIn Southern climates the largetions of the seedlings.
leaved species from Japan, known as Berberis Bealii, will
This is classed
prove valuable for ornament and fruit.
with the Mahouias, but its seedlings seem to class it as a
hybrid. For low ornamental hedges requiring little pruning, and as single specimens on the lawn, Berberis Thuneffects

bergia has no superior, but its brilliant red fruits have not
for jelly or marmalade.

enough acid

It is propagated usually from suckers that spring up
around the crown lor neighborhood use. If the shoots are
well twisted (53) it can also be propagated by spring
But the Amurensis and TJiunbergia species will
layering.
vary little when grown from seed, which germinates readily
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But special varieties, suet
must be propagated by suckers, layers, or
cuttings of the young wood, like the hardy hydrangia (62).
This quite-near rela276. Goumi (Eleagnus longipes).
tive of our buffalo-berry was introduced from Japan.
It
is a bush in habit with reddish-brown branches and handsome foliage with peculiar star-like centres above and
brown scales below. The fruit is oval, and dark green
until of full size, 'when it suddenly changes to a beautiful
if stratified

for spring planting.

as the seedless,

When

crimson, dotted with golden spots.
fruit is of the size of small cherries,

fully ripe the

with a spicy flavor

It makes an excellent sauce and
that most persons like.
that
has
an
In mild
agreeable aromatic flavor.
jelly

a

climates where the

Japan plums are fully hardy, it is a
bearer
and
an ornamental shrub on the lawn.
very heavy
As with the Juneberry, the birds are peculiarly fond of
If grown commercially, however, the quantity
the fruit.
the birds take would not be missed.

propagated by cuttings of the young wood planted
But it is more frequently propagated by
(58).
half-dormant cuttings in June and July under glass. We
have secured additional hardiness of plant by budding and
grafting it on seedlings of Elceagnus august ifolia, which
It is

in

autumn

and size of the bush.
The Huckleberry. The huckleberry is the most
widely distributed wild fruit of the Northern and Southern
In nearly all parts of the Union it is gathered for
States.
local use and sent to distant markets.
In its season the
of
the
fruit
exceeds
2000
bushels
receipts
per day, and as

;;lso

increases the vigor

277.

t

an annual crop of 20,000 bushels
and
to Chicago, Milwaukee, and as
shipped
gathered
Aside from the wild
far west as Des Moines and Omaha.
it is the leading commercial wild fruit of this
cranberry
But as yet it is not cultivated anywhere, except
country.
far west as Wisconsin,
is

WILD FRUITS WORTHY OF SOME ATTENTION.
in a small

experiment

way by amateurs and

for trial at
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some of the

In Wisconsin the area in which the

stations.

wild plant thrives is gradually growing less, mainly by the
extension of stock-growing with its tramping and pasturing,

and the same

extent.

made

is

true at the East to greater or less

The time has come when

special efforts should

under cultivation and improve it by
arid
As yet so
culture, selection,
possibly by crossing.
little has been done that we have no reliable printed
be

to bring

it

instruction relative to

its

of soils, or

propagation, culture, selection
So far the experience at the

management.
and the East seems to favor the belief that the highbush varieties are most valuable for cultivation. The lowbushed species, such as Vaccinium Canadense, V. Pennsylvanicum, and V. vacillans, grow on sandy soil and do
not seem to thrive or bear well on common cultivated
AVest

land.

The
in

species that are grown on low rich land, and even
swamps, so far seem to best adapt themselves to new

conditions under culture.

The Vaccinium Canadense

is

a Northern species and exceedingly variable, as it is found
in the Eastern, Central, and Northwestern States.
As

obtained from the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains
has thriven better in Iowa under culture with some

it

mulching than other species tested at that time.
The high-bush blueberry ( Vaccinium corymbosimi) grows
naturally on good soil and is exceedingly variable in bush
and fruit. These two species are probably the best for
improvement and culture. Without doubt, seedling production and selection will give the most speedy results in
adapting varieties to special soils and to improve the fruit
in size and quality.
Jackson Dawson has been widely quoted as saying:
The growing of huckleberries and blueberries from seed
'
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requires close attention and can hardly be carried on successfully without a greenhouse or frame."

The

and experience has been quite
rubbed apart in sand soon
after they are gathered and stratified (5) in box buried
outside to retain moisture, they grow as readily as seeds of
writer's observation

different.

If the berries are

Plant in boxes of
the currant, grape, or strawberry.
on
the
them
earth
down with a
surface, pressing
sandy
of
board
and
cover
with
piece
heavy paper like verbena
seed (11).
Kemove the paper when growth starts, but
in
the
and out of the wind, and mulch between
shade
keep
the rows with fine moss.
When the plants have formed
true leaves the plants should be potted in thumb pots in

sandy earth and later as they make growth in four-inch
With Iowa-grown seed of the V. Canadense stratipots.
fied and frozen we have had no more trouble than with
strawberry-seed, but the huckleberry-seed is a month
slower in germination.

The

selected

varieties

may

be

propagated by cuttings of the subterranean stems (49) or

by layering by twisting the shoots (53).
A. S. Puller says: "The huckleberry
fruits

which have been always neglected.

is

one of those

Why

this neg-

am at

a loss to understand, for it possesses naturally
All the
better qualities than the currant or gooseberry.
Northern species are hardy, producing no thorns, and the
lect I

more firm than the raspberry, blackberry, or
strawberry; consequently they will bear carriage well and
are suitable for market. Thousands of bushels are annually
gathered from the woods and fields, but these sources of
berries are

supply will not always be available; besides, we should not
be content with depending wholly upon nature for either
the necessaries or the luxuries of

life

while a helping hand

would not only increase the quantity but improve the
"

quality.

WILD FRUITS WORTHY OF SOME ATTENTION..
At
up
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some of the experiment stations are taking
work of adapting varieties to soil variaand the size and quality by seedling production, and
this time

this desirable

tions

in the near future

it is

hoped valuable

results will be pub-

lished.

278. The Sand Cherry.
During the past fifteen years
the writer has given considerable attention to the sand
cherry, as growing wild in the Black Hills, Wyoming,

eastern Colorado, northern Nebraska, and in various places
The conclusion reached from observation

in the Dakotas.

and testing hundreds of seedlings on the experimentstation grounds at Ames, is that it is a promising fruit for
development by selection and probable crossing with the
cultivate'd

cherries

and plums.

In Colorado we have

tested varieties fully as large as the English Morello cherry
and about as free from astringency. Discredit was thrown

by growing and distributing its seedlings.
and others we have tested had been grown by
budding and grafting, or from root-cuttings, they would
have become valuable, especially at the North, where cul-

on

this variety

If this variety

tivated cherries are not easily grown.

In connection with

its

seedling production and selection,
it will
prove valuable as a

with a view to improvement,

stock for dwarfing the cherry and plum (186). All varieties
of the plum worked upon it have made good union and

have been dwarfed to some extent in

size of tree

and have

borne fruit earlier and more continuously than when on
So far, our success in using it as a stock for
plum-roots.
the cherry has not been as favorable, as only a small per
cent of the buds inserted lived.
But the few that suc-

seemed to make a good union and have made
Perhaps we have yet to learn the
for
season
proper
performing the work.

ceeded

durable dwarfed trees.

290
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Under this name the high279. The Tree Cranberry.
bush cranberry ( Viburnum opulus) is propagated as a
combined ornamental and fruit-bearing shrub. It is in no
sense a cranberry, but is nearly allied to the cultivated
snowball.
The large bush is hardy everywhere nearly in

Europe or America. It is pleasing in habit and foliage and
is very showy well into winter.
Professor Card
" The
plant deserves all the
says of the fruit and shrub:
praise it is likely to receive as an ornamental, but as a

the fruit

it

fruit-producing plant
is

is

said to be very sour, but

The fruit
more agreeable than the true

of doubtful value.

cranberry."
In the prairie States this species
habit, size,

and

and

quality.

The

prized by the few

is

decidedly variable in

Its fruits are also variable in size

leaf.

sauce and jelly of the best varieties are
who have tested them. But not the

least interest possessed

by

this

handsome shrub

is

the great

possibility of improvement in size and quality of its cranberry-like fruits by cultivation and selection of the best
It is propagated readily from stratified seeds
shallow
It also is propagated
planted
early in spring.

seedlings.

readily

by layering and from dormant cuttings planted in

autumn

(58).

The Cranberry
Although this widely known
American fruit has long been commercial and found in
the market of about every city, village, and mining and
lumber camp of the Union, it may be said that it is a wild
fruit.
While it is true that selected varieties have been
280.

.

it cannot be said that
they are larger or better
than were found in the cranberry marshes when the first
settlements were made at Cape Cod or in Wisconsin.
In
the early days of our history, the home supply and the

propagated,

relatively small quantity

primitive marshes.

The

marketed was picked from the
first systematic
planting and
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of the plants began on the Atlantic coast
Since that time tens of thousands of

from 1835 to 1840.

acres of land, almost or wholly worthless for other uses,
have been planted. In many cases low boggy tracts on the

Atlantic coast and in "Wisconsin, that bred miasmatic diseases, have been changed into handsome fruit gardens that

In
are not only profitable but inviting and healthful.
some respects the systematic growing of the cranberry is

growing the rice-plant 'for crops, as it involves both
flooding and arrangements for partial drying of the land
at stated periods.
At Cape Cod, in New Jersey, and in
Wisconsin, the preparation of the land and the management of the plants and crops are about the same. The
first work is usually clearing away the sod and moss and
But if very wet the ditches are first excavated
levelling.
around blocks of the marsh, all leading to an outlet on a
like

lower

level.

Where

possible,

this

main

outlet

of the

dam

with gates to flood the
whole plantation when needed. In many cases a brook is
In
diverted from its course to flow through the ditches.
other cases a reservoir is constructed on a higher level from
ditches

is

provided with a

which water can be supplied

as needed.

In Wisconsin the

plantations are quite usually started near a stream from
which water can be drawn into a reservoir. This is pre-

Usually the
But if not four inches of sand is
land has enough sand.
spread over the surface, after turfing and clearing, in
ferred, as the stream water is often too cold.

which the plants are set. The best method of planting
observed by the writer is to set out the plants one foot
apart, cover the roots lightly, and then firm the earth by
stepping over the roots. The plants should be kept moist.
But often cuttings are used six to eight inches long with

which are stuck at an angle in the moist sand
with an inch or two of the cutting exposed to the air.

leaves on,

A
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The cultivafull crop is obtained in three or four years.
tion is mainly in the way of pulling the weeds by hand.
The

plant roots so readily that the runners cut up in a
straw cutter are often sown over the field, followed by

But it pays to plant rooted
rolling to press them down.
as
a
as
a
full
stand
of plants soon gives
rule,
cuttings,
returns for the added expense.
To start the plants the ditches are kept about half full
of water, which keeps the surface sand moist by capillary

As the plants are set early, late frosts at the
North often work damage to the growing points. Hence

attraction.

flooding at night, when frost is suspected, is practised,
it off the next morning.
In the fall the plants
are more mature and are not easily injured by frosts.

drawing

Early in November the plantation is flooded and the water
remains until spring frosts are over. Sometimes late frosts

come when the

fruit has set in

Wisconsin.

If this is

threatened the beds are again flooded, letting it off the
next morning to prevent scalding the berries. Floods

from rains or melted snow sometimes give trouble in
winter by lifting the ice and the plants with it where the
water

is

drawn

off at

shallow.

To prevent

it is an unusual
crop to cultivate, and its
management, including the picking and sale

Indeed,
able

this the surplus water

is

the gates.
profit-

of the

only gives large profits to those who study the habits
of the plant and the evolution of its culture as practised
by successful growers. The large cranberry ( Vaccininm

fruit,

macrocarpori)

is

North American

now

the main species grown.
This is a
and as yet it is not cultivated in

species,

other countries.

from lime mainly, the Bell cranon
grown
sandy or sandy-loam soil, with a
mud
or
swamp
peat mixed in. Culture is given

In granitic
berry

is

often

coating of

soils, free
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early in the season, followed by a mulching of sawdust.
But this is only in an amateur way; yet recent experiments
show that seedling production and selection may give

grow on moist sandy land wherever the
and bear fruit under cultivation.
blueberry
The seeds should be treated the same as those of its near

varieties that will

will

relative, the

thrive

huckleberry (277).

CHAPTEK XXH.
SOME LEADING NUT TREES.

';

In Europe and Asia
281. Advance of Nut-growing.
is nearly as ancient as the cultivation of the

nut culture
edible

fruits,

and by

been improved

selection

and culture the native

much

inferior to our native species, have
in size and quality to such extent that many

varieties, usually

grown commercially and shipped to every
In China and Japan, also,
civilized part of the world.
has
been
nut improvement
going on for centuries by selecof
the
best varieties, and indeed it
tion and propagation

of

them

may be

are

said that the recent introduction of the

Japan

chestnuts has given an impetus to American nut-growing
With
in the States east of the lakes and in the South.

the exception of commercial almond- and walnut-growing
in California, it may be said that in the States we have not
had, until recently, a nut plantation in the States, except
in the way of retaining forest-grown trees of chestnut,
hickory, walnut, and other species in land-clearing.

Attention has recently been drawn to select varieties of
our native nuts, and amateurs and the experiment stations

have recently begun the important work of propagating
and planting the largest and best varieties. Present indications favor the belief that during the next decade nut
culture will be extended in a way that will materially lessen
the importation of nuts into this country.
294
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This near relative of the peach has
282. The Almond.
handsome peach-like blossoms, and the nut is botanically
But the thin, hard, fleshy part is not
the pit of the fruit.
edible and splits open at maturity, releasing the nut or pit.
De Candolle says " There are many localities in the region
extending from Mesopotamia and Turkestan to Algeria
where excellent botanists have found the almond wild."
He also says: " I remark finally that the difference between
the bitter and sweet almonds was known to the Greeks and
:

even to the Hebrews."

Whatever might have been

its

origin

it

was early

dis-

warm

temperate parts of Europe and
Asia.
As introduced into California the varieties came
largely from Spain and south France, but the imported
varieties have now been mainly discarded in favor of
tributed over the

locally
fully:

grown

"Thus

Professor Wickson says truthseedlings.
far the almond has yielded more firewood

than any other single

fruit tree

which has been largely

planted in California." But he continues: "In spite of
these facts the almond will remain an important California

product through the satisfactory performance of trees
enjoying favorable environment."

The

trees are about as

blossom early and the crop
Hence the trees in frosty

and the industry
frostless localities.

hardy as the peach, but they
is liable to be cut off by frosts.
localities have been taken out

now mainty confined to the
The varieties differ materially in

is

nearly
season

and at this time the latest ones to bloom are
being planted. But all bloom too early, and recent attenof flowering,

tion has been given to the varieties of Turkestan.
As to
the quality of the Turkestan varieties, the writer tested
them at the Oriental fairs. They were smooth, symmetrical, plump, with thin shell, and gray in color without the use of sulphur we were told. They came from the
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valley of Zarafshan, of which Dr. Schuyler says: "The
gardens constitute the beauty of this land. The long rows

and elm-trees, the vineyards, the dark foliage
pomegranate over the walls, transport one to the
In early spring
of
south France and Lombardy.
plains
the outskirts of the city, and indeed the whole valley, are
one mass of pink and white with the bloom of almond,
peach, cherry, apple, apricot, and plum, which perfume
the air for miles around.
Nowhere are fruits more abundant, and of some varieties it can be said that nowhere are
of poplar-

of the

they better."

As

this valley

is

on the 40th

parallel, in the heart of

we may safely conclude that the varieties of the
almond will flower later than those of Spanish extraction,
and that the petals and all parts of the flower are less
Asia,

It is also probable that the Asiatic varieties have
a better supply of pollen than those of moister climates.
It is naturally and originally a dry-climate tree, and long

delicate.

growing in the moister air of south France and Spain
seems to have rendered most varieties incapable of selfpollination, and they require intermingling to secure full
crops of fruit.

The almond

is

grown

to

some extent

in Florida

and on

the Gulf coast, but not commercially.
The tree is about
as hardy as the peach, and it sometimes bears full crops
where varieties are mingled or when mixed with peachtrees.

It is

propagated by budding on bitter-almond seedlings
it can be grown on chicasa-

usually, but, like the peach,
plum stocks.
It

ing.

may

be possible to develop hardier varieties by crossSiberian almond is hardy even in South Dakota

The

and Minnesota.

Botanically

regular crops of true

it is

a true almond and bears

almonds scarcely

edible.

By

crossing
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secure hardy varieties

In Europe the
283. The English or Persian Walnut.
commercial varieties of Asiatic walnut (Juglans regia) are
But in the United States
referred to simply as walnuts.
walnuts
or Madeira nuts.
called
are
The
English
they
varieties from west Europe do not prove .lardy in tree,
except at a few points in the Middle States, and in many
places where the tree is hardy they fail to bear nuts profitNear the seacoast, from New Jersey, southward to
ably.
Georgia, the nut has been profitably cultivated for home
In Florida and the Gulf
use and market for many years.
States

it

has not been favorably reported, mainly on
On the Pacific slope the tree is

account of the root-knot.

hardy in north California, but as yet varieties have not
been found that have borne nuts in a regular and profitable
In south California, in fertile valleys where water
way.
is permanent by seepage from higher '.rrigat >d levels, within
ten feet of the surface, in Santa Barbara Los Angeles, and
Ventura counties, walnut orohar .s ^re roving profitable

and the acreage

is

rapidly increasing.

With increased

experience, commercial growers nov *ntermingle varieties
in orchard planting, even including trees of the native

black walnut, to supply pollen. It may prove that lack of
pollination is a main cause of failure to perfect fruit in
places where the trees are hardy ^nough to be used
Luther Burbank, of Santa Rosa, California, is
for shade.

many

He says: "Walnut-trees thrive and
observer.
grow in Sonoma County, but fail to produce nuts, except
I discovered the reason in 1890
a tree here and there.
and fully confirmed it in 1891. Most of the trees in this
section are pistillate, and, with one or two exc'eptions, they
are strictly so. Another reason with some nut trees is that
a close

staminate flowers appear too early, or too late to bo of
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service to the pistillate flowers.
matter in nut culture."

Where walnut-growing
cial planting,

is

now

This

is

a very important

systematized by commer-

alternating varieties is practised.

It

may

prove that in many places where the trees prove hardy but
unfruitful, that as yet no attention has been given to the

important question of pollination.

The belief has been quite
that
in
this
country
budding or grafting the nut
general,
trees has proven more uncertain and difficult than the
284.

Walnut Propagation.

But where thrifty young
grafting of the stone fruits.
stocks, are used in European nurseries a better stand of nut
trees

and

is

usually secured by grafting than with the plums

cherries.

The most

perfect success

known

to the writer has been

reached by using young thrifty stocks and inserting the
grafts under the bark (94) as soon as the bark can be
raised,

when the buds

are well started.

are also started and are cut as used.

waxed, as

is

also the

The scions used
The wounds are

end of the scion. A paper sack is then
and scion to lessen evaporation.

tied tightly over the stock
If left without tying, the

paper sack in high winds is apt
This is the favorite method

to break or loosen the scion.

of grafting the oaks and all tree-growing species of the
nut family in west and east Europe. The plan known as

ring or flute budding (77) has also given good results in
west Europe and in California.

On thrifty young stocks California propagators have had
success also with the walnut by summer budding (72),
using thex smaller buds at the base of the young wood
But in Europe and on the west coast the stocks
scions.

which the summer buds are inserted are not cut back
until the next spring, and then are cut with a high stub,
to which the growing shoot is attached by tying.

in
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Increase of Hardiness.
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varieties of

English walnut so far cultivated in this country have come
to us from the equable and rather moist climate of west
Europe. At Ames, Iowa, they have proven far more
But a variety grown from nuts
tender than peach-trees.
gathered at Saratov in south Kussia has proven far hardier
than the peach and perfectly hardy in Missouri. As noted

on former pages

of

the orchard fruits, we

now have

In this dry interior
access commercially to central Asia.
with
thin
are
walnuts
shells
climate,
grown extensively,
and beyond doubt they will prove worthy of trial in our
interior States.

The native black walnut (Juglans
in the Northern States.
has
a
wide
distribution
It
nigrd)
is one of our largest trees and its lumber is so valuable for
286. Black Walnut.

gun-stocks, furniture, and other uses, that trees of large
size are becoming scarce in every locality.
Along streams
in the prairie States it was a common tree in the early days
of prairie settlement, but most all the trees have been cut
latterly for export of the logs to

The nuts

Europe.

of our native walnut are

beyond doubt the
no move
largest
In Europe and
has been made for their improvement.

and best wild ones

of the earth, but as yet

Asia the wild walnuts of Armenia, north India, Burmah,

Japan, and central Asia are vastly inferior to our best
But they have been improved by selection
native types.

and culture

until

we have the modern walnuts

of

com-

merce.

As found in the prairie States the nuts are more variable
than in other parts of the Union observed by the writer.
In a few cases varieties are found with relatively thin shell
that splits readily and the meat parts from the shell divisions freely.

that

many

But as yet they all have the peculiar flavor
and a few dislike. Burbank, of California,

like
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has proven that the Persian walnut will cross with Juglans
nigra and also with the J. Californica of the west coast.

In the near future we will probably have crosses with the
best European varieties that will combine the good qualities of

the two species.

The black walnut
Propagation and Planting.
the
nuts
if
from
managed properly. In the
grows readily
nuts
without
out
the
fall, spread
removing the shucks
287.

under

trees

and cover with four inches

of leaves.

Early

in spring plant very shallow, firming the earth by stepping
on each covered nut. If to be used for stocks for budding

or grafting, the nuts easiest to secure will answer the purBut if planted for nut-growing, care should be
pose.

taken to hunt for the trees bearing the largest and best
In the prairie States groups or local areas of
nuts.

walnut were found in the early days, with relatively thin
shell, that have been reproduced by many by planting the
nuts.
is

not

young

But

if

scions of select varieties are procurable, it
them under the bark of thrifty

difficult to insert

stocks, as noted in section (284).

has also been found that scions of Juglans regia will
unite well with the wood of young thrifty stocks of our
It

native black walnut,

and

it

increases the hardiness of the

former when grown in more trying climates remote from
the ocean.
288.

The Butternut.

The American butternut (Juglans

cinerea) is also a valuable lumber tree. The wood has been
used for palace-car finishing and other work requiring a

high polish, and the large trees are becoming scarce. The
nuts are variable in size, thickness of shell, and size and
ease of extraction of the meats.
varieties

is

walnut, as

preferred

it is

The drawback

by

many

The

quality of the select
to that of the Persian

tender, crisp, oily, and pleasantly flavored.
that the rough, hard shells do not fit it

is
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as well for use in sitting-room or parlor as the nuts that

As yet we have no
and we know of no attempt to improve it
by the propagation of select varieties found in all localities
where it grows naturally. In its native ranges, apparent
hybrids are found with the black walnut. In confirmation
of this fact Juglans regia and J. cinerea have been crossed
in Europe and also in California.
Indeed it seems that all
species of the walnut family cross naturally as well as by
hand pollination. M. Andre of France reports that his
opinions as to the limits of species have undergone change
since he saw in the nurseries of the Paris museum seedcan be crushed by the nut-cracker.

named

lings

varieties,

of Juglans regia almost identical with the black
Select varieties of the butternut can be budded

walnut.

or grafted on thrifty young seedlings of the same species,
as noted in section (284) and probably also on black-walnut
stocks.

Of the native species of the
289. The Hickory-nut.
hickory found in the United States, the pecan (Hicorin
pecan) stands first at present in commercial value; the
shellbark (H. ovata) stands second; and the big
shellbark (//. laciniosa) stands third in order of value.
The two last named are Northern and will be first conlittle

sidered.

The H.

ovata has a

broad distribution from

Iowa and south to the Southern

States.
The
Quebec
nut is white, often oblong but varied in shape, and it is
In
always four-angled, with a sweet and pleasant kernel.
size it is variable and also in thickness of shell.
The

to

selected varieties are thin-shelled, with a large kernel easily
The trees of this
separated from the shell divisions.

species are quite ornamental and grow on relatively high
land and on rather dry bottom lands.
The big shellbark
best
on
rich
bottom
land
and
under cultivaspecies grows
tion succeeds best

on

rich, rather moist soil.

A

large part
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of the varieties propagated and named by propagators
belong to the little shellbark or shagbark species.

The pecan seems

to be confined to the bottom lands of

the Western States in the valley of the Mississippi and its
tributaries.
Although generally found on bottom lands
it often is found in
and other Southwestern

subject to overflow of streams, yet
Missouri, Arkansas, Kentucky,

on upland where moistened by springs or percolafrom higher levels. Under cultivation it is found to
do as well on upland as the big shellbark of the South.
As gathered from the stream-bottoms and from planted
The large
orchards, the annual output is very large.
thin-shelled varieties have retailed at the North at higher
prices than has been obtained for other nuts home-grown
States,

tion

or imported.

The

smaller sizes with thicker shells have

been mainly used in candy-making.
told by Mr. William A. Taylor, in

A

single firm,

we

New York "has

are

pre-

pared and marketed 100,000 pounds of these in a year.''*
As yet the home demand is not supplied. As to foreign
demand Mr. Taylor says: " From the favor which exhibits
of this nut in the American station were received, it seems
probable that a considerable export trade can be developed

whenever the supply of choice nuts exceeds the demand
home consumption."

for

The present outlook favors the belief that the propagation and planting of the finest dessert varieties now obtainable on a largj scale on suitable land from Kentucky and
Missouri south to southern Texas would prove far more
profitable than orange-growing in California.

This valuable nut has been
290. Pecan Propagation.
thus far mainly grown from the nuts.
But it has been
found that the nuts from a given tree bearing nuts that
will bring forty cents per pound will not reproduce the
variety.

The

experience in budding and grafting has as

303
yet been limited and the results have not been favorable
But some nurserymen have had equal success
as a rule.
in grafting the pecan and shellbark hickories by using
The stocks
thrifty young stocks standing in nursery row.

are cut two inches below the earth surface

and a scion

is

inserted by side-grafting (86), winding with waxed cotton
cloth for holding the parts together, and mounding to the

The pecan and shellbarks can also
top bud of the scion.
be safely grafted in early June, or earlier South, by
slipping the scion under the bark (284) and mounding to
the top bud.
291. The Chestnut.

sweet chestnut

Select varieties of the

(Castanea Americana]

American

are the best in

quality that the writer has tested in Europe, Asia, or
America, but the varieties of Japan are much larger and
some of the west European sorts are superior in size to any

we have
which

yet produced, with the exception of some hybrids,
so far have lost in quality what they have gained in

size.

Many things
growing.

are in favor of rapid advances in chestnut-

It is far easier to

propagate than the walnuts

or hickory-nuts, it comes into bearing earlier, and it seems
to find a ready market at paying prices.
The chestnut

has been one of the leading nuts for home use and marketing for centuries in western Asia, Europe, Japan, and
north Africa, and indeed a staple article of food when
partially dried.

It is also

used for boiling, and

its

meal

has varied uses in the culinary department.

The largest chestnuts, approaching in quality our best
native varieties, came from Sardis in Asia Minor to the
Oriental fairs we visited.
But as yet these have not been
tested in the

United

States.

The Japan chestnuts make
compact

tree

a

much

smaller and more

than those of Europe, Asia, or the United
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The

States.

leaves

are

also

The burs

smaller.

are

but the nuts are larger than any varieties yet
Some of the best varieties of all classes are
introduced.
smaller,

described in Part II of this book.

The

tree

and bush

species,

known

as

"

chinquapins" in

the South, bear smaller nuts than the chestnuts and usually
grow in bush form not more than three to five feet in

But the tree species (Castanea pumila) on rich
height.
soils, in Arkansas and east Texas, we have known to grow

But on thin land both
up numerous suckers or
The dwarf species have been used to some extent
stolons.
But the
as stocks for the Japan and other good varieties.
thirty or more feet in height.
species are shrubs that throw

habit of suckering is specially objectionable.
All varieties
292. Propagation and Planting.
species
tion.

and
grow readily from the nuts kept moist by stratificaBut the nuts must be planted as early as the condi-

tion of soil will permit, or they will sprout in the box (5).
If grown from seed, the tap-roots should be cut by running

them or they should be transplanted
In graftyear old, to give a good root system.
ing we have found the side-graft (85) most successful,
doing the work in the open air when the buds begin to
a sharp spade under

when one

At the West, if the scions are inserted early they
up before active sap-circulation begins. We
have had the best success when they were covered with

expand.

are apt to dry

paper sacks (284).

As

the eastern States, grafting has been mainly
to
confined
inserting scions in sprouts on mountain land,
where the chestnut or chinquapin are indigenous. Where
the Japan varieties have been inserted in this way, they
yet, in

But the weeds,
have proven profitable in some cases.
fire
and
of
have
drawbacks
to this
danger
proven
sprouts,
system, and systematic orchards are

now being

started.
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The usual plan has been to set out two-year-old seedlings
once transplanted and graft them the next spring after
they have become well established.
By culture early in
the season and the use of cover-crops of the legumes later,
the grafted varieties soon come into bearing.
Clean culture through the season has not given good results, as the
exposed earth during the hot period gets too warm for the

health of the trees and roots (126).
It is best to plant the native and European varieties in

rows thirty feet apart, running north and south.
To give
an approach to forestry conditions, they may be planted
only eighteen feet apart in the rows. The smaller-growing
varieties should also have ample space between the

Japan

and may be planted
rows running north and south.
In all parts the chestnut is a dry-land or hill tree. In
the "West, on high, dry ridges, it is grown up to the 44th
rows, not less than twenty -five feet,

fifteen feet apart in the

parallel, but on rich drift-soil, where corn thrives best, the
The tree does not
trees are short-lived and unfruitful.

seem capable of

self-pollination.

In no case has the writer

known

a tree in isolated position to bear nuts. Yet blocks
Where varieties
planted with a single variety bear well.
of different species are intermingled in Europe, the crossThis
pollination gives hybrids when the nuts are planted.

seems true also in this country, as we now have natural
chestnut and chinquapin in the

hybrids between the
South.

A
nut

main trouble
is

in the commercial

the attack of the weevil.

growing of the chestGrowers in Europe and

America pour boiling-hot water over the freshly gathered

The covered

chestnuts are then stirred to prevent
Those not perfect, on account of weevil
Treated in this way the
perforation, will float on the top.
nuts are not further troubled with weevil, and keep better

nuts.

cooking them.
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and the nuts are more palatable and not
and horny as when dried without the scalding.
The filbert is grown commercially
293. The Filbert.
over a large part of Europe and Asia, and the nuts are
found for sale in about every grocery and fruit-store.
Tons of the nuts are annually shipped to the United States.
The varieties from west Europe have not succeeded well in
any part of the Union. Over about the whole country, our
summers are too hot or the winters too cold. The flower
catkins develop in autumn. In the North they are apt to
be killed by the cold, and in the South and in California

when

fully dried,

so hard

'

the

warm

spells of early winter

expand the

flowers, to be

caught usually by winter frosts, and in nearly frostless
regions in California the summers are so hot that fungus

Yet we have
diseases are developed.
varieties
mostly hybrids it
imported

some seedlings from
suspected which
are grown in a small way in the Eastern States and Caliis

fornia.

The propagation of special varieties is usually by cuttings of new wood planted in the fall or during winter in
mild climates.

In Europe, the trees are shaped in nursery

prior to selling or planting, with a stem three to four feet

high, with an open top and a head with not less than six
branches.

The pruning is never neglected by professional growers.
The thin, unfruitful twigs are cut out, and the new growth
dormant period is shortened back nearly to the
But in this cutting, care is taken to leave
catkins for an ample supply of pollen.
male
of
the
enough
The male catkins and female buds are shown in Fig. 82.
This is found native in about all
294. The Hazel-nut.
in
timber
the
of
Union,
openings and borders where
parts
the soil is shaded and where the leaf -mould deposits of years
have not been disturbed. Some of the varieties as found
in the

female buds.
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wild bear nuts nearly as large as the ordinary filbert and
In the prairie States the select varieties
better in quality.

have been cultivated in a small way, planted in rows only
two feet apart with five-foot spaces between the rows.

Growth

FIG.

started

is

82.- -A,

by cultivation in the early part of the

Male catkins of

filbert

;

B, female flowers of

filbert.

(After Bailey.)

season, followed

by mulching with leaves after the

July, which

cultivated

first

of

in the soil

the next spring.
After the plants attain bearing size, the mulching is continuous winter and summer, clipping the weeds that come
is

through the mulch. With this treatment and proper
pruning good crops, as large nearly as filberts, have been
harvested.
Beyond all doubt a few years of culture and
selection

will

give native varieties as large as the best
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filberts

and better in

humus

in the

quality, but in our climate it will be
follow
to
nature's
methods by shading the soil
necessary
between the rows and providing an ample stock of fresh
soil.

At the West, with

this system,

no

diseases or insects have as yet troubled the plant, except
the weevil.

In starting from select
295. Propagation and Pruning.
it will not be best to grow seedlings, as they vary
But seedlings may be grown and budded or
exceedingly.

varieties

grafted.

No

plant yet tested has proven easier to bud or
filbert.
But, like the rose, the

graft than the hazel or

sprouts from the wild stock are apt to spring up and give
Hence the best plan is to grow the plants from
cuttings put out in the fall as soon as the leaves drop.

trouble.

The

cuttings root with about as much certainty as the
if mulched as directed in (58).
When the plantation is established, partially or wholly

currant

rooted suckers will be freely produced, with the mulching
system, for sale or the extension of the plantation.

The pruning of the hazel-nut is identical with that of
filbert.
The catkins that appear on the new wood in
bear
staminate flowers.
The pistillate flowers
pairs only
come from rounded buds, also on the new wood, but not
on the same shoot usually (Fig. 82). The pruning con-

the

shortening the wood of the preceding year's growth
when the pistillate flowers appear. Strong
shoots are headed back to favor the starting of laterals for

sists in

in the spring

next year's bearing, and the old wood that has borne nuts
should be cut out.
This must be repeated each
spring.
296. Gocoanut.

The cocoanut palm

is

one of the most

peculiar economic trees of the earth.
Floating in ocean
water for months does not impair the vitality of the nut,
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lands on a tropical or subtropical shore, it takes
and will bear nuts where the ocean waves

root in the sand

wash over

In the United States

its roots.

and on

it is

alone grown

southern keys near the
shore-line. In Cuba the statement of De Candolle, that it
only grows on the seacoast, does not seem to hold good, as
I have seen the palms loaded with nuts on quite high land
in southern Florida,

several miles in the interior.

sands,

but

it

its

The

tree

observed on higher and richer land.
spent much time in Cuba looking up

He

grows on the beach

does not reach the size or load of nuts

says of the cocoanut as

Maturin M. Ballou
its

resources in 1890.

in the interior, on the

grown

west part of the island: "The cocoanut-tree grows to a
height of fifty feet and more, differing from the royal palm
by its drooping nature. At its summit is a waving tuft
of dark-green glossy pinnate leaves from ten to fifteen feet
in length, like mammoth plumes, immediately under

which are suspended the nuts in heavy bunches, often
weighing three hundred pounds." But these apparently
interior trees on richer soil have the breath of the warm
Gulf stream from the varied directions except east, and are
situated where they get permanent moisture at the roots.
But the truth is correctly stated by De Candolle, who says
:

this tree requires a

climate

warm, damp
"Unfortunately
such as exists only in the tropics or in exceptionable
Nor does it thrive at a dislocalities just without them.
tance from the sea."

Biscayne Bay, and

On

thinner

at other points

soil

near the beach at

south of Lake Worth in

Florida, the trees make less growth and lean from the
At Lake Worth tourists
course of the prevailing winds.
often see nuts hanging within two feet of the ground,

while in Cuba, on richer land, we have seen the nuts hanging down thirty feet from the ground.
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In all ages the cocoa297. Propagation and Varieties.
nut has been propagated almost exclusively by planting
To give anchorage to the trees, the nuts
the large nuts.
are planted two feet deep, and as the plant grows the earth
or sand is filled in gradually, as in deep planting of the
But the nuts are usually sprouted before planting
grape.

by burying in the earth deep enough to secure the needed

The germination of the nuts is interesting to
The three prominent eyes of the nuts indicate the

moisture.

watch.

With needed heat and moisture,
the finger-like ovule imbedded in the rich creamy subSoon it
stance of the large end begins to extend growth.
appears through the largest eye and begins the work of
location of the ovules.

Little
rending the outer coat of the fibrous covering.
into
also
extend
the
of
the
nut
roots
flesh
for
fibrous
supAs growth progresses the hard shell is parted and
port.

the roots extend into the earth.

From

the start, as the

grow upward, they begin to assume the typical form
The roots are numerous, but never attain
of the species.

leaves

In improving in the suburbs of Havana, the
large size.
writer watched the digging out of large cocoanut palms
In no case was a root observed more than
in bearing.
three fourths of an inch in diameter.
Yet when loaded

with the heavy clusters of nuts weighing three hundred
pounds, and the great leaves expanded like sails, we were
told that storms rarely blew down a tree of this species.

The writer saw trees in exposed positions in Cuba, said to
be seventy-five years old, still bearing large clusters of
nuts.

As grown
nut

in different tropical coast climates the cocoa-

color, and texture and flavor of the
and even trees grown from nuts of the same tree
in size and quality of the nut.

differs in size,

flesh,

differ
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It is probable that the systematic owners of plantations
from the United States now settling in Cuba, Porto Rico,
and the Philippines will soon learn to propagate from the

best trees of the best varieties, as even now they are propagated from cuttings of the head of young trees, and even
from those of old trees, where broken down by the tropical

storms of south Florida and

its

keys.

This tropical nut is also included, as
thrives well in Porto Rico, the Philippines, and Cuba.
298. Brazil-nut.

it

It is not hardy anywhere in the United States, and the
commercial supply comes mainly from Brazil and other
parts of tropical South America, and is grown on native
It is one of the largest trees of the tropical
wild trees.
The
nuts from eighteen to twenty-five in numforests.
ber are enclosed in a hard shell. The great balls of fruit

are five to eight inches in diameter, and fall heavily to the
So far as known to the
earth when the nuts are ripe.

has never been cultivated, yet it is one of the
commercial
nuts of the world, under the name of
leading
writer,

it

cream-nut, nigger-toe, or Brazil-nut.

Although in its native tropical forests it reaches a height
hundred and thirty feet, the isolated trees grown
from the nut by amateurs in Cuba spread out, making
handsome round-topped trees that bear bountiful crops
If the
quite as young as do our nut trees of the North.
of
forest
nuts
from
Brazil
is
cut
short
great supply
by
of one

forest clearing, or in other way, the cultivation of this
valuable nut in Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philippines may
become profitable. This is the more probable, as the use
is on the increase.
It has long been the oil used
and
watch-makers
by
repairers, and for all delicate
and
its
use
machinery,
by artists and in high-grade cookery
The latest publications do not speak
is rapidly increasing.
of improved varieties of cream- or Brazil-nut, but in 1901,

of its oil
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time, a variety of the nut appears in American
The shell is soft,
that
is a decided improvement.
groceries
the nut.
The
and
undulations
extend
to
the
wrinkled,

for the

first

grocers report this soft-shelled variety perfect in nearly all
cases, while a large per cent of the common cream-nuts
are abortive.

CHAPTER

XXIII.

PLANNING AND PLANTING THE HOME GROUNDS.
299. American

Rural and Suburban Homes.

the nations of the world the United States

is

Amonjj

alone in

its

system of rural and suburban homes. The farmer, as
soon as means permits, fits up a comfortable, and often
beautiful

home on

his

own

land,

and the business man

farmer plans a suburban home, often a palatial
his
own land, with its well-kept lawn, trees,
on
one,
and
flowers.
Even the thousands who flock to our
shrubs,
shores from the Old World, as soon as able begin the work
of home-making on their own land, and in no case attempt

and

retired

commune system of the old country.
cannot yet be said that the fitting-up of American
is always in accordance with the principles of land-

to revive the

But
homes

it

As yet, a large proportion of our rural
scape gardening.
homes and suburban places show mistakes in planning and
In the selection of varieties and species, misplanting.
The pictures and extravagant
takes are too often made.
praise of

new

nurserymen

varieties of trees, shrubs, and flowers, by
in distant localities or States, often lead to the

planting in prominent places of varieties and species
In the prairie
wholly unsuited to the soil and climate.
States even, landscape gardeners often assume that varieties
hardy at the East, or near the inland lakes, will do as well

on

prairie soil

and

in prairie climate.

Another leading
313
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made by beginners

in the way of planting
and
shrubs
on the front lawn,
shade
trees,
evergreens,
which in a few years develop into a thicket. Even in

mistake

is

south California, a few years ago, the plan of quite thick
planting in front of the house soon developed thickets that
gave trouble and expense, when observation led to the

As yet
adoption of a more natural and beautiful system.
even the village and city parks and school grounds are
often planted with straight rows

and without a

settled

plan.

But near our larger

cities

the influence of example and

the guidance of the landscape gardener have led to a more
methodic system in the way of planting in such manner
that the after-growth will form a picture in connection
with the well-kept grass that is the canvas on which the
picture is outlined.
If the purchase and fitting300. Starting a New Home.
of
a
new
is
contemplated, many things should be
up
place
in advance.
Other things being equal, the
should have air-drainage and water-drainage
This is desirable for health of family as well as the

considered

home
(97).

site

health of fruits and ornamentals.

In a level region, such
in the prairie States, an elevation of only a
few feet above the general level is desirable.
The near-

as

is

common

ness to desirable neighbors, church, schoolhouse, and other

advantages should also be regarded where means
The quality of the water, nature of the soil and
permit.

social

subsoil,

and general outlook upon

desirable views should

In the prairie States, and over
the Northern States, a south or east frontage is more
desirable than a north or west one.
When the site is
also

have consideration.

selected, set the hoiise back, if possible, far

a desirable lawn in front.

enough

to give
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Grading and Enriching the Lawn. After the
building is completed and the first rough shaping of the
grounds is finished, care should be taken in the final
smoothing of the front ]awn to enrich the soil with fine,
While grass will grow on thin soil,
well-rotted manure.
301.

the carpet of grass that makes a picture, when it has a
frame of green foliage in the background angles andcorners, can only be secured on a rich
supply of fresh vegetable humus.

soil,

with an abundant

The ordinary

subsoil

and well with only a thin covering of black soil
Before
will not give the needed thick carpet of grass.
and
shrubs
should
the
the
trees
be
sowing
grass-seed,
made
for
and
the
flower-beds
ready
planted
planting.
This gives a regular and smooth surface on which to start

from

cellar

Prior to sowing the seed, it is also desirable to
the grass.
border the v/alks, tree groups, and shrub groups with a
belting of sod pressed down low in the soft soil.
defines the borders, and grass-seed should not be

This

sown

inside the space allotted to groups or over the surface of
In practice these outlining strips of sod are
flower-beds.

useful in fixing boundaries and in the
established grass for clipping along roads

the start.

mower

Until the sod

is

way of securing
and borders from

strong enough to support the

in turning, the clipping should be done with the

scythe.
302.

Where to Plant Trees and Shrubs. The location
and shrub groups depends largely upon the shape
of the grounds, and no two places may be exactly the same
in expression when the work is finished.
As stated, the
of tree

a spacious lawn.
Keep the centre of the
This principle
place open, planting only the borders.
applies to the front lawn on all places, large and small.
On small places, the simple plan shown at Fig. 83 will

first essential is

illustrate

some

of the general principles suitable for those
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who wish

pleasant surroundings, but

who have not the

time or means to care for more extended grounds more

The simple plan given
elaborately laid out and planted.
may be suitable for one or four acres, and includes lawn
with shrub groups

shade-trees (2), evergreen -trees (3)

(6),

for a background, vegetable and small fruit garden (10).
and an orchard (9) without shelter on the north, but fairly

9
6
*

10

4

*

11

'

a

y\'\\>

: *sA

4

\\^
FIG. 83.
a,

Amur

2, evergreen
barberry hedge 1, deciduous shade trees
4, barn
5, dwarf pines
3, house
7, flower6, shrubs
11, back yard.
8, perennial bed ; 9, orchard
10, garden
;

;

trees

bed

SUBURBAN OR FARM HOME.

;

;

well sheltered

;

;

;

on the south,

;

;

;

as advised in section (99).
closest in north

The plan shows the orchard rows planted

and south rows, with wider spaces between (112). The
back yard (11) should be in grass, well kept, for air-circulaThe
tion, drying clothes, lawn-tennis, and play-ground.
vegetable and small fruit garden (10) is north of the
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house and sheltered on the north by the orchard, which
a special advantage in the prairie States
part of the Union.

is

and over a large

Fig. 84 gives a simple plan for planting, with street on

"

11

w
SSSii

FIG. 84.
1,

*

*

"A

*

'

SUBURBAN OR FARM HOME.

Deciduous shade trees 2, evergreen trees 3 hou e 4, barn
dwarf pines 6, shrubs 7, flower-beds 8, perennial beds
orchard 10, vegetable gardeu 11, back yard.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

5,
9,

;

the south and west of two corner suburban

lots.

The view

open on the south and west with group of
shade trees (4) and of evergreens at (5).
The figure is
self-erplanatory, except the planting of two rows of cherryand plum-trees down to the lawn on the south, with the
over the lawn

is

round-topped morello cherries as a background of the
Some of the round-headed varieties, such as Spate

lawn.

morello, English morello, Shadow morello, and Early
morello, are ornamental during summer and in autumn
they hold their foliage as late, or later, than the cut-leaved
birch.

To

further illustrate the simple laying out of small
places, Fig. 85 gives a plan for laying out and planting
still
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lots.
The house is placed a few feet east of the
centre to give room for a group of shade trees on the west.
East of the house is a handsome group of conifers with

two inside

cherry- and plum-trees back of them, screening the barn

*
'

;:
* ^
'

5*

INSIDE CITY LOT
1, Shade trees
dwarf pine 5, shrubs

PIG. 85.

;

;

2,
;

evergreens 3,
flower-beds ;
;

6,

plum and cherry
7,

house

;

8,

barn

;

;

4,

9,

garden.

from the front

In the corners dwarf pines are
view.
but
a
shown,
small, well-kept group of shrubs would often
The wagon-road for the delivery of wood,
be preferred.
coal, or provisions
alley.

comes through the fruit trees from the
in all plans must bo kept pruned

The shrub groups

as noted in (152).
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303. Planning and Planting More Extended Grounds.
In improving larger park-like grounds with varied hill and
valley, and possibilities in the way of natural or artificial

always advisable to employ an experienced
He alone will be able to give each
landscape gardener.
varied view its peculiar individual expression, and yet

water views,

it is

combine the whole

walk or drive over the place
and yet united succession of views.
But the open space in front of the residence, more or less
modified by undulations of the surface, was urged as an
essential element of taste by A. J. Downing and others in
Europe and America fifty years ago. As an example,
so that a

will present a pleasing

Downing gives the home
B'ig.

86,

FIG. 86.

seat of the

Van Eensselaer family,

and that of the Livingstons, Fig.

Beaverwyck, the seat of

Wm.

P.

Van

87.

Rensselaer, Esq.

In Fig. 86 the planting is all back of the lawn, but in
Fig. 87 a single old tree is retained in the front with a
high stem, showing it to be a relic of the primitive forest.
In laying out a large place, the expert will prove an
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but the owner must decide, as a rule,
on the healthfulness of the location, its accessibility, its

essential helper,

capacity for improvement at a given cost, the fitness of the
soil for tree-, shrub-, and grass-growing, the character of

the water, and the social and other advantages.
liminary chapters of this

book

will give hints

The
on

pretrans-

and even the propagating, pruning,
and management of shrubs, small fruits, and orchard

planting, pruning,

FIG. 87.

fruits.

Aid

will also

The Manor

of Livingston.

be given by consulting books devoted

to landscape gardening, such as those of
Long, Bailey, and others.

A few

Maynard, Kemp,

general principles cover the leading essentials in

such improvements, aside from the artistic blending of
His services are often needed in
the landscape gardener.
the varied grouping adapted to varied elevations and
slopes, the locating of the grass-plots, the preservation of
vistas or outlooks in the direction of inviting views, the
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planning of roads and walks, securing natural effects at
group borders by under growth, biding undesirable views,
and above all, giving his aid in selecting species that will
give needed size and effects in all leading positions and
prove absolutely hardy in the given climate. In this work
of deciding on exact adaptation, a study of the oldest
plantings in the near vicinity will often prove valuable in
the selection of varieties and species.
It often happens that large
304. Improving Old Places.

and small places have
purchased, or

FIG. 88.

when the

An

change for the

shrubs, and hedges when
decision is reached to attempt a

trees,

old tree headed back.

better.

(After Maynard.)

In planning for a change in the

landscape expression, it usually happens that many of the
old plantings can be utilized.
With systematic cutting
back and shaping they can be changed into shapely trees

and shrubs (147, 152).

If the cutting

back

is

done in the
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dormant season, unshapely trees will soon develop fine
headed back as shown in Fig. 88.
In some cases a single tree of a large-growing species

tops, if

be made the centre of a tree group by planting rapidgrowing species around it, with undergrowth at the
In other cases where a shade is needed, a
boundaries.

may

single tree

may

grassy lawn.

shade tree

be given room to shade a corner of the
single spreading white elm or other fine

The

may

also

of the grounds,

have place in a grassy dell, or hollow
it has ample room to
spread in

where

natural form.

Second-growth timber of varied species is often found
on suburban tracts and lots standing too thick for forest

On lots some of the trees may be permitted to
stand properly thinned and cut back at proper places, but
not to interfere with the open lawn or the garden and
or park.

small fruits in the rear.

In larger places, where groups are wanted, better effects
can often be produced for a few years by permitting the
of the thriftiest trees to stand thinning
gradually as the tops begin to crowd, or as the primal plan
of the grounds require.

greater part

In starting groups the selection of species should be
Evergreens and deciduous trees should
given attention.
in
the
same group, and such trees as cotton-'
not be mixed
and
wood
Lombardy poplar should not be mingled with
hard maple and hackberry. The trees and shrub groups
Where not guided
should have a harmonious expression.
by an experienced gardener, the beginner in such work
will form tree clumps rather than artistic groups.
Many
years ago Price wrote: "Natural groups are full of openings and hollows, of trees advancing before or retiring

behind each other,
of deep shadows,

all

and

productive of intricacy, of variety,
brilliant lights.
In walking about
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them the form changes at every step, new combinations,
new lights and shades, new inlets present themselves in
But clumps of trees, like compact bodies of
succession.
Examine them in
soldiers, resist attacks from all sides.
of
walk
around
them
no openings, no
view,
every point
no
vacancy,
stragglers."

PIG. 89.

Large-growing trees arranged in centre of groups.
(After Maynard.)

Where trees of the same species are planted in a group,
or species similar in size and form, the expression when
grown is that of a clump. To avoid this, the skilled
planter sets the taller species at a group corner or in the
centre, with the smaller

and handsomer

trees

and even
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Fig. 89, from
large shrubs at the outer irregular edges.
Maynard's excellent work, gives an idea of this irregular
yet natural system of grouping.

305. Transplanting Trees and Shrubs.
Chapter IX of
volume gives some of the essentials of transplanting of

this

fruits
trees.

and ornamentals
It

in connection

with nnrsery-grown
and

also discusses the relative success of fall

In lawn and park planting, as
spring planting (117).
well as in planting street trees for shade, it is quite general
in most localities to procure them from the timber.

Nursery-grown ornamental and shade

trees are given a

better root system by transplanting in nursery when young
or by cutting the tap-roots with a spade or tree-digger, run

under them. The young forest trees have deep, extending
roots, with relatively few fibrous surface roots that are
But with needed care in digging,
obtainable in digging.
with proper depth and spread of roots, trees of medium
size can be safely planted in the spring when the buds are
beginning to swell.

wanted for certain positions it will
most
A
prove
profitable to move them in the winter.
trench not less than three feet deep is dug around the
trees, extending under at the base and including a ball of
earth not less than three feet in diameter, late in the
If larger trees are

fall.

Before the ground freezes the holes are also dug for

the reception of the trees and filled with straw or coarse
When the balls in which the roots are encased
manure.
are frozen hard, the use of a lever loosens them, when
they are lifted with block and tackle on, trucks or sleds

and drawn

to their

The usual

new

position.

seems to be that the transplanting of
trees with stems two to. three inches in diameter is very
expensive work. But the.digging is not skilled labor, and
an improvised derrick, block and tackle, and a sliding
belief
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platform to run on snow were all the appliances used
years ago in moving about one hundred trees,
deciduous and evergreen, on a part of the Iowa Agriculthree

tural College campus, that

had been for years in vineyard.

In planting, moist dirt from ground covered with strawy
manure was used for filling tightly around the frozen ball,

and the tops

Avere

prevented from swaying in the wind by

No prunwires attached to stakes driven in the ground.
was
of
the
on
the
done,
except
large pines, which
ing
tops
were cut back quite severely at the points of growth (153).
Only two trees were lost out of near one hundred planted.
The main
306. The Need of Hardy Trees and Shrubs.
purpose of these brief notes on home surroundings has
been to give some practical hints on the location of trees

and shrubs on the home grounds of the farmer and
suburban residents of moderate means. The large places
and parks are usually cared for by those who make it a
The importance of impressing the need of
business.
planting the hardiest known shrubs and trees, on home
grounds, school grounds, and cemeteries specially, cannot
be overrated.

Even

as

far

south as Atlanta, Georgia,

and Hot Springs, Arkansas, the
visitor in the summer of 1895 saw more crippled or dead
fruit trees, ornamental trees, and shrubs than ever has
The cemeteries over
been seen in the Northern States.
the whole South showed a few perfect varieties and species
that seemed to be more beautiful than ever standing amid
the desolation wrought by the cold on the more tender
After what are
species of the south and west Europe.
known as the "test winters," this loss of trees on private
grounds and in cemeteries and parks is found not only in
the prairie States, but east of the lakes and in the South.
Hence the writer's respect for such trees and shrubs as
Cut-leaved birch, Silver spruce (Picea pungens), Duchess
Jacksonville,

Florida,

326
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apple, Concord grape, Spiraea Van Houttei, and Rosa
rugosa, that are safe to plant on varied soils in nearly all
parts of the Union.

In the succeeding chapter some of the ornamental and
shade trees and shrubs are noted in connection with their
relative hardiness, as observed

by the writer.

during the past forty years

CHAPTEK XXIV.
SOME OF THE LEADING SHADE, LAWN, AND PARK
TREES.

The nursery
307. Adapting Trees to Soil and Climate.
and
the
West
coast States
of
Eastern, Southern,
catalogues
give

lists

of the leading trees, shrubs,

and

flowers,

with

brief descriptions, but the planter is given no instruction,
as a rule, in the important work of adapting varieties and

To a great extent
species to a given soil and climate.
this is true also of our works on landscape gardening.
Planters in the prairie States have had no guide except in
the horticultural reports and the fugitive notes in the
agricultural press.
In this chapter only the leading varieties and species
will be noted that do well over large areas of the country
and on varied soils, adding a few specially desirable ones

that are less cosmopolitan.
In many cases the same species differs in hardiness as
obtained in different parts of the Union.
As well-known

examples, Picea

pun gens from

Rocky Mountains

will

the western slopes of the

not survive the climate found east

of that range; the box elder and sugar maple of the
Eastern States will not live long west of the Great Lakes.

Indeed this varied hardiness of given species applies so
327
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generally, that it is always safest to plant local types of all
species, or those from similar climates.

308. Sugar or

Rock Maple.

This

is

a popular shade,

park, and lawn

tree over a large part of the Union, with
selection
of varieties.
The sugar maple (Acer
proper
A.
saccharinum, Waugh;
saccharum, Marsh) does well east

of the lakes

and over a large part of the Southeastern

States, with some local variety variations in the South.
in the prairie States the trees from Eastern and Southern

nurseries do not thrive.

type known

On

the other hand, the native

Acer nigrum thrives on varied soil over a
of
But as grown from Missouri seed
the
West.
large part
the trees do not prove hardy in north Iowa and Minnesota.
Hence in improving home places, the trees should be
grown from locally grown seed or be obtained from as
nearly local timber growth as possible.
309. Norway Maple (Acer platanoides).
This, as represented by its many varieties, is also variable in hardiness
and adaptation to our varied soils and climates. The
nursery varieties are all desirable for ornament in the East
and Southeast, and the typical species is fully as hardy in
as

This
the prairie States as the native sugar maple.
true of its handsome variety, Acer Schwedleri.

is

also

The Dwarf Oriental Maples. The Japan maples
(Acer palmatum) listed in catalogues are peculiarly beautifiil as represented by a dozen or more varieties grown in
Eastern nurseries.
They do well in deep, warm soil,
sheltered from drying winds, in the Eastern and Southern
States.
But all of them fail in the prairie States. But
310.

their near relatives of the Oriental type,

and Acer ginnala, are

Acer Tataricum

graceful, small trees, with handsome
foliage, coloring finely in autumn, and are hardy in all
parts of the West and the cold North.

SHADE, LAWN, AND PARK TREES.
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This tree is discarded
311. Box Elder (Acer negundo).
" It soon takes an
by Maynard, who says:
irregular form,
is easily broken by wind and ice, and is rather short-lived."
As found native in the Northwest this is not correct. If
properly grown in nursery with straight stem, it makes a
handsome round-topped tree, is not as liable to injury from
wind or ice as most other trees, and has proven a long-lived

No

species.

shade tree yet planted in the prairie States

makes a denser shade.
312. The Silver and Red Maples.
The soft or silver
maple (Acer dasycarpum, Erhr; A. saccharinum, Linn) is
much used in the East and Southeast.
The Western type is a clean, thrifty
tree when planted, but has lost in
popular favor, as it
broken by storms and

is

be

liable to

sleet.

But

this

can be avoided by giving the upright
form shown in Fig. 90. It runs into
varying varieties as grown from seed.

Among
leaved

those propagated, Wier's cutmost valuable perhaps for

is

giving variety to group-planting.
313. The Red Maple (Acer rubrum)
is-

used to some extent at the East and

Southeast for ornamental planting,
on account of its bright-red flowers

and fruit and its varied-colored leaves
in autumn.
As found native in Wisconsin,
T_

the species varies in form, FIG. 90.
Properly
T
shaped shade tree,

becoming more compact and

more

closely resembling the native sugar maple.

The white elm

Ulmus Americana) is
(
one of the grandest trees of the temperate zones for street
and avenue planting, and it should have a place in parks
314. The Elms.
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and on large lawns.

Like

all

our widely distributed native

trees the species varies in hardiness and even in habit as
grown in widely separated localities. Varieties from the

South or East will not thrive on the prairie, but our native
makes as fine trees as can be found in New
England. Some specimens that have had plenty of room,

variety

planted in open prairie exposure forty years ago, have
a spread of top of ninety feet or more.

Ulmus

effusa,

from

east Europe,

is

also a

now

grand tree for

ornamental planting or shade over the prairie States, but
as yet it has not been propagated to any great extent.

The cork -barked white elm ( Ulmus racemosa) has been
It has not been propagated or
thus far a neglected tree.
ornamental
for
But as found
recommended
planting.
native in north Iowa, it is one of the most desirable of
the elms, where rather compact, round-topped trees are
desirable.

The red elm

(

Ulmus fulva)

ornamental planting

at the

West the native

make

is

used to some extent in

East and Southeast.

At the

a fine appearance in groups,
in
isolated
but
trees
open exposure are liable to fungus
branches
and leaves.
on
the
growths
trees

The European elm ( Ulmus campestris) is more upright
and compact than our white elm and is used to some
extent in Eastern planting, but

it

is

not hardy in the

prairie States.

This also has
315. The Hackberry (Celtis occidental-is).
been a neglected tree by propagators and planters. As
found native in the prairie States, it forms a round-topped
tree of rapid growth, with exceedingly varied shade of
In fact by propagating special
foliage on different trees.

variations in one lot of seedlings we may have a large
number of distinct varieties. It is easily propagated from
the crushed berries stratified for spring planting.

SHADE, LAWN,

AND PARK
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TREES.

The Plane-tree (Platanus

This has
occidentalis),
a
been
shade
and
many years
popular
park tree over
the north temperate zone of both continents.
As an
316.

for

avenue tree in large parks and private places, it has been
used with happy effect in giving variety of expression.
Downing says truly: "For the purposes of shade and

American species
and
broadest."
longest
shelter the

is

the finest, as

its

foliage

is

In the Eastern States a fungus trouble of the leaves
causes the foliage often to drop, followed by a new crop
later in the season.
This weakens the tree, and it is less

With the native species of the
planted than formerly.
AVest this leaf disease has not appeared.
317. The Basswood or Linden.
Over west and east
Europe the linden (Tilia Europea) is a favorite tree for
But this.
avenues, streets, shade, and in park grouping.
in the States has been troubled with

European species
borers, leaf-blight,

and other
is

diseases.

But the American

a clean, healthy tree

species (Tilia Americana)
used for avenue and street trees

Downing

says of

head forms a

it:

fine

" One

pyramid

of

much

and also for park groups.
the most beautiful trees. Its

of verdure."

In the park system of Minneapolis, Minnesota, it has
been much used for avenues, streets, and in park groups.

When

transplanted with high stem the south side

is

apt

to be sun-scalded before the spreading of the top can shade

Hence it is usually wrapped with gunny sacking or
hay ropes when set out to protect the stem.
In western New York several varieties of the European
it.

linden are used in ornamental planting with good effect,
such as the white-leaved, weeping, golden-barked, and
cut-leaved, but they only succeed locally
in the West.

and are not hardy
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The Honey Locust. As a park tree this is gaining
ground rapidly. The native species (Gleditschia triacanwith A. J. Downing, who says of it :
thos) was a favorite
" There is a
peculiar elegance about its light-green and
beautiful foliage which wafts so gracefully in the summer
breeze, and folds up on the slightest shower, that it stands
318.

far above the

common

locust for the embellishment of

scenery."
It does not sprout like the black locust, and is more like
It grows rapidly from the seeds
the acacias of California.
after scalding (6).
319. The Birches.

The most valuable

of

all

the birches

for ornamental planting is the cut-leaved weeping variety,
If all the
classed by Bailey as a variety of Betula alba.

pendent habit should be included as variawould be correct. But for two
main reasons the writer is impressed with the belief that
varieties with

tions of Betula alba this

belongs to a distinct species. When at the Agricultural
College, near Moscow, Russia, in 1882, Professor Williams,
Professor Shroeder, and Dr. Arnold pointed out the

it

original tree of the cut-leaved weeping-birch, and stated
it was a sport found among several hundred seedlings

that

A number of the seedlings were
found on the grounds, all with pendent habit, which we
But the
were told was a peculiarity of the Amur species.
was
the
with
cut
leaves
one
sport
deeply
pointed
only
of Betula Amurensis.

The second reason

out.

for believing

it

a distinct species

from the Amur valley is that it is hardy in all parts of the
West and Northwest, while the other pendent varieties
grown in Eastern nurseries do not endure our summer
heat or winter's cold.
tree

on the

them.
present,

prairies

Indeed,

than

In addition to
so

far

as

it is

all

it is

this,

observed,

a thriftier, longer-lived

near the lakes or east of
its

are

seedlings

hardy,

up

to

thrifty,

the

and
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pendent in habit, but they have entire, or nearly entire,
The typical form and leaf of this handsome

leaves.

variety are shown in Fig. 91.
East of the lakes the canoe-birch (Betula papyracea),

PIG. 91.

Cut-leaved weeping-birch.

the European

birch

(B.

alba},

(After Maynard.)

and

the

sweet

birch

(B. lento) are planted to some extent on lawns and in
parks, but since the advent of the beautifiil cut-leaved

334
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weeping variety they are less used. But none of them,
except the latter, has proven long-lived west of the lakes.
Even the native birches that grow along the streams of
eastern Iowa are not durable trees on prairie places or
parks.
All of the birches imported by the writer from the

steppes of

east

Europe have proven

defiant

to

heat,

drought, and cold on the college grounds at Ames, and
where tested at the West. They were imported under the

names of Bctula carpinifolia, B. Siberica, B. urticifolia,
and B. Maximowiczii. The latter is now mentioned by
Alfred Eehder as
probably the most beautiful of all
birches, perfectly hardy at the North, and of rapid
' '

This species is credited to Japan, but as it
hardy at St. Petersburg and Moscow, and also in the
northwest prairie States, it is probable that its home is
the Amur valley, from whence Dr. Maximowicz brought
the seeds to St. Petersburg and Moscow.
In our relatively new country the oak
320. The Oaks.
The
has not been planted as freely as its merits demand.
it
was
common
that
a
of
the
tree
impression has been too

growth/'
is

centuries and that

it

was too slow in growth to use in the

development of an American home. But of late the large
nurseries of the Eastern States have propagated it freely,
and people are learning that it grows in quite rich soils

The planting of the
about as rapidly as the sugar maple.
best native species in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, in
large number after the exposition in 1876 has done much
to encourage the planting of the oak.
Trees twenty years old are

now about

as large as the

elms, sycamores, and sugar maples planted at the same
time.
On the campus of the Agricultural College at
Ames, Iowa, the growth of oaks in twenty-five years has

about equalled that of the red elm, sugar maple, hackberry,
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the oaks offered by

But

nurseries do well east of the lakes.

at

best to plant the native species, such as the
white, bur, chestnut, and pin oaks. Where not obtainable
in nurseries, it is far better to plant the acorns in mellow
it is

than to transplant young trees from their native
In practice it has been found that the seedling
that throws its tap-root dowii where the tree is to stand
soil

localities.

and thrift even the
same time four to five years

will, in fifteen years, far excel in size

nursery-grown tree

set

at

old.

The most rapid-growing, handsome oak with deeply cut
known to the writer is the type of Quercus pedunc-

leaves

ulata, grown on the
grown from acorns

now

bluffs of the

Volga in Eussia.

Trees

of this species twenty years ago are
fine trees, bearing annual crops of long, slim acorns

wind on stems four inches long. But the
Western chestnut oak (Quercus prinus) on rich soil is
about equal to it in growth, but not in ornamental foliage.
Red oak (Quercus rubrd) also makes rapid growth on rich
soil, and its foliage is handsome and richly colored in
autumn.
321. The Oleasters.
What is known at the West as wild
olive or oleaster (Elceagnus angustifolid) is hardy from the
lakes west to Colorado and northwest to Manitoba.
This
species or variety differs materially from the E. hortensis
of Eastern nurseries, which is not hardy at the West.
In
the prairie States the E. angustifolia makes a round-topped
tree twenty-five feet in height and its dense crop of silverycolored leaves make a good shade.
But the hortensis is
much smaller in growth, with less dense habit and less
The angustifolia can be used to advanfragrant flowers.
in
and
also in places as a single specimen.
tage
grouping
that sway in the

Its roots develop nitrogen in the soil, like the

legumes,
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and grass will grow under its shade quite as well as in
open exposure, and all crops will grow well close to it.
The buffalo-berry (E. argentea] has been mentioned in
the

list

of native wild fruits (274).

It is also

valuable in

small groups on lawns and in parks.
It is a large bush or
small tree with silvery foliage, contrasting finely with its

dark -red fruit in
dio3cious (34).
of fruit.

late

Hence

summer and autumn.
it

must be

This

is

in groups to give crops

In relatively mild
322. Ornamental Species of Primus.
climates of the Eastern and Southern States the Japan

weeping and double-flowering cherries noted in catalogues,
as single specimens or on certain group borders are unique
and handsome. Of the plum family the variegated-leaved
varieties

of the

domestica species,

the double-flowered

myrobalan, the aucuba-leaved bird cherry,
double-flowering sloe, and still others, can be used to

varieties of the

advantage in planting.
In the West one of the most valuable of the family for
shade and ornament is Prunus Maackii.
This makes a

medium-sized tree with spreading top and large leaves,
shade.
Its flowers are pure white in long
racemes, fragrant, and retain their freshness in the parlor

making a dense

vase for several days.

The Prunus padus of east Europe is also hardy in the
West and makes a beautiful small tree. South of the 42d
parallel in the prairie States Prunus aucubifolia, P. triloba,
and P. virgata are also hardy if top-worked on our native
plum and grown as small trees.
Some of the handsome round-topped morello and griotte
cherry-trees, such as Wragg, Spate morello, Shadow
morello, and Cerise de otheism, may also have a place in
the grouping of large lawns and private places.
Without
and
assume
forms
their
regular
dark-green
pruning they
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The heavy loads of
foliage lasts late in autumn.
are also ornamental as well as useful.

fruit

The European mountain323. Mountain-ash Family.
ash (Sorbus aucuparia) is a desirable tree for giving variety
of expression on the outer edge of groups, and the same is
true of the American species (Sorbus Americana).
The
latter, as obtained from the upper lake region, is a round-

topped handsome small tree that loads with bright-colored
even more freely than the European.
It is also

fruits,

much

hardier than the foreign species in the Northwest.

The oak-leaved mountain-ash (Sorons qnercifolia), Fig.
92, is more regular in form and for certain positions is more

FIG. 92.

Oak-leaved mouutain-ash (Pyrus aucuparia
(After Mayiiard. )

ornamental than either of the above, but
the American species.
west and east Europe

is

quercifolia,)

not so hardy as

The white beam tree (Pyrus
is

closely related to the

aria) of

mountain-ash
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Its foliage is broad and dig-'
crosses readily with it.
are hardy in all parts of the
of
its
varieties
and
some
tinct,
Union.
The varieties argentea and alpestris, from east

and

Europe and

central Asia, are hardy far north,

and

will,

known, be much used in ornamental planting.
The wild crab-apple (Pyrus
324. The Apple Family.
form of the Soulard
the
Western
coronaria), especially

when

better

Nursery grown,
type, has value for ornamental planting.
it is as easy to transplant as other apple-trees, and makes
fully as rapid growth.
flowers,

and even

It is

handsome

in form, foliage,

fruit.

Bechtel's double-flowering crab seems to indicate a
As
remarkable tendency to variation in our native crab.
stated in catalogues its flowers. are like perfectly double

small roses and

its

fragrance

is

equal to the best of the

This seems to be hardy East and West.
Parkman's double-flowering and the Chinese doubleflowering are prized in milder climates, but are not hardy
roses.

at the West except

south of the 40th parallel.

same with the double-flowering hawthorns of
west Europe, none of which prove hardy west of the Great
But the
Lakes, but they are valuable in milder climates.
native
hawthorns
of
the
States
east
of the
large-growing
in
more
work
than
Mountains
have
value
landscape
Rocky
in
the
more
is usually suspected, especially
rugged portions
Of its proper position Downing has said:
of the grounds.
" It is most
agreeable to the eye in composition when it
It is the

forms the undergrowth or thicket, peeping out in all its
freshness of gay blossoms or bright fruit from beneath and

between groups and masses of trees."
It is the same with the double-flowering hawthorns of
west Europe, none of which prove hardy west of the great
lakes, yet they are valuable in milder climates.

But the

large-growing native hawthorns of the States east of the
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It is
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Of
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usually suspected, especially in the

of the grounds.
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proper position Downing has said:

most agreeable to the eye in composition when it
the undergrowth or thicket, peeping out in all its

freshness of gay blossoms or bright fruit
between groups and masses of trees."

Pyrus ringo

of east

Europe

from beneath and

also has thick

leaves that are not killed by the first frosts.
remain green and seemingly unfrozen until

dark-green

They often
December in

It is a handsome round-topped tree bearing large
white
flowers and full crops of ornamental crab-apples.
pure
This is hardy in all parts of the Union.

Iowa.

324. Poplars and Willows.
These rapid-growing trees
have value in certain places in parks and on large places.
The true white poplar of east Europe makes a large tree
It does not sprout as much as the
In the centre of a
or
of
abele
west Europe.
gray poplar
or
at
an
it
or
corner,
large group,
angle
gives variety of exin
with
as
darker- foliaged
contrast,
pression
Downing says,

with silvery foliage.

species.

If the sprouts are pulled

tendency

to sprout does not last long.

up

as they appear the

But

if

cut

off

they

grow stronger than before.

The

This is
variety Bolleana also sprouts but little.
trees
with
in
habit
and
is
admissible
where
upright
only
silvery foliage and upright habit are wanted to fix attention to a particular point in the landscape.

Populus certinensis of

east

Europe has a

fine

pyramidal

habit, with large heart-shaped dark-green leaves with wavy
or folded edges.
It can be used everywhere to give variety
to groups of quick -growing trees.
The willows also have certain uses.

And near water such weeping

In large cemeteries

varieties as Babylonica, Kil-
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Purpnrea, and Napoleonis of the
and give much variety to scenery.
At the West the Napoleonis top-worked on Salix aurea
is most valuable together with the Wisconsin weeping, as
the others named above are not hardy North of the 42d

marnock,

Thurlows,

catalogues are useful

parallel.

For holding the banks of ponds and streams the smallleaved brook willows are often useful and ornamental, and
can be started by sticking cuttings into the banks.

ornamental willows with rounded tops and handfoliage the two best are Salix aurea and Salix lauri-

Among
some
folia.

The Salix aurea as received f rcm Russia
the

common

growth

in winter has

.

muc>

is

far better than

leaves are shining and its
1
brig ter golden color that can

golden willow, as

its

be seen from afar.

Salix laurifolia from European Russia
has been most used at the West, but its value in giving
variety of expression to round-topped groups is now being
generally recognized.
As a shrub willow for group undergrowth and stream
borders, the value of Salix rosemarinifolia is not as yet
Its narrow rosemary-like leaves are quite
fully recognized.

The east European variety
showy.
the West.

is

hardy on upland in

The Magnolias. The beautiful evergreen species
country and Japan are mainly valuable in the
South and on the west coast. Of the deciduous species the
325.

of this

cucumber-tree (Magnolia acuminata) is the hardiest, as it
makes a large tree in southern Iowa and north Missouri.

In the Eastern States some of the deciduous Oriental species,
stellata and M. Jiobus, do well in shel-

such as Magnolia

tered positions as far north as northern
the North, where hardy, M. acuminata

New York.

In

makes a grand
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avenue

tree,

and the same

is

true of

M. grandiflora
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in the

South.
326.

The Larches.

The common European and Amer-

ican larches are peculiar in their adaptation to varied soils

and climates. The American species grows naturally in
swamps and the European in moist climates as compared to
ours.
Yet they both make rapid growth on almost any
soil from the Atlantic to the Missouri.
They are valuable
in giving an expression of boldness which, as Downing says,
'seems to have been caught from the wild, rugged chasms,
But he
rocks, and precipices of its native mountains."
adds: " It should be introduced sparingly and always for
some special purpose."
But at this time we have in the nurseries a weeping variety (pendula), a

Japan

species (L.

Kaempferi) with light-

green foliage, changing gradually to yellow in autumn, and
Larix Sibirica, with rounded head in open exposure and

much

denser foliage than other varieties and species.
The
drought in the West as well as any

latter appears to stand

of our native trees.

327.

Some Other Desirable

Trees.

The maiden-hair tree

(SaMsburia adiantifolia) is a specially desirable tree from
Japan and central Asia that does well over a large part of
the Union.

Even

in southern

Iowa

it

seems to thrive as

well as in Georgia.
The fern-like, half-tropical foliage
charming, as shown by a single specimen on the lawn.

is

The yellow- wood (Chionanthus Virginica) is another
peculiar ornamental tree in its adaptation to varied soils
and climates. It seems perfectly hardy on the prairies, yet
it is

Asia.

not found native in severe climates in this country or
It makes a handsome small tree with dark-green

and very showy white flowers.
Pliellodendron Amnrense also has a wide range of adaptation.
It is a success east and west of the lakes.
Its

foliage
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thick, corky bark and elegant pinnate foliage three or four
feet long gives variety io a tree group.

The

horse-cliestnut family

FIG. 93.

some of

its

is

Yellow- wood (Cladastris

tinctoria).

members

In the East and

are hardy over nearly the whole Union.
Southwest the ^Esculiis hippocastanum,

or white-flowered horse-chestnut,
street,

exceedingly varied, and

avenue, and park

trees.

is

extensively planted for

The double-flowered

vari-
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fine varieties

much
and
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planted, also the red-flowered and other
In the Wect the native type of
species.

^sculus glabra
parallel,

is mainly planted,
except south of the 40th
where most of the European and native species and

their varieties are hardy.
The beautiful nursery varieties

and species of the beech

can only be grown on granitic soils relatively free from
lime as a rule.
Where the blueberries, huckleberries, and
cranberries succeed, the beeches can safely be planted.
the drift soils of the West they fail to thrive,

On

Some of the Desirable Evergreens.
At

the North the word evergreen

applied to the cone'The broad-leaved
foliage.
are
confined
to
the
South.
evergreens
mainly
328. The Spruces.
The Nonvay spruce has been propa-

bearing trees

is

with persistent

gated more extensively as yet than any other species, and
has been widely planted in the Eastern and prairie States.
it is now losing its popularity.
As the trees attain the
of
at
the
East
become
age
they
relatively thin,
thirty years
and in the West they begin to fail in twenty years. At

But

this time the first-planted trees west of Chicago are dead or
in a low state of vitality. This is equally true of its nursery
varieties.
Yet the Norway is rapid in growth, and for a

number
mens or
is

of years it shows thrift and beauty as lawn specias shelters and wind-breaks.
The White spruce

a Northern species, and varies in hardiness and longevity.
Hills in South Dakota, it is a

As obtained from the Black
beautiful

and long-lived

tree over the prairie States,

will probably sustain its record east to the Atlantic.
it

seems

to

and
But

be a long-lived tree as obtained nearer the lakes.
Illinois, trees planted over fifty years ago are

At Waiikegan,
still

dense in habit, regular in form, and are well branched
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trees are still

making an annual

As obtained near Chippewa

Falls, Wisconsin, a

to the ground.

growth.

These

large per cent of the plants have the blue tinge of color of

Picea pungens.

The

silver spruce (Picea

pungens) comes to us from the

eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains. We also have some
old trees of this beautiful species, brought to the prairies

during the Pike's Peak gold excitement many years ago.
These old trees seem to show added beauty each year.
Those that had little show of color when young now are
nearly as silvery as those that were the favorites

FIG. 94.

small.

when

Colorado silver spruce (Picea pungens). (After Maynard.)

This grand species also seems to do well nearly

across the continent.

The common name "blue spruce "

not expressive, and properly belongs to the cserulea
variety of the white spruce grown in French nurseries.
Silver spruce is far better, as the finest specimens have ais

silvery-blue expression, especially as
of the West.
(Fig. 94.)

grown

in the dry air

The Engelmann spruce (Picea Engelmanni)
noble species of eastern Colorado.

It is a

is

another

slower grower
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I

than pungen,s, but it has finer foliage and is more compact
in habit.
Its ability to stand the dry air of the prairies
seems to depend on the locality whence the plants come.
Plants from the Clear Creek Valley of Colorado have stood
Iowa as well as the Black Hills spruce. This species is

in

often
rado,

mixed with Picea pungens in gathering seed in Coloand also in digging young plants but in reality it
;

more nearly resembles the white than

it

does the silver

spruce.

In Eastern and Southern nurseries are to be found several
varieties

and species

of the spruce of local value,

such as the

Alcock from Japan, the Smith from the Himalayan Mountains, the Oriental from Asia and east Europe, and numerous varieties of the Norway that will give variety of
expression.
329. The Firs.

Several of the

firs

are short-lived

when

The present limits will only
planted in open exposure.
permit the mention of those that have done well over large
areas of the country.
Abies concolor stands well at the head in withstanding
and drought. It is popular over the Eastern

heat, cold,

hardy and specially beautiful in the West.
through the year
and a thing of beauty at all times. It should be more
extensively grown and planted.
States,

and

As

name

its

is

indicates, it is even-colored

The red fir (Pseudotsuga Douglasii) is quite variable as
found in different parts of the Rocky Mountains and the
Black Hills. As received from the Black Hills it is the
most rapid grower yet tested among the conifers, and the
most defiant to extremes of heat, drought, and cold. The

and thicker than on trees
from Colorado, and the whole habit is denser and more

leaves are also longer, broader,

compact.

As found

in Colorado

it

also runs into variations,

some
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of which have been propagated
as compada, fastigiata, fflauca,
liarly a valuable tree for

under special names, such
and pendula. It is pecuornamental planting in the West

and East.

Horticulturally it is classed with the firs, but
botanically it is placed between the spruce and hemlock.
East of the lakes the balsam fir (Abies balsainea} and

such foreign species as A. Nordmanniana and A. Piclita
are favorites in park and lawn planting, but they are shortlived at the West.

330.

Some of the

The pine family has many

Pines.

In this connection
species in about all parts of the earth.
only a few of the hardiest and handsomest can be referred
to.

The white pine (Pinus

strobus) of

Iowa and western

adapted to prairie planting, and it has better
form and a denser habit for Eastern planting. As obtained

Wisconsin

is

from any point east of the lakes,
hot air of the corn-growing belt.

it fails

to

endure the dry

The

red pine (Pinus resinosa) is a favorite for Northern
and AVestern planting. Its form of top and thick clusters
of slender, soft, dark-green and long leaves fit it specially
But the Eastern
for ornamental planting East or West.

not hardy on the prairies.
yellow or bull pine (Pinus ponderosa) as obtained
in the Black Hills of South Dakota stands every exposure
at the North and West, is quite rapid in growth, with
rounded conical top and a bold expression that fits it
type

is

The

specially for picturesque parts of the grounds.
tree is more open, and as

from Colorado the
it

As obtained
it

attains age

loses its regularity of outline.

Of the foreign

species,

in hardiness as obtained

Even the

variety

variable, as
foliage,

and

known

grown from

Pinus
from
as

laricio is

extremely variable

different parts of Europe.

Austriaca or Austrian pine

is

seed, in habit of growth, color of
hardiness as grown in the West.
Its harsh
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But it is one of the
leaves are not suitable for small places.
The stone pine (Pinus
best for parks and large places.
cembra) from the plains of east Europe is hardy anywhere
in the East or West.

It is

much

shade of color of foliage, but

it

like our white pine in
far more compact in

is

As obtained from west
pyramidal in habit.
at
the
West.
not
hardy
Europe
The type of Scotch pine (P. sylvestris) from east
Europe known as Riga pine is hardy at the West, and is
form and

is

it is

more ornamental east of the lakes than the. trees grown
from seed gathered on the sandy tracts of Alsace, France.
Its bluish

shade of color of foliage

fits

it

for planting at

which attention is to be directed.
The Swiss mountain pine (Pinus montana) is extremely
The most valuable type at the West is
variable in habit.
P. pumilio. It is a handsome low-spreading shrub, with
points to

dark-green foliage that varies little in color in the drought
It is specially valuable
of summer or the cold of winter.

and angles of lawns, walks, and drives. Several
other varieties of varying heights and habits of growth are
valuable east of the lakes.
for corners

330a. The Hemlock.
is

The hemlock (Tsuga Canadensis)

also variable in its adaptation to varied climates

As obtained

in northwestern Wisconsin

it

and

soils.

has proven hardy

and very beautiful in the prairie States in situations where
sheltered from the westerly winds, while plants from western New York have been withered during the first year of
growth. The Northwest type also endures drought on high
ground, while the Eastern type only succeeds on moist

ground. The hardy type is admirably suited for ornamental screens, and can also be used to advantage as single
specimens.
330b. Arbor Vitse,
occidentalis)

is

The American arbor vitfe (Ttiuya
admired in landscape work when young,

348
but as
leaves,
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attains some age it changes the character of its
becomes irregular in habit, and loses its lower

it

branches.

The Eastern

nurseries describe several beautiful varieties

which do well
"West.

The

at the East, but they are not favorites at the
best varieties for Eastern use are Siberica,

pyramidal, globosa, and the golden.
The most popular use of these varieties

is

for ornamental

screens or hedges east of the Great Lakes, but they
the fault pointed out by Downing, of taking on a

all

"

have

dingy
green hue of foliage in winter," while the hemlock, white
spruce,* pinus pumilio, and other conifers will retain their
characteristic colors in winter.

CHAPTER XXV.
SOME OF THE ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS AND VINES.
The flowering and
331. Some of the Uses of Shrubs.
colored foliaged shrubs are used effectively on the borders
of tree groups and in groups in the angles, curves, and
corners of walks and roads, as shown in Figs. 83 and 84.
Large shrubs are often used to give irregularity to tree
groups, as shown in Fig. 89.
In some cases where a view

is

not desirable a belt of

may be planted on the inside edge of tree groups,
and on many fine places well-kept shrubs are found along
Down ing's plan is often followed in
walks and drives.
shrubs

He says: "Where the character of the
well-kept places.
scene is that of polished beauty the belts of shrubs may be
arranged similar to herbaceous flowering plants, in arabesque
In this case shrubs alone, arranged
beds along the walks.
in relation to their height,
preferred, shrubs and flowers

may occupy the beds;
may be intermingled."

or, if

In some cases herbaceous perennials are planted near the
walk or road, with low shrubs next, which are succeeded
by taller shrub species reaching to a background of trees of
small

size.

Well-kept shrubs (152) do not obstruct views like tree
groups, and they can often be grouped so as to give an
apparent reason for road and walk curves, and even to conceal a portion of the

walk

in advance.
849
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At this time the purpose is only to give notes on the
most desirable shrubs that succeed well over large areas of
the United States.
332. The Spiraeas.
Spircea Van Houtteii stands well at
the head of the list in beanty of form, flower, and ability
to thrive in nearly all climates.

Its

pendulous branches

are loaded with pure-white flowers, and through the season
its bright-green leaves and graceful habit gives it interest.
single plant with ample room for perfect development

A

often gives a striking expression in a porch corner or angle
of the walk.
(Fig. 95.)

Van

Fio. 95.

Houtt's Spiraea (Spiraea

Van

Iloulleii).

(After

Maynard.)
Spircea prunifolia gives its annual tribute of pure white
double flowers. Its habit of growth best fits it for a group.
If

the strongest canes are cut back after blooming, the
of bearing branches will be much increased (152)

number

(Fig. 9G.)

Spirma Tltunbergii. This Oriental species has fine fernIt is
like foliage that in autumn assumes a golden shade.
useful us a

Spirwa

group border, especially near the house.
is a dwarf compact
grower, with masses

trilobata
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of white flowers, very useful for border in
taller

banking inside a

growth.

Fio. 96.

Bridal -wreath (Spircea prunifolia).

Spircea callosa alia is also useful as a group or bank
border if the old wood is cut back as practised with the
roses, as it only bears on wood of the same season's growth.
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The

333.

Lilacs.

in landscape

work

is

Possibly the most useful of the lilacs
the tree lilac, known commercially as

Syringa Japonica. As introduced from Japan it has not
proven hardy in Iowa; but as introduced from east Europe
This makes a
it is quite as hardy as the common lilac.
It has
small tree that does not sprout from the crown.
and
its
of
white
leaves,
pure
dark-green
large
panicles
large
flowers appear in June.

Amur

A variety of this

sproutless species

was received by the writer from
Moscow, Russia, under the name of Syringa Amurensis.
Its leaves are much larger than the typical species, and it

from the

valley

flowers at the height of only four or five feet.

The

flowers

and appear on upright panicles above the

are pure white,
large leaves.

The Josikea

lilac,

from Transylvania,

closely related species.

It does

also

seems to be a

not sprout, and

its

are large, dark green, free from mildew, and it
hardy everywhere. Its flowers are delicate pink

leaves

is

very

and ap-

Of the smaller-growing bush species such
Charles X, Marie Legraye, and Lemoiue's
double-flowered are more desirable than the old-fashioned

pear in June.
varieties

as

red and white, as their foliage is better and also the flowers.
They also flower when younger.
The Persian species (Syringa Persica} is not as stiff and
formal in habit as the other species, and some of the im-

proved

varieties,

such as the alia and laciniata, are valu-

able in landscape horticulture.
334. The Mock-oranges.
This

mental shrubs
America.
it

As

numerous family of orna-

popularly known as syringa in Europe and
this is the botanical name of the lilac family,
is

seems to be a survival of the old times when the mock-

lilac, and jasmine were classed together.
In lawn and park planting there is little gain in planting
more than four or five of the best varieties that vary in size

orange,
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and some in season. Of the larger-growing species
Philadelphia coronarius, P. grandiflorus (Fig. 97), and
P. Gordonianus are most valuable for the prairie States,
and probably for a large part of the Union. The smallergrowing type is best represented by such varieties as P.
of plant

FIG. 97.

Mock-orange, large-flowered ( Philadelphus grandiflorus).
(After Maynard.)

zeyheri, as their flowers are large,

pure white, and very

fragrant.

The beauty

bush and profuse flowering of the mockorange species depends largely on slight annual pruning
(152)
335.

of

The Barberry. This is
of which are hardy
nearly
all

also a

in the

numerous family,
North and in the

354
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prairie States.

The Amur

barberry (Berberis Amurensis)
lawn and park work. It grows raphedge or screen, and planted singly
in certain positions it assumes a broad, spreading habit of
growth, handsome in foliage; and when loaded with its
specially useful iu
idly into a defensive
is

scarlet fruit in

FIG. 98.

autumn

Amur barberry

it is

specially attractive.

screen as

grown

in north Iowa.

Fig. 98

(After

Gardner. )

Berber is Thunbergii comes
its habit of growth.
next in ornamental value for planting in near proximity to
It is not more than four feet in
house, walks, and drives.

shows

Its
height, with regular compact form without pruning.
leaves are small, numerous, and assume gorgeous colors in

autumn.
the

Amur

All the types are hardy, but the variety from
valley in Asia, known as Maximo wiczi, is the

hardiest for the far North.
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purple-leaved variety of the common barberry (B.
vulgaris) comes third in value to give variety to groups
and borders. It retains the purple color of leaves through

The

the season.

It

contrasts

leaves

of

finely

with golden-leaved or

trees or shrubs.

lighter green
fine variety in compact, bushy form
while young, in the dormant season.

it

To keep

this

needs heading-in,

In the West the common barberry and the purple-leaved
are troubled with the cluster-cup fungus on their foliage.
But the first two named, and indeed all the Oriental
species

we have

tested,

are

from fungus disease of

free

the leaves.

The tree or shrub cran336. The Snowball Family.
to the Northern and
is
native
Viburnum
opulus)
berry (
Western States, and it thrives under nearly all conditions.
It is an interesting large shrub for background posiIts cymes have sterile and fertile flowers, followed
tions.
by scarlet fruit that hangs on late in autumn and is often
used for jelly and marmalade.
The common snowball with sterile flowers is an old-time
shrub in all parts of the Northern States.
During recent
years its foliage has been so weakened by the green aphis
But careful
that it is less prized for ornamental planting.
spraying (159) with kerosene emulsion, turning the nozzle
upward, will give thrifty bushes, as we enjoyed in the West
thirty years ago without treatment.

The Chinese species ( Viburnum plicatum) is now
planted almost exclusively at the East and South, but in
the prairie States it has not proven able to endure our test
winters.

Where

sterile flowers

leaves to the

337.

it

and

thrives

it

is

superior in beau+v of

its

in its plaited or plicated bright-green

common

species.

The Bush Honeysuckles.

Lonicera splendens
stands well at the head of the group for varied use on
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home grounds or in parks. It is usually classed as a
variety of L. Tatarica, and its seedlings follow very closely
its habit ,of growth and leafage, but a part bear yellow and
It is much handsomer in flower, leaves,
a part red berries.
of
habit
and
growth than the old Tatarica. If in early

spring some of the upright shoots are cut back the bush assumes a symmetric rounded form of top. Lonicera xyloIt is
steuin comes next in value for general planting.
bolder in habit and should be used where the scenery is
more rugged. The berries are dark red and shiny.
With
some needed pruning it is a handsome shrub for any
position.

L. alba grandiflora of Regel is a marked variety of L.
Tatarica, with large white flowers, and the bush is easily
kept in desirable form.

Lonicera Alberti of Kegel, as imported by the writer
is a
low-growing pendulous species with nar-

from Russia,

leaves, handsome pink flowers, and red
autumn. It is specially useful near roads and
walks and in prominent positions where a low, pendulous

row,

fern-like

fruits in

growth

is

Bailey follows Jaquin in referring to
But as grown in
Lonicera spinosa.
slender branches are soft and smooth, with no

desirable.

this as a variety of

the West

its

suggestion of rigidity or thorny growth.
All the species mentioned are hardy over the Northern
States.

338.

The Hardy

Roses.

The queen

of

flowers

can

boast of a greater number of fine varieties than any ornamental shrub of the earth.
In past as well as present ages
it

has been the favorite shrub-flower of Asia, Europe, the
and the western continent.

islands of the ocean,

The

finest

commercial varieties have been developed in
two continents, llsnce of

relatively mild climates of the

the old favorites

we have few

varieties

that endure the
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Northern winters without autumn pruning and covering.
East of the lakes such bedding varieties as La France,
Meteor, Madame Plantier, and Bride are regarded hardy.
Also such hybrid perpetuals as General Jacqueminot, Anna
de Diesbach, Marshall P. Wilder, and Mabel Morrison are
hardy enough, and the same is true of such climbers as

Baltimore Belle, Prairie Queen, and Crimson Eambler.
West of the lakes all these and others are grown but in

autumn all except the climbers are cut back (152) and
In the South and in
covered with leaves, sods, or earth.
California nearly all roses are hardy, and it is only a
matter of local selection of varieties, as it is in all parts of
the States east of the mountains.

West of the lakes and north of the 41st parallel the
truly hardy roses are such as Rosa rugosa and its hybrids,
Madame Plautier and Harrison's Yellow. Among the
hybrids of Rosa rugosa are now found some desirable
double varieties of value even where the old varieties do
dwell.

This

is

specially true of

Frederick Worth, and

Ames, Hansen, Charles

Madame George

Bruaut.

often truly said that failure in rose-growing most
frequently arises from not making the soil rich enough.
It

is

Like the currant, the rose
erably with

will bear

heavy manuring, pref-

cow manure; and where coarse manure

for covering the cut-back bushes in the

fall, this

spread and
the soil.

final

is

used for mulching and

339. Evergreen Shrubs.

is

used

covering

spading into

East of the Great Lakes and

over a large part of the South the boxwood (Buxus sempervirens),

mountain

laurel

(Kalmia

laiifolid),

American

holly (Ilex opaca), great laurel (Rhododendron maxima),
and the beautiful mountain laurel (Rhododendron catawbiense) can be used to great advantage in shady positions
as undergrowth on the borders of tree
But
groups.

and
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the prairie States, planted in limesoils, they are all failures except in parts of
the granitic soil permits the thrifty growth
where
Wisconsin,
of the mosses and the cranberry and huckleberry (277 and

in

the

dry

air

of

stone drift

The holly-leaved Mahonia
280).
as found native in the Black Hills

(Mahonia aquifolium}
and in the Lake Superior region does well in half shaded and sheltered positions
Its
in the prairie States and well across the continent.
handsome glossy foliage, neat habit, and bluish berries
render it popular where the other broad-leaved evergreens
The Savin, prostrate juniper, Pinus pumilio, and
fail.

Pinus muffho also are used at the West for covering rockwork, giving variety to tree groups, and sometimes as single
specimens.
340. The Hydrangeas.
this quite extended family

The only
is known

truly hardy species of
as

Hydrangea panic-

It is hardy even in Minulata grandifiora.
(Fig. 99.)
nesota, but it does not endure protracted drought as well
Its great panicles of remarkably
as most other shrubs.

when planted quite
It is also useful
thickly in front of banks of shrubbery.
for groups in certain positions and as single specimens.
durable flowers show to best advantage

With some protection in winter, or as grown in large
pots sunk in the lawn in summer and kept indoors in
winter, such varieties of the Japan hydrangeas as Hortensia
tion.

and Thomas Hogg are much used for lawn decoraIn the South these fine varieties are hardy without

winter protection.
341. The Tamarix.
species

is

The hardiest and most beautiful
Tamarix Amurensis. In the West this will thrive

on dry knolls where no other graceful shrub will live. Its
foliage has some resemblance to that of the heath. The pink
flowers are in lateral spikes, and the Amur species flowers
often three or four times during the summer.

If

kept in
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shape, and a full crop of flowers are produced annually,
the new growth must be cut back fully two thirds each

Tamarix Gallica is nearly
season in the dormant period.
hardy and desirable and is most generally planted east

as

FIG. 99.

Hardy hydrangea (Hydrangea paniculata

grandiflora).

(After Maynard.)

of the lakes,

and

in the

South Tamarix Africana

is

mainly

used.

342.

The Buffalo-berry.

bearing shrub (274).

This has been noted as a fruit-

grown in groups the silvery
from afar, and when the loads of

"\Vhen

foliage attracts attention

scarlet fruit appear the contrast
still

more

striking.

In groups

with the silvery foliage is
hardy everywhere, but

it is
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isolated specimens with stems
scald on the south side.

trimmed up are apt

to

sun

The goumi (Elceagnus
fruit (276)

;

but

its

longipes) has also been noted as a
flowers are fragrant, and its reddish-

brown branchlets and
hairs above give

Eastern and

it

its

silvery-brown foliage with starry
and value as a shrub in the

interest

Southern

West

States.

of the lakes

it

is

not hardy enougli to endure the winters north of the 40th
parallel.

This is much
343. Japan Quince (Cydonia Japonica).
used for ornamental planting East and South; but it is
not hardy enough for the prairie States north of the 4()th
parallel.

The

flowers are mostly scarlet, but varieties have
and some are pure white. As they

varied shades of red

expand before the leaves appear
sion from a near or distant view.

gives a striking expresis specially true of

it

This

the vividly scarlet variety.
This
344. White Fringe (Cliionanthus Virginicus).
It has heavy dark-green foliage which
is a special favorite.
is

ornamental through the season and when loaded with
peculiar white flowers it attracts much atten-

its lace-like

tion.

(Fig. 100.)

It is quite

hardy

in sheltered positions at

the North.

This is popular
345. Purple Fringe (Rhus cotinus).
under
the
name
of
Venetian
sumach
in the Eastern States
or smoke-tree.
large leaves are
icles, at first

to a

smoke

It is a

crooked, straggling grower, but

handsome and the

its

flowers are in large pan-

green, changing to a reddish-brown, and later
The seeds or their appendages are

color.

in light, airy masses, giving

the idea of puffs of

smoke

If grown slowly on
issuing from the handsome leaves.
the grassy lawn it is hardy over most of the States.
The beautiful cut leaves of
346. Cut-leaved Sumach.

this variety of

Rhus glabra

give a fern-like expression to
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the foliage, and in
oaks.

autumn

it

colors

up

as gorgeously as the

East and West.
one of our brightest golden-

It is gaining in favor each year

347. Golden Elder.

This

is

colored shrubs, and the leaves hold the golden hue well
through the season. If the old canes are cut out once in

two years the beauty of the group

FIG. 100.

will be maintained.

White Fringe (Chionanthus

348. The Snowberry.

It

Virginicus).

quite usual to plant the
and the red
racemosus)

is

snowberry (Symphoricarpus
Indian currant (S. vulgaris) together in the same group

The snowberry
banking against a taller group.
and the low-growing barberries also make a fine con-

or in

trast.

349. Golden Bell.
its

The golden

bell

bright-yellow flowers

(Forsythia viridis-

from bottom

sima) displays
of the young growth very early in spring

to top

even earlier
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than the Jnneberry.

Where

a drooping or pendent growth

It is equally
desirable Forsythia suspensa is planted.
in
in
the
its flowerand
free
West
Indeed,
hardy
flowering.
is

buds are hardier than those of F. viridissima.
This common name is given to Exo350. Pearl Bush.
chorda grandiflora and also to E. Alberti, which are closely
The latter species from Turkestan thrives
related species.
best in the prairie States, and in all parts, so far as known
is most vigorous in growth, has
darker foliage, and its pure white flowers show on longer
By pruning it can
spikes than those of the grandiflora.

to the writer, the Alberti

be kept in good shape, but it has most value when massed
with other shrubs, where its irregular habit adds to the

The grandiflora as yet
variety of expression.
mon variety of the nurseries.

is

the

com-

351. Weigela Rosea.
This is the old gar(Fig. 101.)
den name of Diervilla, of which we now have many varieties.
Diervilla rosea

is

quite as valuable as any in the

fine rose-colored flowers

axils of the leaves

hang

in graceful clusters

list.

Its

from the

and end of the branches, and the foliage
if some of the old wood

is

better than with most varieties

is

cut out at the close of the flowering period each season.

This keeps a supply of young growth that will flower freely.
If a white-flowered variety is wanted the Nivea is the best
we have tested.
352.

Red Dogwood ( Cornus sanguined).
1

This

is

a hand-

some hardy shrub
sion

when

or a group

The

specially valuable for its winter expresplaced in contrast with low-trained Salix aurea
of dwarf growing evergreens.

variegated leaved dogwood (Cornus Sibirica) also
its leaves are
finely variegated

has red-colored branches, and

with yellow, white, and green.

It contrasts pleasingly

dark-green- or purple-leaved shrubs.

with
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Ornamental Climbing Vines.
handIn the South and the dent-corn area of the West

some vines

to cover verandas, porticos, porches, arbors,

FIG. 101.

Weigela (Diermlla

rosea^.

and

(After Maynard.)

unsightly walls and fences are far more general in city and
During recountry than in cooler and moister climates.

cent years as far south as Atlanta, Georgia, so

many

of the
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climbing vines generally planted have been killed or crippled by severe winters that at this time only truly hardy
species will be noted, except three or four desirable ones for
the South, as specially stated.

353. The Climbing Honeysuckle.
east

Lonicera Media of

It is hardy far North,
specially valuable.
does well, so far as tested, South and East.
It is

Europe

is

and
handsome in

and

foliage, flower,

fruit.

For some reason

the bright-red berries are not eaten by the birds and show
from afar in midwinter.

Lonicera sempervirens
as

is

a native species that

hardy as the above-named

species.

The

is

nearly

foliage of this

The flowers
species is evergreen at the South usually.
are trumpet-shaped with rich scarlet color without and a
tinge of orange on the inside. It blooms, when not too dry,
through the season. Of the Japan species, Lonicera .Halleana is the most valuable where it proves hardy.
The

mature flowers are pure white, peculiarly fragrant, and
are quite continuous through the season.
At the West
this is not hardy enough for porches, but is grown by
cutting back and covering in winter.
All the climbing honeysuckles must have trellis or

woven wire

for support.
354. Climbing Bittersweet.
The most valuable ornamental species tested by the writer is Celastrus punctata,

from the

Amur

valley in Asia.

It is far

more rapid

in

growth than our native bittersweet, its foliage is darker
green, and as yet it seems to be free from insects and
attacks of fungi. The bright-colored fruit popularly known
"
as "wax-work
hangs on late into winter.
The native species, Celastrus scandens, is also valuable
for porches

if

ward growth.

given woven-wire
It is

trellis to

also specially

arbors, rock-work, wire fences, etc.

encourage up-

valuable for covering
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The Ampelopsis quinquefolia,
355. Virginia Creeper.
often called the American woodbine, but more properly
Virginia creeper, is peculiarly variable as found in different
As found in the Black Hills its
parts of the Union.
leaves have a silvery appearance, and as found clustering
over the rocks at the Devil's Backbone in Delaware County,
materially from the commercial type.
valuable variety generally propagated is known
This has smaller and denser foliage
as A. Engelmanni.

Iowa,

it

differs

The most

than the usual type, and

The Japan

ivy.

is

species,

known
A.

in Chicago as

triciispidata,

American

known com-

mercially as A. Veitchi, and as Boston ivy, has lobed leaves
This is
that are glabrous and shiny on both sides.
popular in the East and South, and does well on the east,

and north exposures, but its
exposure on porches or walls

west,
erly

foliage burns on a southin Iowa and Minnesota.

This is a rapid-growing vine
around
advantage
porch columns, arbors,

356. Chinese Wistaria.
that will twine to

and fences. Its large panicles of blue flowers are produced in great profusion.
This is a showy climber
357. Jackman's Clematis.
Its intensely violet blue
on
woven
wire.
when supported
and
attractive.
At the West the
are
flowers
very large
cut
back
and
the
crown
is covered over
canes
are
weak
with leaves or other protective material.
This is a peculiarly rampant358. Actinidia arguta.
vine
from
growing
Japan, with a tropical expression of
foliage.
it

Where hardy

east of the lakes

and in the South,

will cover a fence, arbor, or trellis in less

vine

known

42d parallel,

to the writer.

time than any

In the West, north of the

not hardy enough for a permanent coverbut in less important positions, if
cut back severely when injured, it soon regains what it
it is

ing of arbor or porch
has

lost,

;

with added beauty of the new growth.

CHAPTER XXVI.
PERENNIALS AND BULBS.
359. The Perennial Beds.

The bed

for perennials

may

be located in front, as shown in Fig. 83, and on quite
large front lawns room can also be given for the bulb-bed
for early spring effect, to be followed later in the season
by canna or German aster.

The

flower-lover will also have a perennial bed in the
background, where tall, coarse growers, such as golden

glow, perennial phlox, and even hollyhock, can be planted
in the rear, with lower growers in front.
Only a few of
the most desirable perennials and bulbous-rooted will be

noted in this connection.
360. The Herbaceous Peonia.

The

select

modern varie-

of the Alii'flora type stand well at the head of the
perennial list in beauty of foliage and flower, hardiness
and freedom from insects and fungous diseases. They

ties

also thrive

on varied

soils

and

in nearly every part of the

Union.

For massing, some of the best Chinese varieties are very
showy for a long period.
The tree peonia has a woody stem with delicately
Its final height is
shaded flowers more or less doubled.
from three to four feet, and it is much used on shrubby
It is popular in the East and South, but does
borders.
not prove hardy west of the lakes.
366
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361. Perennial

bed this
flowers.

is

Phlox.

367

In a rich, well-kept perennial

one of the grandest late summer and autumn

It follows

bloom until
almost every

late

in

the roses and gives a succession of
autumn. It is now obtainable in

shade of color.

After

three years the stools should be divided.
This
362. The Double Hollyhock.

flowering

two or

showy plant may

often be used for a background of a bed or against a background of shrubs or dwarf evergreens. It ordinarily flowBut if th& fleshy roots
ers the second year and then dies.
are divided after flowering and replanted they will flower
again the next season.
By annual division it practically

becomes a perennial.

A

363. Gas-plant (Dictamnus fraxinella).
very hardy
perennial with large terminal racemes of either pink or
It has tropical-looking foliage, and is a
white flowers.
in bloom.
The slight explosion
a lighted match is held close to
the flowers gives rise to the name of "gas-plant."
364. The Hardy Lilies.
These should have a place in

handsome plant when not

on

warm

evenings when

every well-kept

home

place.

naturally underdrained or

They do best in a dry soil,
The bulbs should be

tiled.

planted four inches deep as early in the fall as they can be
Where the bulbs are at hand they should be diobtained.
vided or separated as soon as the flower-stalks are withered,

The best hardy varieties are the
Gold-banded (L. auratum), the Lance-leaved (L. speciesum], Garden Easter lily (L. candidum), Turk's-cap lily
(L. superbum), and the Bateman lily (L. Batemanniai).
about once in three years.

At the West the most

valuable are the varieties of Lilium
on
account
of
their superior hardiness of bulb.
speciosum,
For lily propagation by division see section (68).
365. Golden Glow (Rudbeckia laciniata fl. pi.}.
This
is not an ornamental plant, but the double yellow flowers
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are developed profusely during late summer and autumn.
It makes the finest show when it has a background of
taller

shrubs or climbing vines.

This species of iris has very large
366. Japan Iris.
flowers that range from pure white through all the shades
It
of pink, red, and purple, with many combinations.
thrives best on rich soil with summer mulching to con-

serve moisture.

on

The German

iris

is

also desirable,

and

it

dry for the Japan species.
367. Oriental Poppy.
All the varieties of the perennial

thrives

soils too

orientale) are hardy and very showy when
in bloom, as the flowers are very large and brilliant scarlet

poppy (Papaver
in color.

A hardy perenproducing fine feathery panicles of pure white flowers
in June.
It needs dividing and replanting once in three
368. Japan Spiraea (Astilbe Japonica).

nial,

or four years.
369. Hardy

many

Feverfew (Pyrethrum).We

now have

beautiful varieties of Feverfew with double flowers

and a wide range of

colors.

flower in June, but

They

if

the old flowering stems are cut away they usually flower
The roots at the West must have root
again in autumn.
protection in winter.
370. Moss Pink (Phlox subulata).
This blooms very
and
so
that
its
early
abundantly
pink-and-white flowers

can be seen near the ground from
States

it

succeeds

in

half-shady

afar.

In the prairie

spots better than any

showy plant tested by the writer.
371. Plume Poppy (Bocconia cordata).

This vigorous,
Oriental
has
hardy
plant
large tropical-looking leaves, and
the flowers are borne in large feathery panicles raised
above the fine foliage.
It is most too tall for a small
and
it
is
too
lawn,
vigorous and obtrusive to go in a perennial bed collection.
Its place is where bold effects are
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desirable, to be

for borders

viewed from a distance.

it is

also

But

if

an acquisition.

369

As a background
It spreads

some by

the superfluous suckers are taken out
suckering.
each spring there is no extension until towards autumn.
It is hardy,
less

but

its

fleshy roots are killed in nearly snowif not protected by leaf or other

winters at the West

mulching.

This beautiful little flowering
372. Lily-of-the- Valley.
will
and
In all parts of
ever
be
plant
pleasing.
popular
our country, with its bright summer sun, it loves the
shade.

A

bed of

evening sun

it

where

will soon

it

extend

only gets the morning and
its borders.
It needs occa-

and a dressing of fine manure each fall.
It pays to cover all
373. Care of the Perennial Beds.
or
coarse manure in
beds
with
forest
leaves
perennial
sional thinning

autumn, after clearing off the tops and litter. Even if
some plants are hardy enough to winter safely without

The writer's experience
cover, they do better with it.
favors the use of forest-tree leaves.
They are nature's
covering, and it is not well to rake them all off in spring.
If a part of them are worked into the soil each spring, it
will prove a benefit to the plants by adding humus to the

In addition, the application on the surface of a good
coating of barnyard manure, well rotted, at least once in
soil.

two years,
374.

will

prove beneficial.

The Tulip Bed.

The grand modern

tulips

may

also

be classed with the hardy outdoor plants, as with slight
leafy protection the bulbs live over winter in our most try-

In starting a bed order all early or all late
ing climates.
flowering varieties. In no case mix the early and late sorts
in the same bed.
Plant at the North in October, about
three inches deep and eight inches apart in all directions,
but not in rows. Prior to severe freezing cover the bed

with four inches of leaves, to be raked

off in early spring.
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When

through blooming and the stems begin to
wither, take up and dry the bulbs under cover. When dry
cut off the steins, and keep under cover dry until time for
replanting in the fall. After the bed is cleared it is planted
the bed

with canna or

is

German

aster for late

summer and autumn

blooming.
The hyacinth, narcis375. Less Hardy Holland Bulbs.
also
are
bulbs
crocus
and
planted in the fall in beds in
sus,
the States east of the lakes and in the South.

Western

States, on dry

soil

and with

In the

leaf protection

in

winter, they are also grown, but not with the simple care
required by the tulip, especially after the first crop of

bloom from the imported bulbs. Indeed, in the South the
best results seem to come from the best grades of imported
But when the bulbs are selected and, after drying,
bulbs.
are rolled up in p.ipjr, or mingled with dry sand and kept
in a dry place, they do fairly well for replanting in the fall.
The hyacinth and narcissus are planted some deeper than
the tulip, but the crocus is not planted more than one inch
deep after firming the soil.
376. The Canna.
By crossing and selection the

florists

have made remarkable advances with the canna within
recent years, in shortening the growth and improving the
Some of the French, Italian,
flowers in size and beauty.

and Crozy varieties of the present are a wonderful advance
on the '' Indian shot" of a few years ago. Like the tulip,
after a start of the best varieties has been secured, they
may be retained with moderate care for many years. On
large lawns quite extended circular beds, with castor-bean
plants in the centre and an edging of upright vinca, give a
Against a background of green the richly colored flowers show well.
They are also used for centrefine effect.

pieces for flower-beds, and also in small groups on borders
As the flowers begin to
in shrubbery group borders.

and
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fade they should be clipped, to prevent the development of
In
seed, which is not favorable for continued blooming.
fall, when the tops are withered by the first frosts, but
prior to a freeze that will kill the crowns of the root-stalks,
dig the roots and dry them partially, when they can be kept

the

on a shelf
heater.

in a furnace-heated cellar, not too close to the

We

have kept the root-stalks in entire

hills

on the

cellar-bottom in a furnace-dried cellar-room, but they are
apt to start growth in such position if not divided and

potted by the first of February. The dividing is very easy,
as the root-stalks are separated almost as distinctly as the
tubers of the

common

'

potato.

377. The Gladiolus.

Among

(See Fig. 32.)
the summer-flowering bulbs

the most showy and popular are the modern varieties of the
gladiolus, and they are about as easy to grow and manage
as the potato or onion.
box as easily as onions.

The bulbs can

be kept dry in a
For continuous effect the bulbs

should be planted from early in spring to the

first

of June.

The gorgeous

flowers are hardly equalled for the parlor vase
and ore peculiarly durable. If not in a sheltered position,
the flower-stems need supporting by small stakes.

This is another modern development
378. The Dahlia.
from a single-flowered Mexican species. Indeed, the development of the new decorative types has come about in our
day. The newer types are less rounded than the old forms,
and show the loose, free, chrysanthemum style of flower.
In the dry, warm, summer air of the prairie States these
newer forms are at home, and, indeed, they do well over a
In rich, warm soil in a sheltered
large part of the Union.
position the dahlia gives little trouble, and does not need
In autumn at the West the first freeze not only
staking.
kills the top, but often the buds at the crowns of the

To prevent this it
tubers.
the bed late in the season.

is

best to

The

mulch the

surface of

tubers can be stored dry
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in a closet of the house

where sweet potatoes can be kept.

also be kept well in a furnace-heated cellar on
shelves, singly, as when closely packed they are liable to

They can

mould. If they dry too much they should be removed to
a more distant part of the cellar, keeping in mind the
fact that it freezes when a potato would not be harmed,

and that the dampness of a common cellar is almost certain to start mould and rotting.
379. Elephant's Ear (Caladium Esculentum).
This
tropical plant with immense leaves is often used with
canna in tropical beds with good effect. It is really not a
"
"
is
Caladium, but the Colocasia, from which the
poi
so
much
in
Hawaii.
The
immense
esteemed
made,
fleshy
roots are also used for food preparations in Japan and the
Pacific

tropics

quite

The

generally.

'great

tubers

are

planted whole usually, and in the warm, dry air of the
prairie States they seem to thrive as well as in their Pacific

home.

But when started
number of

divided into a

early in pots the large tubers are
sections, each of which makes a

strong plant by the time it will do to plant outside, about
the first of June at the North.
380. Sweet Pea.
too well

known

flowers, as the plant

mental.

This beautiful and fragrant flower

for description.

and

its

Its chief value

is

is

for cut

supports are by no means ornagarden where it can

Its place is in the vegetable

same as the garden peas.
Planted the usual depth of garden peas, and supported by
woven wire four feet in width on stakes, it gives a profusion
of flowers for the living-room vases well through the

receive horsa culture in rows the

season until after very severe frosts.
381. The Castor-bean.
In about

all parts of the Union
the castor-bean (Ricinus communis) is used in parks and
in tropical beds on lawns.
Its broad-lobed leaves, showy

panicles of flowers, and

its

after- fruit

pods are especially
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pleasing, particularly so

when planted

375*

in connection with

canna and caladium. In our climate it is an annual,
ripening its seeds where the early varieties of corn will
mature. Yet if seeds grown with us are planted in subtropical regions it makes a tree thirty to forty feet high,
and in Cuba the writer has seen trees two feet in diameter

of stem.

CHAPTER

XXVII.

THE VEGETABLE AND SMALL-FRUIT GARDEN.
382. Its Location, Shape, and Shelter.

and

position

The

site

chosen

surroundings largely determines the
In
of the vegetable and small-fruit garden.

for the house

its

Fig. 83 the garden is north of the house, but this may vary
with the frontage to the road and the character of the land
and its slope. The garden soil should not be stiff clay,

But where possible
nor with too great a per cent of sand.
soil that will work well should be selected, with porous
from below
Nature has not provided the desired soil
may often be improved by tiling and manur-

subsoil that will permit the ascent of moisture
(96).

But

conditions
ing.

if

it

When

possible, the slope should be to the south or

On

even a slight southerly slope, with shelter
at the north, the soil can be worked earlier in the spring
and the growth will be more rapid than on even a very
southeast.

>

slight northern inclination.

well

If the soil is a trifle sandy, is

manured, and has the needed slope and shelter on the

north, the conditions will favor early crops of vegetables,
including such subtropical ones as tomatoes, egg-plant,
If in addition an irrigating
beans, corn, and melons.
reservoir (401)

is

made on the north

side to provide water

in time of need, the late crops will be favored, and someretentive
times, in the humid States, the early ones.

A

clay loam

will

not prove so easy to work as the sandy loam,
374
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but

it

will stand

drought better, and

will

soon be

375

much

improved by repeated application of well composted- manure.
The form of an oblong parallelogram is adopted
for the ordinary farm or suburban garden to permit longer
Even in ordinary village lots,
rows for horse culture.

where a family horse

is kept, it pays richly to use the onein
the
cultivator
horse
garden.
In Fig. 83 the shelter on the north is given by the

Where this is not possible a near-by shelter can
be provided to protect from low wind-sweep.
Market-gardeners often erect tight board fences to take the place of
Garden
evergreens or trees until the latter can be grown.
orchard.

vegetables, strawberries, and raspberries protected from the
northerly winds of the early part of the season will not
only make quicker and healthier growth on account of

lessened evaporation and more heat, but they will be less
troubled by mildew and other fungous troubles.

must be kept in mind in home development that the
properly managed kitchen-garden is the most profitable
It will
part of the farm or the suburban-residence lots.
soon show the superiority of home-grown vegetables and
small fruits over the stale products of the market, and
that the free use of garden products will do more towards
It

preserving the health of the family than the specifics of the
drug-store or the visits of the doctor.
of Crops.
The most satisfactory and
on
a
small
or large scale requires rotaprofitable gardening
tion of crops.
The strawberry rows should be moved at

383. Rotation

the end of two years (258) to fresh soil; the rows in sweet
peas, garden peas, and beans should bo annually rotated

with the sweet corn and potatoes; and indeed all crops
should be put on fresh soil each year, except asparagus and
small fruits.

There are other reasons than mero vigor of growth

for a
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As instances, onions and tursuccession of garden crops.
or
more
on the same soil are subif
two
grown
years
nips
and the potato, beet, onion, melon,
and sweet corn are more liable to scab, rust, smut, and
ject to insect iujury /

other fungous troubles than they are

when

systematically

rotated -annually.

Some

of our methodic farmers include a crop of cow-peas,
other legumes in the system of rotation as a

field peas, or

part of the garden

management

to give fresh soil well stocked

humus and

nitrogen for melons, squashes, and potatoes.
With this plan and the growing of garden peas, sweet peas,
and beans the whole surface can be rotated with nitrogen-

with

producing crops at

least

once in three years.

There are many advantages in
and plowing the vegetable-garden in autumn
in all parts of the Union, but specially in the prairie States.
The fining of the soil by winter frosts is a great gain in the
North, and the action of the frost seems to be fatal to the
destructive cutworms when rolled by the plow from their
384. Fall Plowing.

clearing off

In the prairie States the different cutnumerous on ground not plowed in the
difficult to save a tomato, strawberry, or other

winter quarters.

worms
fall

are often so

that

it is

plant set out in the spring.

But on

fall

plowing we rarely

find traces of their mischief.

With

a light surface cultivation prior to planting the
is retained below while the surface is mellow and

moisture

in fine condition for seed covering or transplanting.
soil is quite heavy and inclined to be

where the

Even

lumpy

when spring plowed,

the exposure of fall plowing to the
frosts, rains, and snow melting of winter fines it for spring
culture, and the particles are ready to deliver up their plant-

food for the use of growing plants.
If not fall plowed, the
spring plowing should not be as deep and it should be per-

formed

as early as possible.

Deep spring plowing

leaves
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too great a depth with air-spaces not favorable for capillary
attraction or presenting a proper seed-bed, nor for root extension.

On

rather heavy

with slope favorable for

soil,

washing, snbsoiling garden-ground is a decided gain in
The pressure of the plow and the tread of
several ways.
the animal below the furrow so impacts the soil at the bottom of the usual plowing that in a few years the water

from heavy rains cannot quickly penetrate it, giving rise
to gullying and washing away of the finer particles of soil
It not only holds the rainfall, and largely
to lower levels.
prevents washing, but it gives a depth of soil that favors
carrying plants through o r summer periods of drought.
If
Subsoiling also gives bust r salts if done in autumn.

done in spring,
great a depth.

it

leaves t.*e

s

Hence pilots

r

;il

-loose

and porous to too

will suffer in a dry time far

more than on ordinary plowing.
The deep extension o' rooValso favors the growth of
plants in a dry time in the subsoiled garden.
Subsoiling
fall also benefit crops
.by letting

and deep plowing in the
air into the soil that

tends to set free the food for plants by

chemical action and fermentation.
385. Garden Culture.

Too many seem

to conclude that

the main purpose of cultivation is the destruction of weeds.
But the fact must be recognized that the dust-blanket
between rows, frequently stirred by hand or horse cultivator, conserves the soil moisture in the early part of the
season and the precipitation of summer showers later in

the season.

In connection with deep

fall

plowing and

subsoiling the surface culture not only conserves moisture,
but it admits atmospheric air and warmth.
In other

words, it favors what King calls soil ventilation, and in
addition it furnishes the needed conditions favorable for
surface root action in taking
food.

up

nitrates

and

liquid plant-
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The

selection of tools for culture in

important.

A harrow,

serves soil moisture.

growing crops

is

also

runs deep in mellow soil, conBut on soils firmed by rains its

if it

scratching and cutting the surface only hastens evaporaIf not properly set and followed by harrowing to
tion.
level the surface, it is the

When

same with the

disc harrow.

opens wide grooves and leaves hard ridges
between, its use increases rather than retards evaporation.
it

FIG. 102.

Planet Junior cultivator with pulverizer.

The thought to be kept in mind is that a fine tilth to
the depth of three inches on established crops should be
continuous to hold moisture.
Bailey aptly says:

"We

neglect the saving of the early

and gamble on the chance of having a rain when we
It often happens that the dry countries suffer
need it.

rains,

least for water.

ing

it

How

in the earth.

compact, the

shall

we

save the water

If the earth

capillary

pores

enormous quantities of water.

is

or

?

By

hold-

finely divided and yet
interstices will hold

If,

then,

we break up
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we shall prevent the
water passing off by evaporation."
When the plants are young, hand and horse cultivators

these interstices next the atmosphere,

are used that throw very little dirt sidewise.
These, such
as the Planet Junior, can be run very close to the plants

The different classes of horse hoes are mainly
(Fig. 102).
for use later in the season, in corn, potatoes, and other
coarser crops in rows wide enough apart for horse culture.

The hand
patterns

cultivators

of

which there are many good

are mainly used in commercial gardens between

rows of beets, lettuce, onions, bush-beans, and other small
growers planted only sixteen to eighteen inches apart, as
illustrated in Fig.

FIG. 103.

Hand

103,

which shows the use of attach-

cultivators with shovels to

rows.

(

open and close fur-

After Green. )

ment shovels for both opening a furrow between narrow
rows and then, by going a second time over the rows,
closing and leveling the furrow.
The hand cultivators are also used to great advantage
in small gardens in city lots, where a horse cannot be used
to advantage.
But in farm and suburban-lot gardens,

where horse

cultiire

can be used, they do not pay.
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Small -grow ing plants, such as beets, parsnips, onions,
and radish, are planted in double rows about

lettuce,

The horse cultivator is run outside
and between the rows the hand hoe
But the
is used, or a hand cultivator if one is owned.
for
of
such
ordinary family use
quantity
vegetables grown
is too limited to justify its use, as the culture on one side
of each row will give the needed conditions for growth if

sixteen inches apart.
of rows on each side,

the

soil is

kept in gardening condition.

usual to plant garden peas and sweet peas in
rows
about the same distance apart, using the
double
horse cultivator only on one side of each row, and using
It is also

the hoe between.

Good pure seed that has
386. Procuring Good Seed.
been properly grown and gathered from selected plants is
specially needed by every one who owns a home or commercial garden.
The only safe plan is not to buy of the
and
groceries
dry-goods stores, but order from dealers who
The writer for many years
has purchased seeds for home use and for the college
vegetable-garden from the old-established seed firms of the
have a reputation to sustain.

Eastern and Middle States, without in any case getting
poor seed, low in vitality. As a rule, in gardens it does

home seed, not even of tomatoes, beans,
or corn, if different varieties are grown in the same garden
or in the near vicinity. Commercial garden-seed of estabnot pay to gather

lished dealers

is

grown where each

variety or species
who are compara-

develops the most perfect seed, by those

and who grow only one kind of tomato,
cucumber, melon, or other garden crop of the same species
or, in some cases, of nearly related species.
Every precaution is taken to keep commercial garden- and flowerseeds pure by the well-established houses (3).
tively isolated
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The hot387. Plant Propagation and Transplanting.
bed (65) is a desirable accompaniment of every family
garden except in small city places. Well-arranged permanent homesteads often have what is known as a permanent
This has a sunken path in the centre with hothot-bed.
beds on each side, about four feet above the path bottom.
Sometimes the heat is given by extension of hot' water- or
Some also use small hotsteam-pipes from the house.
water heaters, such as are used in bath-rooms of private

8

FIG. 104.

houses.
(65).

Still

2

1

&

Permanent, lean-to hot-bed.

(After Green.)

others use manure, as in the common hot-bed
of such a structure is that the person

The advantage

in charge can go inside to do all the work of watering and
caring for the plants and attending to ventilation.
Quite frequently the permanent hot-bed for home use is

made

on the south side of a building, as shown
steps leading down to the path and
door opening inward, a bed twelve feet long, using four
as a lean-to

in Fig. 104.

With
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ordinary hot-bed sash, gives a handy, permanent, yet very
cheap structure that will prove very useful for the starting
of the tender vegetables

and

flowers.

The hot-bed

repre-

sented has the space below the soil filled with manure.
The only change needed for hot-water or steam heating is

putting in boards or slate to support the soil, which in
The management is
the figure rests on the manure.

given in section (65) with manure heating.
In growing tomato, egg-plant, or other plants in hotbeds they should be transplanted in ' l flats," Fig. 105, or,

FIG. 105.

A

"flat "planted with lettuce to be held in the coldframe for early family use. (After Green.)

A

better yet, in pots.
main element of success is a supply
of stocky, well-rooted plants, and a potted plant with roots
encased in a ball of earth can be transplanted safely at any

But the most favorable time for all vegetable or
flower transplanting is on cloudy days, or after four
o'clock P.M. in clear weather, as after that time the air is

time.

not so dry and the plants have the benefit of the cool night
become established.
The novice usually fails in

to

properly firming the soil about the roots and crown so
well that the plant cannot readily be pulled.
The drier
the soil the more firmly plants should be set.
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soil should be at once stirred on the
some
loose earth around the plant to
surface, drawing
lessen evaporation from the firmed soil below.
Where pots are not at hand, many amateur gardeners
use fruit-cans, unsoldered and without bottoms, in their

After planting the

The tins are held together by a wire around them.
In planting they are carried to the field in boxes, taking
care to keep the dirt from falling out, and in setting the

place.

by taking off the wire. With the
wire replaced the tins are set around the plants to protect
them from sun and wind.
ball of earth is loosened

A

cold-frame, in addition to the hot-bed is a great convenience. In the cold-frame the plants set out in " flats"

and in pots can be kept
off, and the cold-frame

to better
is

advantage for hardening
such cold-blooded

essential for

plants as cabbage, cauliflower, and lettuce until it will do
In the South the cold-frame
to set them out in open air.

used for starting all plants, as the heat from the sun
passing through the glass warms the soil to such extent
is

that ventilation is necessary.
The cold-frame is also the
proper place to hold flats of transplanted lettuce, as shown
in Fig. 105.
The cold-frame is identical with the hot-bed

frame

(65),

with the exception of a pit beneath for the

heating manure.
388.

Manuring the Garden.

Few owners

of private

gardens have any conception of the large quantity of
manure used to produce the great crops in the marketHenderson says: "It is a grave blunder to
gardens.

attempt to grow vegetable crops without the use of
manures of the various kinds. I never yet saw soil of any
kind that had borne a crop of vegetables that would produce as good a crop the next season without the use of
'
manure, no matter how rich the soil might be." Horse'

manure

is

best for garden use,

and

it

should be prepared
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months

by turning and breaking up
do this work if given an
The manure-pile with a continued supply
opportunity.
of well-rotted manure is an essential part of satisfactory
gardening. The pile may be made a kind of compost-heap
where sods, rotten vegetables, and fruits, weeds, soapsuds,
and even water are thrown ; watering at times of turning
at least six

in advance

to prevent heating.

the pile

if

Hogs

will

the top appears to be dry.

The commercial manures

extensively applied east of the
much used in

Lakes and on the Western coast are not

the prairie States.
Aside from the application of well-rotted manure, the
use of wood-ashes or one of the potash combinations of
the trade seems to give the best results with a system
of rotation (383) in

which a clover or other legume sod

is

turned under once in two or three years to give the needed
supply of nitrogen and the bacterial action that seems to
enliven the soil in a

house tankage

is

way not fully understood. Slaughteralso useful in the prairie States, as it is

rich in nitrogen and phosphoric acid, which are in availIn the West it
able form to be taken up by plant-roots.
is

the cheapest form in which nitrogen and phosphoric

acid can be obtained.

In private gardens, however, in all parts of the Union,
manure properly composted, with occasional rotation

stable

of

clover

results

most satisfactory
But in addition, in the humid

or cow-peas, will give the

on a small

scale.

always in order to use wood-ashes, kainite, or
other form of potash, not too expensive, at least once in
three years.
belt, it is

389. Preservation of Vegetables.

home owners

It is

usual with most

to store vegetables in the cellar

under the

This plan has many objections, not the least of
which are the smells, the possible effect on health from
house.
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decay, and the well-established fact that the cellar air

is

not favorable for keeping any kind of vegetables in good
For amateur use no plan is superior to the
condition.
In section 85 this
dirt-covered cave for this purpose.
is

recommended

for storing orchard-fruit root-grafts,

and

recommended

for

in section 137 the dirt-covered cave

keeping early

and

late winter apples.

potatoes, turnips,

indeed about

beets,

carrots,

is

For the same reasons
parsnips, salsify, and

vegetables except sweet potatoes will keep
without wilting or sprouting in the dirt-covered cave, kept
cool by occasional brief opening when the air outside is
all

colder than that in the cave.

Vegetables will keep as well in pits, but for home use it
not as easy at the North to get to them for family use
as when in the cave.
Cabbage is best kept outside for late
The heads are set together on level soil with the root
use.
is

sticking up in a shallow trench, and then lightly covered
with earth until the cold is severe at the North, when the
is increased in depth to eight inches, and still later
mulch is covered over the pit to prevent hard freezing.
But if frozen and left until they thaw out under cover,
they will rarely be injured. But for early winter use some

earth

heads can be kept in the cave by burying the roots in a
box of sand.
With a methodic system of rota390. Garden Insects.
tion of crops, fall plowing, and a general cleaning up prior
to the plowing, but little trouble with garden insects will
In many cases insect-eggs are carried
be experienced.
over on the stalks of plants.
As instances, the cabbagelouse lays eggs on old cabbage-leaves

garden, and

it is

and

stalks left in the

about the same with the cucumber-beetle,

leaf-louse, parsley-worm, and squash-bug. The fall plowing
also mainly destroys the cutworms in winter quarters,

the root-maggots, and wire-worms.
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The leaf-eating insects
391. Spraying Garden Plants.
are mostly confined to the fruit-trees, small fruits, and
shrubs.
Hence in the garden the arsenical sprays (156)
are mostly used for the destruction of the Colorado potatobeetle, the

cabbage

and the striped cucumber(158) is used in the garden
In lessening the work of the

flea-beetle,

The kerosene emulsion

beetle.

for the leaf-lice mainly.

cabbage-louse, and indeed all the aphides, the cleaning up
of the garden is a great help, as the eggs live over winter

attached to the old leaves and stems

if left on the
ground.
Chinch bugs, when not too numerous, can be headed off
in the garden by spraying with kerosene emulsion applied
to corn and crops they attack.
Keeping the headlands,
corners, and fence sides clean is also a great help.
The cabbage-worm
392. Miscellaneous Garden Insects.

can readily be eradicated by using the arsenical poisons
of cabbage use them without
(156), and extensive growers
But amateurs
hesitation before the plants begin to head.

The most
usually prefer to use less dangerous remedies.
desirable and successful plan adopted by the writer has
been to sprinkle the plants before heading with water that
This
has stood over gas-tar in open exposure to the sun.
seems to act as a repellent, as the butterflies very rarely
deposit eggs on the leaves scented with tar. If the worms
are found in the heads, they can be killed
flour just at nightfall.

This

kills

by dusting with
by closing the pores of

the slimy worms.

The cabbage-plusia also develops worms from eggs
deposited by a winged moth. The tar-water is a repellent
also of this moth, and the flour mixed with one sixth its
weight of pyrethrum powder will
are hatched from deposited eggs.

As

stated,

plowing.

the cutworm

is

Yet enough may be

kill

the

worms

if

any

mostly destroyed by fall
left to cut off valuable
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The writer's plan has been to wrap
transplanted plants.
the crown of every plant set out with horse-radish leaves.
If a plant is cut above the leaf, it is readily observed and
made

In most cases the plant
for the culprit.
from the wrapped portion when cut so high.
These brief notes on the common insects of the garden are only suggestive. The amateur desiring minute
insect descriptions and habits of insects of the garden
should consult some one of the works on economic entoi

hunt

is

will start

mology.
393.

Some Neglected Garden

Crops.

Most

all

American

who attempt gardening for home use are
acquainted with such common vegetables as sweet corn,
landholders

pea, cabbage, radish, lettuce, beans, etc., and
k/jow something about their planting and care.
With the
'lints given in this chapter a detailed description of each,

potato,

dth modes and methods of planting and managing, would
oe superfluous in most cases, and the few who need such
in special works on gardening
mention will only be made of
some vegetables which as yet are too rarely found in
instruction can look

for profit.

At

it

up

this time

private gardens.
394. Asparagus.

most healthful, and
found
in home gardens in
rarely
grown by market-gardeners. Almost
invariably the asparagus-patch is found in a sod-bound
corner, where the crop is neither plentiful nor palatable.
No plant responds so promptly to manuring and such
culture in rows as is given to corn and potatoes.
A main
in
addition
to
and
essential,
heavy manuring
early spring
In
culture, is to expose the rows to the open sunshine.
the shade, during the middle of the day, its growth with
the best of care is by no means satisfactory.
It likewise
delicious vegetable
well-kept rows, as

This

is

earliest,

388
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do well on wet land, and on clay it is not as early
as on sandy loam soils.
In starting rows it is usually best for the amateur to
fails to

purchase one-year-old plants of nurserymen or dealers in
Plant in spring, when the soil works well, in rows
seeds.
four feet apart, with the plants three feet apart in the
It is best to plant with the crowns of the roots two
rows.
or three inches below the surface, but it is not best to fill
up the channels until after the plants start. Where the
plants are not readily obtainable, rows are often started
by taking up the seedling plants that spring up in old
In July these are about six inches high and transbeds.

plant about as safely as weeds.

These

by autumn and come forward about

will be well rooted

as rapidly as

when

one-year-old plants are set in early spring.
In new sections, if plants are not available, they
The berries are crushed
easily grown from seed.

are

and

(5) and buried outside for spring plantbe
or
can
they
planted in the fall half an inch deep
ing,
in drills with a ridge of earth two inches deep drawn over

mixed with sand

In the spring the ridge is raked off, leaving a
mellow seed-bed in which the plants will make rapid
If desirable they can be transplanted in July in
growth.
the rows.

the permanent rows, or they can be left for planting the
next spring in a dormant condition.
As to after-care when the plants are dead in the fall,

they may be mowed off and burned, and the surface should
In the
be treated with a coat of well-rotted manure.
spring cultivate well the surface, without regard to the
position of the plants, prior to the starting of the succulent
It is also best, when the season of picking closes,
shoots.

whole surface. Some cutting can be done
in private gardens the second year, but it is preferable to

to cultivate the

wait until the third season.
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In gathering the shoots for home use it is best to cut
at the surface of the ground.
Market-gardeners

them

usually cut the shoots with at least two inches of the white
But this lower part is
part that grew below the surface.
usually tough and slightly bitter, hence for home use it is
If manure is put on in the fall, it must be
discarded.
cultivated in before the shoots start in spring, or it will
delay the starting of the shoots often for a period of ten

Some

prefer manuring at the close of the picking
season, cultivating in at once.
The writer has not found any great difference in
More depends on culture and manuring. Yet
varieties.
days.

Conover's Colossal, Moore's, and Palmetto are slightly
larger than the common variety that has become a weed
in

some

sections.

This delicious and healthful
Growing.
not grown in private gardens to any great

395. Celery

vegetable

is

Many seem

to entertain the opinion that it is a
that
can
special crop
only be raised on special soils, such

extent.

as drained

in

swamps by trenching.

any good garden

"Almost

soil

But

it

can be grown

with level culture.

Henderson

truly says:
private cultivators still think it
from six to twelve inches
to
out
trenches
necessary
dig
all

deep, involving great labor and expense, and giving a very
inferior crop to that planted on the level surface, in the

manner

practised by market-gardeners."

Celery is an autumn crop, and in
climate it is fortunate that the main

our dry

demand

summer
is

in late

autumn and winter. It loves the cooler and moister air
of the autumn months, and is usually planted as a second
crop,

The

following peas, early corn, and other early crops.
seed is sown in the open ground in early May on rich

mellow ground, rather thinly, in rows eight to ten inches
At the "West the seeds are merely pressed into the
apart.
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soil

and the bed

is

covered with a mulching of prairie hay
when it is removed and thn

until they begin to germinate,

between the rows is raked and weeds kept down.
In cooler climates, like that of Long Island, the seeds
will germinate when planted an inch deep without mulching, but even there the soil is usually covered with burlap
soil

while the seed

keep the

is

sprouting, to conserve moisture and to
As growth progresses the tops are

soil cooler.

clipped or pinched back to develop stocky plants, and
when small they are thinned so as not to crowd each other.

Usually the plants are set out for cropping at the West
about the middle of July for late fall and winter use, in
moist soil six inches apart in the rows, which are usually

where the crop is bleached
But the dwarf kinds, merely bleached by
in the field.
slight mounding, are planted in rows three feet apart.

laid out about four feet apart,

The

first

ground.
"
is

growth

To

is

inclined to spread out over the

correct this habit,

This

what

is

known

as

"hand-

earth with

merely drawing up
ling
practised.
the hands under the drooping stalks and pressing it firmly
In after-hoeing, earth is drawn
to them as a support.
is

until they are banked so as to hold the stalks upright.
This handling and banking is all the bleaching given to
the dwarf self-bleaching varieties, such as the White

up

Plume.

For family use there

is

not

much

gain in planting the

varieties that

require bleaching by high
large-growing
banking with earth or boards. Such varieties as White

Plume and Golden Dwarf

give the least trouble and are

not excelled in quality.
In storing for late use the plants can be packed close
together in boxes, with the lower part of the stems and
roots covered with moist sand.
in a root-cave, but will

These boxes are best kept
do nearly as well in a cold, moist
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The temperature should be kept low, and for late
The plants
should be left out as late as possible.
autumn
and
with some
are not injured by ordinary
frosts,
cellar.

use

it

straw covering they can usually be
of November in the prairie States.

This

396. Egg-plant.

South America, but

its

left

out until the last

supposed to be a native of
origin seems uncertain. It is used
is

as a vegetable in all the tropical and subtropical regions
of the world, and is grown in all climates where dent corn

and the New York Purple is grown in the
North where the eight-rowed early corns do not always
But to reach proper size of fruit at the North it
mature.
must be started early in hot-bed, and by potting the plants
will ripen,

should nearly reach the stage of blossoming prior to

FIG. 106.

New York

improved

FIG. 107.

egg-plant.

Black Pekin eggplant.

setting out the first of June, when the ground becomes
warm. The writer has set out plants in six-inch pots on
which fruit had already set. In private gardens for home

use it may be set in a
rows at the North.

The

plants in rich

warm
soil

corner in beds rather than

may be

planted two feet each
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The gain in bedding is that the cross-fertilization
way.
of the flowers favors the setting of the fruits and increases
If set in single rows, it often happens that the
the size.
blossoms are not properly pollinated, and it seems incapable of self-pollination. If not pollinated, the fruits will
develop partially, but never attain proper size, and very
many of the blossoms will not develop fruits.

When
squashes

of full
("Figs.

size

the fruits are as large as small

106 and 107), but they can be used to

about as good advantage when

half grown.

It

is

a

standard vegetable over a large portion of Europe and Asia
and in the South, and as shipped in over the Northern
But outside of cities it is not as yet commonly
States.

grown

in gardens.

The Lima Bean.
The Lima, pole, and dwarf
beans have properly been called the king of the table
beans in all countries.
But over the Northern States,
397.

even at the West, where the Lima beans succeed most
perfectly, the dried commercial Limas grown at Santa
Barbara, California, and at other points, are mainly used.
But those who enjoy the home-grown beans fresh from

the garden will fully agree with the writer that it is one
of the most delicious vegetables of the garden and one of
the most healthful of the nitrogenous ."oods.
As not a very large number of hills will supply an
average family with the large Lima variety, it pays to
plant the beans in pieces of sods with the eye downward,
starting them in the hot-bed quite late.
By transplanting
the sods with beans attached when the ground gets warm,

the crop will be advanced fully two weeks.
In place of
poles we have used woven wire five feet wide, supported
by stakes along the line of row. The beans spread out on
this support, and if the wire
appears to increase the thrift

is grounded at the ends it
and yield of the plants. At
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the close of the season the wire

is

rolled

under cover until wanted the next season.

modern support

to the belief that

393

up and kept
There is much

grounding wire trellis
by supplying an

at the ends benefits vines of all kinds
electrical current.

The bush Lima

varieties are smaller in size, but such

varieties as Henderson's

nearly as

good

Dwarf and Burpee's Dwarf

in quality as the large white Lima,

they do not require poling.
398. The Melons.
These are included

among

are

and

desirable

fruits (222), and are here noted as a rare crop in home
If started on sods in the hot-bed, the crop will
gardens.

be advanced fully two weeks.
A main drawback to growin
them
the
home
ing
garden, especially in the suburbs
of our cities, is the pilfering by melon-loving boys.
But
where the surroundings are favorable the home-grown
melons are specially desirable, as when brought from a

distance they are usually picked

when not

fully ripe.

CHAPTER

XXVIII.

IRRIGATION.
In the truly arid
399. Irrigation in the Humid States.
work of irrigating crops and fruits is imperatively

States the

Hence the land brought under cultivation
depends on the amount of water available from streams,
wells, reservoirs, and other possible sources, and crops
required.

when the usual supply
In such extended districts the need of water

often suffer in the critical period
falls short.
is

fully understood,

and there

is little

need of arguments

in favor of irrigation.

The present purpose

is

to urge the great promise of

utilizing, at least in part, the immense volume of
that runs to the sea in the so-called humid States,

water

where

midsummer rainfall is too often scanty for full crops
of vegetables, farm crops, and fruits.
In the arid or nearly arid States and Territories a vast
amount of water is required to carry crops through the

the

season, as the period is long, the evaporation excessive on
account of the dry air, the loss by seepage in open ditch

and quite generally the subsoil is sandy, involving
water in running it across the orchard, small
But in the humid States the
fruit plantation, or field.
rainfall of spring and early summer is usually abundant
and only a brief period of watering is required as a rule.

is

great,

great loss of
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A large

part of the

from mountain streams or
from reservoirs filled from such streams or from melted
snows.
But in the States east of the mountains the
streams usually run in deep channels and orchards are
In the prairie States they
usually on much higher land.
watering in the arid States

is

could rarely be used for direct irrigation, as the channels
are low and they usually run dry except in wet seasons in

August, when most needed.

But

in the

more uneven or

hilly sections of the States east of the lakes

.a

combination

of neighbors will often permit taking the water

from some

point higher up on the stream into irrigating channels for
But the rule that water
watering fruits on a lower level.

must be pumped from streams, stream-beds, or wells on
lower levels to reservoirs on the highest side of the orchard
or small fruit plantation has few exceptions.
Perhaps no plan for general uses is more practical and
profitable than the one extensively used in east Europe
and over a large part of central Asia, where they usually
have rains in the early part of the season.
During the
from
months
water
is
windmills
a lower
spring
pumped by

on the highest side of the fruit plantaThese reservoirs are excavated in the soil and the
bottom and sides are puddled with clay as now practised
in Kansas and Nebraska.
When made an iron pipe is laid
from the bottom to a distributing pipe across the high
side of the plantations, with a hydrant for every two rows
of trees or for a space of about forty feet for small fruits
and gardens. The water is led by a hose to wooden
level to reservoirs

tions.

troughs made V-shaped for running it over the ground.
In orchard-watering some work ia dou.e in advance.
The
is drawn away to a depth of lour or five inches
around the crown of every tree, forming a basin six to
eight feet in diameter, with the .l<y*<se <Urt compacted at

earth
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the edges.

About four inches of sand

is

covered over the

bottom of the cavity to prevent baking when water is
The V-shaped
applied and to lessen the evaporation.
from
one tree to
to
reach
are
made
long enough
troughs
one at a time on small iron supports
The water runs into a cavity until
it is filled, when another is added to reach the next tree.
Enough of the troughs are needed for one row. In watering the next row the troughs are brought over one at a
In the East the spaces between the
time as wanted.
another and are

made

set

for the purpose.

excavations are covered with some leguminous cover-crop,
In a very dry time the water is
usually the sandy vetch.

permitted to run after the excavations are filled for a few
After the inexpensive plant is
minutes at each tree.
established, the cost of watering each tree twice during

when the fruit is less than half grown and
when two thirds grown was estimated by a number

the season

again

of orchardists at eight cents. In the arid States this kind
But to bridge over a
of watering would do little good.
dry period in the humid States, it secures a good crop of

perfect fruit,
failure.

Even

when the unwatered
in Florida, with

trees

an average

prove nearly a
rainfall of over

been largely practised in orange
orchards, to bridge over the dry periods and also to save
the garden crops and tobacco.
In this case the water is
sixty inches, irrigation has

pumped from

wells

from which

by gasoline pumps into large cypress

distributed over the comparatively
by iron pipes to which hose is attached.
In Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, and other drift-soil States
of the West, the subsoil favors the economical use of water
with after culture to prevent the soil from baking.
Another consideration in the prairie States, and indeed
east to the Atlantic and south to the Gulf, is that no dis-

tanks,

level surface

it is

IRRIGATION.
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puted rights are to be considered or feared, such as continually harass users of water in the arid States.

As an

illustration of the possibilities of reservoir irri-

gation, the plant of Mueller Brothers, near St. Joseph,
The water is pumped from
Missouri, may be mentioned.

a well on a lower level by a gasoline-engine to a large
reservoir on the bluff, nearly one hundred feet above the

This gives a force to the water conland to be irrigated.
venient for washing vegetables, and certain home uses at
the house and barn, whence it is carried to quite an extensive vegetable garden and small fruit plantations.
During
the dry season of 1901 grocers and hotel-keepers sought
the Mueller vegetables and fruits at advanced prices.

The cost of running the pump at this quite extensive plant
averages about thirty-five cents per day, but the water is
elevated to an unusual height. An elevation of the bottom
of the reservoir of ten feet above the land to be irrigated

answers the purpose about as well, as the water will run
In the arid States the
freely to all parts below that level.
surfaces to be watered are levelled often at great expense,
but this is usually quite impracticable in the prairie States
or east or south of the lakes, and it is not needed, as the
is taken from point to point in wooden troughs or
in iron pipes and is distributed by hose.

water

401. Reservoirs with Puddled Bottoms.

that

wooden or iron

Many conclude

reservoirs, or those that are walled

and cemented, can alone be depended upon. But over
the world the fact has been long known that on quite firm
soil the banks and bottom, if well puddled, will hold water
quite as well as the cemented reservoirs and give less
trouble, as the frosts of winter do not injure the earth
banks, but often do

much damage

to cement-work.

In

Kansas and Nebraska they have had the most favorable
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experience with reservoirs excavated even in rather light
soils.

Mr. A.

Perry, of Frisco, Oklahoma, after long experience says: "These ponds are made to hold like jugs
except from evaporation by puddling one hour a day for
S.

two weeks. This is done by using a drag to stir the mud
made by some water pumped in. Stirring the mud keeps
it muddy and the sediment stops the pores of the soil,
which soon becomes impervious to water and seepage.
This will work on any clay soil or on a clay loam with
some sand."
In South Dakota, parts
402. Artesian-well Irrigation.
of Iowa, and in many other parts of the humid States,
artesian wells lifting water to the surface in great volume
are quite common.
They are utilized for irrigation of
fruits and crops, but the gain is not as great as is usually
It is not often that the position of the well is
suspected.

favorable for irrigating as large an area as the volume of
If water is raised a few feet to a
water would indicate.
reservoir

on the highest ground in the near vicinity

it

can

be utilized at time of greatest need over a large area by
But it seldom happens that an artesian
troughs or pipes.
well can be made to run the water into large reservoirs

high enough to be used over as
will cover in a
localities

humid

State.

much

surface as the water

But

in the relatively few

where artesian wells can be obtained

at

the

highest points they will prove very valuable if the surplus
water can be stored in late winter and spring for use in

the dry season.
In relatively

flat

sian water

distributed

is

some undulation artegood advantage when the

countries with
to

pressure of water will lift it to a height of fifteen feet or
more.
In the Libyan desert, of north Africa are now

found hundreds of such wells furnishing water for im-
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mense plantations of date-palms and other tropical fruits.
But where water comes within twenty feet of the surface and the supply is plentiful, the modern gasoline
pumps raise and carry the water to elevated reservoirs
ut a cost so moderate that it is trifling when compared
with

the

usual

cost

water

of

the

in

arid

districts.

Indeed, the reservoir system has been the main one used
in ancient and modern times.
In the arid regions the

water of the wet season

is

stored in

immense ponds or

lakes for use in the dry period, usually in mountains, or
In the dry season this
by damming mountain streams.
is used on large tracts during a long period.
In the humid States the dry period is short.
Hence our
friends from the arid States need not make sport of the

stored water

smaller ponds filled by
403. Sub -irrigation.

what

is

known

pumping from stream-beds or wells.
The best practical illustration of

as sub-irrigation

is

found in the

raisin-

No water is
near Fresno, California.
producing
is found
to
below
the
surface
the
feet
surface.
Six
applied
district

a nearly water-tight clay deposit with a porous soil above.
The water runs in ditches down to the clay and seeps
under the vineyard, rising to the roots by capillary attraction.

Another kind of sub-irrigation is found in California, on
bottom lands, on which sugar-beets are grown, in
China, and at other points. These lands are in the stream
valleys and are sub-irrigated by the seepage water from
orange and other irrigation on the higher elevations.
the

The Chinese gardeners also seek such land for vegetablegrowing in California, near Phoenix, Arizona, in Colorado,
and at other points where the seepage water from higher
land sub-irrigates lower-lying land without making swamps
or ponds, which often happens.
In Wisconsin, near Sparta, and at other points, sandy
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lands with clay subsoil are sub-irrigated for cranberryDitches surround the planted tracts, in which
growing.

water

is

introduced from running- streams or from reser-

voirs.

Close observation will disclose hundreds and even thou-

sands of these naturally sub-irrigated tracts in about every
State of the Union which have not as yet been utilized
for gardening or fruit-growing.
404. Green-house Sub -irrigation.

This has become far
more general than outdoor sub-irrigation. The trenches
are made water-tight by spreading cement over the slate
In the bottom drain-tile are laid in
bottoms and sides.
which water circulates and slowly escapes at the joints and
through the pores of the tiles. Some lay the tiles two feet
apart and others much prefer laying them quite close toWhere the tiles do not fit Avell some cement is used
gether.
to tighten the joints to prevent too much water escaping
at one point.
The water is raised by capillary attraction

through the

soil

covering over the

tiles.

The

benefits of

the system arise from the regularity of moisture supply,
and the surface does not harden or bake as in surface-

watering.
Practical growers often start plants in shallow boxes and
secure irrigation from below by setting the boxes in a

shallow pan or vat with water in the bottom until moistitre

appears on the surface.
405. Surface Culture Needed.

In

all

kinds of watering,

whether on the surface or from below, the surface must
be stirred soon after the wetting to prevent baking and to
conserve the moisture.
If this is neglected with surfacewatering the outcome will prove doubtful as to benefit.
Thorough culture and the exclusion of weeds tends to

hold the moisture in the

soil.

All systematic gardeners
need of it after surface

cultivate soon after rains, but the

IEKIGATIOX.

401

irrigation is much greater, as artificial watering seems to
harden the surface soil and the process is local, with dry
air

around

it,

favoring rapid evaporation from impacted

soils.

With sub-irrigation the need of culture or stirring the
surface soil is quite as essential, as it favors the ascent of
moisture from below and the admission of
both in outdoor and indoor work.
406.

air

Remarkable Results of Irrigation.

from above,

The

story of

the transformation of desert land into producing fields
giving several crops of alfalfa in a season, and other crops
in proportion, is often told by visitors to the arid States.

But

as

little

yet

has been said or written about the

increased yield of fruits and crops, as the result of watering in the humid States, mainly for the reason that little
has yet been done.
But at St. Joseph, Missouri (400), at

the insane asylum, Joliet, Illinois, and here and thero
in several States, the increased crops as a result of watering

have more than equalled the results in the arid States and
at much less labor and cost, as the period when water is
needed is short. In Wisconsin, Professor King, after trial

and much observation, has

stated:

such as the strawberry, in a season

" The value

of a crop,

when

crops generally
the expenses of the

are injured by drought, may pay all
original cost of the irrigation plant."
Even in Xew Jersey, with moister air

and more

rainfall

than in the States west of the lakes, the experiment station
reports for 1898 and 1899 an average gain of 1637 quarts
per acre on the irrigated plots of blackberries over those
that are not watered, and the size and selling value was

much

"Plot No.
Jr.,

The

increased.

"^256;

1,

1898.

Erie,

Eldorado, 3395

39;

Bulletin record reads:

Early Harvest, 1001; J. Wilson,
Agawam, 1280; Taylor, 2970;
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"Plot No.

1898.

2,

1618; Erie, 2164;

Early Harvest, 295; Wilson, Jr.,
Taylor, 2535; Eldorado,

Agawam, 318;

2330.

"Plot No.

1899.

1,

1875; Erie, 809;

Early Harvest, 913; Wilson, Jr.,
Taylor, 1092; Eldorado,

Agawam, 2106;

2408.

"Plot No.

1899.

Early Harvest, 1833; Wilson, Jr.,
1735; Erie, 2535; Agawam, 1618; Taylor, 1209; Eldorado,
4109."
2,

The above figures represent the gain in quarts per acre
In
of the plots irrigated over those watered by nature.
Plot No. 1 it will be noted that the gain of the Eldorado
in 1898

was 3395 and in Plot No. 2

it

reached 2330.

In

1899 the gain on Plot No. 1 of the Eldorado was 2408 and
on Plot No. 2 it reached the surprising gain of 4109 quarts
over and above the Eldorado plot without irrigation.
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